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PREFATORY NOTE. 

br presenting to my readers the. fourth volume of this 
translation-corresponding to the third volume of Professor 
l\Iommsen's work, and embracing the period from tlie death 
of Sulla to the battle of Thapsus, beyond which Dr. 
Mommsen has not as yet proceeded-I have to express my 
regret that so long a delay has taken 'place in its pre
paration. Important duties of another kind,' to which I 
was called after completing the third volume, rendered it 
necessary that I should defer for a time the further prosecu
tion of the work, ~d occasioned much interruption to its 
progress after I had resumed it. But I considered it due to 
those who had so favourably received the earlier volumes of 
my translation that I should endeavour personally to com
plete it; and I can only cast myself on their indulgence if I 
have somewhat unduly taxed their patience. 

The delay has enabled me to compare the sheets with the 
lourth edition of the German, issu~d in the present year. 
I have adhered substantially to the same principles of trans
lation as in the earlier volumes, endeavouring to retain as 
much of the form and manner of the original as seemed 
compatible with a due regard to English idiom; , and even 
venturing in some cases to have less regard to the latter 
than to the desirableness of reproducing' Dr .. M.ommsen's 
meaning without paraphrase. Readers conversant with the 
original will in many passages' miss not a little of its cha
racteristic force; but they will also, I doubt tlot, be ready to 
acknowledge that the task of the trauslator is attended with 



vi PREFATORY NOTE. 

peculiar difficulty in those cases where Dr. Mommsen for 
the more emphatic expression of his meaning makes use
often 'with great felicity-of words and phrases, the English 
~quivalents of which have not as yet passed into literary 
currency., _ 

In the latter portion of the volume I have desmed it 
sufficient to give the value of the Roman money approxi
mately in xound numbers, assuming for that' purpose 100 
sesterees liS equivalent to £1.-

WlLLUM P. DICKSON. 

Glasgow Oollege. 
31st July. 1866; 
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Wio er sich sieht'llo um uud um, 
. Kehrt 18 ihm fast den Kopf herum, 

Wie er wollt' WOlia zu aHem linden? 
Wie er mocht' so viel Schwall vel'binden , 
Wie er mBcht' immer muthig bleiben 
So folt und weiter folt .u schreiben ?-GOETHB. 



CHAPTER I. 

MARCUS I,.EPIDUS AND QUINTUS SERTORIUS. 

WHEN Sulla died' in the year 676, the oligarchy restored 78. The 
by him ruled with absolute sway over the Roman state; but; . Opposition. 

as it ,had been established by force, it still needed force 
to maintain its ground against its numerous s,ecret and open 
!bes. It was opposed not by any single party with objects 
clearly expressed and under leaders distinctly acknowledged, 

: but by a mass of multifarious elements, ranging themselves 
doubtless under the general name of the popular party, but in. 
reality opposing the Sullan organization of the commonwealtli 
on very various grounds' and with very Q.ifferent designi!. 
'There were the men of positive law, who neither mingled in Jurists. 
nor understood politics, but who detested the arbitrary 
procedure of Bulla in dealing with the lives and property of 
the hurgesses. Even during the regent's lifetime, when all 
other opposition was silent, the strict jurists were refractory; 
.the Cornelian laws, for ,example,which deprived various 
Italian communities of the Roman franchise, were treated in 
judicial decisions as null and void, and in like manner the 
courts held th.at, where a burgess haQ."been made a prisonrr 
of war. and sold into slavery during the rl!volution, bis 
franchise was not forfeited. There was, furtber, the AristoCIIIls 
remnant of the old liberal minority in the senate, which in friendly 
former times had sought a compromise with the reform party to r.form. 
and the Italians, and was now in a similar spirit inclined to 
modify the rigidly oligarchic constitution of' Sulla by con- _ 
cessions to the Populares. There were, moreover, the Popu- Democrats. 
lares strictly,so called, the honestly-credulous narrow-minded 
radicals, who staked property and life for the, watchwords 
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of the party~programme, only to discover with painful Bur
prise after the victory that they had been figliting not for a. 
reality, but for a,phrase. Their special aim was to re-establish 
the tribunician power, which Sulla. had not abolished but 
had divested of its most essential prerogatives. and which 
exercised over the muHitude a charm aU the more mysterious 
because the institution ,had no obvious practical use and was 
in fact an empty phantom-the mere name of tribune of the 
people, more than a thousand years later, revolutionized Rome. 
There were, above aU, the numerous and important classes 
whom the Sulla.n restoration had left unsatisfied, or whose 
political or private interests it had directly injured. Among 

Tl"anspa- those who for such reasons belonged to the opposition ranked 
danes. the dense and prosperous population of the region bet\'l"een 

the Po and the Alps, which naturally regarded the bestowal 
89. of Latin rights in 665 (iii. ,248) as merely an instalment 

of the full Roman franchise, and so afforded a. ready soil for 
Freedmen. agitation. To this category belonged also the freedmen, in

'ftuential in numbers and wealth and specially dangerous b,. 
their aggregation in the capital; who could not brook thel.1' 
having been reduced by the restora~ion to their earlier, 

Capitalis~. practically useless, suffrage. In the same position stood, 
moreover, the great capitalists, who maintained a cautious 
silence, but still as before preserved their tenacity of resent- -

Proletarians ment and their equal tenacity of power. The populace of 
of the capi- the capital, which recognised true freedom in free bread-corn, 
tal. wall likewise discontented. Still deeper exasperation was 

felt by the class of burgesses affected by the Sullan confis
Thedispos- cations-wbather they, like those o~ Poinpeii, lived on their 
soossed. property curtailed by the Sullan colonists, within the same 

ring-wall with the latter and at perpetual variance with 
them; or, like the Arretines and Volaten:aus, retained actual, ' 
possession of their territory, but had the Damoclea' sword of 
confiscation suspended over them by the Roman people; or, as 

The pro..
scribed and 
their ad
herents. 

was the case in Etruria especially, were reduced to be beggars 
in their former abodes or robbers in the woods. Finallv, 
the agitation extended to the whole family connections and 
freedmen of those democratic chiefs, who had lost their lives in 
consequence of the restoration, or who were wandering along 
the Mauretanian coasts, or sojourning at the court and in the 
army of Mithradates, j.n nIl the misery of emigrant exile; for, 
according to the strict family associations that governed the 
political feeling of this age, it was accounted a point of 
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honour- that those who were left behind should endeavour 
to procure for exiled relatives the privilege of returning to 
their native land, and, in the case of ,the dead, at least a 
removal of the stigma attaching to their memory and tf) 
their children, and a restitution to the latter of their pa
ternal estate. More e.specially the immediate _ children of 
the proscribed, whom the regent had reduced ill point of 
law to political Pariahs (iii. 351), had virtually received from 
the law itself a summons to rise in rebellion against the 
existing order of things. 

To all these sections of the opposition 'there was added the Meu of 
whole body of men of ruined fortunes. All the rabble high ruined for
and low, whose means and substance had been spent in refined tunes. 
or in vulgar debauchery; the aristocratic lords, who bad no 

-'further mark of quality than their debts; the Sullan soldiers, 
whom the regent's fiat could transform into landholders but 
not into husbandmen, and who after' squandering the first 
inheritance of the proscribed were longing to succeed to a 
second-all these waited only the unfolding of the banner 
which invited them to fight against ·the existing order of 
things, whatever elso might be inscribed on it. From Ii like Men of am
necessity all the aspiring men of talent, in search of· popu- bition. -
larity, attached themselves to the opposition; not only those . 
to whom the strictly close circle of the Optimates denied 
admission or at least opportunities for rapid promotion, and 
who 'thereforo attempted to force their way into the pha-
lanx and to break through the laws of oligarchic.exclusive-
ness and seniority by means of popular favour, but also the 
more dangerous men, whose ambition aimed at some-
thing higher than helping to determine the destinies of the 
world within the sphere of collegiate intrigues. On the 
advocates' platform in particular-the only field of legal 
opposition left open by Sulla-even in the regent's lifetime 
such aspirants waged lively war against the restoration with 
the weapons of formal jurisprudence and clev~r oratory; for 
instance, the adroit speaker Marcus Tulliu's Cicero (born 
Brd January, 648), son of a landholder of Arpinum, speedilY' 106. 
made himself a name by the.mingled caution and daring of 
his op~08ition to the ·dictator. Such efforts were not of 
much Importance, if the opponent desired nothing' further 

• It is a significant trait, that a distinguished teacher of literature, the 
freedman Staberius El'OS; allowed the children of the proscribed to attend hi, 
OOUI'lle gratuit.ously. 
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than by their means to procure for himself a cul'1).le chair, and 
then to sit in it contentedly for the rest 9f his life.' N o-doubt, 
if this chair .should not satisfy a popular man and Gaius 
Gracchus should :find a successor, a struggle for life or death 
wa~ inevitable; but for the present at least no name could 
be mentioned, the bearer of which had proposed to himself 
any such lofty aillJ. . . . ' 

Such was the sort of opposition with which the oligarchic 
gdvernment instituted by SuUa had to contend, ,when it had, 
earlier than Sulla himself probably expected, been thrown by 
his death on its own resources. The task was in itself far 
from easy, aild it was further 'complicated by the other social 
and political evils of this age-especiall y by the extraordinary 
double difficulty of keeping the military c~iefs in the pro
vinces in subjection to the supreme civil magistracy, and of 
dealing with. the masses of, the Italian and extra-Italian popu
lace accumulating in the capital and of the slaves living there 
to a great extent in de facto freedom, without having troops 
at disposal. The senate was placed, 'as it. were, in a fortress 
exposed and threatened on all sides, and serious conflicts 
could not be avoided. But the means of resistance organized 
by Sulla were considerable, and lasting; and, although the 
majority of the 'nation was manifestly disinclined to the 
government which Sulla had installed, and even auimated by. 
hostile feelings towards it, that government might very well 
ma.intain itself- for a long time in its stronghold against the' 
distracted and confused mass of an opposition, which was 
D.9t agreed either as to end or means, was without head, and 
wa.s broken up into a hundred frag~ents. Only it was 
necessary that it should be determined to maintain its position, 
and should bring at least a spark of that energy which had 
built the fortress to its defence; for in the case of a garrison 
which will not defend itself, the greatest master of fortifica- . 
tion constructs his walls and moats in vain. 

The more everything ultimately depended on the personal 
character o~ the leading men on both. sides, it was the more 
unfortunate that both, strictly speaking, wanted leaders. 
The politics of this period were thoroughly under the sway 
of the coterie-system in its worst form. This, indeed,was 
nothing new; close unions of families and clubs were insepa
rable from an aristocratic organization of the state, and had 
for .. centuries prevailed in Rome. But it was not till this 
epoch that they became all-powerful, for it was only now (first 
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in 690) that their influence 'l'f8S substantiated rath~r .. than 64. 
cheCKed by legal measures of repression. All persons of 
qunlity, those of popular leanings no less than the 00-' 
garchr proper, met in Hetlllrilll; the mass of the. burgesses 
likeWIse, so· far as they took any regular part in political 
events at all, formed according to their 'Voting-districts close 
unions with an almost military organization, which found 
their natural captains and agents in the" district-distribu-
tors" (dilli8ores tribuum). Every thing with these politie.al clubs 
was bought and sold; the vote of the elector abo~e all, but 
also the votes of the senator and the judge; the fists too which· 
produced ~h~ street riot, and the ringleaders who direct~d it. 
The assoclatlons of the upper and "Of the lower classes were 
distinguished only in the matter of tariff. The Hetlllria de-
cided the elections, the Hetlllriadecreed the impeachments, the 
. Hetlllria conducted the defence; it secured the distinguished 
advocate, and it contracted in cuse of need respecting an ,c
quittal with one of the speculators who prosecuted on a great 
scale the lucrative traffic in judges' votes. The Hetlllria com
manded by its compact bands the streets of the capital, and 
with the capital but'too often the state. All these things' 
were done in accordance with a certain rule and, so to speak, 
publicly; the system of Hetlllrilll. was better arranged 'and . 
managed than any branch of state-administration; althongh 
there was, as is usual. among. civilized swindlers, a tacit 
understanding that there should be no. direct mention of the' . 
nefarious proceedings, nobody made a secret of them, and 
advocates of repute were not ashamed to give open and 
intelligible hints of their relation to the Hetlllrim of tlieir 
clients. If an individual was to be found here or there who 
kept aloof from such practices and yet.mingled in public 
life, he was assuredly, like Marcus Cato, .0. 'political Don 
Quixote. Parties. and party-strife were superseded by the 
clubs and their rivalry; government was superseded by 
iutriglle. A more than equivocal character, Publius Cethe-' 
gus, formerly: one of the. most zealous Marians, afterwards 
as a deserter received into favour by Sullo. (iii. 332), acted 
a most influential part in the political proceedings of this 
period-unrivalled as a cunning tale-bearer and mediator 
between the sections of the senate and as having a, states-
man's acquaintance with the secrets of all cabals: at times 
the appointment to the most important posts of command 
wa~ decided by a word from his mistress Pl'IIlcia. Such a 
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plight was only pOt!8ible-, where none of the men taking part 
m politics rose above mediocrity: any man of more than 

. ordmary talent would have swept away this system of factions 
like cobwebs; but there was indeed a sad lack of 'men of 

Philippus. political or military capacity. Of the older generation the 
civil wars had left nbt a single mali of repute except the old 

91. shrewd and eloquent Lucius Philippus, consul in 663, who, 
. formerly of popular leanings (iii. 138), thereafter leader of 
the capitalist party against the senate (iii. 221) and closely 
associated with the Marians (iii. 325), "and lastly passing 
over to the victorious oligarchy in sufficient time to earn . 
thanks and commendation (iii. 331), had managed to es-

Metellas, cape between the parties. Among the men of the following 
Catulus, generation the most notable chiefs of the pure aristocracy 
tbe Luculli. were Quintus Metellus Pius, consul in 674, Bulla's comrade 

80. in dangers and victories; Quintus Lutatius Catulus, consul 
78. hi the year of Sulla's death, 676, the lion of the victor of 

VercelllB; and two younger officers, the brothers Lucius and 
Marcus LucuUus, of whom the former had fought with dis
tinction under Bulla in Asia, the latter in Italy; not to men-

114-50. tion Optimates like Quintus Hortensius (640-704), who had 
importance only as a pleader, or me~ like Decimus Junius 

• ~'!. Brutus consul in 677, Mamercus Emilius.Lepidus Livianus 
consUl in 677, and other Jluch nullities,' whose best quality 
was a euphonious aristocratic name. " But even those four 
men l'Ose little above the avera"ae Clllibre of the Optimates of 
this age. Catulus was like his father a man of refined 
culture and an honest aristocrat, but of moderate talents 
and no soldier. Mel.ellus was not merely estimable in his 
personal character, but an able and experienced officer; and 
it was not so much on account of his close relations as a 
kinsman and colleague with the regent as' because of his 

79. recognised ability that he was sent in 675, after resigning the 
consulship, to Spain, when the Lusitanians and the Romau 
emigrants under Quintus Sertorius had begun fresh move
ments there. The two Luculli were also able officers-par
ticularly the elder, who combined very respectable military 
talents with thorough literary culture and a liking for 
authorship, and appeared honourable also a'!l a maD. But, as 
statesmen, even these better aristocrats were not much less 
remiss and shortsighted· than the average senators .of the 
time. In presence of an outward foe the more eminent 
among them, doubtless, proved themselves useful and brave; 
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but no one of them evinced the desire or the skill to solve 
the problems of politics proper, and to guide the vessel of 
the state through the stormy seas of intrigue and faction 
with the hand of a true J?ilot. Their political wisdom was 
limited to a sincere belief m the oligarchy as the sole means 
of salvation, and to a cordial hatred arid courageous execra
tion of -demagogism as well as of every individual authority 
leeking to emancipate itself. 'Their petty ambition was con
tented with little. The stories told ~f Metellus in Spain
that he not only allowed himself to be delighted with the far 
from harmonious lyre of the Spanish occasional poets, bu~ even 
wherever he went had himself received like a god with 
libations of wine and odours of incense, and at table had his 
head crowned by descendin'g Victories amidst theatricfil 
thunder with the golden laurel of the conqueror-are no 
better attested than most historical anecdotes; but. such 
gossip reflects the degenerate ambition of the race of Epigoni. 
Even the better men were- content when they had gained 
not power and influence, but the consulship and atri
umph and a place of honour in the senate; and at the very 
time when with right ambition they would have first begllD 
to be truly useful to their country and their party', they 
retired from the political stage to spend their days in princely 
luxury. Men like Metellus and Lucius Lucullus were, even 
as generals, not more attentive to the enlargement of the 
Roman dominion by, fresh conquests of kings and peoples 
than to the enlargement of the endless game, poultry, and 
dessert lists of Roman gastronomy by new delicacies from 
Africa and Asia Minor, and they wasted the best part of their 
lives in more or less intellectual idleness. The traditional 
aptitude and the individual self-denial, on which all oligarchic 
government is based, were lost in the decaved and artificially 
restored Roman aristocracy of this age; in its judgment 
universally the spirit of clique was accounted as patriotism, 
vanity as ambition, and narrow-mindedness as consistency. 
Had the Sullnn constitution passed into the guardianship 
of such men as have sat in the Roman College of Cardinals 
or the Venetian Council of Ten, we cannot tell whether 

, the opposition would have been able to shake it so soon; 
with Buch, defenders every attack involved, at all events, a 
serious peril. 

Of the men, who were neither ,unconditional adherents PompeiWl. 
nor open opponents of the Sullan constitution, no one 
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attracted more. the eyes of the multi~de than the young 
Gnalus Pompelus, who was at. the tIme of Sulla's death 
twenty-eight years of age (born 29th September, 648). 'rhe 
fact 1I"as a misfortune for the admired as well a.s for the 
admirers; but it was natural. Sound in body and spirit, an 
excellent athlete, who even when a superior officer ,vied with -
his soldiers in lea.ping, running, and lifting, a vigorous and 
skilled' rider and .fencer, a bold leader of volunteer bands, 
'the youth had become imperator and triumphator at an age 
which excluded him . from every magistracy and from the 
senate, and had acquired the first place next to Sulla in 
public opinion-; nay, had obtained from the indulgent regent 
himself-half in recognition, half in irony-the surname of 
the Great. Unhappily, his mental endowments by no means 
corresponded with these unprecedented successes. He was 
neither a bad nor an incapable man, but a man thoroughly 
ordinary, created by nature to be a good sergeant, called by 
cireumstances to be a general and a statesman. An intelli
gent, brave and experienced, thoroughly excellent Boldier, he 
was still, even in-his military capacity, 1I"itIwut trace of any 
higher gifts. It 1I"as characteristic of him as a general, as 
well as in- other respects, to set to work with a caution 
bordering on timidity, and, if possible,~ give the decisive 
blow only wnen he had established an immens'e superiority 
over his opponent. His culture was the average culture of 
the time; although enmely a soldier, he did not neglect, 
1I"hen he went to Rhod~s, dutifully to admire and to make 
presents to the rhetoricians there. His integrity was that 
of a ric_h man who manages with judgment his consider-'. 
able property inherited and acquired. He disdained not to 
make money in the usual senatorial way, but he was too 
cold and' too rich to incur special risks, or draw down on 
himself conspicuous disgrace, on that account. The vice so 
much in vogue among his contemporaries, rather than any 
'virfue of his own, procured for him the reputation--com
paratively, no doubt, well warranted--of integrity and 
disinterestedness. His" honest countenance" became al-
most proverbial, and even after his death he was esteemed 
as a worthy and moral man; he was really a good neigh-' 
bour, who did not join in the revolting custom by 1I"hich 
the grandees of that age extended the bounds of their 
domains through forced sales or measures still 1I"0rse at 
the expense of their hum bIer neighbours, and in domestic life 
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. he displayed attachment to his wife an chi1~]~ rif 
redounds. moreover to his credit'that he w the"1M;~ 
depart from the barbarous custom of putting ~ ~ 
captive kings and generals of the enemy afte ey ~ 
been expibited jn triumph. But this did not pre lim 
from separating from his beloved wife at the cornman 
his lord and master. Sulla, because she belonged to an 
outlawed family, nor from 'ordering with 'great composure 
that men who had stood by him and helped him in times of 
difficulty should be executed before- his eyes at the nod of 
the same master (iii. 344): he was not cruel as he was 
reproache~ with bein~, bu~, wh'!'t perh.aps wal[l worse, hewl1s 
'cold and, In good as In evd, ummpas81Oned. In the tumult 
of battle lie faced t~e enemy fearlessly; in civil life he 
was a shy man, whose cheek flushed on the slightest occa
sion; he. spoke in public not withoilt embarrassment, and 
generally was angular, stiff, and awkward in, intercourse. 
With all his haughty obstinacy he was-as indeed those 
ordinarily are, who make a display of their independencEl'
a pliant tool in the hand of men who knew how to manage 
him, especially of his freedmen' and clients, by whom he 
had no fea~ of being controlled. For' nothing was he less' 
qualified than for a statesman. Uncertain as to his aims, 
unskilful in the choice of his means, alike in . little and 
great matters shortsighted and helpless, he was wont to 
conceal his irresolution and indecision under a . solemn 
silence and, when he thought to playa subtle game, simply 
to deceive himself with the belief that he was deceiving 
others. By' his military position. and his territorial con
nections he acquired almost without any action o:rhis own 
a considerable party personally devoted to him; with which 
the greatest things might have 1?een accomplished; but 
Pompeius was in every respect incapable of leading arid keep
ing together a party, and, if it still kept together, it did so
in like manner without his action-through the sheer force of 
circumstances. . In this, as in other things, he reminds us of 
M:arius, but Marius, with his nature of boorish roughness 
and sensual passion, was still less intolerable than this 
most tiresome and most starched of all artificial great men. 
Ris political position was ntterly awry~ Re was a Bullan 
officer and under obligation to serve the restored constitu
tion, and yet again in opposition to Bulla personally as 
well as to the whole senatorial govern~ent. The gens of 
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the Pompeii, which had only been named for some sixty 
years in the consular listS. had by no means . acquired full 
standing in the· eyes of 1lIie aristocracy; the father of this 
Pompeius had occupied a. very invidious equivocal position 
towards the senate' (iii. 271, 318), and he himself had once 
been in the ranks of the Cinnans (iii. 332r-recollections 

. which were suppressed perhaps, but not forgotten.' The 
prominent position which Pompeius acquired under SuUa 
set him at inward variance with the aristocracy, quite as 
much as it brought him into outward connection with it. 
Weak-headed as he was, Pompeius was seized with giddiness 
on the height of glory which he had climbed with such danger
ous rapidity and ealie. Just as if he willhed to ridicule his 
dry prosaic nature by' th,e parallel with the most poetical of all 
heroic figures, he began to compare himself with Alexander 
the Great, and to account himself a. man of unique standing, 
whom it did not beseem to be merely one of the five hundred 
senatorll of Rome. In reality,' nobody was more fitted to 
take his place as a member of an aristocratic regime' than, 
Pompeiris. His dignified outward appearance, his solemn 
formality, his personal bravery, his decorous private life, his 
want of all initiative might have gained for him, had he been 
born two hundred' years earlier. an honourable place by the. 
side of Quintus Maximus aurl Publius Decius: this medi-

. ocritY. so characteristic of the geI;l.Uine Optimate and the 
genuine Roman, contributed not a little to the special 
affinity which subsisted at all times between Pompeius and 
the mass of the burgesses and the senate. Even in his own age 
he would have had a definite and respectable position, had he 
contented himself with being the general of the senate-the 
office for which he was from the beginning destined. .With 
this he was not content, and so .he fell into the fatal plight 
6f wishing to be something else than he could be. He was 
constantly allpiring to a special position in the state, and, 
when it offered itself, he could not make up his mind to 
occupy it; he was deeply indignant when persons and laws 
did not bend unconditionally before him, and yet h!l every
where bore himself with no mere affectation of modesty 
as one of many peers, and trembled at the mere thought of 
undertaking a!lythingunconstitutional. Thus constantly at 
fundamental variance wjth, and yet at the same time the 
obedien'tservant of, the oligarchy, constantly tormented by 
an ambition which was frightened at its own aims, his deeply-
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agitated life passed joylessly away in a perpetual inward 
contradiction. . 

-MareWl CrassUll cannot, any'more than Pompeius, be Cra.. ... UL 

reckoned among the unconditional adherents of the oligarchy. 
He is a personage highly characteristic of this epoch. Like 
Pompeius, whose senior he was by a few years, he belonged 
to the circle of the high Roman aristoCracy, had obtained 
the usual culture befitting his rank, and had fought like Pom-
veins with distinction under- Sulla in the Italian war. Far 
Inferior to many of his peers in mental gift.s, literary culture, 
and military talent, he outstripped them by his boundless 
activity, and by the perseverance with which he strove to poa-
BesS all things and to become all-important. Above all, he 
threw himself into speculation. Purchases of estatetl during 
the revolution formed the foundation of his wealth; but he 
disdained no branch of gain; he carried on the business 
.0C building in the capital on an extensive scale and with 
. prudence; he entered into partnership with his freedmen in 
the. most varied undertakings; he acted as banker both in 
and out of Rome, in person or by his a"aents; he advanced 
money to his collea"aues in the senate, and undertook---as it 
might happen-to execute works or to bribe the tribunals 
on their account. He was far from nice in the matter or 
making profit. On occas~on of· the Sullan proscriptions a 
forgery in the lists had been proved against lUm, for which 
reason Sulla made· no more use of him thenceforward in 
affairs of state: he did not refWle to accept an inheritance, 
because- the testamentary document which contained his 
name was notoriously forged; he made no objection, when 
his bailiffs by force or by fraud dislodged the petty holders 
from lands whic\1 adjoined his own. He avoided open 
collision8, however, with criminal justice, and lived himself 
like a genuine moneyed man in homely and simple style. 
In this way CrasSU8 rose in the course of a few years from 
a man of ordinary senatorial fortune to be the master of wealth 
which n~t long before his death, after defraying enormous 
extraordinary expenses, still amounted to 170,000,000 
aesterees (£1,700,000). He had become the richest of 
Romans and thereby, at the same time, a great political 
power. If, according to his expression, no one might call 
himself rich who could not maintain an army from his 
revenues, one who could do this was hardly any longer a 
mere citizen. In reality the views of Crass!lB aimed at a 
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higher object than the possession of the fullest money
chest in Rome. He grudged no pains to extend his con
nections-.He knew how t~ salute by name every burgess 

. of the capital. He refused to no supplicant bis assistance 
in court. Nature, indeed, had not done much for bim as an 
orator: his speaking was dry, his delivery monotonous, he 
had difficulty of hearing, but his pertinacity, which no weari
someness deterred and no enjoyment distracted, overcame 
such obstacles. He never appeared unprepared, he never 
extemporized, and so he became a pleader at all times in 
request and at aU times ready; to whom it was no deroga
tion, that a cause was rarely too bad for him, and that he 
knew how to influence the judges not merely by his oratory, 
but also by his connections and, if necessary, by his gold. 
Half the' sena~ WaS indebted to him; his habit of advancing 
to "friends" money without interest revocable at pleasure 
rendered a number of influential men . dependent on him, 
and the more'so that, like a genuine man of business, he 
made no distinction of parties, maintained connections 'on 
all hands, and readily lent to everyone able to payor 
otherwise useful. The most daring party-leaders, who made 
their attacks recklessly in all qirections, were careful not to 
quarrel with .Crassus; he was compared to the bull of the 
herd, whom it was advisable for none to provoke. That 
such a man, so situated, could not strive after lowly aims 
is clear; and in a very different' way from Pompeius, 
Crassus knew exactly like a -banker the objects and the 
means of political speculation. From the. origin of Rome 

• capital was a political power .there; the age was of such a 
sort, that everything seemed accessible to gold as to iron. 
If in the time of revolution a capitalist_aristocracy might 
have thought of overthrowing the oligarchy of the gentes, 
a man like Crassus . might raise his eyes higher than to the 
foilC68 and embroidered maJi.tle of the triumphators. For the 
moment he waS a Sullan and adherent of the senate; but 

- he was too much of a financier to devote himself to a definite 
political party, or to pursue aught else than his personal 
advantage; Why should Crasius, the wealthiest and most 
intriguing man in Rome, and no penurious miser but a 
speculator on the greatest scale, not .speculate also on the 
crown P Alone, perhaps, he could Dot attain this object; 
but he had already carried out many great transactions in 
partnership; it was not impossible that for this also a suit-
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able partner might present himself. It is a trait character
istic of the time, that a mediocre orator' and officer,a 
politician who took his activity for,energy and his covetous
ness for ambition, one who at bottom had nothing but· a, 
colossal fortune and the mercantile talent of forming con
nections-that such a man, relying on the omnipotence of 
coteries and intrigues, could. deem himself on a level with 
~he first generals and 'statesmen of his day, .and could 
contend with them for the .highest prize which allures 
political ambition.' . 

In the opposition proper,both among the liberal con- Leade11l of 
servatives and among the Populares, the storms of revolution the demo
bad made fearful havoc. Among the former, the only sur- ,crat •• 
riving man of note was Gaius Cotta (630-c. 681), the friend 124-73. 
Ilnd ally of DrusJls and as such banished in 663 (iii; 237), 91. 
and then by Sulla's victory brought back to his native land 
(iii. 359); he was a shrewd, man and an efficient advocate, 
but not called, either by the weight of his party or by ~hat 
of his personal standing, to act more than a respectable" 
secondary part .. IIi-tho democratic party, among the rising 
youth, Gaius Julius Cresar, who was. twenty-four years of Cresar. 
age (born 12 July, 652 ? *), drew towards him the eyes of 102. 

• It is usual to set down the year 654 as that of Cmsar's birth, because 100. 
according to Suetonios (OIBS. 88), Pluu.,.ch (OIBS. 69), and Appian (B.a. ii.149) 
he was at his death (15 March, 710) in his 56th year;' with which also the '44. 
ltatement that he was 18 years old at the time of the Sullan proscription. 
(672; Vellei; ii. 41) nearly accords. But this view is utterly inconsistent 
with the facts that C8!Sar filled the mdileship in· 689, the prmtorship in 692, 
lind the consulship in 695, and that these offices could, accordiug to the leges 
annale" be held at the very earliest in the 37-38th, 40-4lot, and 43-44th years 
(If a man's life respectively (Becker ii. 2, 24). We cannot conceive why Cmsar 
Ihould have' filled all the curnle offices two years before the legal time, and 
ltill·less why there should be no mention anywhere of his having done so; 

82. 
's5,62. 

59. 

these facts rRther suggest the conjecture that, as his birthday feU undoubtedly 
on the 12th July, he w&s horn not in 654, but in 652; so that in 672 he was 100, 102. 
in his 20-2ht year, and he died not in his 56th year, but at· the age of 57 years 82. 
8 months. In favoul' of this latter view we may moreover adduce the cir
cumstsnce, which hRS been strangely brought forward iu opposition to it, that 
Cmsar "pame pusr" was appointed by Mal'ins and Cinna as l!'lamen of Jupiter 
(Veil. ii. 43); for Marius died in January, 668, when C8!SaI' was according to 
the nsnal view IS years 6 month. old and therefore not "aimost," 8S Velleius 
laY., but actually still a hoy; and moat probably for this very reason not at all 
capable ofanch a priftlthood. If, again, he was' bom in ·July, 652, he was at 
the death of Marius in his 16th year,; and with this the expression in Velleius 
agrees, as well as the· general rule that civil positions were not assUQlM before 
the expiry of the age of. hoyhood. Further, with this latter view alone II(loo 

oorda the fact that the d6narii atruck by C21IIl" about the outbreak of the ciyil . 

86. 

102. 
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friend and foe. His relationship with Marius and Cinna 
(Iris fat,her's sister had been the wife of Marius, he himself 
had married Cinna's daughter); the courageous refusal of the 

,youth who had scarce outgrown the age of boyhood to 

war are marked with the number LII, probably ihe ,year of his life; for when 
it began, Cresar's age was acoording to this view somewhat over 52 years. 
Nor is it so rash, as it appears to us who are accustomed to regular and official 
lists of births, to charge, our autholities with an error in this respect. Those 
four statements may very well be all traces!>le to a common source; nor can 
they at all lay claim to any very high credibility, seeing that for the 
earlier period before the commencement of the acta diurna the statements as 
to the natal years of even the best known and !host promioent Rom"!'lt lI,g., as 
to that of Pompei us, vary in the most surprising manner. , 

In the Life of Cresar by Napoleon ilL (B. 2, ch. 1) it is objected to thil 
102. view, first, that the Ie", annal;' would point for Cresar's birth-year not to 65~ 
103. but to 651: seoondly and especially, that other cases are known wbere it was 

not attended to. But the (h'8t assertion rests on a mistake; for, as 'the example 
of Cicero shows, the lez anMlis required only that, at the enteling on office 
the 43rd year ,should be begun; not that it shonld be completed. None of the 
alleged exeeptions to the rule, moreover, are pertinent. When Tacitus (.Ann. 
:d. 22) says that f~rmerly in conferring magistracies no regard was had to age, 
and that the consulate and dictstorship were intrnsted to quita young 'men, 
he has in, view of oourse, as all oommentators acknowledge, the earlier peliod 
before the issuing of the leges annal6s-the oonsulship of M. Valerins Corvus at. 

, twenty-three, and similar cases. The assertion that Lncullns received the 
supreme magistracy before the legal age is erroneous; it is only stated (Cicero, 
Acad. Pro i. 1) that on the ground of an exeeptionai clause not more particularl1 
known to ns, in reward for some sort of act performed by him, he had a dis
pensation from the legal two years' interval between the a.lileship and pnetoJ'o 
ship-in reality he was ..wle in 675, probably pnetor in 677, consul in 680. 
That the case of Pompeins was a totally different one is obvious j but even as 
to Pompeins it is on several occasions expressly stated. (Cieero, de Imp. Pomp. 
21, 62 j Appian iii. 88) that the senate released him from the laws as to age. 
That this should have been done with Pompeius, who solicited the eonsulsbip 
as a oommander-in-chief crowned with victory aud a .triumphator, at the head 
of an army and after his coalition with Crassus also of a powmful party, we 
~n readily coneeive. ,But it would be in the highest degree surprising, if the 
same thing should have been done with C8!sar on his candidature for the minor 
magistreei ... when he was of little more importance than other, political begin
nm'S; and it would be, if possiblll, more surprising still, that. while there is 
mention of that-in itself rellliily understood ___ cep~on, there should be no 
notice of this more than strange deviation, however naturally such notices 
would have suggested themselves, especislly witli reference to Octavianus oonsul 
at 21 (comp. 8.g., Appian iii. 88). Of a piece with the examples ·adduced is 
the inference drawn from them, .. that the law was little observed in Rome, 
where distinguished men were concerned." Anything more erroneous than 
this sentence was never uttered regarding Rome and the Romans. The gr ... to 
ness of the Roman commonweslth, and not less that of its great generals and 
statesmen, depends, above all things, OD the fact that the law held good for them 
as well as fur others; , 
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send a divorce to his young wife Cornelia at the bidding of· 
the dictator, as Pompeius had in the like case done j his 
bold persistence in the priesthood conferred upon him by 
Marius, but revoked by Sulla; his wanderings during the 
proscription: with which he was threatened and which was 
with difficulty averted by the in~ercession of his relatives; his 
bravery in the conHicts before Mytilene and in Cilicia, a 
bravery which no one had expected from the tenderly 
reared and almost effeminately fo{>pish boy; even the warn-
.ings of Sullo. regarding the" boy In the petticoat," in whom 
more than a Marius lay concealed-all these wer,e precisely 
110 many recommendations in the eyes of the democratic 
party. But Cresar coulq. only be the object of hopes for· the 
future; and the men, who from their age and their public 
position would have. been called now to seize the reins of 
the party and the state, were all dead or in exile. Thus 
the leadershi p of the democracy, in the absence of a man with 
a true vocation (or it, was to be had by anyone who might 
please to give himself forth as the 'champion of oppressed 
popu)ar freedom i and in this way it came to Marcus 
1Emilius Lepidus, a Sullan, . who. from motives more than Lepidul. 
equivocal deserted. to the camp of the democracy. Once a 
zealous Optimate, and a large purchaser at the auctions of 
the proscribed estates, he had, as governor of Sicily, so 
scandalously plundered the province that he was threatened 
with impeachment and, to evade it, threw himself into 
'Opposition. It was a gain of doubtful :Value. No doubt 
tile oppositiQn thus acquired a well-known name, a man of 
quality, a vehement orator in the .Forum; but Lepidus was 
an insignificant and indiscreet personage, who did not 
deserve to become a leader either in councilor in the field. 
Nevertheless the opposition welcomed him, and the new 
leader of the dflmocrats succeeded not only in deterring his 
accusers from prosecuting the attack which they had begun, . 
but also in carrying ·his .election to the consulship for 676; 78. 
in which he was helped not only by the treasures exacted 
in Sicily, but also by the foolish endeavour of Pompeius to 
show Sullo. and the pure Sullans on this occasion what he 
could do. Now that the opposition had, on the death of 
Sulla, found a head once more in Lepidus, and now that this 
their leader had become the supreme magistrate ()f the state, 
the speedy outbreak of the new revolution in the capital 
might with certainty be foreseen. 

YOLo IV. 0 
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But ev~1i bef?re the democra~s move.din the capital, the 
democratIc emigrants had again' bestirred themselves in 
Spain. The soul of this movement was Quintus Sertorius. 
This eminent man, a'native of Nursia in the Sabine land, 
was from the first of a tender and even soft-hearted tempera
ment-as his almost enthusiastic love for his mother, Raia, 
shows ...... a.1id at the same time of the most chivalrous bravery, 
as was proved by the 'honourable scars which he brought 
home from the Cimbrian, Spanish, and Italian wars. 
Although wholly untrained as a speaker, he excited the 

, admiration of learned advocates by the natural flow and the 
,striking precision of his address. His remarkable military 
and statesmanly talent had found ppportunity of shining by 
contrast, more particularly in the revolutionary war which 
the de!p.ocrats so wretch.edly and' iltupidly mismanaged j he 
was confessedly the only democratic officer who. knew how 
to prepare for and to conduct war, and the only democratic 
,statesman who opposed ,the insensate- and furious doings of 
his party with statesmanlike energy. His Spa.nish soldiers 
called him the Dew Hannibal, and this not merely because 

"he'had, like that hero, lost an eye in war. He in reality 
reminds 11S of the great Phrenician by his equally cunning 
spd courageous strategy,by his rare talent of organising war 
by ,means of war, by his adroitness in attracting foreign' 
nations to his interest and making them serviceable to his 
ends, by his prudence in success and misfortune, by the 
quickness of his ingenuity in turning to good account his 
victories'and averting the consequences of his defeats. 1t 
may be doubted whether any Roman statesman of the 
earlier ,period, or of the present, Can be compared in point 
of universal talent to Sertorius; After Sulla's generals had 
compelled him to quit Spain (iii. 344), he had led a restless 
life of adventure along the Spanish and African coasts, 
sometimes in league, sometimes at war, with tbe Cilieian 
pirates who haunted these seas and with the chi,eftains of 
the wandering tribes of Libya. The vic~orious Roman 
restoration had pursued him even thither: when he besieged 
.Tingis (Tangiers), a corps under Paccirecus from Roman 
Africa had appeared to help the prince of the town; but 
Paccirecus was totally defeated and Tingis was taken 
by Sertorius. On the report of such achievements by the 
Roman refugee spreading abroad, the Lusitanians, who, 
notwith~taIi.ding their pretended submission to the Roman 
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supremacy, practically maintained their independence and "i 
annually fought with the governors of Further Spain, sent " 
envoys to Sertorius in A£rica, to invite him to their ~ountry 
and to commit to him the command of their militia. 

Sertorius, who twenty years before had served under Titus Renewe.I 
Didius in Spain and knew the resources of the land, resolved outbreak, of 
to comply with the invitation, and, leaving behind a small ~e Spamsh 

detachment on the Ma~retanian ~oast, e~.bark"ed f<;>r Spain :;~~ec-
(about 674). The str81ts separatmg Spam,and AfrIca were 80. 
occupied by a Roman squadron commanded by Cotta; to " 
steal through it was im]?ossible ! so Sertori~s f0!lght his way 
through aud succeeded ill reachmg the Lusltamans. There 
were not more than twe~ty Lusitanian communities that 
placed theJIlselves under hIS orders; and of "Romans" he 
mustered only 2,600 men, a considerable part of whom were 
deserters from the army of Paccirecul! or" Africans armed 
after the Roman style. Sertorius saw that .everything 
depended on his associating with the loose swarms of 
guerillas a strong nucleus of troops possessing Roman organi-
zation and discipline: for this end he reinforced the band 
which he had brought with him by levying 4,000" infantry 
and 700 cavalry, and with this one legion and the swarms of 
Spanish yolunteers advanced against the Romans. The 
command in Further Spain was held by Lucius Fufidius, 
who through his absolute devotion to Sul1~o well-tried 
amidst the proscriptions-had risen from a subaltern to 
be proprretor: he was );otally defeated on the Bretis; 2,000 
Romantl covered the field of battle. "Messengers in all haste 
summoned the governor of the adjoining province of the 
Ebro. Marcus Domitius Calvinus, to "check the further 
advance of the Sertorians; and there soon appeared (675) 79, 
also the experienced general Quintus Metellus, sent 'by Metellu. 
Sulla to relieve the incapa111e FufidiuB in southern Spain. spot to 
But they did not succeed in mastering the revolt. In the Spain. 
Ebro provh;lce not only was the army oLCalvinuB destroyed 
and he himself slain by Sertorius' lieutenant, the qurestor 
Lucius Hirtuleius, but Lucius Manlius. the" governor of 
Transalpine Gaul, who had crossed the Pyrenees with three 
legions to help his colleague, was totally defeated by the 
same brave leader. With difliculty Manlius escaped WIth a 
few men to Ilerda (Lerida) and thence to his province, 
losing on" the ma~ch .his w~ole baggage through a sudden 
attack of the AqUltawan tribes. III Further SP!Lin Metellus 
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penetrated into the Lusitanian territory; but Sertorius 
succeeded during the siege of Longobriga (not far from the 
mouth of the Tagus) in alluring a division under Aquinus 
into an ambush, and thus compelling· Metellus himself to 
raise "'the siege and to evacuate the Lusitanian territory. 
Sertorius followed him, defeated on the Anas (Guadiana) 
the corps of Thorius, and inflicted vast damage by guerilla 
warfare on the a,rmy of the ·commander-in-chief himself. 
MetelIue, a methodical and somewhat clumsy tactician, was 
in despair regarding' this opponent, who obstinately declined 
a decisive battle, hut cut off ~is 8upplies and communication8 
and constantly hovered round him on all sides. -

These ernaordinary successes obtained by Sertorius in the 
two Spanish provinces were the more significant, that they 
were not acliieved merely by arms and were not of a mere . 
military nature. The emigrants as such were not formid
able; nor were isolated successes of the Lusitanians under 
this or that foreign leader of much moment. But with the 
most decided political and patriotic tact Sertorius acted, 
whenever he could do so, not as COfIdoUierll of the Lusitanians ' 
in revolt against Rome. but as Roman general and governor 
of Spain, in which capacity he had in fact been st'nt thither 
by the former rulers. He began - to form the. heads of the 
emigration into· a senate, whicb was to increase to 300 
members and to conduct affairs and to nominate magistrates 
in Roman form. He re~arded his army as a Roman 
Qne, and filled the. officers posts, without exception, with 
Romans. With reference to the Spaniards he was the 
governor, who by virtue of his office levied troops and. 
other support from them; but he was a governor who, 
instead of exercising the usnal despotic sway, endeavoured 
to attach the provincials to Rome and to himself personally. 
His chivalrous character rendered it easy for him to enter 
into Spanish habits, and excited in the Spanish nobility the 
most ardent enthusiasm for the wonderful foreigner who 
had a spirit 80 kindred with their own. AccordinO' to the war
like custom of 'personal following which subsisted in Spain as 
among the Celts and thE! Germans, thousands of the noblest 
Spaniards swore to stand faithfully by their Roman general 
unto death; and in them Sertorius found more trustworthy 

. • At lenot the outline or theee !lrganizntions must be assIgned to tlte years 
10, 79, 78. 674, 675. 676, although the execution of them doubtless belonge<l. in great 

part, only to the subsequent years. . 
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~mrades than in his ~untrymen and party-&SSOCiates. He 
did not disdain to tum to aecoun' the superstition of the 
ruder Spanish tribes, and to bave his plans of war brought; 
to him as commands of Diana by the white fawn of the 
goddess. Throughout he exercised a righteous and gentle rule. 

. His troops, at least so far as his eye and his arm reached, had 
to maintain the strictest diecipline. Gentle as he generally 
was in punishing, he showed himself' inexorable when any out
~"9 was perpetrated by his soldiers on friendly soil. Nor 
was he inattentive to the permanent relief of the condition 
of the provincials; he reduced the tribute, and directed the 
soldiers to construcli winter barracks for themselves, so that 
the oppressive burden of quartering the troops was done 
away and thus a souree of unspeakable mischief and annoy .. 
anee was stopped." For the children of Spaniards of quality 
an academy was erected at Osca (Huesca). in which they 
received the hi~her instruction usual in Bome, learned to 
speak Latin anll Greek. and to wear the to,.,<>a-a remarkable 
measure, which was by no means de.signoo merely to take 
from the allies in as gentle a form as possible the hostages -
that in Spain were inevitable, but was above all an emana
tion from, and an advanee on, the great project of Gaiua 
Graechus and the democratic party for gradually Romaoiling 
the provinces. It was the first attempt to accomplish their 
Romanization not by extirpating the old' mhabitanta and 
filling their plac':e8 with Italian emigrants. but byl...tiDis:a 
the provincials themselves. The Optimates in ROme snee " 
at the 1rl'etched emigrants. the runaways from the Italian 
army, the relics of the I'Obber--band of Carbo; the sorry 
taunt recoiled upon its authors. The masses that; had been 
brought into the field against Sertorius were reckoned, 
includin~ the Spanish general levy, at 120,000 infan~, 
2000 archers and slinger&, and 6000 cavalry. A" ... inst this 
enormous superiority of force Sertorius had not only held 
his ground in a series of succeasful conflicts and victories, 
but had also reduced the greater part of Spain under his 
power. In the Further province Metellus wund himself, 
confined to the districts immediately occupied by his troops i 
all the tribes, who could, had taken the side of Sertorius. 
In the Hither province, after "the victories of Hirtuleius, 
there no lODger existed a Roman army. Emissaries of 

" Sertoriua roamed through the "hole territory Qf Ganl. 
there, too, the tribes began to stir. and bands gathering 
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together-began to make the Alpine passes msecure. The 
sea too belonged quite as much to the insurgents as to the 
legitimate government, since the allies of the former-the 
pirates-were ~most as powerful in the Spanish waters as 
the Roman shIps of war. At the- promont~ry of Dims 
(between Valencia and Carthagena, opposite I vic;a) Ser
torius established for the corsairs a fixed station, where they -
lay in wait for such Roman ships as were conveying 
BnppI,ies to the Roman maritime towns and the army, carried 
away or delivered goods for the insurgents, and formed 
their medium of intercourse with Italy and Asia Minor. 
'The constant readiness of these men moving to and .fro 
to carry everywhere sparks froiD the scene of conflllooration 
tended in a high degree to excite apprehe~on, especially at 
a time when 80 much combustible matter was everywhere
accumulated in the Roman empire. 

Death of Amidst this state 6f matters the sudden death of Sulla 
Sulla and took place (676). So long as the man lived, at whose voice 
its conse- a trained and trustworthy army of veterans was ready any 
que";:. moment to rise, the oligarchy might tolerate the almost (as 

it seemed) definitive abandonment of the Spanish provinces 
to the emigrants, and the election of the leader of the 
opposition at home to be supreme magistrate, at all events as 
transient misfortunes; and in their shortsighted way, yet not 
wholly without reason, they might cherish confidence either 
that the opposition would not venture to proceed to open 
conflict, or that, if ,it did venture, he who had twice saved 
the oligarchy would set it up a third time. Now the state 
of things was changed. The democratic Hotspura in the 
capital, long impatient of the endless delay aud inflamed 
by the brilliant news from Spain, urged that a blow should 
be struck; and Lepidus, with whom the decision at the 
moment lay. entered into the proposal with all the zeal of a 
renegade and with his own characteristic frivolity. For a 
moment it seemed as if the'torch which kindled the funeral 
pile of the regent would also kindle civil war; but the 
influence of :Pompey and the temper of the Sullan veterans 
induced: the oppositiDn to let the obsequies of the regent 
pass -over in peace. But only the more openly were ar-

Insurrection rangements thenoeforth made for a fresh revolution. Daily 
of [.!'ido.. the Forum resounded with accusations a.,aainst the ci mock 

Romulus" and his executioners. The overthrow of the 
Sullan eonstitution. the revival of the. distributions of 
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corn, the reinstating of the tribunes of the' people in their 
former position, the recall of those who were banished con
.trary to law, the restoration of the confiscated lands, were 
openly indicated by Lepidus and his adherents as the objects 
at whIch they aimed. Communications were entered into with -
the proscribed; 1\larcus Perpenna, governor of Sicily in the 
days of Cinna (iii. 344), arrived in the capital. The sons of 

. those whom Sulla had declarAd guilty of treason-on whom 
.the laws of the restoration bore with intolerable severity
,and generally the more noted men of Marian. views were 
invited to accede. Not a few, such as the young Lucius 
,Cinua, joined the movement; others, however, followed the 
example of Gaius Clilsar, who. had returned home from Asia 
on receiving the accounts of Sulla's death and of Lepidus' 
plans, but after becoming more accurately acquainted with 
tqe character of the leader and of the movement prudently 
withdrew. Carousing and recruiting went on in behalf of 
.Lepidus in the taverns and brothels of the capital. At length 
a conspiracy against the new order of things was concocted 
among the Etruscan malcontents.·. ' 

All this took place under the eyes of the government. 
The consulCatulus and the 'more judicious Optimates urged 
an immediate decisive interference and suppression of the 
revolt in the bud; ·the indolent majority, however, could not 
lnake up their minds to begin the struggle, but tried to 
deceive themselves as long as possible by a system of com
promises and concessions. They yielded in respect to the 
corn law, and granted a limited renewal of the . Gracchan 
.distribution of grain, in doing which they probably returned 
. to the mediating regulations made in the time of the Social 
.war; according to these not all (as according to the Sem
.pronian law) but only a definite number-it may be con
jectured 40,OOO-of the poorer burgesses appear to. have 
received the earlier largesses, as Gracchus had fixed' them, 
of five modii monthly at the price of' 61 asSeII (3d.)-a regu
lation which occasioned to the treasury an annual net loss 
of at least £40,000. t The opposition, naturally as little aatis
. • The following narrative rests .ubsta~tially on tlie a"';ouni. of Lici~ianus, 
.which, fragmentary a8 it i8 at this very point, still give.s important informa-
tion as to the insUlTection o[Lepidu8. . . 
. t Under the year 676 Licinianus states (p. 23 Pertz; p. 42' Bonn); 78. 
!Lepidll8f) [le]gem frumentari(am] nullo resistente [adepf]tus est, ut 
annon[ae] quinque modi popu[/o da]rentur. According to this account, 
therefore, .the law of the consul. of 681 Marcus Terentius Lucullus and Gaius 73. 
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fied as it was decidedly emboldened by this partial con
cession, displayed all the more rudenesa and violence in 
the capital; and in Etruria, the true~ntre of all insurrec
tions of the Italian proletariate, civil war already broke out; 
the dispossessed Fresulans resulbed p088esBion of their lost 
estates by force of arms, and several of the veterans settled 
there by Sulla perished in the tumult. The senate, on learn
ing what had occurred, resolved to send the hI'o consuls 
thither, in order to raise troops and SUpp1"t'll8 the insurrec
tion.- It was impOBBible to adopt a more irrational course. 
The senate, in presence of the insurrection, evinced its pusil
lanimity and its fears by th~ re-establishment of the corn
law; in order to be relieved from a street-riot, it furnished 
the notorious nead of the insurrection with an army; and, 
when the two consuls were bound by the moat solemn oath 
which could be contrived Dot to turn the arms intrusted to 
them against each other, it must have required the super
human obduracy of oligarchic consciences to think of !lrecting 

Cassiua Varus, "bich Cicero meotioos (ill Vm". iii. 70, 136; y: 21, 52). 
and to "hich also Sallust ref .... CHist. tit. 61, 19 Dietaeb), did not finI& 
rMStaolisb the liYe mod;;' but only oecured the Jargeooes of graill by regu
lating the purcbases of SiciliaD ClOJ'II, and perhaps made nrioua a1teratiooo of 
detaiL That the 5emproaiaD Ja" liii. 109) allowed enry burgete damic:iJed in 
Rome to share in the JatglBlllll, ia certain; but tbia must have heeD 10'-" 
tJW!Iltly departed from, fur, -mg that the monthly 00rD of the Romaa burgesses 
amounted to little more thaD 33,000 medimni = 198,000 modii (Cic. Vm". iii. 
30, 72), OIIly aome 40,000 b1ll'gMM!S at that time receiYed gIaiD, wb...- the 
number of b1ll'gMM!S domiciled in the capital ... certainly &.r more ....... 
mdeJUle. This important alteration probably ~ed from the OctaviaD 
Jaw, "bich introduced imta.i of the atrangant SemproniaD amODDt ". 
moderate Jargeso, tolerable fur the state and n........,. for the oommoo people" 
(Cic. iN Off. ii. 21, 72, B ... 62, 222; Bee YOI. Iii. 237). and must have 

. heeD again adopted in the Jaw of tj76, The d"""""""y ... by DO meeJII ...... 

tent with thil (Sallust, l. c.) The amount of 1_ is cakolated on the basis 01 
the graiD being worth at \east double (iii. 107); wben piracy or other cawa 
dro"e op the price of grain, • fiuo more coasiderable 1_ must baYe ensued. 

• From the Cragmenta of the IICl'OtlDt of LiciDlaaas (po 44 Bonn.) it is plaiD 
that the decree of the _te, uti Lepidu.., CatuJ,u decreN enrcit;w. __ 
.IoIrri1M pro~ (Sallast, HiIIl. i 44 Diet.c:b), is to be nDd .... tood 
DOt of • despatch of the CODlIuls before the expiry 01 their cxmsDlsbip to their 
pl'OCOll8Uta.. premnces, for which there would ban heeD no reason, bot of 
their bftug leD' to Etruria against the ..... olted Faolans, j .... as iD the Catili
IIarian war the COII8ul Gailll Antonilll _ despatcbed to the oame quarter. 
The otatement of PhiUppua in Salluat (Hi8t. i. 48, 4) that Upidas a6 IItItUo 
t.o- prooinciam ... uercilV tllkptUII ai, is entirely in barmcoy with thia 
Yiew: for tha extraordinary 00DIIIllar command in Etruria _ just 88 mach 
• pr'OfIiIIciG 88 the ordinary procxmuIar COIIIIII8Ild in Narbon_ Gaul. 
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luch a bulwark against the impending insu tio~ Vet~ 
course Lepidus armed in Etruria not for the se "Wb" .. 
the insurrection-sarcastically declaring that the'oa hldW, 
he had taken bound him only for the current year. 
senate put the oracle-machinery in motion to induce him 
return, and committed to him the conduct of the impending 
consular eleotions; but Lapidus evaded compliance, and, 
while messengers passed to and fro and the official year 
drew to an end amidst proposals of accommodation, his 
force swelled to an army. When at .length, in the beginning 
of the followinglearL(677d)' 'the distinct ~junctidon1a0f thhe , '1'1. 
senate W88 issue to epi us to return Without e y, t e 
proconsul haughtily refused obedience, and demanded in 
his turn the renewal of the former tribunician power, the 
reinstating of those who had been forcibly ejected from their 
civic ri~hts and their property, and, besides this, his own 
1'8-electlOn 88 consul for the current year or, in other words, 
the tgrann" in legal form. 

Thus war was declared. The senatorial party could Out"break 
reckon, in addition to the Sul1an veterans whose civil exist- of the war. 
ence was threatened by 1ioepidus, ul?on the army assembled 
by the proconsul Catulus; and so, In compliance with the 
urgent warnings -of the more sagacious, particularly of Phi-
lippus, Catulus was intrusted by the senate with the defence 
of the capital and the repelling of the main force of the 
democratic party stationed in Etruria. At the same time 
Gnlllus Pompeius was despatched with another corps to 
wrest from his former protege the valley of the Po, which 
"'88 held by'Lepidus' lieutenant, Marcus Brutus. While. 
Pompeiu8 speedily accomplished his commission and. 
Bhut up the enemy's general closely in Mutioa, Lepidus 
appeared before the capital in order to conquer it for the 
revolution as Marius had formerly done by storm. The 
right bank of the Tiber fell wholly into his power, and he 
was able even to croSB the river. The decisive battle was 
fought on the Campus Martius, close under the walla of the 
cityr But Catulus conquered; and Lepidus was compelled Lepidua 
to retreat to Etruria, while another division, under his son defeated. 
Scipio, threw itself into the fortress of Alba. The rising 
was aubstantiallyat an end. Mutin' . surrendered to Pom-
peius i and Brutus was, notwithstanding the Bafe conduct. 
promised to him, subsequently put to death by order of 
that general. Alba too was, after a long Biege, reduced by 
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famine, and the ~e8der there was likewise execute'd. Lepidus, 
pressed on two sIdes by Catulus and Pompeius, fought another 
engagement on the coast of Etruria. in order merely to pro
cure the means of retreat; and then embarked in the port of 
Oosa for Sardiuia, from which 'Point he hoped to cutoff the 
supplies of the 'capital and to obtain communication with the 
Spanish,insurgepts. But the ,governor of the island opposed 
to him a vigorous resistance; and he himself died, not long 
after his landing, of consumption (677), whereupon the war 
in SlU'dinia came to an end. A part of his soldiers dispersed. 
with the Hower of the insurrectionary army and with a well-, 
filled chest the late prllltor, Marcus Perpenna, proceeded to -
Liguria, and thence to Spain to join the Sertorians. 

Pompeius The oligarchy was thus victorious over Lepidus; but it' 
oomp.ls the fOUI;ld itself compelled by the dangerous turn of the Ser-" 
sen~~,to torian war to concessions, which violated the letter as weU ' 
::nSpa::' as the spirit of the SuUan constitution. It was absolutely 

necessary to send a strong !lrmy and an able general to Spain; 
and Pompeius indicated, very plainly, that he desired or 
rather demanded this commission. The pretension was bold. 

" It was bad enough, that they had aYowed this secret opponent 
, again to attain an extraordinary command in the pressure of 
the Lepidian revolution; but jt was far more hazardous to' 
set aside all the rules instituted by Sulla for the magisterial 
hierarchy, so as to invest a man who had hitherto filled no 
civil office with one ,of the most important ordinary provincial 
governorships, under circumstances in which the observance 
of the legal term of a year was not to be thought of. The 
oligarchy had thus, even apart from the re"spect due to their 
general MetelIus, good reason to oppose' with all earnest
lIess this new attempt of the ambitious youth to perpetuate 
his exceptional pOSItion. But this was not easy. In the 
first place, t4ey had not a single man fitted for the difficult 
post of general hi SpIlID. Neither of the consuls of the year 
showed any desire to match himself against Sertorius; and 
what Lucius Philipj>us said in a full meeting of the senate 
had to be admitted as too true-that, among all the senators 
of Ilote, not one was able and willing to IJommand in a serious 
war. Yet they might, perhaps, have got over this and 
after the manner of oligarchs, when toey had no capable 
candidate, have filled the place with some makeshift, if Pom .. 
peius had merely desired the command and had not demanded 
l~ at the hea\l ,of an;. army. ,He I;!ad already lent 1;\ deaf ear to, 

- I 
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the inj!lnctions of Catulus that he should dismiss the amty; 
it was at least doubtful whether those of the senate would 
find a better reception, and the consequences of a breach n() 
one could calculate-the scale of the aristocracy might very 
easily mount up, if the sword ofa well,known general were 
thrown into the opposite seale. So the majority.resolved on 
concession. Not from the people, which constitutionally ought 
to have been consulted in a case where a private man was to 
be invested with the supreme magisterial power, ,but from 

. the senate, Pompeius received proconsular authority and the 
chief command in Bither Spain; and, forty days after he 
had received it, crossed the Alps in the. summer of 677. ?7. 

First of all. the new gen~ral found employment in Gaul, Pompei us 
where no formal insurrection had broken out. but serious in Gnu!. 
disturbances of the peace had occurred at several plnces; in 
consequence of which .Pompeius deprived the cantons .of the 
Volcre-Arecomici and the Helvii of their independence, and 
placed them under l\fassilia. He also laid out 8. new road 
pver the Cottian .Alps (Mont Genevre, ii. 106), and so 
established a shorter communication between the valley of 
the Po and Gaul. Amidst this work the best season of the 
year passed away; it was not till late in autumn that 
Pompeius crossed the Pyrenees. 
. Sertorius had meanwhile not been idle. ' He had de. 
IIpatched Hirtuleius into the Further province to keep 
MetelIus in check, and had himself endeavoured to follow 
up his complete victory in the Hither province, and to 
prepare for the reception of Pompeius. The isolated Oelti· 
beru1Jl towns there, which still adhered to Rome, were 
attacked and reduced one after another; at last, i.n the 
very middle of winter, the strong Contrebia (south-east of 
Saragossa) had fallen. In vain the hard-pressed towns had 
sent message after message to Pompeius; he would not be . 
induced by any entreaties to depart -from his wonted course 
of slow progression. With the exception of the maritim~ Appeal"llllce 
towns, which were defended by the Roman fleet, and the ?fPom.peinl 
districts of the Indigetes and Laletani in the north..east In Spam. 
corner of Spain, where PompeiuB estQ.blished himself after 
he had at-length crossed the Pyrenees, and made. his raw: 
troops . bivouac throughout the winter to inure them t() 
hardships, the whole ot' Hither Spain had at the end of 677 77. 
become by treaty or force dependent on Sertorius. and the 
district on the upper and mjddleEbl'othenceforth conti:Q.ued. 
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the main stay of his power. Even the apprehension, which 
the fresh Roman force and the celebrated name of the 
generall!xcited in the army of the insurgents, had a salutary 
effect on it. Marcus Perpenna, who hitherto as the e9.ual 
of Sertorius in rank had claimed an independent comJ;lland 
over the force which he had brought with him from Liguria, 
was,. on th~_ n~ws of Po~peius' arrival in Spain,compelled 
by his soldIers to place hImself under the. orders of his abler 
colleague. '. 

For .the campaign of 678 Sertorius again emploved the 
corps of Hirtuleius against Metellus, while Perpenna with 
a strong army took up his position along the lower course 

- of the Ebro to. prevent Pompeius from 'crossing the river,' 
. if he should· march, as was to be expected, in a southerly 
direction with the view of effecting a junction with Metellus 
and along the coast for the sake of procuring supplies for 
his troops. The corps of Gaius Herennius was destined to 
the immediate support of Perpenna; further inland on the 
upper Ebro Sertol'ius in person prosecuted meanwhile the 
subjugation of several districts friendly to Rome, and held 
himself at the same time ready to hasten according to 
circumstances to the aid of Perpenna or Hirtuleius. It 
was still his intention to avoid any pitched battle, and tG 
annoy the enemy by petty conflicts and cutting off supplies. 
Pompeius, however, not only forced the. passage of the Ebro 
against Perpenna, but also totally defeated Herennius at 
Valentia (Valencia), and possessed himself of that important 
town. It was time that Sertorius should appear in person, 
and throw the superiority of his numbers and of his g~nius 
into the scale against the greater excellence of the soldiers 
of his opponent. For a considerable tinte the struggle was 
concentrated around the.town·of Lauro (on the Xucar, 
south· of Valencia), which had declared for Pompeius and 
was on that account besieged by Sertorius. Pompeius 
exerted himself to the utmost to relieve' it; but, after 
several of his divisions had already been assailed separately . 
and cut to pieces, the great warrior found himself--just 
when he thought that he had surrounded the Sertocians, 
and when he had invited the besieged to be spectators of 
the capture of the besieging army-all' of_a sudden com
pletely outmanreuvred; and in order that he might not be 
himself surrounded, he had to look on from his camp at 
the capture and burning of the allied town and the carrying 
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off of its inhabitants to J:,usitania-an event which induced 
a number of towns that were wavering in middle and 
eastern Spain to adhere anew to Sertorius. Meanwhile 
Metellus fought with better fortune. In a sharp engage- VictOries of 
ment near Italica (not far from Seville), which Hirtuleiu~ Met.ellus. 
had imprudently risked, and in which both generals 
fought hand to,hand and Hirtuleius -Was wounded, Metellus 
defeated him and compelled him to. evacuate the Roman 
territory proper. and to, throw himself into Lusitania. This 
victory permitted Metellu,s in the next campaign (679) to 75. 
enter on his march towards Hither Spain; with the view of 
joining Pompeius in the region of Valentia, and in concert 
with him offering battle to ~he main force of :the enemy. 
Hirtuleius, with a hastily collected army, sought to interMpt 
him at Segovia; he was, however, not merely defeated, but 
was himself slain along with his brother--an irreparable loss 
to the Sertorians. After this the union of the two Roman 
generals could no longer be prevented; but, while Metellus 
~as advancing towards Valentia, Pompeius offered battle 
beforehand to the main army of thE! enemy, with a view to 
wipe out the stain of Lauro and to gain the expected laurels, 
if possible, alone. With joy Sertorius embraced the oppor
tunityof fighting with Pompeius before Metellus IU'rived and 

, the death of Hirtuleius transpired. The armies met on the Battle on 
river Sucro (Xucar)-: after II .. sharp conflict Pompeius was the Sucro. 
beaten on the right wing, and was himself carried from the 
field severely wounded; Afranius conquered with the left 
-and took the camp of the Sertorians, but during its pillage 
he was suddenly assailed by Sertorius and compelled also to 
give way. Had Sertorius. been able to renew the battle on 
the following day, the army of Pompeius would perhaps 
have been annihilated. But meanwhile Metellus had come 
up, had overthrown the corps of Perpenna ranged against 
him, and taken his camp: it was not possible to resume the 
battle against the two armies united. The junction of the 
hostile forces, the certainty which thenceforth could no 
lon~er be concealed that the army of Hh·tuleius had 

,penshed, the sudden stagnation after the victory, diffused 
terror among the Sertorians.; and, as not unfrequently 
happened with Spanish armies, in consequence of this turn 
of things the greater portion of the Sertorian soldiers dis
persed. But the despondency passed away as quickly ae it 
had come; the white fawn, which represented in the eyes 
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of the multitude the military plans of the general, w+ soon 
more popular than ever; in a .short time Sertorius appeared 
with a new army confronting the Romans in the. level 
country to the south of ~aguntum (Murviedro), which firmly 
adhered to .Rome, while the Sertorian privateers interfered 
",ith the Roman supplies by sea, and.the scarcity was already 
making itself felt. in the Roman cainp. Another battle took 
place in the plains of the river .Turia (Guadalaviar). and the 
struggle was- long undecided. Pompeius with the cavalry 
was defeated by Sertorius, 'and his brother-in-law and 
qurestor, the brave Lucius MemmiuB, was slain; on the other 
hand Metellus vanquished Perpenna, and victoriously 
repe~d the attack of the enemy's main . army directed 
against him,· receiving himself a wound in the conflict. 
Once more the Sertorian army dispersed. Valentia, which 
Gaius Herennius held for Sertorius,. was taken and razed 
to. the ground. The Romans, probably for a mQment, 
entertained a hope that they were done with their tough 
antagonist. '1'he Sertorian army had disappeared; the Roman 
troops, penetrating far into the interior, besieged the general 
himself in the fortress Clunia on the upper Doura. But 
while they vainly invested this rocky stronghold, the con
tingents of the insurgent communities assembled elsewhere; 
Sertorius stole out of the fortress and stood once more as 
general at the head of an army, when the eventful year 

75. 679 came to an end. 
Suc~esses of . Yet the Romans at home had reason to be content with 
the RoIllllll.So the results of this campaign. Southern and central Spain 

was delivered from·.the enemy in consequence of the destruc
tion of the Hirtuleian army and the battles on the Xuear 
8.lld. Guadalaviar, and was permanently secured through the 
occupntion of the Celtibenan towns Segobriga (betweeu 
Toledo and Cuenca) and Bilbilis (near CalataYJ.ld) by 
Metellus. The struggle was thenceforth 'concentrated on 
the upper and middle Ebro, around the chief strongholds of· 
the Sertorians, Calagurris, Osca, TIerda, and on the coast 
around Tarraco. Although both Roman generals had 
fought bravely, it was not to Pompeius, but to Metellus 
that the success was mainly due.. .. 

The cam
paigns of 
680 and 
681. 

But although not a little was gained, the Romans had by 
no means attained their object; and they had again to take 
np their wintel· quarters with the cheerless prospect of an 
inevitable renewal of their Sisyphean labours. It was not 
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possible to choos6 quarters in tlie valley of the lower Ebro so 
fearfully devastated by friend and foe; Pompeius spent the 
winter in the territory_ of the Vaccrei (about,Valladolid)~ 
and MetelluB even· in Gaul. Reinforced by two fresh 
legions despatched from Italy, the two generals began their 
operations anew in the spring of 680. No more battles, in 74. 
the proper sense, were fought j Sertorius confined himself 
wholly to guerilla and siege warfare. Metelius reduced the 
places that still adhered to Sertorius in southern Spain, and 
everywhere, in order to stop -the sources of insurrection, 
earned the whole male population away with him. PompeiuB 
had a more difficult position in the province of the Ebro. 
Pallantia (Palencia above Valladolid). which he besieged, 
was relieved by Sertorius j. iafront ofCalagurris (Calahorra; 
on the upper EbJ,oYhe'was defeated by Sertorius and com-
pelled to leave those regions, although MeteliuB had united. 
with him -in order to the siege of that town. After lfetellus-. 
had wintered in his province and_ Pompeius in Gaul, the 
campaign of 681 was cOllducted in a similar fashion; but 73. 
Pom)?eiutl gained in _this year more permanent successes, 
and ·mduced a considerable number of communities to with-
draw from the insurrection. -

For eight years the Sertorian war thus contuiued, and yet Iod.6nite 
there seemed no prospect of its termination. The state a~d peliloul. 
Buffered from it beyond description. .The flower. of .the c~ar:cter ot 
J tali an youth perished amid the exhausting fatigues of !.,:o ,e~to. 
Spanish warfare. The public treasury_ was not only I. "ar. 
deprived of the Spanish revenues, but had anmially to send 
to Spain for the pay and maintenance of the Spanish armies 
very considerable sums, which the government hardly knew 
how to raise. Spain was devastated and impoverished, and 
the Roman civilization, which presented so fair a promise 

, there, received a severe shock; as was naturally to be expected 
in the case of an insurrectionary war waged with so niuch 
bitterness, and but too often occasioning the destruction of 
whole coltlmunities. Even the towns, which adhered to the 
dominant party in Rome, had countless hardships to endure; 
those situated on the coast had to be provided with neces
saries by the Roman fleet, and the situation of the faithful 
communities in the interior was almost desperate. Gaul 
suffered hardly less, partly from the requisitions for contin
IfCnts of infantry:,nd cavalry, for grai~ and money, partly 

_ from the oppresSIve burden of thewmter-quarters, which 
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rose to' an intolerable degree in consequence of the bad 
74. harvest of 680; almost all the local treasuries were cqm

pellt>d to betake themselves to, the Roman bankers, and to' 
burden themselves with a crushing load of debt. Generals 
and soldiers carried on the war with reluctance. The generals 
had encountered an opponent far superior in talent, a 
tediously pertinacious ,resistance, a ,warfare of very serious 
perils 'and of successes difficult to be attained and far from 
brilliant; it was asserted that Pompeius was sche!Ding to 
get himself recalled from Spain and intrusted with a more 
desirabl!l command elsewhere. The soldiers, too, found 
little satisfaction in a campaign, iIi' whioh not only was there 
nothing to be got I!ave hard blows and worthless booty, but 
their very pay was doled out to them with extreme irregu
larity. _ PompeiulJ reported to the senate, in the winter of 

14-73. 680-681, that the pay was two years in arrear, and that 
the army threatened to disband if the senate did not devise 
ways and'means; whereupon at length the needful- sums 
came. The Roman gove~nment might certainly have 
obviated a considerable portion of these evils, if they could 
have prevailed on themselves to' carryon the Spamsh war 
With, less remissness, to say nothing of better will. In the 
main, however, it was neither their fault nor the fault {)f tht:ir 
generals that-a genius so superior as that of Sertorius was 
able to carry on this guerilla war year after year, despite of 
all numerical superiority, in a country so thoroughly 
favourable to insurrectionary and piratical warfare. ' So 
little could its end be foreseen, that the Sertorian insurrec
tion seemed rather as if it would become intermiugled with 
other contemporary ~vo1ts and thereby add to its dangerous 
character. Just at that time the Romans were contending 
on ever, sea with llira~icailleets,. in Italy with the revol~d 
'slaves, m Macedoma WIth the trIbes on the lower Danube, 
in Asia Minor once more with king Mithradates. That 
Sertorius had formed counections with Jhe Italian and 
Macedonian enemies of Rome, cannot be distinctly affirmed, 
although he certainly was in constant intercourse with the 
Marians in Italy. With the pirates, on the other hand, he 
had' previously formed an avowed league, aud, with the 
Pontic king-with whom he had long maintained relations 
through the medium of the Roman emigrants staying at his 
court-he now concluded a formal treaty of alliance; in 
which Sertorius ceded to the king the client-states of Asia 
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M"mor but not the Boman prorinee or Asia. and I?romised, 
D'.IOI"eOTer, to 8l'Dd him an offi~r qualified to lead his troops. 
and • number or eoldiers, while the king, in tl1l'llo bound 
himself to traDllmit to Serioriua rorty shipll and 3,000 
talents (£732,000). The wise politicians in the capital 
were already reealling the time .hen ItalIr!::d itself 
threateued by Philip from the east and by ibal from 
the 1I"est; they eoneeived that the neW' Hannibal, jWit like 
hill predeeeseor, after haring by bimaelf'subdued SpaiD, might 
easily anire with the ron:ea or Spain in Italy eooner than 
Pompt"iWl, in order that., like the Pbrenician fonnerly, 
he might sum mOD the Etrv.acans and Samnitee to arms 
&e ... inst Rome.· 

But this comparison .... more ingenious than aecorate. ColIapIe 01 
SertoriUI 11"18 far from bPiug strong. enough to reneW' the the ~ 
gigantic enterprise or Hannibal. He 11"18 lost if he left of Sortori"" 
Spain, 1I"bt>re all his .BUCC1e88e8 .-ere bound up with the 
peculiarities or the country and the people; and eYeD there 
be 1rI8 more and more compelled to renounce the offensive. 
Hill admirable ekilll8 • leader could not change the nature 
3C hill troops. The Spanish militia retained ita c:haracter, 
untrust1l"0rthy 18 the ... ve or the wind; noW' collec:ted in 
I!lA8SetI to the number of 150,000, noW' melting .... y again 
to a mere handfuL The Boman emi,,"1"8Dta,. likewise. coo-
tinued insubordinate, arrogant, and atubbom. Those kinds 
of armed force which require that • corps should keep 
togt>tbt>r for. eooaiderable time. IUCh 18 caYalry especially • 
• ere or course very inadequately repreeented in his army. 
The war gradually swept off hill ablest officers and the 
lower of hill veteraDII; and even the moat truatTorthy com-
munities, weary or being harused by the &mana and 
ill-used by the Sertorian officers, began to &how ligna or '. 
impatience and ... vering allegianee. It is remarkable thai; 
Sertori1l1l, in this respect also like Hannibal, neret' deeeiYed 
bimeelf' as to the hopelessness of his positioo; ~ allo-wed. no 
opportunity for brin",aing about • compromise to pass. and 
1IrU ready at any mOlDll'Dt to lay do_ his command on the 
I8BUr'aDce of being allo ... ed to live peacefully in. his native 
land. But political orthodosy bon nothing of compromise 
and conciliation. Sertoriua might not recede or step aside; 
he 1IrU compelled inevitably to maye on ~ the path which 
be had once entered, however namnr and giddy it might 
beeome. Ria military BUCCe88e& too, like those of Hannibal. 

.OL.IT. D 
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of necessity became less and less considerable; people 
beg!1n to' call in question his military talent; he was-no 
longer, it was alleged,<what he had been; he spent the day 
in feasting or over his cups, and squandered money as well as 
time. The number of the deserters, and of communities 

'falling away, increased. Soon projects formed by the 
RoIilan emigran~s against the life of the general were re
ported to him; they sounded credible enough, ~specially 
as various officers of the ·insurgent army, and Perpenna in 
particular, had submitted with reluctance to the supremacy 
of Sertorius, and,_ the Roman governors had for long pro-

'mised. amnesty and a higb reward to_anyone who should 
kill him. Sertorius, on hearing such -allegations, withdrew 
the guarding of ,his person from the_ -Roman soldiers and' 
intrusted it to select Spaniards. Against the suspected 
themselves he proceeded with fearful but necessary severity, 
and condemned various of the accused to death without 
resorting, as in other cases, to the adyice of his council; he 
was now more dangerous-:.-it was thereupon affirmed in the 
circles of the malcontents-to his friends than to his foes. 
A second conspiracy was Boon· discovered, which had its 
seat iIi his own staff; whoever was-denounced had to take 
fligJ:tt or die; but' all were not betrayed, and the remaining 
conspirators, including especially Perpenna, found in. the 
circumstances. only a new incentive to make haste. They 
were in the head-quarters at OSCR. There, on the instigation 
of Perpennn, a brilliant victory was reported to the general 
as having been achieved by his troops;. and at· the festal 
b~nquet arranged by Perpenna to celebrate this victory 
SertoriuB accordingly appeared, attended, as was his wont, 
by his Spanish retinue.: Contrary to former custom in the 
8ertorian head-quarters, the feast soon became a revel; foul 
wor<ls passed at table, and it seemed as if some of the .guests 
sought opportunity to begin an altercation. Sertorius threw 
himself back on his couch, and seemed desirous not to hear 
the disturbance. Then a wine-cup was dashed on the floor; 
Perpenna had given the ('oncerted sign. Marcus Antonius, 
'Sertorius' neighbour at table, dealt the first blow against him, 
and when Sertorius turned round and lI.ttemJ'ted to rise, the 
assassin flung himself upon him and held 111m down till the 
other guests at table, all of them_ implicated in the con
spiracv. threw themselves .on the struggling pair, and 
stabbed the -defenceless general while his arms were pinioned 
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(682). With him died his faithful attendants. So ended.one 72. 
of the greatest ruen, if not the very greatest man, that Rome 
had hitherto produced-a man who, under more fortunate 
circumstances, would perhaps, have become the regenerator 
of his country-by the treason of the wretched band of 
emigrants whom he was condemned to lead against his native 
land. History loves not the Coriolahi; nor has she made 
I1ny exception even in the case of this the most mag
nanimous, mosil gifted, most d~erving to be.,regretted of 
them all. 

The murderers thought to succeed to the heritage of the Pel'penna 
murdered. After Sertorius' death Perpenna, as the highet!t sJlCce~ 
among the Roman officers of the Spanish a~my, laid ~laim ,to Serumus. 
the chie( command. The army submitted, but with mistrust 
and reluctance. However men had murmured against 
Sertorius in his lifetime, death reinstated the hero in his 
rights, and vehement was the indignation of the soldiers 
when, on the pUblication: of his testament, the name· of 
l'erpenna was read forth among the heirs. A par!; of the 
soldiers, especially the LusitanilUls, dispersed; the remainder 
had a presentiment. that with the death of Sertorius their 
spirit and their fortune had departed. Accordingly, at the Pompeius 
first encounter with, Pompeius, the wretchedly led and puts a~ end 
d.espondent ranks of the insurgents were utterly broken, to the t~n
and Perpenna, among other" officers,' was taken prisoner., surrec laD. 

The wretch sought to purchase his life by delivering up the 
correspondence of Sertorius, which would have compromised 
numerous men of standing in Italy; but Pompeius ordered 
the papers to be burnt uuread, and handed him, as well as 
the other chiefs of the insurgents, over to tlIe executioner. 
The emigrants who had escaped 'dispersed; nnd most of them 
went into the Mauretanian deserts or joined the pirates. 
Soon afterwards the Plotian law, which was zealously sup-
ported by the young Cresar in particular, opened up to a 
.portion of them the oppot'tunity of returning home; but 
those who had taken part .in the murder of Sertorius, all, 
with but a single exception, died a violent death. Oacs, 
and most- of the towns which had still adhered to 
Sertoriull . in 1;[ither Spain, now voluntarily opened their 
gates to Pompeius j Uxama (Osma), CluDia, and Calsgilrris 
alone had to be reduced by force. The two provinces were 
regulated anew; in the Further pro~ince. Metellus raised . 
the f!Jlnual tribute. of the most guilty communities jill the 
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Hither, Pompeius dispensed reward and punishment:' Cala
gurris,for example, lost its. indepe~dence ~d was placed und~r 
OSC&. A band of Sertorllm soldiers, which had collected m 
the Pyrenees, was induced by Pompeius to surrender, and 
was settled by him to the north of the Pyrenees near 
Lugudunum (St. Bertrand in the department Haute
Garoune), as the community of the" congregated" (CQnveTl(8). 
The Roman emblems of victory were erected at th&sumInit 

71.' of the pass of the Pyrenees; at the close of 683, Metellus 
and Pompeius marched-with their armies through the streets 
of the capital, to present the thanks of the nation to Father 
Jovls at the Capitol for the conquest of the Spaniards. The 
good fortune of Sulla seemed still t~ be with his creation 
after he had been laid in the grave, and to protect it better 
than the incapable and negligent watchmen appointed to 
guard it. The opposition in Italy had broken down· from 
the incapacity and precipitation of its leader, and that of 
the eInigrants from dissension within their own ranks. 
These defeats, although far more the result of their OWB 

perverseness and discordance than of the exertions of their 
opponents, were yet so many victories for the oligarchy. 
The curule chairs were rendered once more secure. 
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CHAPTER II. 

RULE OF THE SULLAN RESTORATION. 

WHEN the suppression of the Cinnan. revoiution, which E.tt1rnal 
threatened the existence of the senate, rendered it possible relations. 
for the restored senatorial government to devote the requisite. 
attention to the internal and external security of the empire; 
various matters presented themselves, the settlement ofwhic4 
could not· be postponed without injuring the most ini: 
portant interests and allowing present inconveniences to 
grow into future dangers. Kpart from the very serious com
plications in Spain; it was absolutely necessary effectually 
to check the barbarians in· Thraceand the regions of the 
Danube, whom Sulla on his' march through Macedonia had 
only been able slightly to chastise (iii. 309), and to regulate, 
by military intervention, the disorderly state of things along 
the northern frontier of the Greek peninsula; thoroughly 
to suppress the bands of pirates infe.sting the seas every-
where, but especially the eastern waters; and to introduce 

'better order into the unsettled relations of Asia' Minor. 
The peace which Sulla had concluded in 670 'with Mithra- 84. 
dates, king of Pontus (iii. 308), and of which the treaty 
with Murena in 673 (iit.345) waj3 essentially a repetition, 
bore throughout the stamp of a provisional arrangement 
to meet the exigencies of the moment; and the relations of 
the Romans with Tigranes, king of Armenia, with whom 
they had de facta waged war, remained wholly untouched in 
this peace. Tigranes had with right regarded this as a. 
tacit' permission to bring the Roman possessions in Asia 
under his power. If these were not to be abandoned, it· 
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was necessary to come to teqns aJ;llicably or by force with 
the new great king of Asia. 

In the preceding chapter we have described the movements 
in Italy and Spain connected with the proceedings of the 
democracy, and _ their subjugation by the senatorial govern
ment. In the present chapter we shall review the external 
government, as the authorities installed by Sulla conducted, 
_ or failed to conduct, it. ' 

Dalmato- W e ~ti1l recognise tJ:te vigorous hand of Sulla' in the 
Ma~o!"an energetic measures which, in the last period of his regency, 

, exped,tIOns. the s.enate adopted almos~ simultaneously against the Ser
-torians, the Dalmatians and Thraciana, and the Cilician 
pirates. 

The expedition to the Grreco-Illyrian peninsula was de
signed partly to reduce to subjection or at least to tame the 
barbarou_stribes who ranged over the whole interior from 
the :alaok-Sea to the Adriatic, and of whom the Bessi (in 
~he ,great Balkan) especially were, as jtwas then said, 
notorious as robbers even among a race of Tobbers; partly 
to destroy the corsairs in their haunts, especially along the 
Dalmatian coast. As- usual, the attack took place simul
taneously from Dalmatia and from Macedonia. in which 
province an army of five legions was assembled for. the 
purpose. _ In Dalmatia the former prretor GaiWi Cosconius 
held the command, :mar.ched through the country in all 
directions, and took ,by storm the fortress of Salona after a 
two years' siege. In· MacedoJ?ia the proconsul, Appius 

78-76. Claudius (676-678) first attempted along ,the Macedono
Thracian frontier to make himself master of the mountain 
districts on the left bank -of the Karasu. On both sides the 
war was conducted, with savage ferocity; the Thracians 
destroyed the places which they took and massacred their 
captives, and tpe Romans returned like for like. But no 
,results of importance were attained; the toilsome marches 
and the constant conflicts with the' numerous and brave' 
inhabitants of the mountains decimated the army to no 
purpose; the general himself sickened and died. His suc-, -

75-73. cessor, GaiusScribonius Curio (679-681). was induced. by
various obstacles, and particularly by a not ;inconsiderable 
military revolt, to desist from the difficult expedition against 
the Thracians, and to turn himself instead to the northern 
frontier of Macedonia._where he subdued' t/le weaker Dar
cmlli (in Servia) and, reached as far as the Danube. The 
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brave and able Mil.rcus.Lucullus (682, 683) again advanced 72, 71. 
eastward, defeated the Besill in their mountains, took their Tbrace 
capital Uscudama or Philippopolis (Adrianople), and com. subdued." 
pelled them to submit to the Roman supremacy. Sadalas; 
king of the Odrysians, and the Greek towns on the east 

"coast to the north and south of the Balkan chain-lstropolis, 
Tomi, Callatis, Odessull (near Varna), Mesembria~ and 
others-became dependent on the Romans. Thrace, of 
which the Romans liad hitherto held little more than the 
Attalic possessions on the. Chersonese, now became a por
tion-though far from obedien~of the province of Mace-
donia. 

But the predatory raids of the Thracians and Dardani, Ph'8CY. 
confined as they were to" a small part of the empire, were 
far less injurious to the state and to individuals than the 
evil of piracy, which was continually spreading further and 
acquiring more solid organization. The commerce of the Its ex
whole Mediterranean was in its power. Italy c!,uld neither tent. 
export its products nor import grain from the provinces j in 
the former the people were starving, in the latter the culti
vation of the corn-fields "ceased for want of a vent for the 
produce. No c?nsignment o~ moneYino travel!er was longer 
safe; the public treasury suffered most. serIous losses; a 
great many Romans of rank were captured by the corsairs 
and compelled tG pay heayy sums.for their ransom-,-except 
in special instances, where it was the pleasure of the pirates 
to execute the sentence of death, seasoning their proceed-
ings with a savage humour; The merchants, and even "the 
divisions of Roman troops destined for the East, began to 
postpone their voyages chiefly to the unfavourable season of 
the year, and to be less afraid of the winter storms than of 
the piratical vessels, which indeed even at this season did 
not wholly disappear from sea. But severely as the closing 
of the sea was felt, it was more tolerable than the raids 
made on the islands and coasts of Greece and Asia Minor. 
Just as afterwards in the time :of the Normans, piratical 
squadrons ran up to the maritime towns, and either com
pelled them to buy themselves off with large sums or . 
besjeged and took tbem by storm." When Samothrace, 
Clazomenre, Samos, lassus were pillaged by the pirates 
(670) under the eyes of Sulla after ,Peace was concluded with 84. 
Mithradates, we may conceive bow matters went on where 
neither a Roman army nor a Roman fleet was at hand. All 
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the old rich temples along'the coasts of Greece and Asia 
Minor were plundered one after another; from Samothrace 
alone a treasure of 1,000 talents (£244,000) is said to have 
been carried off. Apollo, according to a Roman poet of 
this period, was so impoverished by the pirates that, when 
the swallow paid' him a vi~it, he could no longer produee to 
it out of all his treasures even a drachm of 'gold. lfore 
than four hundred townships were enumerated as having 
been taken or laid under contribution by the pirates, in
cluding cities like Cnidus, Samos, Colophon; from not a 
few places on islands or the coast, which were previously 
flourishing, the whole population migrated, that they might 
not be carried off by the pirates. ,Even inland districts were 
DO longer safe from their attacks; they occasionally assailed 
places distant one or two days' march from the coast. The 
fearful debt, under which subsequently all the communities 
of the Greek East succumbed, proceeded in great part from 
these fatal times.' . 

Piracy had totally cha:hged its character. The pirates were 
no longer bold freebooters, who levied their tribute.from the 
large ltalo-Oriental traffic in slaves and .luxuries, as it passed 
through the Cretan waters between Cyrene and the Pelo
ponnesus:-in the language of the pirates the " golden sea ;" 
rio. longer even armed slave-catchers, who prosecuted 
" war, trade, and piracy" side by side; they formed now 
a piratical state, with a peculiar esprit de corpB, with a solid 
and very respectable organization, with a home of their own 
and the germs ora symmachy, and doubtless also with definite 
political designs. The pirates called themselves CilicUms; 
in fact their vessels were the rendezvous of desperadoes and 
adventurers from all countries-discharged mercenaries from 
the recruiting-grounds QfCrete, burgesses from the de
stroye,d townships of Italy,. Sp~iu, and Asia~ sol~iers and 
officers from the armIes of Flmbna and SertorlUs, m a word 
the ruined men of all nations, the hunted refugees of alI 
vanquislied parties, everyone that was wretched !IDd daring 
-and where was there not misery and violence in this 
unhappy age? . It was no longer a gang of robbers who 
had flocked ,together, but a compact soldier-state, in which 
the freemasonry of exile and crime took the place of nation
ality, and within which crime redeemed itself, as it so often 
does in its own eyes, 'by displaying the most generous' 
public spirit. In an abandoned nge, when cowardice and 
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insubordination had relaxed all the bonds ,of sqcial order, 
the legitimate commonwealths might have taken a pattern 
from this state-the mongrel offspring of distress and violence 
-within which alone the inviolable determination to stand 
side by side, the seJ;lse of fellowship, respect for the pledged 
word and the self-chosen chiefs, valour and adroitness seemed 
to have taken refuge. If the bannero! this state was 
inscribed ,vith vengeance against the civil society which, 
rightly or wrongly, had ejected its members, it might be a 
questIOn whether thjs device wa~ much ,worse than those of 
the Italian oligarchy and the Oriental sultanship which 
seemed in the course of dividing the world between them. 
The corsairs at least felt themselves on a level with any 
legitimate state; their robber-pride, their robber-pomJ.>' and 
their robber-humour are attested by many a genuine pll'ate's 
tale of outrageous merriment and chivalrous bandittism: 
they professed, and made it their boast, to live at righteous 
war with all the world: what they gained in that warfare 
they designated not as plunder, but as military spoil; ,and, 
while the captured corsair was sure of the ,cross in every 
Roman seaport, they too claimed the· right of executing 
nuy of their captives. Their military-political organization, 
es~ecially since the Mithradatic war, was compact. Their 
shl£s, for the moat part myoparonetl, that'is, small open 
SWIft-sailing barks, with a smaller proportion of biremes 
and triremes, now regularly sailed associated in squadrons 
and under admirals, whose barges were wont to glitter in 
gold and purple. To a comrade in peril, though he might 
be totaUy unknown; no pirate captain refused the requested 
aid;. an agreement eoncluded with anyone of them was abso-
lutely recognised by the whole society, and any injury 
inflicted on one wa,s avenged by all. Thei.r true h~me was 
the sea from the pillars of Hercules to the SYl'lan and ' 
Egyptian waters; the refuges which they needed for them-
selves and their floating houses on the mainland were 
readily furnished to them by the Mauretanian and Dalma-
thin coasts, by the island of Crete, and, above all, by the, 
southern cOll8t of Aeia lIIinor, which abounded in headlands 
and hiding places, commanded the chief thoroughfare of' the 
maritime commerce of that age, and was virtually without 
a master. The lel}gue of Lycian cities there, and the 
Pamphylian communities, were of little importance; the 
Roman station, which had existed in Cilicia since 652, was_ 102. 
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far from adequate to command the extensive coast; the 
Syrian dominion over Cilicia had always been but nominal, 
and had recently been superseded by the Armenian, the 
holder of which, as a true great king, gave himself no con
cern about the sea and readily abandoned it to the pillage 
of the Cili~ians. It was nothing wonderful, therefore, that 
the corsairs flourished there as they had never done else
whe!e. Not only did they possess eyerywh~re alqng the 
coast signal-places and: stations, but further inland-in the 
most remote reeesses of the impassable and. mountainous
interior of Lycia, Pamphylia, and Cilicia-they had built_ 
their rock~castles, in which they concealed their wives, chil
dren, and treasures during their own absence at sea, and, 
doubtless, in times of danger found.an asylum themselves.
Great numbers of such corsair-castles existed especially in 
the Rough Cilicia, the forests of which at the same time 
furnished the pimtes with the most excellent timber for 
ship-building; and there, accordingly, their principal dock
yards -and arsenals were situated .. It was' nO.t to be wondered 
at that this organised military state gained a firm body of 
clients among ~he Greek maritime cities, which were more 
or less left to themsel ves and managed their own affairs.: 
these cities entered into traffic with the' pirates as with a 
friendly power on the basis of definite treaties, and did not 
comply with the summons of the Roman governors to furnish 
vessels against them. The not inconsiderable town of Side 
in Pamphylia, for instance, allowed the pirates to build 
ships: on its' quays, and to sell the free men whom they 
had captured in its market. -

Such a society of pirates .was a political power; and as 
a political power it .gave itself out and was 'accepted from 
the time when the Syrian king Tryphon first employed it as 
such and supported his throne by it (iii. 66). We find 
the pirates as allies of Mithradates of Poutus as well as of 
the Roman democratic emigrants; we find them giving 
battle to the fleets of Sulla in the easternanu in the western 
waters; we find individual pirate princes ruling over a series 
of considerable coast towns. We cannot tell how far the 
internal political development of' this floating state had 
already advanced; but its arrangemenfs undeniably contained 
the germ of a. sea.-kingdom, which was already beginning to 
establish itself, and out of' which, under favourable circum· 
stances,-a permanent state might have been developed. 
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This stat~ of matters· clearly shows, as we have partly Nullity of 
indicated already (iii. 65), how the Romans kept-or rather the Roman 
did not keep-order on "their sea." The protectorate of ma~ne 
Rome over the provinces consisted essentially in military pohce. 
guardianship; the provincials paid tax or tribute to the ' 
Romans for their defence by sea and land, which was cop-
cent.rated in Roman hands. But never, perhaps, did a 
guardian more shamelessly defraud his ward than the 
Roman oligarchy defrauded the subject communities. In-
stead of Rome equipping R general fleet for the empire and 
centralising her marine police, the senate permitted the 
unity of superintendence - without· which in this matter 
nothing could be done---to fall iuto abeyance, and left it to 

:each governor and each client state to defend themselves 
against the pirates ali each chose and, was able. Instead of 
Rome providing for the fleet, as she had bound herself to do,. 
exclusively with her own blood and treasure and with those 
of the client states which. had remained formally sovereign, 
the senlte allowed the Italian war-marine to decay, and 
learned to make shift with the vessels which the- several 
mercantiie towns were required to furnish, or still more fre-
quently with the coast-guards everywhere organized""7all the 
.cost and burden falling, in either case, on .the subjects. The 
provincials might deem themselves fortunate, if their Roman 
governor applied the requisitions which he raised for the 
defence of the coast in reality solely to that object, and did. 
not intercept them for himself; or if they were not, as very 
frequently happened, called on to pay ransom for some 
Roman of rank captured by the buccaneers. Measures 
undertaken perjlaps with judgme~t, such as the occupation 
of Cilicia in 652, were sure to be spoilt in the execution. 102. 
Any Roman of this period, who was not wholly carried away 
by the current intoxicating idea of the national greatness" 
must have wished that the ships' beaks might be tom down 
from the orato~'s plstform in the Forum, that at .least 
he might not be constantly reminded by them of the naval 
victories achieved in better times., 

Nevertheless Sulla, who in the· war against Mithradates Expedition 
had the opportunity of acquiring' an adequate conviction of to the south. 
the dangers which .the neglect of the fleet involved, took c~.t o~ . 
various steps seriously to check tbe evil. It is true that AsIa Mmor. 
the instructions which he had left to the governors whom 
he appointed in Asia, to equip i'Ii the maritime towns a fleet 
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agai.nsp the pirates, had borne little fruit, for Murena p~ 
ferred to begin war wi.th Mithradates, and Gnreus Dol&

- bella, the governor of Cilicia, proved wholly incapable. 
79~ Accordingly the senate resolved in 675 to send one of the 

consull! to Cilicia; the lot fell on the able Publi~ Servilius. 
He defeated the piratical fleet in a bloody engagement, and 
then applied himself to destroy those towns on the south 

Publiu9 
Servilius 
I ... uricus. 

coast of Asia Minor which served them as anchorages and 
trading stations. The fortresses of the powerful maritime 

Zenicef.es prince Zenicetes-Olympus, Corycus, Phaselis in eastern 
v~nqnished. Lycia, Attalia. in Pamphylia-were reduced, and the 

. prince himself met his death in the flames of his stronghold 
Olympus. A movement w~ next made against the Isau

The Isan- rians, who in the· north-west corner of the Rough Cilicia, 
)'ians sub- on the northern slope of Mount Taurus, inhal?ited a laby
dued. rinth of steep mountain fidges, jagged rocks, and deep 

valleys" covered with magnificent oak forests--a region 
which is even at ;the present day filled with reminiscences of 
the old robber times.' To reduce these Isaurian fastnesses, 
the last and most secure retreats of the freebooters, Servilius 
led the first Roman army over the Taurus, and broke up,the 
stro::.gholds of the enemy Oroanda and above all I8aura 
itself-the ideal of a robber-town, situated on the summit of 
a scarcely accessible mountain chain, and completely over
looking and, commanding the wide plain of Iconium. The 

78-76: ,three 'Years' campaign (676-678), from which Publius 
Servilius acquired for himself and his descendants the sur
name of !sauricus, was not without fruit; a great number of 
pirates and piratical vessels fell in consequcnce of it into 
,the power of the 'Romans ; Lycia, Pamphylia, West Cilicia 
were severely 'devastated, the territories of the destroyed 
towns were confiscated" and the province of Cilicia was 
enlarged by their addition. But, in the nature of the case, 
piracy was far from being suppressed by these measures; 
on the contrary, it' simply betook itself for the time to 
other regions, and particularly: to Crete, the (lldest harbour 
for the corsairs of the MedIterranean (iii. 65). Nothing 
but repressive measures carried out on a large scale and 
with unity of purpose-nothing, in fact, but the establish
ment of a standin~ maritime police-could in such a case· 
afford thorough relief. 

Asiatic, The affairs of the mainland of Asia Minor were connected 
relations. by various relations With this maritime war. The variance 
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,which existed between Rome and the kings of Pontus and 
Armenia did not abate, but increased more and more. On 
the one hand TigJ'8nes, king of Armenia, pursued his T.igi-anes 
aggressive conquests in the most reckless manner. The and tl}e, neW 

Parthians, whose state was at tliis period torn by internal ~I'eat ~.~g~ 
',dissensions and enfeebled, were by constant hostilities driven .:=:; .-
further and further back into the interior of Asia. Of the ' 
countries between Armenia, Mesopotamia, and Iran, the 
kingdoms of Corduene (northern Kurdistan), and Media 
Atropatene (Azerbijan), were converted from Parthian into 
Armenian fiefs, and the kingdom of Nineveh (Mosul), or Adia-
bene was likewise compelled, at least temporarily, to become 
a dependency of Armenia. In Mesopotamia, tOQ, particularly 
in and around Nisibis, the Armenian rule was established; 
but the southern half, which was in great part desert, seems 
not to have passed into the firm possession of the new great 
king, and Seleucia, on the Tigris, in particular, appears not to 
have 'been subject to him. The kingdom of Edessa or 
Osroene he handed over to '. tribe of wandering Arabs, 
which he transplanted from southern Mesopotamia and 
settled in this region, with the view of commanding by its 
means the passage of the Euphrates and the great route of , 
traffic.· But Tigranes by no means .confined his conquests , 
to the eastern bank of tjle Euphrates. Cappadocia especially Cappadocin , 
was,the object of his attacks, and, defenceless as it was, Al'menian. 
suffered destructive blows from its too potent neighbour .. 
Tigranes wrested the most easterly province Melitene from 
Cappadocia, and united it with the 0p\losite Armenian 
pro~ce Sophene,:by which means he obtamed command of 
the passage of the Euphrates with the great thorou~hfare 

• The foundation of the kingdom of Edessa is placed by native chronicles in 
620 (iii. 62), but i,t was not till some time after its rise that it passed into the 13'4-. 
handa of the Arabic dynasty bearing the names of Abgarua and MannDS, which 
we afterwards find there.' This dyn8!'ty is obviously connected with the settl .. 
ment of many Arabs by Tigranes the Great in the region of Edessa, Callirrhoe, 
~rrhlB (Plin. H. N. v. 20, 85; 21. 86; vi. 28. 142) j respecting ,which 
Plutarch also (Lue. 21) states that Tigranes. changing the habits of the tent-
Arabs. settled them nearer to hiB kingdom in order by their means to possess 
himself of the trade. We may probably take this to mean that the Bedouins, 
who were accnstomed to open routes for -traffic through their telTitory and to 
levy on these routes fiKed transit-dues (Strabo. xvi.. 748). were to serve the 
great king as a sort of toU-supervisora. and to levy tolls for him and them-
ee\vea at the passage of the Euphrates. - These Os,'oenian Arabs (Orei bab6s). 
88 Pliny calls them. must also be the Arabs on Mount Amaous, whom Afraoius 
Illbdued (Plnt. Pomp. 89). 
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of traffic between Asia Minor and Armenia. After Sulla's 
death the armies of Tigranes even advanced into Cappadocia . 
pJ;oper, and carried off to Armenia the inhabitants of the 
capital Mazaca (afterwards Cmsarea) ,and ,eleven other 
towns of Greek organization. Nor could the kingdom of the 

Syria 'under Seleucids, already in the course of dissolution, oppose greater 
Tigr8nes. resistance to the 'new great king. The south from the 

Egyptian frontier to Straton's Tower (Cmsarea) was under 
the rule of the Jewish prince Alexander Jannieus, who 
extended Ilnd· strengthened' his dominion step by step' in 
conflict with his SyPian, Egyptian, and Arabic neighbours and 
with the imperial cities. The larger towns- of Syria7""Gaza, 
,Straton's Tower, Ptolemais, :Berrellr--l'ttempted to maintain 
themselves by their own resources, sometimes as free com· 
munities, sometimes 1lIlder so-called· tyrants;' the capital, 
Antioch, in particular was virtually independent. Damascus 
and th~ valleys of Leb~on had submitted to theONabatman 
prince, Aretas of Petra. Lastly, in CHicia the'pirates or the 
Romans bore sway. . And for this crown breaking into II 
thousand fragments the Seleucid princes continued pe~ 
~everingly to quarrel with each other, as though it were 
their object to make royalty ridiculous and offensive to all ; 
nay more, while this family doomed like the, house of Laius 
~o -perpetual discord had its own subjects aU in revolt,' it even 
raised claims to the throne of Egypt vacant by the decease 
of king Alexander II. without heirs. Accordingly king 
Tigranes fell to work tl;t.ere without ceremony. Eastern 
Cilicia was easily subdued by him, and the citizens of Soli 
and other towns we~ carried off, just like the Cappadocians, 
to Armenia. In like mauner the province of Upper Syria, 
with the exception of the bravely-defended town of Seleucia 
at the' mouth. of the Orontes, and the greater part of 
Phrenicia were reduced by force; Ptolemais was occupied by 

710. the Armenians about 680, and the Jewish state was already 
seriously threatened by them. Autioch, the old capital of 
'theSeleucids, became one of the residences of the grea" 

83. king. Already from 671" the year following the peace 
between Sulla and Mithradates, Tigranes is designated in 
the Syrian annals as the 110vereign of the country, and 
CHicia and Syria app~ll.r as an Armenian satiapy uiider Maga
dates, the lieutenant of the great king. The age of t.he 
kings of Nineveh, of the Salmanezel's and Sennacheribs, 
Beemed to he renewed; again oriental despotism pressed 
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heavily on the trading PQPwation of the Syrian coast, as 
formerly on Tyre and Sidon j again great states ot'the 
interior ·threw themselves on the provinces along the 
Mediterranean; again Asiatic hosts, said to number half a 
million combatant@, appeared ou the Cilician and Syrian 

_ coasts. As Salmauezer and N'ebuchadnezzar had formerly 
carried the Jews to Babylon, so now from all the frontier 
provinces of the new kingdom-from Cordnene, Adiabene, 
Assyria, Cilicia, Cappadocia-the inhabitants, especially the 
Greek or half-Greek citizens of the towns, were compelled 
to settle with their whole goods and chattels (under 
penalty of the confiscation of everything that they left 
behind) iu the new capital, one of those gigantic cities 
proclaiming rather the nothingness of the people than the 

. greatness of the rulers; which sprang np in the countries of 
the Euphrates on every change in the supreme sovereignty 
at the fiat of the new grand sultan.· The new "city of 
TigFanes," Tigranocerta, situated in the most southern 
province of Armenia, not far from the Mesopotamian 
frontier,- was a city like Nineveh and Babylon, with walls 
fifty yardtl high, and the appenuages of palace, garden, aud 
park that were appropriate to sultanism. In other respects, 
too, the :qew great king proved faithful to his part._ 
As amidst the perpetual childhood of the East the childlike 
conceptions of kings with real crowns on their heads have 
llever disappeared, Tigranes,' when he showed himself in 
lJublio, appeared in the state and the costume of a successor 
of Darius and Xerxes, with the purple caftan, the· half
white half-purple tunic, the long phlited trousers, the high 
turban, and the royal diadem-Jattended moreover and served 
in slavish fashion, wherever he went or stood, by four 
"kings.". . 

King Mithradates acted with greater moderation. He Mithrll
refrained from aggressions in Asia Minor, and contented dat ••• 
himself with-what no treaty forbade-placing his dominion 
along the Black Sea on a firmer basis,-and gradually bring-
ing into·more definite dependence the regions which sepa-
rated the Bosporau kingdom, now ruled under his supremacy 
by his son Machares, from that of Pontus. But he too 
applied every effort to render his lI.':,et and army efficient, 

• The town was situated not 'at Diarbekir, but ·between Diarbekir snd the 
l..ake of Van, nearer to the latter, on the Nicephol'iui.-(Je.zidchaneh Su).-one of 
the n011hern aliIuenta of the Tigris. 
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and especially to arm and organize the latter after the Roman 
model; in which the Roman emigrantS., wh() stayed in great 
numbers at his court, rendered him' essential service. 

Demeanour The Romans had no desire to become further involved 
ofthe.Ro- in Oriental affairs than they were already. This appears 
::':' In the with striking clearness in the fact, that the opportunity, 

• 1Vhich at this time presented itself, of peacefully bringing the 
-kingdom of Egypt under the immediate dominion of Rome 

Egypt not was spurned by the senate. The legitimate descendants of 
annexed. Ptolemy Lagides had come to. an end when the king in

stalled by Sulla after the death of Ptolemy Soter II. 
Lathyrus-Alexander II., a son of Alexander I.-was killed, 
a few days after. he had ascended the throne, on occasion of 

81. a tumult in the capital. (673). This Alexander had in his 
testament- appoUtted the Roman community his heir. The 
genuineness of thii! document was no doubt disputed; but 
the senate acknowledged it by assuming in virtue of it the 
sums deposited on account of the deceased king in Tyre. 
Nevertheless it allowed two notoriously illegitimate sons of 
king Latbyrus, Ptolemy XI., who was styled the new Dio
nysos or the Flute-blower (Auletes), and Ptolemy the.Cyprian, 
to take practicall?ossession of Egypt and Cyprus respectively. 
They were not mdeed expressly recognised by the senate, 
-but no distinct summons to surrender their kingdoms was ad
dressed to them. The reason why the senate allowed this state 
of uncertainty to continue, and did not commit itself to a defi
nite renunciation of Egypt and Cyprus, was widoubtedly the 

.. The disputed question, whether this alleged or real testament proceeded 
88. 81. from Alexander- l. (+ 666) or Alexauder II. (+ 673), is usually decided in 

mvour of the former alternative. But the reasons are inadequate I fol' Cicero 
(118 L • .A.gr. i. 4, 12 j 15, 38 j 16,41) does not say that Egypt reU to Rome 

88. in 666, but that it did 80 in or aftel' this year j and while the circumstance that 
Alexander I. died abroad, and Alexander II. in Alexandria, has led some to Inler 
that the treasures mentioned in the· testament in question as lying in Tyre 
must have helonged to the former, they have ovedooked that Alexander II. 
was killed nineteen days after his arrival in Egypt (Letmnoe, iTlSC1'. 118 
l'Egypts ii. 20), when hiotreasuremight still very well be in Tyl'e. On the other 
hand the circumstance that the second Alexander was the last gemline Lagid is 
decisive, for in the similar acquisitions of Pergamus, Cyrene, and Bithynia it 
was always by the last scion of the legitimate ruling tiuoily that Rome was 
appointed heir. The ancient constitutional law, as it applied at least to the 
Roman client,.states, seems to have gil'en to the l-eigning pl'ince the right of 
nltimate disposal of .his kingdom not absolutely, but only in the absence of 
agnati entitled to succeed. . 

Whether the testsm.mt was genuine or spnrions, cannot be IISCCliained. and 
is of no great moment j there al-e. no special reasons for assuminll a forgery. 
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considerable rent which these kings ruling, as it were, on suf .. 
ferance regularly paid for the continuaqce of the uncertainty 
to the heads of the Roman coteries. But the motive for 
waiving that attractive acquisition altogether was different. 
Egypt, by its peculiar position and its financial organization; 
placed in the hands of any governor commanding there a 
pecuiliary and nayal power' and generally an independent 
authority, which were absolutely incompatible with the 
suspicious and feeble government of the oligarchy: in 
thiS point of view it was' judicious to forego the direct 
possession of the country of the Nile. 

Le~s justifiable was the failure of the senate to interfere Non-inte ... 
directly m the affairs of AlVa Minor and Syria. The Roman vention in 
government did not indeed recugnise the Armenian con- Asia Mi~or 
qucror as king of Cappadocia and Syria'; bllt. it did nothing and 8y" •. 
to drive him back, although the war, which under pressure 
of neceStlity it began in 676 against the pirates in Cilicia; 78, 
naturally suggested its interference especially in Syria. In 
fact, by putting up with. the loss of Cappadocia and Syria 
without d1!claring war, the government abandoned not 
merely those committed to its protection, but the most 
important foundations of its own ascenoency. It adopted 
a hazardous course, even when it sacrificed the outworks 
of its dominion in the Greek settlements imd kingdoms ou 
the Euphrates and Tigris ; but when it lI110wed the Asiatics 
to establish theUlselves ou the l\Iediterraneall which was the 
political basis of its empire, such a course was not a proof ot 
love of peace, but a confession that the oligarchy had been 
rendered by the SlllIan restoration more oligarchical indeed 
but neither wiser nor m()re energetic, and, tor the uniyersal 
power of Rome, the beginning of the end. 

On the' other side, too, there was no desire for war. 
Tigranes had no reason to wish it, when Rome even without 
war abandoned to him all its allie!!. l\1ithradates, who waif 
no mere sultan and had enjoyed opportunity enough; 
amidst good and bad fortune, of gaining experience regard-' 
ing friends lind toes, knew very well that in a second Roman 
war be would very probably stand quite as much alone as in 
the first, and that he could fulIo\\" no more prudent course 
than .to keep quiet and to strengthen his kingdom in the 
interior. That he' was in eurnest with his peaceful d~clara'" 
tions, he had sufficiently proved in the conference with 
Murena (iii. 345). He continued to avoid.everything which 

VOL. IV. B 
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would e~mpel the Roman government to abandon its passive 
attitude. " 

But as the first Mithradatic war had arisen without either 
or the parties properly desiring it, so now there grew out 
of the opposition of interests mutual suspicion, aud out of 
this suspicion mutual preparations for defence; and these, by 
their very gravity, ,ultimately led to an o~n breach. That 
distrust of her own readiness to fight and preparation for 
.fighting, which had for l~ng governed the policy of ::JWme-a 
distrust which the, want of standing armies and the far from 
exemplary character of the collegiate rule render sufficiently 
intelligible - made it, as it were; an axiom of her, policy 
to pursue every war not merely to the vanquishing, but to 
the annihilation of her opponents; in this point of view 
the Romans were from the outset as little ccmtent with the 
'peace of Sulla; as they had formerly been with the terms 
whioh Scipio African\IS had granted to the Carthaginians. 
The apprehension often expressed that -a second attack by 
the Pontic king was imminent, was in some measure justified 
by the singular resemblance between the present circum
stances and those which existed twelve years before. ,Once 
more iJ. dangerous civil war coincided with serious military, 
preparations by" Mithradates; once more the 'Thracians 
'overran Macedonia, and piratil'al fleets covered the Mediter
ranean; emissaries :were coming and going-as formerly 
-between Mithradates and the Italians-so now between the 
Roman emigrants in Spain and those at the court of Sinope. 

77. As early as the heginning of 671 it was declared in the 
senate, that the king was only waiting for the opportunity of 
falling upo~ Roman Asia during the' Italian civil war; the 
Roman armies in Asia and' Cilicia were reinforced to meet 
possible emergencies. 

Mithradates on his part followed with growiug apprehen
sion the development of the Roman policy, He could not 
but feel that a war between the Romans and Tigranes, how
ever much the feeble senate might dread it, was in the long 
run 'almost inevitable, aud that he would not ,be able to 
avoid taking part ill it. His attempt to obtain frop! the 
Roman senate the 'documentary record of the terms of 
peace -which was still wanting, had fallen amidst'the dis
turbances of the Lepidian revolution and..remained without 
result; Mithradates found ill this an ilIdication of the im
;pending renewal of the conflict. The expedition against the 
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pirates, which directly concerned also the kings of the East 
whose allies they were, seemed the preliminary to such a 
war. Still more suspicious were the claims which Rome 
held in suspense over Egypt and Cyprus:' it is significant 
that the king of Pontus b~trothed .his two daughters. 
Mithradates and Nyssa to the two Ptolemies, to whom the 
senate continued to refuse recognition; The emigrants 
urged him to strike: the position of Sertorius in Spain, as 
to which ~lithradates despatched envoys under 'convenient 
pretexts to, the head-quarters of Pompeius to obtain infor
mation, and which was about ~hjs very time realIy im~ 
posing, opened up to the king the prospect- of fighting not, 
as in the first Roman war, agllinst both the Roman parties, 
but in concert with the one against the other. A more 
favourable moment could hardly be hoped for, lind after all 
it was always better to declare war than to let it be declared 
against himself. In 679 Nicomedes III. Philopator, king 75. 
of Bithynia, died, and as the last of his race-,f'or the son Bithynia 
of his marriage with Nysa was, or was !laid to be, suppositi" Roman. 
tious-bequeathed his kingdom to the Romans, who delayed . 
not to take possession of a country bordering on the Roman 
province and .long ago filled 1I"1th Roman officials and 
merchants. At the same time Or.rene, w~ch ,had been Cyrene a 
already bequeathed to the Romans lD 658 (Ill; 273), was at Rom~n 
length constituted a province, 'and a Roman goveruor was prov9~ce. 
Bent thither (679). These measures, -in connection with the 75" 
attacks carried out about the same time against the pirates . 
bn the I!outh COllSt of Asia Minor, must have excited appre;.· 
hensions in the king; the annexation of Bithynia in particUlar 
made the Romans....;,for Paphlngonia was hardly to be taken Outbreak 
into account-immediate neighbours of the Pontic kingdom; of the 
and this. it may be presumed, tumed- the scale.. The king Mithl'adatic 
took the ~ecisive step ,and declared war against the Romans war.. 
in the winter of 679-680.' 75-74. 

Gladly would Mithradates haye avoided undertaking BO P"epal'a
arduous a work singlehanded. His nearest and natural ally ti~l1. of 
was the great king 'l'igranes; but that shortsighted man ~~thra
declined the proposal of bis fllther-in-Iaw •. So there remained a e •. · 
only the insurgents and the pirates. Mithradates was careful 
to place himself in communication with both, by despatching 
strong squadrons to SJlain and to Creie. A formal treaty was 
concluded with !3t'rtoriuB (P. 32), by which Rome ceded to 

,the king Bithynia, Paphlagonia, Galatia, an~ Cappadocia-
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all of them, it is trUe, aequisitiollB which hild· to be ratified 
on the field of battle. More important was the support 
which the Spanish gen.eral ~nve to the king, by sending 
Roman officers to lead his armies and fleets. The most active 
of "the emigrants in the east, Lucius Magius and Lucius 
Fannius, were appointed by Sertorius as his representatives 
at the court of Sinope. From the pirates also came help; 
they flocked largely t.o the kingdom of Pontus, and by their 
means especially' the king seems·· to have succeeded in 
forming a naval foroe imposing by the' number as )VeIl as 
by the quality of the. ships. His main support' still lay in 
his own forces, with which the king hoped, before the Romans 
should arrive in Asia, to make himself master of their pos
sessions there; especially.as the financial distress produced 
in the prdvince of Asia by the SuUan war-tribute, the aversion 
in Bithynia towards the new Roman government, and the 
elements of combustion left behind by the desolat~g war 
recently brought to a clo~e in Cilicia and Pamphylia, opened 
up favourable prospects to a Pontic invasion. There was 
no lack of stores; 2,000,000' medimni of grain lay in the 
royal granaries. The fleet and the men were numerous and 
well exercised, particularly the Bastarnian mercenaries, a 
select corps which was a match even for Italian legionaries • 

. On this occasion also it Willi the king who took the offensive. 
A corps under Diophantus advanced into Cappadocia, to 
occupy the fortresses there and to close the way to the 

. kingdom of PontuB against the Romans; the leader sent by 
Sertorius, the proprllltor Mllrcus Marius, went in company 
with the Pontic officer Eumachus· to Phrygia, with a view 
to rouse the Roman province and the Taurus mountains to 
revolt; the main army, above 100,000 men with 16,000 
cavalry and 100 scythe-chariots, led by Taxiles and Hermo
crates under the personal superintendence or the king, and 
the war-fleet of 400 sail commanded by Aristonicus, moved 
along .the n.orth coast of Asia :Minor to oceupy Paphlagonia 
and BlthYDla. '. . 

Roman pre- On the Roman side there was selected. for the conduct of 
pamtions. the war in the first rank the consul of 680, Lucius Lucullus, 

74. who as governor of Asia and Cilicia was placed at the head 
of thE' four legions stationed in Asia Minor and of a fifth 
brought by him from Italy, and was directed to penetrate 
with this army, amounting to 30,000 infantry lind 1,600 
cavalry, through Phrygia into the kingdom of Pontus. ;His 
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colleague Marcus Cotta proeeeded with the fleet and. another 
Roman corpa to the Propontis, to cover Asia and Bithynia. 
A general arming of the coasts,.and particularly of the Thraciall 
coast more immediately threatened by the Pontic fleet, was 
ordcred; and the task of clearing all the seas aild coasts from. 
the pirates and their Pontic allies was, by extraordinary 
decree, intrusted to a single magistrate, the choice falling 
on the prretor Marcus Antonius, 'the son of the man who 
thirty years before had first chastised the Cilician corllairs 
(iii. 1::19). Moreover, the senate. placed at the disposal of 
Lucullus a sum of 72,000,000 sesterces (£700,000), ill order 
to build 8 fleet; which, however) Lucullus declined. From
the whole we see that the RODlan government recognized 
the root of the evil in the neglect of their marine; and' 
shpwed earnestness in the matter at least so far as their 
decrees went. ' 

Thus the war began in 680 at all poin'ts. it was a mis- Beginning 
fortune for Mithradates that at the very moment of his de- of the war. 
claring war the Sertorian struggle reached its crisis, by which 74. 
one of his principal hopes was from the outset destroyed; 
and the Roman government was e}lahled to apply its whole 
power to the maritime and Asiatic contest. In Asia Minor 
on the other hand Mithradates reaped the advantage- of the 
offensive, and of the great distance ot' the Romans from the 
immediate seat of war. A considerable nUlllbeJr ot' cities in; 
Asia Minor opened their glltes to the Sertoriall proprlBtol' 
who wall placed at the head of the Roman province, and they 
massacred, as in 666, the Roman families settled among 88. 
them: the PisidiaDs, IsaurianB, and Ciliciai:ls took up arms 
against Rome. The Romans for the moment had no troops 
at the points threatened. Individual energetic men ,attempted 
'no doubt at their own hand to check this mutiny of the 
provincials; thus on receiving accounts .of these events 
thE! young Gaius ClBsaf left Rhodes where he was staying 
on acco~nt of his studies, and with a bastily-collected band 
opposed himself to the insurgents; but .not much could 
be effected by such volunteer corps. Had not Deiotaru~, the 
brave tetrarch of the 'l'olistoboii-1l Celtic tribe settled around, 
Pessinus-embraced the side of the Romans aud fought with· 
success against the Pontic generals, Lucullus would .have 
had to begin with recapturing the interior of the Roman 
province from the enemy. But even as it was, he lost in 
pacifying .the pr~vince and driving ,back the enemy precious 
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time, for which tlle slight successes achieved by his cavalry 
were far from affording compensation. Sbl1 more unfavour
able than in Phrygia was the aspect of things for the ROlOOns 
on the north coast of Asia Minor. -Here the great Pontic 

- army and the fleet had c;:ompletely mastered Bithynia,and com~ 
pelled the Roman consul Cotta to take ~ spelter with his _ far 
from -numerous force and his ships within the walls and port 

The Romans of Chalcedon, where :Mithradates kept them blockaded. This 
defeated at blockade, however, was so far a favourable event for the 
Chalcedon. Roml,Uls, as,- if Cotta detained the -Pontic army before 

Chalcedonand Lucullus proceeded also thither, the whole 
Roman forces might unite at Chalcedon and compel the 
decision of arms there rather than in the distant and 
impassable region of Pont us. Lucullus did take the route 
for -Chalcedon; but Cotta, with the view of executing a 
great feat at his own hand before the arrival of his colleague. 
ordered his admirl}1 Publius Rutilius Nudus to make a sally, 
which not only ended in a bloody defeat of the Roinans, but 
also enabled the Pontic force to attack the harbour, to break 
the chain which closed it, and to burn all the Roman vessels 
of war which were there, nearly seventy in number. On the 
news of these misfortunes reaching Luoullus at the river_ 
Sangarius, he accelerated his mareh to the great discontent 
of- his soldiers, in whose opinion Cotta was of no moment, 
and who would far rather have plundered an undefended 
country than have taught their comrades to conquer. His 
_arrival made up in part for the misfortunes sustained; the 
king -raised the siege of Chalcedon, but did not retreat to 
Pontus; he went southward into the old Roman province, 
where he spread his army along the Propontis and the 
Hellespont, occupied Lampsacus, and began to besiege the 

-lIlithl'adates large and wealthy town of Cyzicus.He thus entangled him-
besi~ self more and more deeply in the cufde sac which he had 
CyZlCus. chosen to enter, instead of~which alone promised success 

for him-bringing- the wide distances into play against the 
Romans. In few places had the old Hellenic adroitness and 
ability preserved themselves so- pure as- in Cyzicus; its 
citizens, although they had suffered great loss of-men and 
ships in the uufortunate double battle of Chalcedon, made 
the- most resolute }·esistance. CYllicus lay on an island 
directly opposite the mainland and connected with it by a 
bridge. The besiegers possessed themselves not only of the 
hne of heights on the mainland' terminating at the bridge 
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and of the suburb situated tl)ere~ but also of the celebrated 
Dindymene heights on the island itself; and alike on the 
mainland and ou the island the Greek ·engineers put forth 
all their art to pave the way for an assault,. But the breach 
which they at length made. was closed again during the night 

,by t~e besi~ge.d; and t~e exertions of the royal ar!llY 
remamed as frwtless as did the barbarous threat of the kmg 
to Jlut to death the captured Cyzicenes before the walls, if the 
citizen. Btill refused to surrender. The Cyzicenes con~ 
tinued the defence with courage and success i they fell little 
Bhort of capturing the .kiug himself in the course of the 
liege. Meanwhile Lucullus had possessed himself of a 
very strong position in rear of the Pontic army; which, 
although not permitting him directly to relieve the hard-
pressed city, gave him the means.ot' cutting off all supplies _ 
by land from' the enemy. Thus the enormQusarmy of Destruction 
Mithrauates, estimated with, the camp-followers at 300,000 o~ the Pon- . 
persons, was not in a position either to fight or to march; tiC a.-my. 
firmly wedged in between the impregnable city and the 
immoveable Roman army, and dependent for all its supplies 
solely on the sea, ~hich fortun,ately for the Pontic troops 
was exclusively commanded by their <fleet. But -the. bad 
season set in; a storm destroyed a great part of the siege-
works f the scarcity of provisions and .above all o( fodder 
for the horses began to become iIltolerable. The beasts 
of burden and the baggage were sent off under convoy 
of the greater portion of the Pontic cavalry. with orders to 
steal away Or break through at any cost; b.ut at the river 
Rhyndacus, to the east of Cyzicus, Lucllilus overtook them 
and cut to pieces the whole body. Another division1lf 
cavalry under Metrophanes and. Lucius }'Bnnius was 

. obliged, after wandering long in the west of Asia Minor, to 
return to the camp .before Cyzicus. . Famine and disease 
made fearful ra'-ages in t~e Pontic ranks. When spring 
came on (681), the besieged redoubled their exertions aud 7a. 
took the trenches constructed on Dindymon: nothing 
remained for the king but to rai~e the siege and with the 
aid of' his fleet .to save what he could. He went in person 
with the fleet to the Hellespont, but suffered considerable 
10s8 partly at its departure; partly through storms on the, 
voyage, The laud-army under Hermreus and Marius like-
wise set out thither. with the view of' embarking at Lamp~ 
BacUS aud under the protection ot' Its wlllls. They left 
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behind their baggage as well as the sick lind wounded, 
woo ~ere all put to death by the exasperated Cyzicenes; 
Lucullus inflicted on them very considerable loss by the 
way at the'passage of the rivers :£sepus and GranicuB; but 
they attained their object. -,The Pontic ships carried off the 
remains of the great army and the citizens of L'ampsactls 
themselves beyond the reach of the Romans. 

Mal'itime The consistent and discreet conduct of the war by Lucul.' 
~ar. Ius had not only repaired the errors of his colleague, but 

had al~o destroyed without a pitched battle the flowat' of 
the enemy's army-it was said 200,000 soldiers. Radhe 
still possessed the fleet w,hich was burnt in the harbour of , 
Chalccd<;Jll, he would have anilihilated the whole army" of his 
opponent. As it was, the work of destruction remained in
complete; and while he was obliged to remain passive, the 
Pontic fleet notwithstanding the disaster of Cyzicus·took its 
station in ,the Propontis, Perinthus and Byzantium were . 
blockaded by it on the European coast and Priapus pillaged 
on the Asiatic, and the king's head-quarters were e:;tablillhed 
in the Bithynian port of Nicomedio.. In fact a select 
squadron of 'fifty sail, which carried 10,000 select troops 
including Marcus Marius and the flower of the Roman 
emigrants, sailed forth ev~n into the lEgelln·; it was destined, 
according to report, to effect a landing in Italy and there 
rekindle the civil war. But the ships, which Lucullua after 
~he dis/lster off Chalcedon had demanded from the Asiatic 
communities, began to appear, and a squadron ran forth in 
pursuit of the enemy's fleet whic4 had gone into the lEgean. 
Lucullus himself, experienced as an admiral (iii.30B), ,took 
the command. Thirteen quinqueremes ot' the enemy on 
their voyage to Lemnos, ,under Isidorus, were a~sailed and 
sunk off the Achrean harbour in the waters between the 
Trojan coast and the island of Tenedos. ,At the small island 
of Neae, between Lemnos, and 8cyros, at, which little
frequented point the Pontic flotilla of thirty-two sail lay 
drawn up on the shore, Lucullus found it, immediately 
attacked the ships and the crews, scattered-over the island, 
and possessed himself of the whole squadron. Rere Marcus 
Marius and the ablest of the Roman emigrants met their 

• death, either in conflict or subsequently by the axe of the exe
cutioner. 'The whole lEgean fleet of the enemy was annihilated 
by Lucullus. The war in Bithynia was meanwhile continued 
by Cotta and by Vocollius, Barba, and Gaius Valerius Triarius 
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the legates of Lueullus with the land army reinforced by 
fresh arrivals from Italy, and a squadron collected in . .A.sia. 
Barba captured in the interior Prusa on Olympus aild 
Nieleu, while Triariu8 along the coast captured Apamea' 
(formerly Myrlea) and Pl'u~a on the sea (formerly Cius}. 
'I'hey then enited for a joint attack on Mithradates himself 
in Nicomedia; but the king without even attempting battle 
escaped to .his ships and sailed homeward, and in this he 
wus successful only because the Roman admiral Voconius, 
who was intrusted with the blockade of the port ofNicomedia, 
arrived too late. On the voyage the important Heraclea 
was indeed betrayed to the king. and . occupied by him; . 
but a storm in these waters sunk more. than sixty of his Mithradates 
ships and dispersed the rest; the-king arrived almost alone driven back 
at Sinope. The offensive on the part of Mithradates ended to Pontu •• 
in a complete and very far from honourable (least of all 
for the supreme leader) defeat of the Pontic forces by land 
and Bea. . 

. LuculluB now in turn resorted to the aggressive; Triarius Invasio~ of 
received the command of the fleet; with orders first of all to Pontu. by . 
blockade the Hellespont aud lie in wait for the Pontic ships J.,ucullu •• 
returning from Crete and Spain; Cotta w~s charged. with . 
the siege of Heraclea; the difficult task of providing supplies 
was intrusted to the faithful and active princes of the 
Galatians and to Ariobarzanes king of Cappadocia; Lucul. 
Ius himself advanced in the autumn of 681 into the favoured 73. 
land of Pontus, which had long been untrodden by an enemy. 
Mithradatcs, now ret'olved to maintain the strictest defensive, 
retired without giving battle from Sinope to Amisus, and 
from Ami sus to Cub irs. (afterwards NeoclesaTea"now Nik. 
enr) on the Lycus, a tributary of t.he Iris; he contented 
himeelf with drawin~ the enemy after him further and 
further into the intenor, and obstructing their supplies and. 
communil'ations. Lucullus rapidly followed; Sinope- was 
left aside; the Halys, the old limit ot' Scipio, was crossed, 
and the considerable towns of Arnisu!, Eupatoria (on the 
Iris), and Themiscyra (on the Thermodon) were invested, till 
at length winter put an end to the onward march, thongh 
not to the investment of the towns. The solUiers of Lucul. 
Ius murmured at. the constant advance which did not allow 

. them to reap the fruits of their exertions, and at the tedious and 
~amidst the severity of that season-burdensome blockades. 
But it was not the habit of Lucullus to listen to such com .. 
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72. plaints: in the spring of 682 he immediately advanced 
against Cabira, leaving behind two legions before Amisus 

, under Lucius Murena. The king had made an attempt 
during the winter to induce the great king of Armenia to 
take part in the struggle; it remained like the former 
attempt fruitless, or led only to empty promises. 'Still less 
did the Parthians show liny desire to interfere in the forlorn 
cause. Nevertheless a considerable army, ehiefly raised by 
enlistments in Scythia, had again assembled under Dil)., 
phantus and Taxiles at Cahira, The Roman army, which 
still numbered only three legions and was decidedly inferior 
to the Pontic in cavalry, found ite;elf compelled to avoid as 
far as possible the plains, and arrived, not without toil and 
loss, by difficult by-paths in the vicinity of Cabira. At 
this town the two armies lay for a considerable period con
fronting each other. The chief struggle was for supplies, 
which were on both sides searce! for that purpose Mithra
dates formed the flower of his cavalry and a division of 
select infantry under Diophantus and Taxiles into a flying 
corps, which was intended to scour the country between 
the Lycus and the Halys and to seize the Roman trains of 
provisions coming from Cappadocia. But the lieutenant o( 
Lucullus, Marclls Fabius Hadrianus, who escorted such a 
train, not only completely defeated the band which lay in 
wait for him in the defile where it expected to surprise him, 
but after .being reinforced from the camp defeated also the' 
army of'Diophantus and Taxiles itself, BO that it totally 
broke up~' It was an irreparable lOBS for the king, when 
his cavalry, on which alone he ,elied, was thus overthrown. 
As soon as he received through the first fugitives'that arrived 
at Cabira from the field of, battl~ignificantly eno?gh, the 
beaten generals themselves-the fatal news, earlier even 
than Lucullus got tidings of the victory, he resolved on an im .. 

Victory of mediate f~rther retreat. But the resolution takeIrby the king 
Cabira. spread with the rapidity of lightning among those immediately 

around ,him; and, when the soldiers saw the confidants of the 
king packing in all haste, they too were seized with a panic. 
No one was willing to be the hindmost; all, high and low, 
ran pell-mell like startled deer; no authority"not even that 
of the king, was -longer heeded; and the king himself was 
earned away amidst the wild tumult, Lucullus, perceiving 
the confusion, made his attack, and the Pontic troops allowed, 
themselVes to be massacred almost without offering resist--
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ance. Had the legions been able to maintain discipline and 
to restrain their eagerness for spoil, hardly a. man would have 
escaped them, and the king himself would doubtless have 
been: taken. With difficulty Mithradates escaped along 
with a few attendants through the mountaius. to Comana 
(not far from Tocat and the source of the Iris); from which, 
however, a Roman corps under ·Marcus Pompeius soon 
scared him off and, pursued him, till, attended by not more 
than 2,000 cavalry, he crossed the frontier of hiB kingdom 
at Talaura in Lesser Armenia. In the empire of the greRt 
king he found a refuge, but nothing more (end of 682), '12. 
Tigranes, it is true, ordered royal honours to lie shown to 
his fugitive father-in-law; but he did not i~vite him to his 
court, and detained him in the remote border-province. to 
which he had come in a sort of decorous cllptivity. 

The Roman t.roops overran all Pontus and Lesser Armenia, Pontus 
and as far as Trapezus the flat country submitted without becomes 
resistance to the conqueror. The commanders of the. royal. Roman. 
treasure-stores also surrendered after more ·or less delay, 
and delivered up their contents. The king !)rdered that the 
women of the royal harem-his sisters, his numerous wives 
and concubines-as it was not possible to secure their flight, 
should all be put to death by one of his eunuchs at Phar-
Dacea (Kerasunt). The to\\'ns alone offered obstinate Sie!:@S of 
resistance. It is true that the few in the interior-Cabira, t~~ Pontic 
Amasia, Eupatoria-were now in the power of the Romans; Cities. 
but the larger maritime towns, Amisus and Sinope in . 
Pontus, Amsstris in Papblagonia, Tius and the Pontic 
Heraclea. in Bithynia, defended themselves with· desperation, 
partly auimated by attachment to the king and to their free 
Hellenic constitution wbich he had protected, partly over .. 
awed by the bands of corsairs whom the king had called to 
his aid. Siuope and HeracIea even sent forth vessela against 
the Romans, and the squadron of Sinope seized a Roman 
flotilla which was bringing corn from the Tauric .peninsula 
for Lucullus' army. Heraclea. did not succumb till after a 
two years' siege, when the Roman fleet,had cut oft' the city 
from intercourse with the' Greek towns on the Tauric 
peninsula aud treason had broken out in the ranks of the 
garrison. When Amisus was reduced to extremities, the 
garrison set fire to the town, and under cover of the flames 
took to their ships. In Sinope, where the daring pirate-
captain SeleucUB and the royal eunuch Bacchides conducted 

• 
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the defence, the garrison plundered the houses bet~re it 
withdrew, and set the ships which it could not take along 
with it on fire; it is said that, although the greater 
portion of the defenders were enabled to embark, 8000 cor" 
sairs were there put to death by Lucullus. These sieges of 
towns. lasted for two whole years and more after the battle 

72-70. of Cabira (682-684); Lucullus prosecuted them in great 
part by means of his Ul::utenants, while he himself regulated 
the affairs of. the province of Asia, which demanded. and 
obtained a thorough reform. Remarkable, in a historical 
point of view, as was that obstinate resistance of the Pontic 
mercantile towns to the victorious Romans, it was of little 
immediate use; the cause of Mithradates was none the less 
lost. The great king had evidently, for the present at least, 
no intention at aU .of restoring. him to his kingdom. Thfl 
Roman emigrants in Asia had lost their best men by the 
destructio~ ,of the 1Egean fleet-; of the survivors not a few. 
such as. the actj,ve leaders Lucius Magius and Lucius 
Fannius, had made their 'peace with Lucullus j and v'lith the 
death of Sertorius, who perished in the year of the battle of 
Cabira, the last hope of the emigrants vanished. Mithra
pates' own power was _ totally shattered, and one' after 
another his remaining supports gave way; his, squadrons 
returning from Orete and Spain, to the number of seventy 
sail, were attacked and destroyed by Triarius at the island of 
~enedos j .even the governor of the Bosporan kingdom, the 
king's Q)tn- son Machares, deserted him, 8,Jld as independent 
prince' of the l'auric Chersonese concluded on his own 

70. behalf peace and friendship with the Romans (684). The 
, king him_self, after a. not too glorious resistance, was con
fined in ,8 remote Armenian mountain-stronghold, 8 fugitive 
from his kingdom. and almost Ii prisoner of his son-in-la~. 
Although. the bands of corsairs might still hold out in Crete, 
!lnd such as had escaped from Amisus and Sinope might ' 
make their way along the hardly-accessible east coast of the 
~lackSea to the Saneg/B and Lazi, the skilful conduct of the 
war by Lucullus and his judicious moderation, which did not 
dis~in to remedy the just grievances of the provincials and 
to ~mploy the repentant emigrants as officers in his army. 
had at 8 moderate sacrifice delivered Asia Minor from the 
ene~y and annihilated the Pontic kingqom, so that it might 
be converted from a Roman client-state into a Roman 
province. A cOlnlUissionof the. senate wail expected, to 
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settle iB. concert with the Commander-in-chief the new pro-
vincial organization. '. . . 

But the relations with Armenia were not yet settled. Beginning 
That a declaration of war, by the Romans against Tigranes of the. 
was in itself justified and even demanded, we have alre/lody !,:eruan 
shown. Lucullus, who looked at the state of affairs from a . 
nearer 'point of view and with a higher spirit than the . 
senator1al college in Rome, perceived clearly the necessity 
of confining Armenia within its bounds and ofre-establishing 
tho lost dominion. of Rome over the Mediterranean. He 
showed himself in the conduct of Asiatic affairs no un
worthy successor. of his instructor and friend Bulla. A 
Philhellene above most Romans of his time, he was not 
insensible to the obligation which Rome had come under 
when taking up the heritage of Alexander-the obligation 
to be the shield and sword .of the Greeks in the East. 
Personal motives-the wish to earn laurels also beyond the 
Euphrates, ilTitation at the fact that the great king in a 
letter to him had omitted the title of Imperator-may doubt-
less have partly influenced Lucullus ; but it is unjust to 
assume paltry and selfish motives for actions, for the expla
nation of which motives of duty C!ompletely suffice. The 
Roman governing college at any rate-timid, indolent, ill
informed, and above all beset by' perpetu;il financial em
b8lTassments-could never be expected, without direct com
pulsion, to take the initiative in an expedition so vast and 
cO$tly. About the year 682 the legitimate representatives 72 •• 
of the Seleucid dynasty, Antiochus called the Asiatic and 
his brother, moved by the favourable turn of the Pontic . 
war; had gone to Rome to procure a Roman intervention ill 
Syria, and at the same time a recognition of their here-. 
ditary claims on Egypt. If the latter demand might not 
be granted, there could not, at any rate, be found a more 
favourable moment or occasion for beginning the war which 
had long been necessary against Tigranes; but the senate,' 
while it recognised the princes doubtless as the legitimate 
kings of Syria, could not make up its mind to decree the 
armed intervention. If the favourable opportunity was to 
be employed, and. Armenia "as to be dealt with in earnest, 
Lucullus had.' to undertake the war, without any proper 
orders from the senate, at his own hand and his own risk; 
he found himself, just like Sulla, compelled to, execute what 
he did in the most manifest interest of the existing govern-
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ment, not with itS sanction, but in spite of it. His resolu~ 
tion was facilitated by the . uncertainty of the relations, 
wavering between peace and war, which had long 'subsisted 
between Rome and Armimia-'-an uncertainty which screened 
iii soine measure the arbitrariness of his proceedings; and 
readily suggested formal grounds fQr war. The state of 
matters in Cappadocia and Syria afforded· pretexts enough ;. 
an!} already in the pursuit of the king of PontuD Roman 
troops had violated the territory of the great king. As; 
however, the commission of Luc)J.llus had reference to the 
conduct of the war against Mithradates .and he wished to 
connect what he did with that commission, he preferred to 
send one of· his officers, Appius Claudius, to the great king -
at Antioch to demand the surrender of Mithradates, which 
in fact could not but lead to war. The resolution was a 
grave olie, especially considering the condition of the Roman 
army. It was indispensable. during the campaign. in Ar
menia to keep' the extensive territory of Pontus strongly 
occupied-otherwise the army in· Armenia might lose its 
communications with home; and besides it illight be easily 
foreseen that Mithradates would attempt an inroad into his 

. former Kingdom. The army, at the head of which Lucullus 
had ended the Mithradatic war, amounting to about 30,000 
men, was obviously inadequate for this double task. Under 
ordinary' circumstances the· general would have. asked and 
obtained from his government the despatch of a second 

. army; but as Lucullus wished, and was in some measure 
compelled, to tak~. up the war over the head of the govern
inent, he found himself necessitated to renounce that plan 
and~although he himself incorporated the captured Thracian' 
mercenaries of the Pontic king with his troops-to carry the 
war over the Euphrates with not. more than two legions, or 
at most 15,000 men. This was itself hazardous; but the 
smallness of the number might be in some degree compen
sated .by· the trie'd valour of the army consisting throughout 
of veterans. A much ~orse circumstance was the temper of' 
the soldiers, to which Lucullus,in his high ariatocratic 
fashion, had given far too lil;tle heed. Lucullus was an able 
general, and-according to the aristocratic standard-an up
right and benevolent man, but. very far from being a favourite 
with his soldiers. He was unpopular, as a decided adherent 
of the 'Oligarchy; unpopular. because he had vigorously 
checked the monstrous usury of the Roman capitalists in Asia 
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l\Iinor i unpopular, on account of tpe toils and fatigues. 
which he mflicted on his troops; unpopular, because he 
demanded strict discipline ill his soldiers and prevented 
as far as possible the pillage of the Greek towns by his men; 
but withal caused many a wnggon and many a camel to be 
laden with the treasures of the East for himself; unpopular 
too 'on account of his nlanner, w.hich was polished, stately, 
liellenising, not at all familiar, and inclining, wherever it 
was possible, to ense and· pleasure.· There was no trace in 
him of the charm which creates a personal bond be.tween the 
general and the soldier. Moreover, a large portion of his 
ablest soldiers had reason to complain of the .unmeasured 
prolongation of their term of service. His two best legions 
were the same which Flaccus and }'imbria had led in 668 86. 
to the East (iii. 803); not\\;thstanding that shortly after 
the battle of Cabira they had been promised their discharge 
well earned by thirteen campaigns, Lucu.Ilus now led .them 
beyond the Euphrates to face a new incalculable war-it 
seemed as though the Nictors of Cabira were to. be treated 
worse than the vanquished of Canum (ii. 187, 181); It 
was in fact more than r8t1h that, with troops so weak and 
so much out of humour, a general should at his own hand 
and, strictly speaking, in the face of the constitution .UlI

dertake an expedition to Il distant and unknown land; full 
of rapid streams and snow-clad mountains-a land which 
from the very vastness of its extent rendered any lightly
undertaken attack fraught with danger. The conduct of 
Lucullus was therefore much anll not unreasonably censured 
in Rome i but amidst the censure the fact should not have 
been concealed, that the perversity of the government was 
the prime occasion of this ventlUesome project of the 
general,. and, if it did not justify it, reudered it at least 
excusable. - . 

The mission .of Appius Claudius was intended not onl~ Lucullw; 
to furnish a diplomatic pretext for the war, but alsp to cro.ses the 
iuduce the princes and cities of Syria especially to take Euphrat.. 
arms against the great king: in the flpring of 685 the formal G\). 
attack began. During the wiuter the king of Cappadocia 
had silently provided vessels for transport; with these. the 
Euphrates was crossed; and the march was directed through 
the province of Sophene, without losing time with the siege 
of smaller places, straight towards 1'igranocerta, whither 
the great king had shortly before returned from Syria, after 
ha\ing temporarily deferred the prose.cution of his plans of 
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conquest on the Mediterranean' "on' account of the embroil-
. ment with the Romans. He was just projecting an inroad 

mto Roman Asia from Cilicia and Lycaonia, and was con
sidering whether' the Romans would at once evacuate Asia or 
would previously give him battle, possibly at Ephesus, when Ii 
meB~enger interrupted him with the tidings of the advance 
of Lucullus. He ordered him' to be hanged, but the dilt' 
agreeable reality remained unaltered; so' he left his capital 
and resorted to the Int~riur of Armenia, to. raise a force--
which had not yet been done-against the' Romans. Mean
while Mithrobarzanes with tbe troops' actually at his dis
posal and in concert with the neighbouring Bedouin tribes, 
who were called out in all haste, was to give employment to 
the enemy. But the corps of Mithrobarzanes was dis
persed by the Roman vanguard, and the Arabs by Ii detach
ment under Sextilius; and, while the Armenian main force 
assembling in the mountains to the north-east ot' Tigra-· 
Docerta (about 'Bitlis) was held in check by a Romlln division
which had been pushed forward-in It well-chosen positioll 
where its skirllJishing was successful, Lucullus vigorously 

Siege and prosecuted the siege of 1'igranocerta. The exhaustless 
battle of Ti- showers of arrows which the garrison poured upon the 
gra~ocerta. Roman army, and the setting fire to, the besieging machines 

bv means of'naphtha, here initiated the Romans into the 
new dangers of Iranian warfare; and the brave commandant 
MallcalUs maintained the city, till at length-the great. royal 
army of relief hud assembled from all parts of the vast 

'empire and the adjoining countries that were open to M 
niellian recruiting officers, and had advanced through the' 
north-pastern passes to the rescue of the capital. The leader. 
Taxiles, . experienced in the wars, of 'Mithradates, advised 
Tigranes to avoid a battle, .and to surround and starve out 
the small Roman army by means of his· cavalry. But when 
the king saw the Roman general, who had determined to 
give battle without raiijing the siege, move out with not
much ·more than 10,000 men against·a force t\\'enty times 
superior, and boldly cross the river which separated the two 
armies j when he surveyed on the one side this little band, 
.. too many for ali embassy, too few for an army," and on 
the 'Other' side his own immense host, in which the peoples 
of the Black Sea and the. Ca~pian met with those of the 
l\fediterranean and of the PPI'Siflll Gull~ in which the dread~d 
iron-clad lancers alone were more numerous than Lucullus' 
whole army, aud in 'lhich even infantry armed after the Ro' 
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man fasbion were not wanting; he resolved promptly to accept 
the battle desired by the enemy. But while the Armenians 
were still forming tbeir array, tbe quiek eye of Lucullus 
perceived tha~ they had neglected to occupy a height which 
commanded the whole position of their cavalry. Be 
hastened to occupy it with two cohorts, ,while at the same' 
tiiDe his weak cavalry by a flank attack diverted theatten
tion of the enemy from this movement; and as soon as he 
had reached the hcight, he led his little band against the 
rear of the enemy's cavalry.. They were totally broken and 
threw themselves on the not yet fully fomed infantry, which 
fled without striking a blow. The bulletin of, the victor-:-
that ·100,000 Armenians and five Romans had fallen and 
that the king, throwing away his turban and diadem, had' 
galloped 011' unrecognised with a few horsemen-is composed 
in the style of his master Bulla. Nevertheless the victory 
achieved on the '6th October 685 before Tigranocerta re- 1.i9. 
mains one of the most brilliant in, the glorious history of 
Roman warfare; and it was not less 'momentous than , 
brilliant. All the provinces wrested from the Pru.:t;hians All th~ 
or Syrians were now strategically lost to the Armenians, Armenian 
and passed, for the most part, without delay into the pos- conq,:,::~ 
session of the victor. The. newly-built capital of the great l:"h:.n.rs of 
kingdom itself set the example. The Greeks, who had been the Romans. 
forced in such numbers to settie there, Tose against the 
garrison and opened to the Roman army the gates of the 
city, which was abandoned to the pillage of. the soldiers. ' 
From Cilicia and Syria all the troops had already been 
withdrawn by the Armenian satrap Magadates to reinforce 
the relieving army before Tigranocerta. Lucullus advanced 
into Commagene, the most northern province of Syria, and 
stormed Samosata, the capital; he did not reach Syria proper, 
but envoys arrived from the dynasts and communiti~s 'as far 
as the Red Sea-'-from Hellenes. Syriillls, Jews, Arabs-to do 
homage to the Romans as their new sovereigns. Even the 
prince of Corduene, the province situated to the east of 
Tigranocerta, submitted i while, on the other hand, Guras' 
the brother of the great king maintained himself in Nisibis, 
and tLereby in. Mesopotamia. Lucullus everywhere came 
forward as the protector of the Hellenic princes and munici-
palities: in Commagene he placed Antiochus, a prince of 
the Seleucid house, on the throne; he recugnised. Antjochus 
AsiaticuB, who after the withdrawal of the Arm~nians had 
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, returned to ,Antioch, lIS, king of Syria; he sent away the 
forced settlers of Tigranocerta once more to their homes. 
The immense stores, and treasures of the great king-the 
grain amounted to 30,000,000 medimni, the money in Tigrano
certa alone to 8000 tale;nts (nearly £2,000,OOO)-enabled 
Lucullus to defray the expenses of the war without making 
any demand on the state-treasury, and to bestow on each of 
his soldiers, besides the amplest maintenance, a present ot" 
800 denarii (£3.'3) • 

. The great king was deeply humbled. He was of a feeble 
character, arrogant in prosperity, faint-hearted in adversity. 
Probably an agreement would have been come, to between 
him and Lucullus-an agret'mellt' which there :was every 
reason that the great ,king should purchase by considerable 
sacrifices, and the Roman general should grant under·tole
rable conditions-had not the old Mithradates interfered. 
The latter had taken no part in the conflicts around Tigra
nocerta. Liberated, after twenty, months' captivity about 
the middle of 684 in consequence of the variance that had 
occurred between the great king and the Romans, he had 
been despatcbed with 10,000 Armenian cavalry to his former 
kingdom, to threaten the communications of the enemy. 
Recalled even before he could accomplish anything there, 
when the great king summoned his whole force to relieve 
the capitaliWhich he had built, he was met on his arrival 
before Tigranocerta by the multitudes just fleeing from the 
tiel.d o£ battle. To everyone, from the great king down to 

, the aommon soldier, all seemed lost. But if Tigranes should 
'11OW make peace, not only would Mithrlidates lose the last 
chance -of being reinstated in his kingdom, but his surrender 
would be beyond doubt' the first condition of peace j and 
certainly Tigranes 'would not have acted otherwise towards 
him than Bocchus had formerly acted towards J ugurtha. 
The king accordingly staked. his whole personal weight to 
prevent things from taking this course, and to induce the 
Armenian court to'contjnuethe war, in which he had nothing 
to lose and everything to gain j and, fugitive and dethroned 
as was Mithradates, his influence on the court was not 
inconsiderable: He was still a stately and powerful man, 
who, although upwards of sixty years old, vaulted on horse
back in full armour, and in hand-to-hand conflict stood his 
ground like the best.' Years and vicissitudes seemed to 
ha,'e stet'led his spirit: while in earlier -times he sent forth 

VS'l-~I'1J 
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generals to lead his armies and took no direct par.t himself 
in the war, we find him henceforth as an old man command
ing in person and fighting in person on the field of battle. 
To one who, during his fifty years of rule, had witnessed 110 
many unexampled vicissitudes, the cause of the great king 
appeared by no means lost through the defeat of Tigrano
certa; whereas the· position of. Lucullus was very difficult, 
and, if peace should not now take place and the war should 
be judiciously continued, even in a high degree precarious. 
The veteran of 'varied experience, who stood. to-wards the Renewal 01 
great king almost as a father and was now able to exercise a tho war. 
personal influence over him" overpowered by his energy that 
weak man, and induced him not only to resolve on the 
continuance of the war, but also to intrust Mithradates with 
its political and military management. The war was now 
to he changed from a cabinet contest into a national Asiatic 
\ltruggle i the kings and peoples of Asia were to unite for 
this purpose against the domineering and haughty Occi-
dentals. The greatest exertions were made to reconcile the 

.Parthians and Armenians, and to' induce them to make 
common cause against Rome. At the suggestion of l\i[i~hra· 
dates, Tigranes offered to give back to the Arsacid Phraates 
the God (who had rei~ed Bince 684) the provinces con- 70. 
quered by the Armenians - Mesopotamia, Adiabene, the ' 
.. great v811eys".:...and to enter into friendship and alliance 
with him. But, after all that had previously taken place, 
this offer could scarcely reckon on a favourable reception; 
Phl'&&tes preferred to \lecure the boundary of the Euphrates 
by a treaty not with the Armenians, but with the Romans, 
and to look on, while the hated neighbour and the'incon-' 
venient foreigner fought out their strife. Greater success 
attended the application of Mithradates to the peoples of 
the East than to the kings. It was not difficult to repre-
\lent the war as a national one of the East against the West, 
for \luch it was; it might very well be made a religious war 
also, and the report might be spread that the object aimed 
at by the army of Lucullus was the temple of the Persian 
Nanrea (lr Anaitis in Elymais or the modern Luristan, the 
most celebrated and the ricnc:st "hrine in the whole region 
of the Euphrates.- From far and near the Asiatics flocked 

• Cicero (D. imp. Pomp. 9, 23) hardly means any other than ODe of th~ , 
rich temple.. of the province Elymais, whither the predatory, e>:peditions of the 
Syrian and Parthian kings were regularly directed (Sb-abo, zvi. 744 i Polyb. 
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in-crowds to the banner of the kings, who summoned them 
'to protect the East and its' gods from the impious for~igners._ 
But facts had shown not only'that the mere assemblage of 
enor,mous -hosts was of little avail, but that the'troops really 
capable of marching and fighting were by their very incor4 
poration in such a mass rendered useless and involved in the 
general ruin. Mithradates sought above all to develop the 
arm which was at once weakest among the Occidentals and 
strongest among the Asiatics, the cavalry; in the army 
newry f9rmed by him half of the force was mounted. For the 
ranks of the infantry he carefully selected, out of the mass of 
recruits called forth or volunteeriilg, those fit for service, 
and caused them to be drilled by his Pontic officers. Tlie 

'considerable army, however, which soon assembled under the 
banner of the great, king was destined not to measure its 
IItrength with the Roman veterans on the first chance field 
of battle, but to confine itself to defence and petty war. 
fare. Mithradates had conducted the last war in his empire 
on the system. of constantly retreating and avoiding battle; 
similar tactics were /ldopted on this' occasion, and Ar
menia prol'er was destined 88' the theatre of war-the 
hereditary land of Tigranes, still wholly untouched by 
the enemy~ and excellently adapted for this sort of warfare 
both by its physical character and by the patriotism of its 
inhabitants. ' 

68. The yeall- 68~' found Lucullus in a position of difficulty, 
Di,satisfac- which daily assumed a more dangerous aspect. In spite of 
tion with _ _ ,his blillia.nt :victories, people in Rome were not at all satisfied 
!hucull~~;n with him. The senate felt the arbitrary nature of his 
an~ :P~h~ conduct; the capitalist party, sorely offended by him. set all 
army. means of intrigue and corruption at work to effect his recall. 

Daily the Forum echoed with just and unjust complaints 
regarding the foolhardy, the covetous, the un~Roman, the
traitorous general. The senate so far yielded to the c9n:i.
plaints regarding the linion of such unlimited power-two 
ordinary governorships and an important extraordinary com
mand-in the hands of such a man as to assign the province of 
Asia to one of the prretors, and the province of Cilicia- along 
with three' newly-raised legions to the consul Quintus, 

xm. 11; 1 MacCab. 6. &c.). and probably this as the' best known; on no account 
can the allusion be to the temple of Comana or any shrille at all in the kingd)m 
of Pont us. 
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Marcius Rex, and to restrict the general to th.e command 
against Mithradates and ·Tigranes. . 

These accusations sprin~ing up against the ge~eral in 
Rome found a dangerous echo in the soldiers' quarters on the 
Iris and on the Tigris; and the more so that several aHicers, 
including the general's own brother-iIi-law, Publius Clodius, 
worked upon the soldiers with this view. The report 
beyond doubt designedly circulated by these, that Lucullus 
now thought of combining. with the Pontic-Armenian war 
an expedition against the Parthians, augmented the exa.spera-

, tion of the troops.. . 
But while the troublesome temper of the government and l,nclIlhi. 

of the soldiers thus threatened the victorious genera.} with ~vance. 
recall and mutiny, he himself continued like a desperate mto:~l'
gambler to increase his stake and his risk. He did not march menla. 
against the Parthians; but when Tigranes showed himself 
neither ready to make peace nor disposed, according to 
the wish of Lucullus, to risk a second pitched battle, 
Lucullus resolved tQ advallce from Tigranocerta, through the 
difficult mountain-country along the eastern shore of the 
lake of Van, into the valley of the eastern Euphrates (or 
the Ar~anias, now Myrad-ChaI), and thence. into that of 
the Araxes, where, on the northern slope of Ararat, lay 
Artaxata the capital of Armenia proper, with the hereditary 
castle and the harem of the king. He hoped, by threatening 
the king's hereditary residence, to compel him to fight 
either on the Wily or at any rate before .t\rtaxata. It 
was inevitably necessary to leave behind a division at 
Tigranocerta j and, as the marching army could not possibly 
be further reduced, no course was left but to weaken the 
position in -!,ontus and to summon troops thence to 
Tigranocerta. The main difficulty, however, Was the short-
ness of the Armenian summer, so incom"enient for military 
enterprizes. On the table-land of Armenia, which lies 

.5000 feet and more above . the level of the sea, the corn at 
Erzeroum only germinates in the beginning of June, and 
the winter sets in with the harvest in September; Artaxata 
had to be reached and the campaign had to be ended in, at 
the utmost, four months. _ 

At midsummer, 686, Lucullus set out from Tigranocerta, 6t!, 
and-passing doubtless through .the valley of the Karasu, a 
stream flowing in a south-easterly direction to join the eastern 
arm of the ~uphrates. the only valley which connects the 
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plains of Mesopotamia with the table-land of interior_ 
Armenia-arrived on the plateau of l\1usch and at the· 
Euphrates. The march went on-amidst constant and very 

_troublesome ,skirmishing with the enemy's cavalry, and 
especially with :the mounted archers...:....slowly, but without 
material hindrance j and the passage of the Euphrates, which 
was seriously defended by the Armenian cavalry, was 
secured by a successful engagement; the Armenian ·infantry 
showed itself, but the attempt to involve it in the conBict 
did not succeed .. Thus the army reached the table-land, pro
perly so called; of Armenia., and continued its march into the 
unknown country. They had suffered no actual misfortune; 
bilt the mere inevitable retardation of the march by the 
difficulties of the ground and the horsemen of the enemy 
was itself a very serious disadvantage. Long before they 
had reached Artuata, winter set in; and when the Italian 
soldiers saw snow and ice around them, the bow of military 
discipline that had been far too tightly stretched gave way. 
A formal mutiny compelled the general to order a retreat, 
which he effected with his usual skill. _ When he had 
safely reached the plain where the season still permitted 
further operations, Lucullus crossed the Tigris, and threw 
himself with the mass of his army on Nisibis, the· capital 

Capture of of Armenian Mesopotamia. :I'he great king, rendered 
Nisibis. -wiser by the experience acquired hefore Tigranocerta, left 

the city to itself: notwithstanding its brave defence it 
was stormed In. a dark, rainy night by the besiegers, and 
the army:.of Lucullus found there booty not less ample 
and winter-quarters no less comfortable than the year 

Conflict.<! in before in Tigranocerta. But, meanwhile, the whole weight 
Pon~us and of the enemy's offensive- fell on the weak Roman divisions 
at !:grano- left behind in Pontus and at Tigranocerta. Tigranes com
ee.. pelled the Roman commander of the latter ~orps, Lucius 

l!'annius-the same who had formerly been the medium of 
communication between Sertorius and Mithradates (P. 52, 60) 
-to throw himself into a fortress, and k~pt him beleaguered 
there: Mithradates advanced into Pontus with 4000 Arme
nian horsemen and 4000 of his own, and as liberator and 
avenger summoned the nation to rise against the common foe. 
All joined him; the scattered Roman soldiers were every
where seized and put to death: when Hadrianus, the Roman' 
commandant in Pontus (P. 58), led his troops against him, 
the former mercenariesot the king and the numerous nativelil 
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of Pont us following the army IllI slaves made common cause 
with the enemy. For two successive days the unequal COll-

1lict lasted; it Willi only the circumstance that the king after 
receiving two wounds had· to be carried oft" from the field of 
battle, which gave the Roman commander the opportunity 
of breaking oft" the Virtually lost battle, and throwing 
himself with the small remnant of his troops into Cabira. 
Another of Lucullus' lieutenants who accidentally came into 
this region, the resolute Triarius, again gathered round -him 
a body of troops and fought a. successful engagement with the 
king; but he was much too weak to expel hini again from 
Pontic soil, and had to acquiesce while the. king took up 
winter-quarters in Comana; , . 

So the spring of 687 came oil. The reunion of the army -67. 
in Nisibis, the idleness of winter-quarters, the frequent Fo,th.,· 
absence of the general, had meanwhile increased the in- ~;treat 10 

subordination of the troops; not only did they vehemently ontos. 
demand to be led back, but it wail already tolerably evident 
that, if'the general refused to lead them home, they would 
break up of themselves. The supplies were scanty; Fannius 
and Tnarius, in their distress, sent the most urgent en-
treaties to the general to furnish aid. With a heavy heart 
Lucullus resolved to yield to necessity, to give up Nisibis 
and Tigranocerta, and, renounCing aU the brilliant hopes of 
his Armenian expedition, to return to the right bank of the 
Euphrates. Fannius was relieved; but in Pontus the hel p 
was too h,te. Triarius,' not strong enough to fight witb: 
Mithradates, had taken up a strong position at Gaziura 
(Turksal on the Iris, to the west of Tokat), while the 
baggage was left behind at Dadasa. But when Mithradates 
laid siege to the latter place, the Roman soldiers, appre-
hensive for their property, compelled their leader to leave his 
secure position, and to give battle to the king between 
Gaziurs. and Ziela (Zilleh) on the Scotian heights. What Defeat of 
Triarius had foreseen occurred.' In spite of the- stoutest !heRomans 

resistance the win~_ which the king c?mmanded in pe~son ~~ i~~!~S 
broke the Roman hne and huddled the mfantry together mto 
a clayey ravine, where it could make neither forward nor lat-
eral movement and was cut to pieces without pity. The king 
indeed was dangerously wounded by a Roman centur on, who 
sacrificed hislifel for it; but the defeat was not the less com-

. plete. The Roman camp was taken; the Hower of the in
fimtry. and almost all the stnft" and subal,tern o:fficer~, strewed 
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the ground; the dead were left lying unburied 011 the field 
of battle, and. when Lucullus arrived on the right bank of the 
Euphrates, he learned the defeat not from his own soldiers, 
but through. the reports of the natives. 

Along with this defeat came the outbreak of the military 
conspiracy. At thii! very time news arriv!ld from Rome 
that the people had resolved to grant a discharge to the 
soldiers whose legal term of. service had expired, to wit, to 
the Fimbljans, and to intrust the chief command in Pontus 
and Bithynia to one of the consuls of the current year: the 
successor of Lucullus, the consul Manius A(l.ilius Glabrio, 
had already landed in Asia Minor. The disbanding of the 
bravest and most turbulent legions and the recall of the 
commander-in-chief, in connection with the impression pro-

. duced by the· defeat of Ziela, dissolved all'the bonds of 
authority in the army just when the generaL-bad most urgent 
need of their aid~ Near Talaura in Lesser Armenia he con. 
fronted the Pontic troop·s, at whose head Tigranes' son-in~law. 
Mithradates of Media, had already engaged· th.e Romans 
successfully in a cavalry conflict; the main force of the. 
great king was advancing to theJlame point from Armenia. 
Lucullus sent to Quintus Marcius the new governor of Cilicia, 
who had just arrived on the way to his province with three 
legions in ,Lycaonia, to ask him for' aid; Marcius declared 

, that his soldiers refused to march to Armenia. He sent to 
Glabrio with the request ,that he would take up the supreme 
command committed to him by. the people; Glabrio showed 
still less inclination to undertake this task, which had now 
become so,difij.c~t and hazardous. Lucullus, compelled to 
retain the command, with the view of not being obliged to 
fight at Talaura against the Armeniltn and the Pontic armies 
conjoined, ordered a movement against the advancing Arme. . 

FU1'ther nians. The soldiers obeyed the order to march; but, when 
l .. treat to they reached the point where the routes to Armenia and Cap
Asia MinOl'. padocia diverged, the bulk of the army took the latter, and 

proceeded to· the province of Asia. There the Fimbrians 
demanded their immediate discharge; and although they 
desisted from this at the urgent entreaty of the commander
in-chief and ~he ot?er ,c,orps, t~ey yet persevered in t~eir 
purpose of dlsbandmg If the wmter should come on WIth
out an enemy confronting them; which accordingly was the 
case. Mithradates not only occupied once more almost his 
whole kingdom, but his cavalry ranged over all Cappadocia ' 
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and as far as Bithynia j king Ariobarzanes soqght help 
equally in yain from Quintus Marciue, from ~ucu.llus, and 
from Glabno.- It was a strange, almost mcredible Issue for 
a war conducted in a manner so glorioue. If we look merely 
to military achievements, hardly an, other Roman general 
accomplished so much _with so trifhng means as Lucullus; 
the talent and the fortune of SuUa seemed to have devolved 

. on this his disciple. That under the -circumstances the 
Roman 8rOlY should have returned from ·Armenia to -Asia 
Minor uninjured, is a militllry miracle which, so far as we can 
judge, far excels the -retreat of Xenophon; and, although 
mainly doubtless to be· explained by the solidity of the 
Roman, and the ine:ffi.cien·cy of the oriental, system of -war, 
it at all events secures to the leader of this expedition 
an honourable name in the foremost rank of men of 
military capacity. If the name of Lucullus is not usually 
included among these, it is to all appearance simply 
owing to the fact that no narrative of his campaigns which 
is in a military point of view even tolerable has come down 
to us, and to the circumstance that in everything, and 
particularly in war, nothing is taken int.o account but the 
final result; and this, in reality, was equivalent to a complete 
defeat. Through the laet unfortunate turn of things, and 
principally through the !Dutiny of the soldiers, .all the 
results of an eight years' war had been lost; in the winter 
of 687-688 the Romans again stood, exactly at the same 67-66. 
spot as in the wiBter of 679-680. - 75-74. 

The maritime war against the pirates, which began at the War with 
same time with the continental war and was all along most the pin" ... 
closely connected with it, Iielded no better results. It has 

. been already mentioned (P. 53) that the senate in - 680 74. 
adopted the judicious resolution to intrust the task of clear-
ing the Beas from the corsairs to a single admiral in 
supreme command, the prmtor Marcus Antonius. But at_ 
the very outset they had made an utter -mistake in the 
choice of the leader; or rather those who had carried this 
measure, so appropriate in itself, had not taken into account 
that in the senate all personal questions were decided by 
the influence of Cethegue (P. 7) and similar coterie con
siderations. They had moreover neglected to furnish the 
admiral of their choic!! with money and ships in a manner 
befittin~ his comprehensive task, so that with his enormous 
requisitIOns he was almost as hurdensome to ~he provincials 
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whom he befriended as were the corsairs. The results were 
-corresponding. In the Campanian waters the fleet of An
tonius captured a number of piratical vessels. But an 
engagement took, place with the Cretans, who had entered 
into friendship and alliance with the pirates and abruptly 
r~iected his demand that they should desist from such fellow
ship; and the chains, with which-the foresight of Antonius 
had provided his vessels for the purpose of placing the cap
tive buccaneers in irons, served to fasten the qurestor and the 
other Roman prisoners to the masts of the captured Roman 
ships, when the Cretan generals Lasthenes ~nd Pauares 
steered back in triumph to Cydonia from the naval combat 
in which they had engaged the Romans off their islaud. 
Antonius, after having squandered immense sums and accom
plished not the slightest result by hi!! inconsiderate mode 

71. of warfare, died, in 683 at Crete. The bad success of hIS 
expedition, the costliness of building a _fleet, and the re': 
pugnance of the oligarchy to confer any powers of a more 
comprehensive kind on the magistrates, led them, after the 
practical termination of this enterprise by Antonius' death, 
to make. no further nomination of an admiral in chief, and to 
. revert to the old system of leaving each governor to look 
after the suppression of piracy in his- own province: the 
fleet equipped by Lucullus for instance (P. 56) was ac
tively"employed for this purpose in the 1Egean sea.' -

CI'Ct.'1I war. So far however as the Cretans were concerned, a disgrace 
like that endured off Cydonia seemed even to the degenerate 
Romans of this age as if it could be answered only by a 
declaration of war. _ Yet the Cretan envoys, who in the 

70. year _ 684 appeared in Rome soliciting that the prisoners 
might be taken back and the old alliance rcrestablished, had 
almost obtained a favourable decree of tl1e senate; what the 
whole corporation termed a disgrace, the individual senator 
was ready to sell for a substantial price. It was nOt till a 
formal resolution of the senate rendered the loans of' the 
Cretan envoys' amQng the Roman bankers non-actionable, 
that is not till the senate had incapacitated itself for under
going bribery, that a decree passed to the effect that the 
Cretan communities, if they wished to avoid war, should 
hand over not only the Roman deserters but the authors of 
the outrage perpetrated off Cydonia-:-the leaders Lasthenes 
and ~anares-to the Romans for befitting punishment, should 
deliver up all ships and boats of four or more oars, should 
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furnish 400 hostages, and should pay a fine of 4000 talentg 
(£975,000). When the envoys declared that they were'not 
empowered to enter into such terms, one of the consuls of 
the next year was appointed to depart on the expiry of his 
official term for Crete, in order either. to 'receive there 
what was demanded or to begin the wa». Accordinglyjn 
686 the proconsul Quintus Metellus appeared in the Cret~ 68 • 

. waters. The communi~s ,of the island, with the larger Metellus 
towns Gortyna, Cnossus, Cydonia at their .head, were ra- cubdues 

solvcd rather to defend themselves in arms than to submit. me. 
to those excessive demands. The Cretans were a nefarious 
and degenerate people "(iii. 66), with whose public and private 
existence piracy was a8 intimately associated as robbery 
with the commonwealth of the 1Etolians jbut they re
sembled'the 1Etolians in valour as in many other respects, 
and accordingly these. two were -the only Greek com': 
munities that waged a courageous and honourable struggle 
for independence. At Cydonia, where Metellus landed his 
three legions, a Cretan army of 24,000 men under Las-
thenes and·Panares was ready t(} receive him; a battle took 
place in the open field, in which the victory after a hard 
struggle remained with the Romans. Nevertheless the 
towns bade defiance from behind. their walls to the Roman 
~eneral; Metellus had to make up his mind to besiege them 
m succession. First Cydonia, in which the remains of the 
beaten army had taken refuge, was after 110 long siege sur
rendered by Panares in return for the promise of a free de
parture for himself. Lasthenes, who had escaped from the 
town, had to be besieged a second time in Cnossus; and, 
when this fortress also was on the point of falling, he de
stroyed its treasures and escaped once more to places which 
still continued their defence, such as Lyctus, Eleutherna, 
and other8. Two years (686, 687) elapsed; before Metellu8 68, G7. 
became master of, the whole island and the last spot of 
free Greek soil thereby passed under the control of the 
. dominont Romans 1 the Cretan communities, as they were the 
first of all Greek commonwealths to develop the free urban 
constitution and the dominion of the Seft, were also to be 
the last of all the Greek maritime states, furmerly filling 
the 'Mediterranean to succumb to the Roman continental 
power. 

All the legal conditions were fulfilled for celebra~ing 
another of the usual pompous triumphs j . the gens of the 
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:.t'he pira~ MeteUi could add to its Macedoni~, N umidian, Dalmatian, 
~rthe !nedl. Balearic ~itles with equal right the ~ew title of Creticus, 

I'IlIII • and Rome possessed ,another name of pride. Nevertheless 
the power of the Romans in the Mediterranean was never 
lower, that of the corsairs never higher than in those years. 
Well might the Cilicians and Cretans of the seas, who are 
said to have numbereq at this time 1000 ships; mock the 
Isilltiricus and the Creticus, and their empty victories. 
With what effect the pirates interfered in the Mithradatic 
war, and how the obstinate l'esistance of the Pontic maritime 
towns derived its best resources from the corsair-state, has 
been already related. But that state transacted business on 
a hardly less grand seale QIl its own behoof. Almost under 

69. the eyes of the fleet of Lucullus, the pirate Athenodorns 
surprised in 685 the island of Delos, destroyed its far-famed 
shrines and temples, and carried off th!;l whole population 
into slavery. The island Lipara near Sicily paid to the pirates 

72. _ a fixed tribute annually; to remain exempt from like attacks. 
Another pirate chief Heraeleon destroyed in 682 the squad- _. 
ron equipped in Sicily against him, and ventured with lio 
more than four open boats to sail into the harbour of Syra
cuse. Two years later his colleague Pyrganion even landed 
a~ the s1tme port, establisbed himself there and sent forth 
flying' parties. into the island, tilL the Roman governor at 
Jast compelled him to re-embark. People grew at length 
quite ,accustomed to the fact that all the provinces equipped 
squadrons and raised boast-guards, or at any rate were taxed 
for both, and ,Yet the pirates appeared,to plunder the pro. 
vinces with as much regularity as the Roman governors. 
But even the sacred soil of Italy was now no longer re
spected by the _ shameless transgressors: from Croton they 
carried off with them the temple-treasures of the Lacinian 
Hera; they landed in Brundisium, Misenum, Caieta, in the 
;Etrusea!1 ports, even in Ostia itself; they seized ·the most 
eminent Roman yf6.cers as captives, among others the admiral 
pf the Cilician army and twoprretors with their whole 
retinue, with the dreaded faBces, themselves and all the 
insignia of their dignity; they carried away from a villa at 
Misenum the very sister of the Roman admiral-in-chief 
Antonius, who was sent forth to annihilate the pirates; they 
destroyed in the port of Ostia the Roman war fleet equipped 
against them and commanded by a consul. The Latin 
husbandman, the traveller on the Appian highway, the 
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genteel visitor at the terrestrial paradise of Baim were no 
longer secure of their prope~ or their life for a single" 
moment; all traffic' and all mtercollrse were suspendea; 
the most dreadful scarcity prevailed in Italy, and especially 
in the capital which subsisted on tr&nsmarine corn. The 
contemporary world and history indulge freely in complaints 
of the insupportable distress; in -this case the epithet 
may have been appropriate. . 

We have already described how the senate restored by Servile di .. 
Sulla carried out its guardianship of the frontier in Mace- turbance •• 
donia, its discipline C?ver the client kings of Asia Minor, its 

, ,marine police; the resultsweJ;e nowhere satisfactory. Nor 
did better success attend the government in. another and 
perhaps even more urgent matter, the supervision of the 
provincial, and above all of the Italian, proletariate. The 
gangrene of a slave-proletariate gnawed at the vitals' ()f aU 
the states of antiquity, and the more so, the more vigorously 
that they had risen and prospered j for the power and riches 
of the state led, under the existing circumstances, regularly 
to a disproportionate increase of the body of slaves. Rome 
naturally suffered more severely from this cause -than any 
other state of antiquity. Even the government of the sixth 
century had been under the necessity of sending troops 
against the gangs. oj runaway herdsmen and rural slaves. 
The plantation-system, spreading more and more among the 
Italian speculators, had infinitely increased the dangerous 
evil: in the time of the Gracchan and Marian crises and in 
close connection with them servile revolts had taken place 
at numerous ;points 'of th~ Rom~ empire, and in Sicily had 
even grown mto two bloody wars (619..622 and 652-654; 135-132. 
iii. 81-83, 140-144). But the ten years oUhe rule of the 102-100. 
restoration after Sulla's death formed the golden age both 
for the buccaneers at sea and for bands of a similar character 
on land, above all in the Italian peninsula, which had hitherto 
been comparatively well regulated. The land could hardly 
be said any longer to enjoy peace. In the capitllrand the 
less populous districts of Italy robberies were of every-day 
occurrence, murders were frequent. A special decree of the 
people was iseued-perhaps at this epoch-against' kid-
napping of foreign slaves and of free men; a special summary 
action :was about tLis time introduced against violent de
privation of land(;d property. These crimes could not but 
appear specially dangerous, because, while they were Usually 
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p.erpetrated by the proletariate, the higher class were to a 
great extent also concerned in them as moral originators 
and partakers in the gain. The abduction of men and of 
estates was 'very frequently suggested by the overseers of 
.t.he large estates and carried out by the gangs of slaves, 
frequently armed, that were collected there; and many a 
man e.ven of high respectability did not disdain what one of 
his officious slave-overseers thus acquired for him as Me
phistopheles acquired for }'aust the Fme-trees of Philemon .. 
The state of things is shown by the aggr~vated punishment 
for outrages on property committed by armed bands, which 
was introduced by one of the better Optimates, Marcus 
Lucullus, as presiding over the administration of justice in 

78. the capital about the year 676,· with the express object of in_ 
ducing .the pl'oprietors of large bands of slaves to exercise a 
more strict superintendence over them and thereby avoid the 
penalty of seeing them j Ildicially condemned. Where pillage 
and murder 'were thus carriEld on by order of the world of 
quality, it was natural for these. masses of slaves and prole
tarians to prosecute the same business on their own account; 
a spark was sufficient to set fire to so ~flammable materials, 
and to convert the proletariate into aninsurrectionary army. 
An occasion was soon found. 

Outb.-eak of The gladiatorial games, which now held the .first rank 
th~ gladi~to- among the popular amusements in Italy, had led to the 
im~ ~V81' 111 institution of· numerous establishments, more especially in 
tn J. and around Capua, designed partly for the custody, . partly 

for the training of those slaves who were destined to kill or 
be killed for the amusement of the sovereign multitude. 
These were naturally in great part brave men captured in' 
war, who had not forgotten that they had once faced the Ro
mans in the field. A number of these desperadoes broke out 

73. of one of the Capuan gladiatorial schools (681), and sought 
refuge on Mount Vesuvius. At their head were two Celts, 
who are designated by their slave-names Crixus and 

Spa.·tacus. (Enomaus, and the Thracian Spartacus. The latter, perhaps 
a 'scion of· the noble family of the Spartocids which at
tained. even to royal honours in its Thracin.n home and in 
Panticapmum, had served among the. Thracianauxiliaries in 
the Roman army, had deserted and gone as a brigand to the 

• These enactments gave rise to the conception of l'Obbery as a separate 
crime, while the older Jaw comprehended robbery under theft. 
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mountains, aud had been there recaptured and destined for-The iu.ul'
the gladiatorial games.· The inroads of this little band, num- rection lukp .. 

bering at. first only seventy-four persons, but rapidly swelling shape. 
by concourse from the surrounding country, soon became so 
troublesome to the inhabitants of the rich regiqn of Cam-
pania, that these, after having vainly attempted themselves 
to repel them, sought help against them from R,ome. A 
division of 3000 men hurriedly collected appeared under the 
leadership of Clodius GIaber, and occupied the approaches 
to Vesuvius with the view of starving out the slaves. But 
the brigands in spite of their small number and their 
defective armament had the boldness to scramble down 
steep. declivities and to fall upon the Roman posts; and 
when the wretched militia saw the little band of desperadoes 
unexpectedly assail them, they took to their heels and fled 
on all sides. This first success procured for the robbers 
arms and large accessions to their ranks ... AlthQugh even 
1I0W a great portion of them carried nothing but pointed 
cl\lbs, the new and stronger division of the militia-two 
legions under the prmtor Publius Variniu&-which advanced 
from Rome into Campania, found them encamped almost 
like a regular army in the plain. Varinius had a difficult 
position. His militia, compelled to bivouac opposite the 
enemy, w~re severely' we~kened by the damp autumn weather 
and the diseases which it engendered; and, worse than the 
epidemics, cowardice and insubordination thinned the ranks. 
At the very outset one of his divisions broke up entirely, so 
that the fugitives did not fall back on the main corps, but 
went straight home. Thereupon, when the order was given 
to advance against the enemy's entrenchments and attack 
them, the greater portion of the troops refused to comply 
with it. Nevertneless Varinius set out with those who 
kept their ground against the robber-band; but it was no 
longer to be found where he sought it. It had broken up· 
in the deey-est -silence and had turned to the south towards 
Picentia (Vioenza near Amalfi), where Varinius overtook 
it, but could not prevent it from retiring over the.Silarus to 
the interior of Lucania, the chosen land of shepherds and 
robbers.' Variniusfollowed thither, and there at length the 
despised enemy array_ed themselves for battle. A:ll the circum-
stances under which the combat took place were to the dis
advantage of the Romans: the soldiers, vehemently as they 
had demanded battle· a little before, fought. ill; Varinius 
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Great vic
tod •• or 
spartacus. 
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was comp,letely vanquished; his horse and the insignia of his 
official dignity fell with the Roman camp itself into the 
enemy's handl The son:th-Italian slaves, especially the 
brave half-savage herdsmen, flocked in crowas to the banner 
of the deliverers who had so unexpectedly appeared; ac
cording to the most moderate estimates the number of 
armed insurgents rosa to 40,000 men. Campania, just 
evacuated, was !lpeedily reoccupied, and the Roman corps 
which was left behind there under Gaius Thoranius, t,he 
qumstor of Varinius, was broken and destroyed. In the 
whole south and south-west of Italy the open country was 
in the hands of the victorious bandit-chiefs; even consider~ . , 
able towns, such as Consentia in the Bruttian country, 
Thurii and Metapontum in Lucanili, Nola and Nuceria in 
Campania, were stormed by them, and suffered all the atroci
ties which victorious barbarians could inflict on defenceless 
civilized men, and unshackled slaves, on their former masters. 
That· a conflict like this' should be altogether abnormal and 
more a massacre than a. ,war, was' unhappily a matter .of 
course; the masters duly crucified every captured slave; 
the slaves naturally killed their prisoners also, or with still 
more sarcastic retaliation even compelled their Roman cap
tives to slaughter each other in gladiatorial sport; as was 
subsequently done with three .hundred of them at the ob
sequies of a robber-<:aptain who had fallen in combat. In 
Rome pepple were 1I'ith reason apprehe,nsive as to the de-
structive power of a conflagration which was daily spreading_ 
It was resoh'ed next year (682) to se~d both consuls against 
the formidable leaders of the gang. The pmtor Quintus 
Arrius, a lieutenant of the consul Lucius Gellius, actually 
succeeded in seizing and destroying at Mount Garganus in 
Apulia the Celtic band, which under Crixus had separated 
from the mass of the robber-arlPY and was levying contribu
tions for-itself. ,But Spartacus achieved all the more 
brilljant victories in the Apennines and in northern Italy, 
where first the consul GnCllus Lentulus who had thought to 
surround and capture the robbers, then his colleague Gellius 
and the so recently victorious prmtor Arrius, and lastly at, 
l\futina the governor of Cisalpine Gaul Gains Cassius (con-

73. sui 681) and the prmtor Gomus Manlius, one after another 
Internal dis- succumbed to his blows. 'I'he scarcely armed gangs of slaves 
.. n8ions 'were the terror of the legiclOs; the series of defeats recalled 
~mong the the first years of the Haunibalic war. What might have 
Insurgents. 
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come of it, had the f1ational kings from tae m<!untains of 
Auvergne or of the Balkan, and not runaway gUidiatorial 
slaves, been at the head of the victorious bands, it is im
possible to say'; as it was, the movement remained not
withstanding Its brilliant victories a rising of robbers, and 
succumbed less to the superior force of its opponents thiin. 
to jnternal discord and the want of regular. plan. The 
unity in confronting ,the common foe, which was so remark
ably conspicuous in the earlier servile wars of Sicily, was 
want~g in this Italian war-a difference probably due to the 
fact that, while the Sicilian slaves found a quasi-national 
point of union in the common Syrohellenism, the. Italian 
slaves were separated into the two bodies of Relleno-Bar-. 
barians and .Celto-Germans. The ~upture be~ween the Celtic 
Crixus and the Thracian Spartacus-<Enomaus had fallen 
in one of the earliest confhcts-and other similar. quarrels 
hindered them from turning the successes achieved to good 
account, and procured for· the Romans several important 
victories. But the want of a definitjl plan and aim produced 
far more injurious effects on the enterprise than the in
subordination of the Celto-Germans. Spartacus doubtless
to judge 1;>y the Jittle which ,we learn regarding' that re
markable man-stood in this respect above his party. Along 
with his strategic ability he displayed no ordinary talent for 
organization, as indeed from the very outset the uprightness 
with w.hich he presided over his band and distributed the spoil 
had directed the eyes of the multitude to him quite as much 
at least as his valour. To remedy the severely felt want of 
cavalry and of arms, he tried with the help of the herds' of 
horses seized in Lower Italy to train and disciJlline a 
cavalry, and, so soon as he got the,port of Thurii mto. his 
hands, to procure from tllat quarter iron and copper, doubt
less through the medium of the pirates. But' he was unable 
in the main to induce the wild hordes whom he led to 
pursue any definite ulterior. aims. Gladly would he have 
checked the frantic orgies of cruelty, in which the robbers 
indulged on the capture of towns, and which formed the 
chief reason why no Italian city voluntarily made common 
cause with ·the insurgents j but the obedience which' tbe 
bandit-chief found in battle ceased with the victory, and his 
representations and entreaties ,were in vain. After the 
victories obtained in the Apennines in 682 the slave army '12.-
wa~ free to move in any d}rection. SpartacUB himself is said 

TOL. IV. G 
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to have. intended to cross the Alps, with a view to open to 
himself and his followers the means of retnrn to their Celtic 
or Thracian home: . if the statement is well-founded, it 
shows how little the conqueror overrated his successes and 
his power. When his men refused so-speedily to forsake 
the riches of Italy, Spartacus took the route for Rome,' and 
is said to have meditated blockading the capital. The troops, 
however, showed themselves also averse to this desperate 
but yet methodical enterprise; they compelled their leader, 
when he was desirolls to be· a general, to remain a mere 
captain of banditti and aimlessly to rove about Italy in search 
of plunder. Rome might think 1;terself fortunate that the 
matter took this tnrn; but even as it was, the ·perplexity 

.was great. There was a want of trained soldiers and ex
perienced generals; Quintus Metellus and Gnmus Pompeius 
were employed in Spain, Marcus Lucullus in Thrace, Lucius 
Lucullus in Asia Minor; and none Qut raw militia and, at 
best, mediocre officers were available. The ex.traor.dinary 
supreme command in Italy was given to the prmtor Marcus 
Crassus, who was not a general of much reputation, but had 
fought with honour JUlder Sulla and had at least character; 
and an army of eight legions, imposing if not by its quality, at 
any rate by its. numbers, was placed at his disposal. The new 
commande~in-chiefbegan by treating the first division which 
agai~ threw away its arms and fled before the banditti with 
all the severity of mat:l;iallaw, and causing every tenth man . 
in it to be executed; -whereupon the legions in reality grew 
somewhat more manly. Spartacus, vanquished in the next 
engagement, retreated and sought to reach Rhegium through 

Conflicts in Lucania. Just at that time the ·pirates. commanded not 
theBruttian merely the Sicilian waters, but even the port of Syracuse 
.ountry. (P. 76); with the help of their boats Spartacus proposed 

to throw a corps into Sicily, where the slaves only waited for 
instigation to break out a third time. The march to Rhegium 
was accomplished; but the corsairs, perhaps terrified by 
the coast-guards established in Sicily by the prmtor Gaius 
Verres, perhaps also bribed by the Romans, took from Sp~ 
tacus the stipulated hire without performing the service for 
which it was given. Crassusmeanwhile had followed the 
robber-army about as far as the mouth.of the Crathis, and, 
like Scipio bf;lfore Numantia, ordered his soldiers, seeing 
that they did not fight as they ought to do, to construct an 
entrenched wall of ~he . length of thirty-two miles, which 
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ahut 011' the Bruttian petrinsul& from the rest of Italy,- in
tercepted the insurgent army on the -return from Rhegium,
and cut 011' its supplies. But in a dark winter night Spar
tacus broke through the enemy's lines, and in the spring of 
683t was once more in Lucania. ~he laborlous work had 71. 
thus been in vain. Crassus began to despair of accomplish-
ing his task and- demanded that the senate should for his 
support recall to Italy the armies stationed in Macedonia 
under Marcus Luclillus and in Hither Spain under -Gnoous 
Pompeius. Thia extreme step however was' not needed; . . 
the disunion and the arrogance of the robber-bands sufficed 
again_ to frustrate their successes. Once more the Celts and Disruption 
Germans broke 011' from the league of which the -Thracian of, the r?bels 
was the head and soul, in order that, under leaders of their an~_ the~~ 
own ~ation Gannicus and Castus, they might separately fall su ~uga Ion. 

"ictims to the sword of the Romans. Once, at the Lucanian 
lake, the opportune appearance of Spartacus saved them, alid 
thereupon they pitched their camp' near to his; nevertheless, 
Crassus succeeded in giving employment to Spartacus 'by 
'means of the cavalry, and meanwhile surrounded the Celtic 
bands and compelled them to a seJlarate engagement, in which 
the whole body-numbering it 111 said 12,300 combatants":"" 
fell fighting bravely all on the spot and with their wounds 
in front. Spartacus then attempted to throw himself with 
his division into the mountains round Petelia' (near Strongoli 
in Calabria), and signally defeated the Roman vanguard, 
which followed his retreat. But this victory proved more 
injurious to the victor than to the vanquished. Intoxicated 
by success, the l'obbers refused to retreat further, and com-
pelled their general to lead them through Lucania towards _ 
Apulia to face the last decisive struggle. Before the battle 
Spartacus stabbed his horse: as in prosperity ' and adversity 
he had faithfnlly kept by his men, he -now by that act 
showed them that the issue for him and for all was victory 
or death. I~ the battle he fought with the courage 

• Aa the line was thirty-two miles long (Sallust, Hist. iv. 19 Dietsch; 
Plutarch, OrIJ8S. 10),it prohsbly passed not from Squillace to Pizzo, but mOl'8 
to the nOl'th, 80mewhere near Cast.rovillari and Cassano, over the peninsula 
which is here in a straight line about twenty-seven miles broad 
. t That CrassU8 was invested with the supreme command in 682, follows from 72. 

ihe setting aside of the conauls (Plutarch, Crass. 10); that the winter of 682-
683 was .pent by the two armi .. at the Bruttian wall, follows from th~ 
.. snowy.night" (Plut, I. c.).. ' 
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,of a lion; two centurions fell by his hand; wounded and 
on his' knees he still wielded his spear against the assailing 
foe. Thus the great robber-captain and with him the best 
of his comrades died the death of free men and of honour-

n. able soldiers (683). After the dearly-bought victory the 
troops who had achieved it, and those of Pompeius that had 
meanwhile after conquering the Sertonans arrived from 
Spain, set on foot throughout Apulia and Lucania a man~ 
hunt, such as there had never been before; to crush out 
the last sparkS of the mighty conflagration. Although in 
the southern districts, where .for instance the little town of 

71. Tempsa was seized in 683 by a gang of ~obbers, and in 
Etruria, which was severely affected by Stilla's evictions, 
there was by no means as yet general tranquillity, peace 
was officially considered as re-established in Italy.' At 
least the disgracefully lost eagles were recovered-after the 
victory over the Celts alone five of them were brought in ; 
and along the road from Capua to Rome the six thousand 

,Crosses bearing captured slaves testified to the re-establish
ment of order, and to the renewed victory of acknowledged 
right over its living property that had rebelled. 

The goyern- Lilt us look back on the 'events which fill up t,he decennium 
mont of the of the Sullan restoration. ,No one of the movements, ex
''estoration ternal or internal, which, occurred during this period-:-
os a whole. • h th" - ti' 'f L 'd h t . f ' nelt er e msurrec on 0 epl us, nor teen erpnses 0 

the Spanish emigrants, nor the wars in Thrace and Macedonia 
and in Asia Minor, nor the risings of the pirates lind the 
slaves-constituted of itself a great danger neces~arily affect-' 
ing the life-springs of the nation; and yet the state had 
in all these struggles well-nigh fought for its very existence. 
~he reason was that 'the tasks were everywhere left un
performed, so long as they could still have" heen performed 

'with ease; the neglect of the simplest precautionary measures 
, produced the most dreadful mischiefs and misfortunes, and 
transformed dependent classes and impotent kings into an· 
tagonists on a footing of equality. The democracy and 
the servile insurrection were doubtless subdued; bup, such 
as the victories were, the victor was neither inwardly elated 
nor outwardly strengthened by them. It was no credit to, 
Rome, that the two most celebrated generals of the govern
ment-party had during a struggle of eight years marked by 
more defeats than victories' failed "to master the insurgent 
chief Bertorius and his Spanish guerillas, and that it was 
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only the'dagger of his friends that decided the ,Sertorian'war 
in favour of the legitimate government. As to the slaves, 
it was far less an honour to have conquered them than a 
disgrace to have been pitted against them iIi equal strife for 
years. Little more than a century bad elapsed'llince the 
Hannibalic war; it must have brought a blush to the eheek 
of the honourable Roman, when he reflected on the fearfully 
rapid decline of the nation since that great age. Then the 
Italian slaves stood like a wall against Hannibal's veterans; 
now the Italian militia were scattered like chaft' before the 
bludgeons of their runaway serfs., Then every plain captain 
·acted in .case of need. as general, !lJid fought oiten without 
success, but always with honour; now it was difficult to 
find among all the officers of rank even a leader .of ordinary 
efficiency. Then the government preferred to take the last 
farmer from the plough rather than renoUnce the acquisition 
of Spam and Greece: now they were on the eve of. again 
. abandoning both regions long since acquired, merely that they 
might be able to defend themselves against the insurgent 
slaves at home. Spartacus too as well as Hannibal had 
traversed Italy with an army from the Po to the SiQilian 
straits, beaten' both consuls, and threatened Rome with 
blockade; the enterprise . which it required the greatest 
general of antiquity to undertake against the Rome of former 
days could be undertaken against the Rome of the present by 
a daring captain of banditti. Was there any wonder, that 
no fresh life sprang out of such victories over'insurgents and 
robber-chiefs l' 

The external wars, however, had produced a result still. 
less satisfactory. It is true that the Thraco-Macedonian 
war yielded a :result not directly unfavourable, although far 
frOln corresponding to the considerable expenditure of men 
and money. In- the wars in Asia Minor and with the pirates, 
on the other hand, the government had exhibited utter 
failure. The former ended with the loss of the whole con
quests made in eight bloody campaigns, the latter with the 
total driving of the Romans from "their own sea." Once 
Rome fully conscious of the irresistibleness of her power by 

,lana had transferred her superiority also to the other element; 
now the mighty state was powerless at sea and, as it seemed, 
on the point of losing its dominion at least over the Asiatic 
continent. The material benefits which a state exists to 
confer:-security offrontjer, undist~rbed peaceful intercourse, 
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legal protection, and regulated administration-began all 
of ·them tp vanish fpr the whole of the nations united in the 

. Roman state; the gods of blessing seemed all to have 
· ascended to, Olympus and to have left the miserable earth 
· at the mercy of pfficial or vQlunteer plunderers and tor
mentors.Nor was this decay of the state felt as a public 
misfortune merely perhaps by such as had political rights 
and public spirit; the insurrection of the proletariate, and . 
the brigandage and. piracy which remind us of the times of 
the Neapolitan Ferdinands, carried the sense of this deca.y 
into the remotest valley aJ:).d the humblest hut of Italy, and' 
made everyone who pursued trade and commerce, or who 
bought even a bushel of wheat, feel it as a personal 
calamity. . 

If inquiry was made as to the authors of this dreadful 
and unexampled misery, it was not difficult to charge the 
blame of it with good. reason on many. The slaveholders 
.whose heart was in their money-bags, the insubordinate 

. soldiers, the generals cowardly, incapable, or foolhardy, the 
demagogue's ofthe market-place mostly pursuing a mistaken 
,aim, bore their share of the .blame; or, to speak more truly, 
who was there that did not share it P It was instinctively felt. 
that this misery, this disgrace, this disorder were too colossal 
to be the work of anyone man. As the greatness of the , 
Roman commonwealth was the work not of prominent 

· individuals, but rather of a soundly-organized community of . 
burgesses, 80 the decay o( this mighty structure was the 
result not of the destructive ge;nius of individuals, but of a 
general disorganization. The great majority of the burgesses 
were good for nothing, and every rotten stpne in the build
ing helped ~o bring about the ruin of the whole; the whole 
nation suffered for. what was the whole nation's fault. It 
was unjust to hold the .governmept, as the ultimate palpable. 
organ of the state, responsible for all its curable and in
curable diseases; but ,it certainly was true that the govern- -
ment shared to a very grave extent the general culpability., 
In the Asiatic war, for example, w.herEl no individual of the 
ruling lords conspicuously faile~ and Lucullus, in a military 
point of view at least, behaved with ability and even glory, 
It was all the more cl.ear that the blame of failure lay in the 
system and in the government as such-mainly, so far as that 
war was concerned, in the remjssness with whIch Cappadocia 
~nd Syria were at first abandoned, and in the awkward 
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position of the able general with reference to " governing 
college incal?able of any energetic resolution. In ma.ritime 
police likewise the true idea which the senate had taken up 
as to a general hunting out of the pirates was first spoilt by 
it in the execution and then totally dropped, in order to re
vert to the old foolish system of sending legions against the 

.coursers of'the seas, The expeditions of Servilii1S and, Marcius 
to Oilicia, and of Met,ellus to Crete were undertaken on this 
system iand in accordance with it Triarius had the island 
of Delos surrounded by a wall for protection against the 
pirates. . Such attempts t9 secure the dominion of the Beas 
remind us of the Persian great king, who ordered the Bea 
to be scourged with rods to make it Bubject to him. Doubt
less the nation therefore had good reason for laying the 
blame of its failure primarily on the government of' the 
.restoration. A similar misrule had indeed previouslyaccom
panied the re-establishment of the oligarchy, after the fall 
of the Gracchi as after that of Marius and Saturn in us; yet 
never before had it borne itself with such violence and 
at the same time such laxity, never had it appeared so 
corrupt and pernicious. But when a government cannot 
govern, it ceases to be legitimate, and whoever has the 
power has also the right to overthrow it. It is, no doubt, 
unhappily true that an. incapable Bnd flagitious government 
may for a long period trample under foot the welfare and ho
nour of the land, before the men are found who are able and 
willing to wield against that government the formidable 
weapons of its own forging, and to evoke out of the moral 
revolt of the good and the distress of the many the revolution 
which .such circumstances leg~timize. But if the game with 
the fortunes of nations may. be a merry one and may be 
played perhaps. for a long time without molestation, .it is 
a treacherous game, which in its. own time entraps the 
players i and no one then blames the axe, if,it is laid to 
the root of the tree that bears such fruits. For the Roman 
oligarchy this time. had now come. The Pontic-Armenian 
'l'\'ar and the affair of the pirates became the proximate 
grounds for the Qverthrow of the SuHan: constitution and 
for the efjtablishment of a revolutionary military dictator
ship. 
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..cHAPTER III. 

THE FALL OF THE OLIGARCHY AND THE Rp'LE'OF POMPEJUS. 

THE SullancoDstitution still stood unshaken. The assault, 
which Lepidus. and Sertorius had ventured to make on it, 
had been repulsed with little loss. The government had' 
neglected, it is true, to finish the half-completed building 
in the energetic spirit of its author. It is characteristic of 
the government, that it neither distributed the lands which 
Sulla had destined for allotment but had not yet parcelled out, 
nor directly abandoned the claim to them, but tolerated the 

.former owners in provisional possession without regulatinG" 
their title, and indeed even allowed various still undistributed 
~acts of Sullan domain.land to be arbitrarily taken posses
sion of by individuals according to the old system of 
occupation which was de jure and de facto set aside by the 
Gracchan reforms (iii. 357). Whatever in the Sullan 
enactments was indifferent or inconvenient for the Optimates, 
was without· scrupJe ignored or cancelled; such as, the 
sentences by which whole communities were deprived of the 
state-franchise, the prohibition agaiust conjoining the new 
farms, and several. of the charters conferred by Sulla on 
particular communities-naturally, however, without giving 
back to the communities the sums paid for these exemptions. 
But though these violations of the ordinances of Sulla by 
~he government itself contributed to sh\\ke the foundations 
of his structure, the Sempronian laws were and remained 
substantially abolished. . 

There was no lack, indeed, of· men who had in view the 
re-establishment of the Gracchan constitution~ or of projects 
to attain piecemeal in the way of constitlltional reform 
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what Lepidu8 and ,Sertorius had attempted by the path of 
revolution. The govel'nment had already under the ~ressure Com.laws. 
of the agitation oj Lepidus immediately after. Sulla s death 
consented to a limited revival of the largesses of grain (676) ; 78: 
and it did, moreover, what it could to satisfy the l'roletariate 
of the capital in regard to this vital question. When, not
withstanding those distributions, the high price of grain 
occasioned chiefly by piracy produced 80 oppressive II. dearth 
in Rome 8S to lead to a violent tumult in the streets in 679, 75. 
extraordinary purchases of Sicilian grain on account of the 
government relieved for the time the most severe distress; 
and a corn-ln.w brought in by the consuls of 681 regulated .for 73. 
the future the purchases of Sicilian grain, and furnished the 
government, although at tbe expense of the provincials, with 
better means of obviating similar evils. But tbe less Attempts 
material points of difference also-the restoration of the. to res!o)"e 
tribunician power in its old compass, and the setting aside t~e. tnbu
of the senatorial tribunals-ceased not to form subjects of ;~':.~; 
popular agitation; and ill their case the government offered 
more decided resistance. The dispute regarding the tribu-
nician magistracy was opened as early as 678, immediately 76. 
after tbe defeat of LepIdus, by the .tribune of the people 
Lucius Sicinius, perhaps a descendant of the man of the 
same name who had first filled this office more than four 
hundred years before; b~t it 'failed before the opposition 
made to it by the ·active consul Gaius Curio. In 680 Lucius 74. 
Quinctius . resumen the agitation, but was induced bi the 
authorit.Y of the ,consul Lucius Lucullus to desist from his 
purpose. ,The matter was taken up in the following year 
with greater zeal by Gaius Licinius Macer, who-in a way 
characteristic of the period---,carried his literary studies into 
public life and counselled tbe burgesses, just as be had read 
of in the Annals, to refuse tbe conscription. 

Complaints also, only too well founded, prevailed respecting Attacks 
the bad administration of justice by the senatorial jurymen. on the , 
The condemnation of a man of any influence could hardly be :e~:toTltl 

'obtained. Not. only did colleague feel reasonable compassion, n una s. 
for colleague, those who had been or were likely to be, ' 
accused for the poor sinner under accusation at the moment; 
the sale also of the votes of jurymen was ha,rdly any longer 
exceptional. Several senators had been judicially convicted 
of this crime; men pointed with the finger at othel. equally 
guilty; the most respected Optimates, such 8S Quintus' 
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Catulus, granted in the open senate. that the complaints 
were quite well-founded; individual specially striking cas·es 
compelled the senate on several occasions, e. g. -in 680, to 
deliberate on measures to check the venality of juries, but 
·only of course till the first outcry had subsided and the 
matter could be allowed to slip out of sight. . The con
sequences of this wretched administration of justice appeared 
especially in 8i system of plundering and torturing the pro
vincials, compared with which previous . outrages even 
seemed tolerable and moderate. ·Stealing and robbing had 
been in some measUre· legitimized by custom; the com
mission as to extortions might be regarded as an institution 
for taxing the senators returning from the provinces for the 
benefit of their colleagues that remained at home. But 
when a respectable Siceliot, because he had not been ready 
to help the governor in a crime, was by the latter condemned 
to death in his absence and unheard; when even Roman 
burgesses, if they were not equites or senators, were in the 
provinces n~ ~onger safe from the rods. and ~xes of the 
Roman magistrate, and the- oldest acqUIred right of the 
Roman democracy-security of life and person-began to 
be trodden under foot by the ruling oligarchy; then even 
the public in the Forum at Rome had an ear for the com-

. plaints regarding its magistrates in the provinces, and 
regarding the unjust judges who morally shared the re
sponsibility of such misdeeds. The opposition, of course, 
did not omit to assail its opponents in-what was almost the 
only ground left to it-the tribunals. The young Gaius 
Cmsar, who also, so far as his age allowed, took zealous part 
in the agitation for the revival of the. tribunician power, 
brought. to trial in 677 one of the most distinguished 
partisans of Sulla, the consular Gnmus Dolabella., and in the 
following rear another Sullan officer Gaius An~onius ; and 
Marcus Cicero in 684 called to account Gaius Verres, one 
of the· most wretched of the creatures of Sulla and one 
of the worst scourges of the provincials. Again: and again 
were the pictures of that dark period of the proscriptions, 
the fearful sufferings of the provincials, the disgraceful state 
of Roman criminal justice, unfolded before the assembled 
multitude with all the parade of Italian rhetoric and with 
all the bitterness of Italian sarcasm, and the mighty dead 
liS Well as his living instruments were unrelentingly exposed 
to their wrath and scorn. The re-establishment of the full 
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tloibunician power, with the continuance of' which the free-' 
dom, might, and prosp~rity of the .republic seemed bound 
up as by a charm of primeval sacredness, the reintroduction 
of the .. stern" equestrian tribunals, the renewal of the 
censorship, which Sulla had set aside, for the purifying of 
the supx:eme governing board from its corrupt and pernicious 
elements, were daily demanded with a 10!ld voice by the 

, orators of the popular party. , 
But with all this no progress was made. There was Want of 

scandal and outcry enough, but no real result was attained by results from 
this exposure of the government 'according to and beyond the ~em~
its deserts. The material power still lay, so long as there ~~: BgI' 

was no military interference, in the hands of the burgesses " 
of the capital; and this" people," that thronged the streets 
of Rome and made magistrates and laws in the Forum, was 
in fact nowise better. than the governing senate.' The 
government no doubt had to come to terms with the 
multitude, where its own iD;lmediate interest was at stake; 
this was the reason for the renewal of the Sempronian corn· 
law. But it was not to be imagined that this populace 
would display earnestness on behalf of an idea' or even of a 
judicious reform. What Demosthenes said of his Athenians 
was justly applied to the Romans of this period- that people 
were very zealous for action, so long as they stood round 
the platform and listened to proposals of reforms;' but, when 
they went home, no, one 'thought t'urther of what he had 
heard in the market-place.' However those democratic 
agitators might stir the fire, it was to no purpose, for the 
inflammable material was wanting. The government knev 
this, and' allowed no concession to be wrung from it U 
important questions of frinciple; at the utmost it con 
sented about 682 to grant amnesty to a portion of those who 72. 
had become exiles with Lepidus. Any concessions that did 
take place, came not so much from the pressure of the 
democracy as from the attempts at mediation of the moderate 
aristocracy. But of the two laws, which the single still 
surviving leader of this fraction Gaius Cotta carried in his 
consulate of 679, that which, concerned the trrounals was 75. 
again set aside in the very next year; and the second, which 
abolished the Sullan enactment that tnose who, had held 
the tribunate should be disqualified for undertaking other 
magistracies, but allowed the other limitations to continue, 
merely excited like every half mea~ure the displeasure of, 
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both parties. The party of conservatives friendly t~ reform, 
-which lost its most eminent head by the early death of Cotta 

73. occurring soon after (about 681), dwindled awav more and 
more--crushed between the extremes, which weie becoming 
daily more marked. But of these the party of the govern
.ment, wretched and indolent as it was, necessarily retained 
its. advantage in presence of the equally wretched and 
equally indolent opposition. " 

QualTel - But this state of matters so favourable to the government 
between the was altered, when the dift'erencesbecame more distinctly 
~;;e~~:nt dey~loped whi"h subsiste~ betweeJ?- it an~ those of its 
goneral partIsans whose hopes aspIred- to hIgher objects than the 
Pompein.. seat of honour in the senate and the aristocratic villa. In 

the first rank of these stood Gnreus Pompeius. He was a 
Sullan ; but we have already shown (P. 12) how little he was 
at home among his owIi party, how his lineage, his pa!lt 
history, his hopes still separated hini from the nobility as 
whose protector and champion he -was officially regarded. 
The breach already apparent had been widened ·irreparably. 

77-71. during the Spanish campaigns (677-683) of the general. 
With reluctance and semi-compulsion the ,government had 
associated him as collea:g\lewith their true representative 
Quintus Metellus; and in turn he accused the senate, 
probably not without ground, of having by its neglect of the· 
Spanish armies, whether from carelessness or -malice, occa
sioned their defeats and placed the fortunes of the expedition 
in jeopardy:. Now he returned as victor over his open and his 
se_cret foes, at the head 'of an army inured "to war and wholly 
devoted to him, requiring assignments of land for his 

,- soldiers, a triumJ?h and consulship for himself. The latter 
demands came mto collision WIth the law. Pompeius, 
although several times invested in aJ;l extraordinary way 
\vith sup~eme official authority, hlld not yet filled any 
ordinary magistracy, n,ot even the qurestorship, and was still 
not a member of the senate; and none but oJ:).e who had 
passed -through the round of Jesser ordinary magistracies 
could be consul, none-but one who had been invested with 
the ordinary supreme' power could triumph. The senate 
was legally entitled, if he became a candidate for the 
consulship, to bid -him begin with the qurestorship; if he 
requested a triumph, to remind him of the great Scipio, who 
under like circumstances had renounced his triumph over 
"onquered Spain. Nor was Pompeius le~s dependent 
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constitutionally on the good will of the senate as respected 
the lands promised to his soldiers. But,· although the 
senate-as with its feebleness even in animosity was very 
conceivable-should yield those points anci concede to the 
victorious general in return for his acting as executioner 
ogainst the democratic chiefs the triumph, the consulate, 
and the assignations of land,an honourable annihilation in 
senatorial indolence· among· the long series of peaceful 
senatorial imperatores was the most favourable lot which the 
oligarchy was able to assign to the general of thirty-six. 
That whieh his heart really longed for-the command in the 
Mithradatic war-he could never expect to obtain from the 

. voluntary bestowal of the senate; in their own well-under~ 
stood interest the oligarchy could not permit him to add to 
his African and European trophies those of a third 
continent; the laurels which were'to be plucked copiously 
and easily in the East were reserved at all events for the pure 
aristocracy~ But if the celebrated general found not· his 
account in the ruling oligarchy, there remained-for neither 

. was the time ripe, nor was the temperament of Pompeius 
at all fitted, for a purely personal outspoken dynastic 
policy-no alternative save to make common cause with 
the democratic party. No special.interest bound him to 
the Sullan constitution; he could pursue his personal 
objects quite as well, if not better, with one more demo
cratic. On the other hand, he .found all that he needed in 
the democratic party. Its active and adroit leaders were 
ready and able to relieve the helpless and. somewhat 
awkward hero· of the trouble of political leadership, and yet 
much"too insignificant to be able or even willing to dispute 
with the celebrated general the first place and especially the
military supremacy. Even Gaius Cresar, by far the most 

. important of them, was simply a young man whose daring 
exploits and fashionable debts far more than his fiery 
democratic eloquence had gained him a name; and . whQ 
could not but feel himself greatly honoured when the world~ 
renowned imperator allowed him to be his political adjutant. 
That popularity, to which men like PompeiuB, with pretensions 
greater than their abilities, usually attach more value than 
they are willing to confess, could not but fall in the highest 
measure to the lot of the young general, whose accession 
should give victory to the almost forlorn cause of the 
cl.emocracy. 'l;'he reward of victory claimed by him for 
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himself and his soldiers would then follow of itself. In 
general it seemed, if' the oligarchy were overthrown, that 
amidst the total want of other considerable chiefs of the 
opposition it would depend solely on Pompeius himself to 

. determine his future position. And of this much there could 
hardly be a "doubt, that the accession of 'the general of the 
army, which had just returned victorious from Spain and still 
stood unbroken in Italy, to the party of opposition must 
have as its consl1quence the fall of' the' existing order of 
things: Government and opposition were equally powerless; 

, so soon as the latter no longer fought merely with the 
weapons of declamation, but had the sword of a victorious 
general ready to back its demands, the government would 
be overcome at all events, and that perhaps even without a 
struggle. 

Coalition of Pompeius' and the democrats ,thus found themselves urged 
tt~ },"i1ital'Y into coalition. Personal dislikings might not be wanting on 
~h~ed::~ either side: it was not possible that the victorious general 

o . could love, the street-orators, nor could these h,ail with Cl'acy. 
pleasure as their chief the executioner of Carbo and 
Brutus; but political necessity outweighed, at least for the 
moment, all mor.!Jl scruples. , 

The democrats and Pompeius, however, were not the sole 
parties to the league. Marcus Crassus was in a similar 
situatjon with Pompeius. Although a Sullan like the 
latter, his politics were quite as in the case of Pompeius pre
eminently of a personill kind, and by no means those of the 
ruling oligarchy; and he too was now in Italy at the head of 
a large and victorious army, with which he hadjust suppressed 
the slave insurrection. He had to .choose whether he would 
ally himself with the oligarchy against the coalition, or 
enter that coalition.; he chose the latter, which was doubtless 
the safer course. With his col08sal wealth and his influence 
on the clubs of the capital he was in any case a valuable 
ally; but under existing circumstances it was an inc'alculable 
gain, when the only army, with which the senate could have 
met the troops of PompelUs, joined the attacking force. The 
democrats moreover, who were probably somewhat uneasy 
at their alliance with that too powerful general, were not dis
pleased to see a. counterpoise and perhaps a future rival 
associated with him in the person of Marcus Crassus. 

11. Thus in the summer of 683 the first coalition took place 
between the democracy on the one huud, and the two SuUan 
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generals Gnmus Pompeius and Marcus Crassus on the 
other. The generals adopted the party-programme of the 
democracy; and they were promised immediately in return 
the consulship for the coming year, while Pompeius was to 
have also a triumph and the desired allotments of land for 
his soldiers, and Crassus as the conqueror of Spartacus at 
least the honour of a solemn entrance into the capital. 

To the .two Italian IIl'mies, the great capitalists, and the 
democracy, which thus came forward, in league for the 
overthrow of the Sullan constitution, the senate had nothing 
to oppose, save perhaps the second Spanish IIl'my under 
Quintus :Metellus Pius. But Sulla had truly predicted tltat 
what he did would not be done a second time; Metellus, by 
DO meaDs incliiled to involve himself. in a civil war, had 
discharged his soldier" immediately after crossing the Alps. 
So Dothing was left for the oligarchrbut to submit to what 
was inevitable. The senate granted the dispensations re
quisite -for the cUDsulship and. triumph; Pompe1us and 
Orassus were, without opposition, elected consuls for 684, 70. 
while their armies, on pretext of awaiting their triumph, 
encamped before the city. Pompeius thereupon, eveu before 
entering .on office,· gave his public and formal adherenre to 
the democratic programme in an assembly of the people 
held by the tribune' Marcus Lollius Palicanus. The 
change of the constitution was thus in principle decided. , 

They now set to work in earnest to abolish the Sullan Restoration 
institutions. First of all the tribunician magistracy regainedo~ ~e tribu
its earlier authority. Pompeius himself as consul introduced. DlClan 

the law which gave back to the tribunes of the people their power~ 
time-llOnoured prerogatives, and in particular the initiative 
of legislation-a' singular gift indeed from the hand . of a 
man who had done more than anyone living to wrest from 
the community its ancient privileges. 

With respect to the jury-tribunals, the regulation ot New ar
Sulla, that the roll of the senators was to serve as the list.rang~e~t 
of jurymen, was abolished; but this by DO means led to a as to JU"'e&. 
simple' restoration of the Gracchan equestrian courts. In 

. future--it was' eI)acted by the Dew Aurelian law-the. 
colleges of jurymen were to consisll one-third of senators 
and two-thirds of me~ of equestrian census, and of the latter 
the half .must have filled the office of district-presidents 
(the so-called tn"buni aerarii). 'This last alteration was a 
further concession made. to the democrats, inasmuch 8S at 
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- least a third of the criminal judices, just like the civil 
judic(!8 of the court of the centumviri, were indirectly derived 
from the elections of the tribes. The reason, again, why the 
senate was not totally excluded from the tribunals is pro
bably to be sought partly in the relations of Crassus to_ the 
senate, partly in the accession of the se,natorial middle-party 
to the coalition; with which is -doubtless connected the 
circumstance, that this law was brought in by the prretor 
Lucius Cotta, the brother of their lately deceased leader. 

Restoration Not less impOl:tant was t~e' abolition of the arrangements 
of the as to taxation established for,Asia. by Sulla (iii. 358), which 
Asiatic in all probability likewise took place _this year'. The 
~;:~;. governor of Asia at that time, Lucius Lucullus, was directed 

_Renewal 
of the 
censorship. 

to re-establish the system of farlI).ing the revenue introduced 
by Gaius Gracchus; and thus thIS important source of 

- money and power was restored to the great capitalists. 
Lastly not only was the censorship -renewed, but 

probably at the same time the earlier limitation of the 
magistracy to a term of eighteen months was abolished, and 
the censors were allowed, in case they found it necessary, 
to hold office for five vears-the professedly original term, 
namely that assigned to the mst lair of censors -in the 
Annals adulterated in the interest 0 democracy. The eleo
tiona which the new consuls- fixed shortly after entering on 
their office fell, in evident mockery of the senate, on the two 

,(2; consuls of 682 Gnreus Lentulus Clodlanus and Lucius 
Gallius, who had been removed by the senate from their 
commands on account of -their wretched management of the 
war against Spartacus (P. 80.) It may readily be conceived that 
these men put in motion all the means, which their important 
-and grave office placed at their command, for the purpose of 
doing homage to the new holders of power and of annoying 
the senate. At least an eighth part of the senate, sixty-four 
-senators, a number hitherto unparalleled, were deleted from 
the roll, including Gaius Antonius formerly impeached
without success by Gaius Cresar (P. 90),-Publius Lentulus 

71. Sura the consul of 683, and in all probability not a. few of 

70. 
The new 
consti .. 
'ution. 

the-most obnoxious creatures of Sulla. • 
Thus in 684 they had reverted in the main to the arrange

ments that subsisted before the Sullan restoration. Again the 
multitude of the capital was fed from the state-chest, in other 
words from the provinces; again the tribunician authority gave 
to every demagogue a. legal license to overturn the arrange-
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ments of the state; again the moneled nobility, as farmer; 
of the revenue and possessed of the Judicial control over the 
governors, raise4 their heads alongside of the government as 
powerfully as ever; again the senate trembled before the 
verdict of jurymen of the equestrian order and before the 
censorial censure. The system of Sulla, which had based the 
monopoly of power by the Dobility on the political annihila
tion of the mercantile aristopracy and of demagogism, was 
thus completely overthrown. Leaving out of view some sub
ordinate'enactments the abolition of which was not o'ver
~ken till afterwards, such as the restoration of the right of 
self-completion to the priestly colleges (iii. 362), nothing of 
Sulla's general ordinances survived except, on the one hand, ' 
concessions which he himself found it necessary to make to 
the opposition, s)lch as the recognition of the Roman citizen
ship of all the Italians, and, on the other hand, enactments 
without any marked partisan tendency, and with which 
therefore even judicious democrats found no faulli-such as, 
among others, the restriction of the freedmen, the regulation 
of the functions of the magistrates, and the material alter-
ations in criminal law. ., 
, The coalition was more agreed regarding these questions 

of principle, than with respect to the personal questions which 
such a political revolution raised. As might be expected, 
the democrats were not content with the general recognition 
of their programme; but they now demanded a restoration 
in their own sense-revival of the commemoration of their 
dead, punishment of the murderers, recall of the proscribed 
from exile, removal of the political disqualification that lay 
on their children, restoration of the estates confiscated by 
Sulla, indemnification at the expense of the heirs and as
sistants of the dictator. '1'hese were certainly the logical 
consequences which ensued from a pure victory of the 
democracy; but the victory of the coalition of 683 was very 71. 
far fi'om being such. The democracy gave to it their name 
'and their programme, but it was the officers who had joined 
the movement, and above all Pompeius, that gave it power 
and completion; and these could never yield their consent 
to a I'eaction, which would not only have shaken the existing 
state of things to its foundationll, but would have ultimately 
turned against themselves--men still hall a lively recolIectiou 
whose blood Pompei us had shed, an<i how Crassps had laitl the 

, foundation of his enormous fortune. It was natural there-
TOL. IT. R 
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fore, but at the same-time significant of the weakness of the 
71. democracy, that the coalition of 683 took not the slightest 

step towards procuring for the democrats revenge or even 
. J.:ebabilitation. The supplementary collection of all the pur

chase-money still outstanding for confiscated estates bought 
. by auction, or _ even remitted to the purchasers by Sulla.-
for which the censor' Lentulus provided in a special law
can hardly be regarded as an exception; for, though not a . 
few Sullans were thereby severely affected in their personal 
interests, yet the measure itself was essentially a confirma~ , 
tion of the confiscations undertaken by Sulla. 

Impending Bulla's work was thus destroyed; but what 'Was to be the 
military future order of things, was a question raised rather than de-
d}~torsbip cided by that destruction. The coalition, kept together solely 
;eiu~.m. by the common object, of setting aside the work of restora-

tion, dissolved of itself,jf not in name, at any rate in reality, 
when that object was ,attained; while' the question to what 
quarter the preponderance of power was in the first instance 
to fa.ll seemed approaching an equally speedy Rnd violent 
solution. The armies of Pompeius and Crassus still lay before 
the gates of the city. The former had indeed promised to 
disband- his soldiers after his triumph (last day of Dec., 

71._ 683);. but he had left his promise unperformed, in_ order 
that the -revolution in the state might be completed without 
hindrance under the pressure which the Spanish army in 
front of the capital exercised over, the city and the senate
a precedent which in like manner applied to the army of 
Crassus. This reason·now existed'no longer; but still the 
dissolution of the -armies was postponed. Matters looked as 
if one of the two generals allied with the democracy would 
seize the military dictatorship and place oligarchs and demo
crats in the same chains; and this one. could' onl r be 

,Pomi?eius. From the first Crassus had played a subordinate 
part ill the coalition; he had been obliged to llropose him
self, and owed even his election to the consulship mainly tq 
Pompeius' proud intercession. Far the stronger, Pompeius 
was evidently master of the situation; if he availed himself 
of it, it, seemed as if he could not but become what the 
instinct of the multitude even now designated him-the 
absolute ruler of the' mightiest state in the civilized world. 
Already the whole mass of the servile crowded around the 
future monarch. Already his weaker ilpponents were seek
ing their last resource. in a· new' coalition; Cras,sus, full of 
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old and recent jealousy'to\urds the, younger rival who so 
thoroughly outstripped him, made approaches to the senate 
and attempted by unprecedented largesses to attach to him~ 
self the multitude of the capitn.l-as it the oligarchy which 
Crassus himself had helped to break down and tbe ever 
ungrateful multitude would have been able to afford any 
protection whatever against the veterans of the Spanish 
army. For a moment it seemed as if the armies' of Pom
peius and Craesus would come to blows before the gates of 

, the capital. " 
But the democrats averted this catastrophe by their sa: 

gacity and their p~iancy. For, their party ,too, as well as for 
the'senate and Crassus, it was all-important that Pompeius 
should not seize the dictatorship; but with a truer disce1'll';' 
ment of their own weakness and of the character of their 
powerful opponent their leaders tried the method of con
ciliation. Pompeius lacked no condition for grasping at the 
crowD. except the first of all-true kingly courage. We have 
already described the roan-with his effort to be at "Once 
loyal republican and nlast~l' of Rome, with his vacillation 
and indecision, with his pliableness tbat concen.led itself 
under the boasting of independent resolution. This was the 
first great trial to which destiny subjected him; and he failed 
to stand it. The pretext under which Pompeius refused to Retiremeut 
dismiss the army was, that he distrusted Crassus and there- of Pom
fore could not take the initiative in disbanding the soldiers. pein •• 
The democrats induced Crassus to make gracious advances in 
the matter, and to present overtures of peace to his colleague 
before the eyes of all; in public and in private they besought 
the latter, that to. the double merit of having vanquished 
the enemy and reconciled the parties he would add the third 
and yet greater service of preserving intel'naI peace to his 
country and banishing the fearful spectre of ciVil war 
with which they were threatened. 'Whatever could tell on 
a vain, unskilful, vacillating man-all the flattering arts of 
diplomacy, all ·the theatricaI apparatus of patriotic enthu
siasm-was put i.n motion to obtam the desired result; and-
which was the main point-things had by the well-timed com-
pliances of Crassus assumed such a shape, that Pompeius had, 
no'alternative but either to come forward openly as tyrant 
of Rome or to retire. So he at length yielde{l and consented 
to disband the troops. '1'he command in tho :r.iithradatic 
war, which he doubtless hoped to obtain when he allowed 
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70. himself to be chosen consul for 684, he could not now 
desire, since Lucullus seemed to have practically ended that 

71. war with the campaigIl of 683. He deemed it beneath his 
dignity to accept the consular province assigned him by the' 
senate in accordance with the Sempronian law, and Crassus 
in this followed his example. Accordingly when Pompeius 
,after discharging his soldiers resigned his consulship on the 

7\). last day of ,684, he retired for the -time wholly from public 
affairs, and declared that he wished thenceforth to live a 
quiet life as a simple citizen. He had put himself into such 
a position that he was obliged to grasp at the crown, and, ' 
-seeing that he was not willing to do this, no part was left; to 
him but the empty one of a candidate resigning his preten
sions toa throne. 

Senate, The retirement of the man, to whom as things stood the 
Eqnites, and first place belonged; from the political stage produced in 
Populares. tj:J.e first instance nearly the same position of parties which 

we found in the Gracchan and Marian epochs. Sullll had only 
, strengthened the senatorial government, not created it; so, 
after the bulwarks erected by Sulla had fallen, the goverp.
merit nevertheless 'remained primarily with the senate, 
although, no doubt, the constitution with l"hich it governed
in the !!lain the restored Gr~cchan constitution-was per
vaded by a spirit bostile to the oligarchy. The democracy had 
effected the re-establishment of the 'Gracchan constitution; 
but without a, new Gr!lcchus it was a body without a head, 
and that neither Pompeins nor Crassus could be perma
nently such a head, was in itself clear and had been made still 
clearer by the recent events. So the democratic opposi
tion, for want of a leader who could have directly seized the 
helm, had to content itself for the time being with hindering 
and aunoying the government at every !:!tep. Between the 
oligarchy, however, and the democracy there rose into new 
consideration the capitalist party, which in the recent crisis 
had made common cause with the latter, but which the ' 
oligarchs now zealonsly endeavoured to draw over to their 
side so as to acquire in it a counterpoise to the democracy. 
Thus conrted on both sides the moneyed lords. did not 
neglect to turn their advantageous position to account, and 
to have the only one of their former privileges which they 
had not yet regained-the fourteen benches reserved for the 

67. eques.trian order in the theatre-now (687) restored to them 
by decree of the people. On the whole, without abruptly, 
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breaking with the democracy, they again drew closer to the go. 
vernmput. The very relations of the senate with Crassus and 
his clie~ts poiut in this direction; but a better understanding 
between the senate and the moneyed aristocracy seems to 
have beet! chiefly brought aJlout by the fact, that in 686 the -os. 
senate withdrew from Lucius Lucullus the ablest of the 
senatofial officers, at the instance of the capitalists. whom he 
bad sorely annoyed, thtl administration of the 'pfovince of 
Asia BO important fOf their purposes (P. 68). . 

But while the factions of the cnpital wefe indulging in :rhe e .... nts 
their wonted mutual quarrels which they were never able to m Jht~ ~R<t, 
bring to any proper decision, events in the East followed :~ect o~:r 
their fatal course, ns we have already described; and it was Rome. 
these events that brought the dilatory course of the politics 
of the capital to a crisis. The war both by land and by 
sea had there taken a most unfavourable turn. In the be-
ginning of 687 the Pontic army of the Romans was destroyed, 67. 
and their Armenian army was utterly breaking up on its 
retreat; all their conquests were lost, the Bea WRS exclusively 
in the power of the pirates, and the price of grain in Italy was 
thereby BO raised that they were afraid of an actual famine. 
No doubt, as we saw, the faults of the generals, especially 
the utter incRpacity of the admiral Marcus Antonius and 
the temerity of the otherwise able Lucius Lucullus, were in 
part the occasion of these calamities; no doubt also the 
democracy had by its revolutionary agitations materially 
contributed to the breaking up of the Armenian army. But 
of course the government WRS now held cumulatively re-
spoDsible for nil the mischief which itself and others had 

. occasioned, and the indignant hungry multitude desired only 
an opportunity to settle accOlmts with the senate •. 

It was a decisive crisis. The oligarchy, though degraded Reapperu~ 
and disarmed, was not yet overthrown, for the management snoe o~ 
of public affairs was still in the hands of the senate; but Pompem., 
it would fu.J.I, if its opponents should. appropriate to them-
selves that management and more especially the super
intendence of military affairs; and now this was possible. 
If proposals for another and better management of the war 
by land and sea Were now submitted to the comitia, the 
eenate was obviously-looking to the temper of the burgesses 
-not in a position to prevent their passing; and an inter-
ference of, the burgesses in these supreme questions of 
IIdministration was practically the deposition of ~he senate 
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and the transference of the management of the state to the 
, leaders of opposition. Once more the concatenation of 

events brought the decision into the hands of Pompeius. 
For more than two years the famous general had lived as a 
private citizen in the capital. His voice was seldom heard 
in the senate-house or in the Forum; in the former he was 
unwelcome and without influence, in the latter he was 
afraid of the stoJ'my proceedings of the parties. But when 
he- did show himself, it was with the full retinue of his 
clients high and low, and the very fact of his solemn reserve 
imposed on the multitude. If he, who was still surrounded 
with the undiminished lustre of his extraordinary successes, 
should now offer to go to the East, he would beyond doubli 
be readily invested by the burgesses with all the plenitude 
of military and political -power which he might, ask. For 
the oligarchy, which saw in the popular military dictatorship 
their certain ruin, and in Pompeius Jrimself since the coali-_ 

71. tion of 683 their most' hated foe, this was an overwhelming 
blow; but the democratic party also could have little com
fort in the prospect. However desirable the putting an end 
to the government of the senate could not but be in itself, 
it was, if it took place in this way, far less a victory for 
their party than a personal vi.ctory fo! lhei! over· powerful 
ally. In the latter there mIght easily anse a far more 
dangerous opponent to the democratic party than the senate 
had been. The danger fortunately avoided a few years 
before by the disbanding of the Spanish army and the ~ 
tirement of Pompeius would recur in an increased measure, 
if Pompeius should now be placed at the head of the armies 
of the East. 

Overthrow On this occasion, however, Pompeius acted or at least 
of the [67. allowed others to act in his behalf. In 687 two projects of _ 
senatorial. Jaw were introduced, one of which, beside!! decreeing the 
"ule, and discharge-long demanded by the democracy-of the soldiers 
~;;o~~er of the Asiatic army who had served their term, decreed the 
Jieius. recall of its commander-in-chief Lucius Lucullus and the 

supplying of his place by on!! of the consuls of the current 
year, Gaius Piso or Manius Glabrio; while the second 
revived and extended the plan proposed seven years before 

- by the senate itself for clearing the seas from the pirates. 
A single general to be named by the senate from the 
consulars was to lie appointed, to hold by sea exclusive 
command over the whole Mediterranean from the Pillars of 
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Hercules to the coasts of PontuB and Syria, and to exetcise 
by land, coucurrently with the respective Roman governors, 
supreme command over the whole coasts for fifty miles in~ 
land. The office was secured to him for three years. He was 
surround.ed by a staff, such as Rome had never seen, of five--

- and-twenty lieutenants of senatorial rank, all invested with 
prllltorian insignia' and prllltorian powers, and of two under
treasurers with qUlllstorian prerogatives, all of them selected 
by the exclusive will of the commander-in-chief. He was 
allowed to raise as many as 120,000 infantry, 7000 cavalry, 

· 500 ships of ,,!,ar, and for this purpose to dispose absolutely 
of the means of the provinces and client-states; moreover, 
the existing vessels of war and a considerable number of 
troops were at once handed over to him. The treasures of 

· the state in the capital and iu the provinces as well.as those 
of the dependent communities were to be placed absolutely 

· at his command, and in spite of the severe financial distress 
a sum oC £1,300,000 (144,000,000 sesterces) was at once to 
be paid to him from the state-chest. ' . . . . . 

It is clear that by these projects of law, especially by that 
which related to the expedition against the pirates, the 
government of the senate was set aside. Doubtless the 
ordinary supreme magistrates nominated by the burgesses 
:were of th~mselves the J>roper generals of the common
wealth, and the 'extraordlllary magistrates needed, at least 
according ~o strict law, confirmation by the burgesses in 
order to act as generals; but in the appointment to particular 
commands no influence constitutionally belonged to the 
community, an4 it was only on the proposition of the senate; 
o~ at any rate on. the proposition of a magistrate entitle~ ~n 
hImself to exercIse the office of -general, that the comltia 
had hitherto occasionally. in.terfered in this matter and 
assigned the special sphere of office. ,On this point, ever since 
there had existed a :&oman free .state, ihe practical, decision 
pertained to the senate, and this its l'rerogative had. in the 
course of time obtained full recogmtion. No doubt the 
democracy had already assailed it; but even in the most 
doubtful of the cases which had hitherto occurred-tlie 
transference of the African command -to Gaius Mariu$ 'in 
647 (iii. 158)-it was only a.--.magistrate constitutionally en
titled to hold the office of general that was intrusted by the 
resolution of the burgesses with a definite expedition. But 
now the burgesses were to invest any private man at their 

107 
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pleasure not merely with the extraordinary authority of the 
supreme magistracy, but also with a sphere of office de
finitely settled by them. - That the senate had to choose 
this man from the ranks of the cons1,llars, was a mitigation 
only in fqrm ; Tor the selection was left to it simply because 
there was really no choice, and in pllesellce 'of the vehe
mently excited multitude the senate could iutrust the chiet 
command of the seas and coasts to no other save Pompeius 
alone. But more dangerous still than this negation in 
principle of the senatorial control was its practical abolition 
by the institution of an office of almost unlimited military and 
financial powers. . While the- office of general was formerly 
restricted to a term of one year, toa definite province, and 
to military and financial-resources strictly measured out, 
the new extraordinary office had from the outset a duration 
of three years secured to it-which of course did not pre
clude a further prolongation; had the greater portion ot 
all the provinces, and even Italy itself which was formerly _ 
free from military jurisdiction, subordinated to it; had the 
soldiers, ships, treasures of the state placed almost without 
restriction at its. disposal. Even the primitive fundamental 
principle in the state-law of the Roman republic which we 
have just men~ioned-tbat the highest military and civil 
authority could not be conferred without the co-operation of 
the burgesses-was infringed. in favour of the new com
mander-in-chief. Inasmuch as the law conferred beforehand 
on the twenty-five adjutants whom he was to nominate 
prretorian ,rank and prretorian prerogatives,· the highest 

, .. The extrao"di~ary magistelial power (pro consul., pro pNPtore, pro 
qul1Jst(A'o) might according to Roman state-law originate in three ways. It might 

. arise out of the principle which applied to the nOll-urban magistraCies, that the 
magistracy continued np to the appointed legal term but the official authority 
up to the an-iral of the successor, which was the oldest, simplest" and most 
frequent case. Or it arose in consequence of the appropriate organs-especially 
the comitis, ftlld in later times also perhaps the senate-nominating a chiet 
mag-istrate not contemplated in the eonstitution, who was otherwise on a psrity 
with the ordinary magistrate, but in token of the extraordinary nature of hia 
office d •• ignated himself merely" in stead of a prretor" or "of a censul." To 
this class belong also.the magisb'ates nominated in the ordinary wsyas qurestol'a, 
and then extl'aordinalily fumis~ed with prretorian -or even consular authority 
(qUllJstores pro prl1Jtore or pro consul.; Becker-Marquardt, iii. 1, 284), in 

75. which quality, for example, Publius Lentulus Marcellinus went in 679 to 
65. Cyrene (Sallnst, Rist. ii. 3~ Dietsch), Gllreus Piso in 689 to Hither Spain 
58. (Sallust, Cat. 19), and Cato in 696 to Cyprus (VeU. ii. 45). Or, lastly, the 

olItraordinary magisterial authority l"ested on the l'ight of delegation vested in 
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office of republican Rome became subordinate to a newly
created office, foJ' wbich it was left to the future to find the 
fitting name, but which in reality even now involved in it 
the monarchy. It was a total revolution in the existing 
order of things, for which the foundation was laid in this 
project of law. . 

These measures of a man, who had just given so striking Pompei us 
prO?~8 of his vacillation and .weakness, surprise us. by their and .t~e 
deCISIve energy. Nevertheless the fact that Pompelus acted ~ab~llI!ln 
on this occD.l!ion more resolutely than during his consulate aws. 
is very capable of explanation. The point at issue was not 
that he should come forward at once- as monarch, but only 
that he should prepare the war for the monarchy by a 
military exceptional measure, whICh, revolutionary as it was 
in its nature, could still be- accomplished under the forms of 
the e"isting constitution, and which directly led Pompeius 
towards the old object of his wishes, the command against 
Mithradates and Tigranes. I~portant reasons of expediency 
also could be urged' for the emancipation of the military 
power from the senate. Pompeius could not have forgotten 
that a plan designed on exactly similar princip'les for the 
suppression of piracy had a few years before f&lIea through 
the mismanagement of the senate, and that the issue of the 
Spanish war had been placed in extreme jeopardy by the 
neglect of the armies on. the part of the senate and its 

. injudicious conduct of the finances; he could not fail to see 
what were the feelings with which the great majority 9f the 
aristocracy regarded him as a renegade Sullan, and what 
fate was in store for him, i~ he allowed himself to be Bent as 

the supreme magistmte. If he left the bounds of his province or otherwise 
was prevented from administering his office, he was entitled to nominate one 
of those abo)lt him as his substitute, who was then called legatus [JI'&'prretor8 
(Sallust, Jug. 36, 37, 38), or, if the choice fell on the qUleStOI', quU!sior P''O 
pra:lol" (Sallust, Jug. 103). In like manner he was entitled, if he had no 
qurestor, tOC8Qse the qurestorial duties to be discharged by one of his suite, who 
was then called lcgatus pl'O quastore, 1\ name which is to be met with, perhaps 
for the fir.;t time, on the IIlacedoninn tetradl'achms of Sum, lieutenant of the 
governor of l\!acedonia, in 665-667. But it was ronu'IIry to the nature of 89-87. 

'del.gation and therefore according to the older state-law inadmissible, that the 
highest maglstmte should, without having met with any hindrance to the 
discharge of his functions, immediately upon his entering on office invest 

. one 01' more of his subordinates with supreme authority j and thus the 
legati pro prU!lore of the proconsul Pompeius were an illnovntion, and already 
similar in kind to those who played so greata pnlt in the times of the EmpiJ'e. 
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g~neral Of the government with the usual powers to the 
East. It was natural therefore that he should indicate a 
position independent .of the senate as the first condition of 
his undertaking the command, and that the burgesses should 
readily agree to it~ It is moreover in a high degree probable 
that Pompeius was on this occasion urged to more rapid 
action by those around him; who were, it may be presumed, 

. not a little indignant at his retirement two years before. 
The projects of law regarding the recall_of Lucullus and 
the expedition against the pirates were introduced by the 
tribune of the people Aulus Gabinius, a man ruined in 
finances and morals, but a dexterous negotiator, a bold 
orator, and a brave soldier. Little as the assurances of ·Pom
peius, that he had no wish at all for the chief command in 
the war with the pirates and only longed for domestic 
repose, were meant in earnest, there was probably this 
much of truth in them, that the bold and active client, who 
was in confidential intercourse with Pompeius and his more 
immediate friends and who completely saw through the 
situation and the men, .tookthe decision to a considerable 
extent out of the 'hands of his shortsighted and helpless 
patron., ' , 

The. democracy, discontented as its leaders might be in 
secret, could not -well come publicly forward against the 
project of law. It would, to all appearance, have been in no 
case able to hinder the carrying of tjJ.e law; but it would . 
have openly broken with Pompeius and thereby compelled 
him either to make approaches te the oligarchy or regard
lessly to pursue his personal, policy in the face of. both 
parties. No course was left to the democrats but still to 
adhere to their alliance with Pompeius, hollow as it WdS, 

and to embrace the present opportunity of at least definitively 
overthrowing the senate and passing o~er from opposi
tion into government, leaving the ulterior issue to the future 

'and to the well-known weakness of Pompeius' character • 
. Accordingly their leaders-the prmtor Lucius Quinctius, the 
same who sev.en years before had exerted himself for the 
restoration of the tribuuician power (P. 89), and the late 

_ qumstor Gaius Cmsar-supported the Gabinian proposals. 
. The privileged classes were- furious-not merely thEt no
bility, but also the mercantile aristocracy, which felt its 
exclusive rights' endangered by so thorough a state-revolu
tion and . once more recognized its true patron in the 
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senate. When the tribune Gabinius after the introduction 
of his proposals appeared in the senate-house, the fathers of 
the city were almost on the ~oint of strangling him with 
their own hands, without consIdering ill their zeal how ex
tremely disadvantageous to them this method of arguing must 
have ultimately proved. The tribune escaped to the }'orum 
and summoned the :piultitude to storm the semite-house, 
when just at the right time the sitting terminated. The 
consul Piso, the champion of the oligarchy, who accidentally 
fell into the hands of the multitud~, would have certainly 
become a victim to pOJlulllr fury, had not Gabinius come up 
and, in order that hIS certain success might not be en
dangered by unseasonable acts of violence, liberated the 
consul. Meanwhile the exasperation of the multitude re
mained undiminished and constantly ioundfresh nourishment 
in the high prices of grain and the numerous rumours more 

_ or less absurd which were in circulation-such 8S that Lucius 
Lucullus had invested the money intrusted to him for carry
ing on the war at interest in Rome, or had attempted with its 
iLid to withdraw the prmtor Quinctius from the cause of the 
people; that the senate intended to prepare.ior tlie "second 
Romulus," as they called Pompeius, the fate of the firs~,· and 
other reports of a like character. Amidst this state of things 
the day of voting arrived. The multitude stood densely The vot .. 
packed in the Forum; all the buildings, whence the rostra 
could be seen, were covered even on the roofs with men. 
All the colleagues of Gabinius had promised their veto to 
the senate; but in presence of the surging masses all were 
silent except the single Lucius Trehellius, who had -sworn to 
himself and the senate rather to die than yield. When the 
Jatter exercised his veto, Gabinius immediately interrupted 
the voting on his projects of law and proposed to the 
assembled people to deal with his refractory colleague, as 
Octavius had formerly been dealt with on the' proposition 
of Tiberius Gracchus (iii. 92), namely, to depose him im
mediately from office. The vote was taken and the reading 
out of the voting tablets began; when the first seventeen 
tribes, which came to be read out, had declared for the pro-
posal and the next affirmative vote would give it the majority, 
Trebellius, forgetting his oath, pusillauimouslywithdrew his 
veto. In vain the tribune Otho then endeavoured to pro-
cure at least the election of two generals-the old duumviri 

• According to the legend king Romulus was torn in pieces by the aeoato1'll 
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?lavales (i. 428)-instead of one; in vain the aged Quintus 
Catulus, the most respected man in the senate, exerted his 
last energies to secure that the lieutenant-generals should 
nQt be nominated by the commander-in-chief, but .chosen by: 
the people. atho could not even procure a hearing amidst 
the noise of the multitude; the well-calculated complaisance 
of. Gabinius procured a hearing for CatuluB, and in respect
ful silence the multitude listened to the 'old man's words; but 
they were nevertheless thrOWli away. The proposals were not . 
. merely converted into law with all the clauses unaltered, 
but the special supplementary requests'made by Pompeius 
were instantaneously and completely agreed to.. 

Successes of With high~sti'ung'hopes men saw the two generals Pom
~ompeius. peius'and Glabrio depart for their destinations •.. The price. 
In the East. of grain had fallen immediately after the passing of the 

Gabinian laws to the oooinary rates-an evidence of the 
hopes attached to the grand expedition and its glorious leader. 
These hopes were, as we shall have afterwards to relate, 
not merely fulfilled, but surpassed: in three months the 
clearing of the seas was complete,d. Since the Hannibalic 
war the Boman government had displayed no such energy 

. in external action; as compared with the lax and incapable 
administration of the oligarchy, the democratic - military 
opposition had most brilliantly made good its title to grasp 
and wield the reins of the state. The equally unpatriotic 
and 1liJ,skilfut attempts of the consul Piso to put paltry 
obstacles in the way of .the arrangements of Pompeius for 
the lluppressiQn of piracy in Narbonese Gaul only increased 
the exasperation of the burgeases against the o.ligarchy and 
their enthusiasm for Pompeius; it was nothing but the 
personal intervention of the latter, that prevented the 
assembly of the people from summarily removing the consul 
from his office. . 

Meanwhile the confusion on the Asiatic continent had 
become still worse. Glabrio, who was to take up in the 
stead of Lucullus the chief command against Mithradates and 
Tigranes, had remained stationary in. the west of Asia M:inor 
and, while instigating the soldiers by various proclamations 
against Lucullus, had not entered on the supreme command, 
so that Lucullus was forced to ret~ it. Against M:ithra
dates, of course, nothing was done; the Pontic cavalry 
plundered fearlessly and with impunity in Bithynia and 
Cappndocia. Pompcius had been led by tJ!e piratical war to 
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proc.eed with his army to Asia Minor; nothing seemed more 
natural than to invest him with the supreme command in -
the Pontic-Armenian war, to which 'he himself had long 
aspired. -But the democratic party did p.ot, as may be readily 
conceived, share the wishes of its general, and carefully 
avoided taking the initiative in the -matter. It is· very 
probable that it had induced Gabinius not to intrust both 
the war with Mithradates and. that with the pirates from 
the outset to Pompei us, but to intrust the former to 
Glabrio-; upon no account could it now desire to increase 
and perpetuate the exceptional position of the already too 
powerful general. Pompeius himself retained according to 
his custom a passive attitude; and perhaps he would in 
reality have returned home after fulfilling the' commission 
which he had received, but for the occurrence of.ali incident 
unexpected by all parties. 

One Gaius Manilius, an utterly worthless and insignifi- The 
cant man, had when tribune of the people by his unskilful Manilian 
projects of legislation lost favour both with the aristocracy·law. 
and with the democracy. In the hope of sheltering himself 
onder the wing of the powerful general, if he should procure 
for the latter what every one knew that he eagerly desired 
but had not the boldness to ask, Manilius proposed, to the 
burgesses to recall the governors Glabrio from Bithynill and 
Pontus and Marcius Rex from Cilicia, and to intrust their 
offices as well as the conduct of the war in the East, 
apparently without any fixed limit· as to time and at any 
rate with the freest authority to conclude peace and alliance, 
to the proconsul of the' seas and coasts in: addition to his 
previous office (beg. of 688).' This occurrence very clearly (,6. 
showed how disorganized was the machinery of the Roman 
cOnstitution, when the power of legislation was placed as 
respected the initiative in the hands of any demagogue how-
ever insignificant, and as respected the final determination in 
the hands of the incapable multitude, while it. at the same 
time was extended to the most important questions of 
administration. The Manilian proposal was acceptable to 
none of .the political' parties; yet it scarcely anywhere 
encountered serious resistance. The democratic leaders, for 
the same reasons which had forced them to acquiesce in the 
Gabinian law, could not ventp.re earnestly to oppose the 
Manilian; . they kept their displeasure and their fears to 
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themselves and spoke in public for the generai of the de
mocracy. The moderate Optimates declared themselves for 
the l'Ianilian proposal, because after the Gabinian law re
sistance in any case was vain, and far-seeing men already 
perceived that tlie true policy for the senate waa to make 
approaches as far as possible to Pompeius and to !Iraw·him 
over to their side on occasion of the breach which might be 
foreseen between him and the democrats. The trimmers 
blessed the day when they too seemed to have an opinion 
and could come forward decidedly, without losing favour with 
either of the parties-it is significant that Marcus Cicero 
first appeared as an orator Qn the political platform in 
defence of the Manilian proposal. The strict Optimates 
alone, with Quintus Catulus at their head, showed at least 
~heir colours and s:poke against the pr0J>0~ition. . O~ course 

. ~t was converted lito law 'by a maJol'lty bordermg on 
unanimity. Pompeius thus obtained, in addition to his 
earlier e:ltensive powers, the administration of the most 
important provinces of Asia Minor--so that there remained 
scarcely a spot of land within the wide Roman domains that 
had not obeyed him~and the conduct of a war as to which, 
like the expedition of Alexandel.', men could tell where 
and when it began, but not where and when it might end.. 
Never since Rome stood had such power been united in the 
hands of a single man. . 

The Gabinio-l'Ianilian proposals terminated the struggle 
between the senate and the popular party, which the 
Sempronian laws had begun sixty-seven years 'before. As 
the' Sempronian laws first constituted the revolutionary 
party as a political opposition, the Gabinio-Manilian first 
converted it from the opposition into the government; and 
as it had 'been a great moment when the first breach in 
the existing constitution' was made by disregarding the veto 
of Octavius, it was a moment no less full of signii)cance 
when the last bulwark of the senatorial rule feU with the 
withdrawal.- 6f Trebellius. This was felt on both'sides and 
even tHe indolent souls of the senators were convulsively 
roused by this death-struggle; but yet the war as to the 
constitution terminated in a very different and far more 
pitiful fashion than it had begun. A youth-in every sense 
noble had commenced the. revolution; it was concluded by 
pert intriguers and .demagogues of the lowest ,type. On the 
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other haIid, while the Optimates had begun the struggle with 
a measured resistance aud with a defence which earnestly 
maintained even the forlorn posts, they ended with taking 
the initiative in club-law, with grandiloquent weakness, 
and with pitiful peljury. What had once appeared a 
daring dream •. was now attained; the senate had ceased to 
govern. But when.- the few old men, who had seen the first 
storms of revolution and heard the words of the Gracchi, 
compared that time with the present, they found that every
thing had in the interval changed-countrymen and citizens, , 
state-law and military discipline, life and manners; and well' 
might those painfully smile, who com~ared the ideals of the 
Gracchan period wlth their realizatIon. Such reflections 
however, belonged to the past. For, the present and 
perhaps also for the future the fall of the aristocracy was_an 
accomplished fact. The oligarchs resembled an army utterly 
broken up, whose scattereu bands might serve to rein~orce 
another body of troops. but could no longer themselves keep 
the field or risk a combflt on their own account. But as 

. the old struggle came to an end, a new one was simultaneously 
beginning-the struggle between the two powers hitherto 
le~gued for the overthrow of the aristocratic constitut~on, 
the civil-democratic opposition and the military power 
daily aspiring to a greater ascendency. The exceptional 
position of Pompeiufl even under the Gabinian, and much 
more under the Manilian, law was incompatible with a 
republican organization. He had been, as even then his 
opponents 'urged with good reason, appointed by the 
Gabinian law not as admiral, but as regent of the empire; 
not unjustly was he designated bY' a Greek familiar with 
eastllrn affairs " king of kings." If he should hereafter, 
on returning from the East· once more victorious and with 
increased glory, with well-filled chests, and with troops 
ready for battle and devoted to his cause, stretch forth his 
hand to seize tbe crown-who would then arrest his arm P 
Was the consul/U' Quintus Catulus, forsooth, to summon forth 
the senators against the first general of his time and his 
experienced legions P or- was the designated redile Gaius 
Cresnr' to call forth the civic multitude, whose eyes he had 
just fensted on his three hundred and twenty pairs of 
gladiators with their silver equipments? Soon, exclaimed 
Ciltulus, it woul,d be necessary once more to flee to tho 
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rocks of the Capitol, in order to save liberty. It ~as not 
the. fault of the prophet, that the storm came not as he 
expected from the East, but that on the contrary fate, 
fulfilling his words more literally. than he himself anticipate.t 
brought on the destroying tempest a few years later from 
Gaul. . 



III 

CHAPTER IV. 

POMPEIUS AND THE EAST. 

WB have already seen how wretched was the state of the PompeiUJ 
affairs of Rome by land and sea in the East,' when at the 8Uppresse! 
commencement of 687 Pompei us with an almost absolute pinel.; 
plenitude of power undertook the conduct of the war • 
against the pirates. He began ,by dividing the immense 
field committed to him into thirteen districts and assigning 
to each of these districts a lieutenant, for -the purpose of 
equipping ships and men there, of searching'the coasts, and 
of capturing piratical vessels or chasing them into the 
meshes of a colleague. He himself went with the best part 
of the ships of war that were ava~ble-among which on 
this occasion also those of Rhodes were distinguished-:-early 
in ~he year to sea, and swept in the first place the Sicilian, 
African, and Sardinian waters, with a viewespecial1y to re
establish the supply of grain from these provinces to Italy. 
His lieutenants meanwhile addressed themselves to the 
clearing of the Spanish, and Gallic coasts. It was on, this 
occasion, that the consul Piso attempted from Rome to 
prevent the, levies which Marcus Pomponius the legate of 
Pompeius instituted by virtue ,of the ,Gabinian law in the 
province of Narbo-an imprudent proceeding, to check 
which, and at the same time to keep the just indignatioll 
of the multitude against the consul withm, legal bounds, 
Pompeius temporarily reappeared in Rome (P. 108). Whell 
at the end of forty days the navigation had been everywhere 
Bet free in the western basin of the Mediterranean, Pompeiua 
proceeded with sixty of his best vessels to the eastern seas, 
and first of all to the original and main seat of piracy, the 
, VOL. IV. • I 
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Lycian and Cilician waters. On the ne~ of the approach 
of, the Roman Heet the piratical barks everywhere dis
apP!'lared from the open sea; and even the strong Lycian 
fortresses of Anticragus and Cragus surrendered without 
offering serious resistance. The well-calculated moderation 
of Pompeius helped more than fear to open the gates of these 
scarcely accessible marine strongholds. His predecessors 
had ordered every captured freebooter to be nailed to the 
cross; without besitation he gave quarter to all, arid treated 
in particular the common rowers' found in the captured 
piratical vessels with unusual indulgence. The bold Cilician 
sea-kings alone ventured on an attempt to maintain at least 
their own waters by arms agains~ the Romans; after haying 
placed their- children and wives and their rich treasUres for 
security, in the mountain-fortresses of the Taurus, they 
awaited the Roman Heet at the western frontier of Cilicia, 
in the offing of Coracesium. But the ships of Pompeius, 
well manned and well provided with all implements of war, 
"chi6ved a ,complete victory. Without further hindrance 
he landed and began to storm and break up the mountain
castles of the corsairs, while he continued to offer to them
'Selves freedom and life as the price of submission. Soon, 
'the great multitude desisted from the -continuance of a 
hopeless war in their strongholds and mountains, and con
sented to submit. Forty-nine days after Pompeius had _ 
!lPpeared in the eastern seas, Cilicia was subdued and the war 
at an end. The rapid suppression of piracy was a great 
relief, but not a grand achievement; the corsairs could as 
little cope with the resources of the Roman state which had 
}leen called forth in lavish m_easure, as the combined-gangs' 
of thieves in a great city can cope with a', well-organised 
police. It was a naive proceeding to celebrate such Ii 

r~zia as a victory. But when compared with the prolonged 
,!)ontinuance and the vast and daily increasing extent of the 
evil, it was natural that the surprisingly rapid subjugation 
pf the dreaded pit'ates .should make a. most powerful im
pression on the public; and the' more so, that this was the 
~st trial of rule centralized in a single hand, and the 
parties were eagerly waiting to see whether that hand would 
~tter understand the art of ruling than the collegiate body 
!lad done., Nearly 400 ships and boats, including 90 war
ycssels properly so called, were either taken by Pompeios 
91' ,surrendered to him; in all about 1300 piratical 'Vesse~ 
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are said to have been destroyed; besides 'which. the richly
filied arsenals and ma~azines of the buccaneers were 
burnt. Of the pirates about 10,000 perished; upwards.of 
20,000 fell into the hands of the victor alive; while Publius 
Clodius the admiral. of the Roman. army stationed in 
Cilici~, and a multitude of other ~ndividuals carried off by 
the {llrates, some of them long believed at home to be dead, 
.obtalDed once more their freedom through Pompeius. In 
the summer of 687; three months after the beginning of the 67. 
campaign, commerce resumed its wonted course and instead 
of the former famine abundance prevailed in Italy. ' 

A disagreeable interlude in the island of Creta, however, Dissensions 
disturbed in some measure this pleasing success .of. the betw~ 
Roman arms. There Quintus Metelius was stationed in PO;';lU. 
the second year of his command, and was employed in :uus :; to 
finishing the subjugation:....already substantially effected-of Crete. 
the island (P. 75), when Pompeius appeared in the eastern 
waters. A collision was natural. for according to the 
Gabinian law the command of Pompeius extended con
currently with that of Metellus over the whole island, which 
stretched to a great length but was nowhere mOre than 
eighty miles brond; but Pompeius was considerate enough 
not to assign it to any of his. lieutenants. The still resisting 
Cretan communities however, who had seen their subdued 
countrymen taken to task by Metellus with the most cruel 
.severity and had learned on the other hand the gentle terms' 
which Pompeius was in the habit of imposing on the places 
which surrendered to him in the south of Asia Minor, 
preferred to give in their joint surrender to Pompeius. He 
Bccepted it in Pampbylia, where he was at the moment, from 
their envoys, and sent along \\"ith them his legate Lucius 
Octavius to announce to Metellus the conclusion of the con-
ventions and to take over the towns •. This proceeding was, no 
doubt, not like that of a colleague; but formal right was wholly 
on the side of Pompei us, and Metallus was most evidently 
in the wrong when, utterly ignoring the convention ~f the 
cities with Pompeius, he continued to treat them as hostile. 
In vain Octavius protested; in vain, as he had himself come 
without troops,he summoned from Achaia Lucius Sisenna, 
the lieutenant of Pompeius stationed there; Metellus, not 
troubling himself about either Octavius or Sisenna, besieged 
Eleutherna and took Lappa by storm, where Octavius in 
person was taken rrisoner' and ignominiously disIQiB8ed., 

. . J 2 
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while the, Cretans who were taken with him were consigned 
to the executioner. Accordingly formal conflicts took place 
between the troops of 8isenna, atwhose head Octavius placed 
himself after that leader's death, and those of Metellue; even 
when the former had been, commanded to return to Achaia, 
Octavius continued the war in concert ,with the Cretan 
Aris.tion, and Hierapytna, where both made a stand,. was 
only subdued by Metellus after the most obstinate resist
ance. 

In reality the zealous Optimate Meteliue had thus begun 
formal civil war at his own hand against the gensralissilno 
of -the democracy. I~ shows the indescribable disorganisa
tion in the Roman state, that these incidents led to nothing 
(urther than a bitter correspondence between the two 
generals, who a couple of years afterwards we~e sitting once 
more peacefully and even '.' amicably" side by side in the 
senate. - - _ 

Pompeius during these events remained in Cilicia; J?re
paring for the next year, as it seemed, a campaign agamst 
the Cretans or rather against MeteTIus, in reality waiting. 
for the signal which should call him to interfere ill the 
utterly confused affairs of the continent of Asia Minor. 
The portion of the Lucullan army that was still left after the 
losses which it had suffered and the departure, of the 
Fimbrian legions, remained inactive on the upper .Halys 
in the country, of the Trocmi bordering on' the Pontic 
territory. Lucullus still hel4 provisionally the chief 
command, JiS his nominated successor Glabrio continued to 
linger in the west of Asia Minor. 'The three legions 
commanded by Quintus Marcius Rex lay equally inactive in 
Cilicia. - The Pontic territory' was again wholly in the 
power of king Mithradates, who made the individuals and 
communities that had joined.the Romans, such as the town 
of Eupatoria, pay for their revolt with cruel severity. 
The kmgs of the East did not proceed to any serious 
offensive movement against the Romans; either because it 
formed no part of their J;>lan, or--as was asserted-because 
the landing of Pompeiusm Cilicia induced Mithradates and 
TigPlines to desist from advancing further. The Manilian 
law realized· the secretly cherished hopes of Pompeius more 
rapidly than he'. probably himself anticipated ; Glabrio and 
Rex' ·were recalled and the governorships of Pontus
Bithynia a1;ld' Cilicia with the troop" stationed there, as 
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well all the management of the Pontic-Armenian war along 
with authority to make war, peace, and alliance with the 
dynasts of the East at his own discretion, were transferred 
to Pompeius. Amidst the prospect of honours and spoils so 
ample Pompeius was glad to forego the chastising of an ill
humoured Optimate who enviously guarded his scanty laurels; 
he abandoned the' expedition against Crete and the further 
pursuit of the corsairs, and dejltinedhis Beet also to support 
the attack which 'be projected on the kings of Pontus 
and Armenia. Yet amidst this land-war he by no means 
wholly lost sight of piracy, which was perpetnally raising its 
llead. afresh. Before he left Atiia (691) he caused the 63. 
necessary ships to be fitted out there against the corsairs I. 
on his lroposal in the~ following year a similar li1easure was 
resolve on for Italy, and the sum needed for the purpose 
was granted by the senate. They continued to protect the 
coasts with guards of cavalry and small squadrons; and 
though, as the expeditions to be mentioned afterwards 
against Cyprus in 696 and" Egypt in 699.show, piracy was 58. 55. 
not thorougohly mastered, it yet after the expedition of 
Pompeius amidst all the vfcissitudes and PQlitical crises of 
Rome could never again so raise its head and so totally 
dislodge the Romans from the ilea, as it had done under the 
government of the mouldecing oligarchy • 
. The few months, which still remained before the com- War prep&

mencement of the campaign in Asia Minor, were employed rl)tiQIIB. of 
by the new commander-in-chief with strenuous activity .ill Pompe1us. 
diplomatic and military preparations. Envoys were sent to 
Mithradates, rather to reconnoitre than to attempt a serious 
mediation. There was a hope at the Pontic court that.Alliance 
Phraates king of the Parthians would be induced by the with ~e 
recent considerable successes which the allies had achieved Partluane. 
over Rome to enter into the Pontic-Armenian alliance. 'To 
counteract this, Roman envoys proceeded to the court of Ctesi .. 
'phon; and the internal troubles, which distracted the Arme-
nian ruling house, came to their aid. A son of the great king 
Tigranes, bearing the same name, had rebelled against his 
fathe~, either because he was unwilling to wait for the dea~h 
of the old man, or because his father's suspicion, which had 
already cost several of his brothers their lives, led hi~ to 
dtscern his only cbance of safety in open insurrection. 
Vanquished by his father, he .had taken. refuge with a 
number of .Armenians of rank at ·the court of the Arsacid, 
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and intrigued against his father there. It was partly due
to his exertions,that Phraates preferred to take the reward 
which was offered' to him by both sides for his accessioIl'-' 
the secured possession of Mesopotamia-from the hand of 
the Romans, renewed, with Pompeius the agreement con
cluded with Lucullus respecting the- boundary of the 
Euphrates (P. 67), and even consented to operate in concert 

\'l1Iinilce with the Romans against Armenia. But the younger Tigranes 
bP'ween occasio,ned still greater damage than that which arose out of 
~:,Jh''l\dates his p~omoting_ ~he. alliance.'between the ROl!lans and the 
Tigl'l\lIes Parthlans, for hls lDsurrection produced a vartancebetween 

. the king!! Tigranes and Mithradates themselves. The great 
Iring cherished in secret the suspicion that Mithradates 
might have had a hand in tbe insurrection of his grandson-' 
Cleopatra the mother of the younger Tigranes was the 
daughter of Mithradates-aJ?-d, though n~ open rupture took 
place, the good understandmg between the two monarchs 
was disturbed at the very moment whenit was most urgently 
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needed. • 
At the same time Pompeius prosecuted his warlike 

preparations with energy. The Asiatic allied and client 
communities were, warIl,ed to furnish the stipulated con'" 
tingents. Public notices summoned the discharged veteraM 
of the legions of Fimbria to return to the standards as: 
volunteers, and by greafpromises and the name of Pompeius 
a considerable portion of them were induced in reality ta 
obey the call. The whole force united under the orders of 
Pompeius may have amounted, exclusive of the auxiliaries, 
to between 40,000 and 50,OU()- men. * 

In the spring of 688 Pompeius proceeded to Galatia, to 
take the chief command 'of the troops of' Lucullus and to 
advance with them into the Pontic territory, whither the 
Cilician legions were directed to follow. At Danala, a place 
belonging to the Trocmi, the two generals met; but the 
reconciliation, which mutual friends had' hoped to effect. 
was not accomplished. The preliminary courtesies soon 
passed into bitter discussions, and these into violen~ alterca
tion: they parted in worse mood than- they had met. As 

_ • Pompeius distributed among his soldiers and officers as presents 
384,000,000 sesterces (= 1'6,000 talents"App. M11hr. 116); as the officer& 
received 100,000,000 (Plin. H. N. xxxvii. 2, 16) and each of the common 
soldiers 6,000 sestel'ces (Plin. AI'P')' the army still numbered at its trillmp~ 
about 40.000 men. _' , 
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Lucullus continued to make presents aoeI to distribute 
lands just as if he wet:e still in office, Pompeius declared aU 
the acts performed by his predecessor subsequent to his 
own arrival null and void. Formally he w:as in' the right; 
befitting tact in the treatment of a meritorious and more 
than sufficiently mortified opponent was not tc>be looked 
for from him. . 

So soon as the- seasClnallowed, the Roman tl'OOpS crossed Invasion of 
the frontier of Pontus. There they were opposed by Pontus. 
Mithradates with 80,000 infuntry and 8000 cavalry: Left 
in the lurch by his aUy and attacked by Rome with re': 
info1'('ed power and energy, he made an attempt to procure 
peace; but he would not listen to the unconditional sub-
mission which Pompeius demanded,- what worse issue 
could the most unsuccessful campaign bloing? That he 
might not expose his army, mostly archers and horseme~ to 
the formidabfe shock of the Roman infantryofthe lilie, he 
slowly retired before the enemy, and co,!!pelled the Romans 
to follow him in bis various cross-marcbes; making a. stand, 
wherever tbere was opportunity, with bis superior cavalry 
against that of the enemy, and occasioning no small bardship 
to the Romans by impeding their supplies. A~ fast Pompeius 
in his impatience desisted from following the Pontic army, 

, Rnd, letting the king alone, proceeded to subdue tbe land; 
be marched to th~ upper Euphrates; crossed it, and entered 
the eastern provinces of the Pontic empire. But Mithra
dates' followed along the left bank of the Euphrates, and 
when he had Arrived in the Anaitic or Acilisenian province, 
he intercepted the route of the RomlUls at the castle of 
Dssteira, which was strong and well provided with water, 
and from which .with bis light troops he commanded the 
plain. Pompei us, still wanting the Cilician legions and not 
strong enough without them to maintain bimself in this 
position, bad to retire over the Euphrates and to seek pro
tection from the cavalry and archers of the king in the 
wooded ground of Pontic Armllnia extensively intersected 
by rocky ravines and deep \"alleys. It was not till th~ 
troops. from Cilicia arrived and rendered it possible to ' 
resume the offensive with a. superiority of force, that Pom .. 
peius again advanced, invested the camp of the king with a 

. chain of posts of almost eighteen miles in length, and kept 
bim formally blockaded there, while the Roman detachments 
llcoured th., country far and wide. The distress in the 
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Pontic camp was great; the drllJIghf animals had even to 
be killed; at length after remaining for forty-five days the 

. king caused his sick and wounded; whom he coidd not save 
and was unwilling to leave in the hands of the enemy, to be 
put to death by his own troops, and departed during the 
night with the-utmost secrecy towards the east. Cautiously 
Pompeius followed through the unknown land: the march 
was now approaching the boundary which separated the 
dominions of Mithradates and Tigranes. -When the' Roman 
general perceived that Mithradates intended not to bring 
jihe contest to a decision within his own territory, but to 
draw the enemy away afteJ: him into the far distant regions 
of the East, he determined not to permit this. The two 
armies lay close to each other. During the rest at noon the. 
Roman army set out without the enemy 'observing the 
movement, made a circuit, and occupied the heights wl,rich lay 
in front and commanded a defile to be passed by the enemy 
011 the southern bank of the river Lycus (Je!\chil-Irmnk) not 
far from the modern Enderes, at the point where Nicopolis 
was afterwards built. The following morning the Pontic 
troops broke up in their usual manner, and, supposing that 
the enemy was as hitherto behind them, after accomplishing 
the day's march they pitched their camp in the very valley 
whose encircling heights the Romans had occupied. Sud
denly in the silence of the night there sounded all around 
them the dreaded battle-cry of the legions, and missiles from 
all sides poured on the Asiatic h08t, in which soldiers and 
camp followers, chariots; horses, and camels jostled each 
()ther; and amidst ,the dense throng. notwithstanding the 
darkness, not a missile failed to take effect. When the 
Romans had expended their darts, they charged from the 
heights down Oil the masses, which had now'become visible by 
-the light of the newly-risen ~oon, and which were abandoned 
to them almost defenceless; those that did not fall by the 
ste~l of the enemy were trodden down in the fearful pressure 
under the hoofs·and wheels. It was the 1'ast battle-field on 
which,the grey-haired king fought with the Romans. With 
three attendants-two of his horsemen, and a concubine who 
was accustomed to follow him in male attire and to fight 
bravely by hi$ side-:-he made his escape to the fortress of 
Sinoria, whither a portion of his trusty followers found their 
way to him, He divided among them his treasures preserved 
there, 6000 talents of gol,d (£1,400,000) ; furnished them aud 
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himself with poison; and hastened with the band that wils 
left to him up the Euphrates to unite with his ally, the 
great king of Armenia. ", 

This hope likewise was vain; the alliance, on the faith !)f Tigranes . 
which Mithradates took the route for Armenia, already by b~ with 
that time existed no longer. During the coIiflictiJ between r:!:m
Mithradates and Pompeius just narrated, the king of the a . 
Parthians, yielping to the urgency of the Romans and above 
all of the exiled Armenian prince, had invaded the king-
dom of Tigranes by force of arms, and had compelled him. 
to withdraw into-the inaccessible mountains. The invading 
army even began the siege of the capital Artanta; but, on 
its becoming protracted, king Phraates took his departure 
with the greater portion of his troops; whereupon Tigranes 
overpowered the Parthian corps left behind and the 
Armenian emigrants led by his son, and re-established his 
dominion throughout the kingdom. Naturally, however, 
the king was under such circumstances little inclined to 
fight with the freshl'y victorious Romans, arid least of all to 
sacrifice himself for Mithradates ; whom he trusted less than 
ever, since information had reached him that his rebellious 
Bon intended to betake himself to his- grandfather~ So he 
entered into negotiations with the Romans for a separate 

,peace; but he did not wait for the conclusion of the treaty, 
to break off the alliance which linked him to Mithradates. 
The latter, when he had arrived at the frontier of Armenia, 
was doomed to learn that the great king Tigranes had set a 
price of 100 talents (£24,000) on his head, had arrested his 
envoys, and had delivered them to the Romans. King 
Mithradntes saw his kingdom in the hands of the enemy, and 
his allies on the point of coming to an agreement with them; 
it was not possible to. cDntinue the war; he might deem 
himself fortunate, if he succeeded in effecting his esCape 
along the eastern and nDrthern shores of the Black Sea, in 
perhaps dislodging his son Machares-who had revolted and 
entered into connection with the Romans (P. 60)-once more 
from the Bosporan kingdom, and in finding Dn the Malotis 
B fresh soil for fresh projects. So he turned northward. Mith"ulates 
When the king, in his flight had crossed tb.e Phasi~, the c~ the 
ancient boundary of Asia Minor, Pompeius for the time ~hasis. 
discontinued his pursuit; bu~ instead of returning to the 
region of the sources of the Euphrates, he turned aside into 
the regiQn of the Araxes to. settle matters with Tigranes. 
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Pompeiu. at Almost -witlloilt meeting resistance he arrived in the region 
AI1axata. of Artaxata (not far from Erivan) and pit-ched his camp 

thirteen miles from the city. There he was met by the SOD 

of the great king. who hoped after tht: fall of his father to 
receive the Armenian diadem from the hand of the Romans. 
and therefore had endeavoured ,in every way to prevent the 
conclusion of the treaty between his father and the Romans. 

~~:tl) The great king was only the more rt'solved to purchase peace 
at any price. On horseback and without his purple robe, 
.but adorned with the royal diadem and the royal turban, he 
appeared at the gate of the Roman camp aud desired to be 
conducted to the presence of the Roman general. Aft.el" 
having given up at the bidding of the lictol'S, as the regula- . 

, tions of the Roman camp :required, his horse and his sword, 
he- threw himself in_ barbarian fashion at the feet of the 
proconsul and in token of unconditional surrender placed 
.the diadem and tiara in his hands. Pompeius, highly de.
lighted at a victory which cost nothing. raised up the 
humbled king of kings, invested him again with the insignia 
of his dignity, and dictated the peace. Besides a payment 
of £1,400,000 (6000 talents) to the war-chest. and a pre.
sent to the soldiers, out of which each of them received 50 
denarii (£1 168.), the king ceded all the conquests which 
.he had made, not merely: his Phrenician, Syrian, Pilician, 
_and _ Cappadocian possessions, but - also Sopheae and 
_ CordueDeon the right bank of the Euphrates; he was a~ 
_res~cted to Armenia. proper, and his position of great king 
was, of course, at an end. In a single campaign Pompeius 

-had·totally-subdlled the two mighty kings of Pontus and 
66: Al:menia. At the beginning of 688 there was not a Roman 

,soldier beyond the bounds of the old Roman possps:iions; 
'at ita close king Mithradates was wandering as an exile and 
without an army in the ravines of -the Caucasus, and king 
_ Tigranes sat on tho Armenian throne no -longer as king ot' 
_kings, but as a vassal of Rome. The whole domain of Asia 
Minor to the west of the Euphrates unconditionally obeyed 
the Romans; the victorious army took up ita winter quartera 
to the east of that stream on Armenian soil, in the country 
from the upper Euphrates to the river Kur, from which 
the Italians then for the first time watered their horses. _ ; 

.The tribes But the new field, on which the Romans here set foot, 
or the Can- _ .raised up for them new conflicts. The brave peoples of the 
CoLSU>. middle and eastern Caucasus ~w. with indignatioll the 
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remote Occidentals encamping on their territory. TherEl-T-ln 
the fertile and well-watered table land of the modern Georgia 
-dwelt the Iberians, a, brave, well-organised, agriculturallberi:llu..: 
nation, whose clan-cantons llnder their patriarchs cultivated 
the soil according to the system 'of common .possessioli'" 
without any separate ownership of the individual cultivators., 
Army and people were one; the people were headed partly 
by the ruling clans-out of which the eldest always presided 
over the whole Iberian nation as king, and the next eldest 
118 judge and leader of the army-partly by special families 
of priests, on whom chiefly devolved the duty of preserving 
a knowledge of the treaties concluded with other peoples 
and of watching over their observance. The mass of the 
non-freemen were, regarded as serfs of. the king. Their 
eastern neighbours, the Albanians or Alans, who were Albanians. 
ettled on the lower Kur as far as the Caspian Sea, were in 
a far lower stage of culture. Chiefly a pastoral people they 
tended, on foot or on horseback, their 'numerous herds oli 
the luxuriant meallows of the modernShirvan; their few 
tilled fields were still cultivated witn the old wooden plough 
without iron share. Coined money was unknown, and they did 
not count beyond a huudred.. Each of their tribes, twenty-silt 
in all, had- its own chief and spoke its distinct l;lia1ect. Far 
luperior in number to the Iberians, the Albanians could 
not at all cope with them in: bravery. ,The mode of fighting 
was on the whole the same with both nations; they foughfl 
chiefly with arrows and light javelins. which they frequentlt 
after the Indian fashion discharged from their lurking-

. places in the woods behind the trunks of trees, or hurled 
down from the tops of trees on the foe; the Albanians had also 
numerous horsemen partly mailed after the Medo-Armenian 
manner with heavy cuirRflses and greaves. Both nations 
lived on their lands and pastures in a complete independence 
preserved from time immeinorial. Nature itself. as it were~ 
seems to have raised the Caucasus between' Europe- and 
Asia as a rampart against the tide of national movements I 
there the arms of Cyrus and ()f' Alexander had formerly 
found their limit ~ now the brave garrison of this partition..; 
wall set themselves to defend it also against the Nomans; 

Alarmed by the informlltion that the Roman comml!nderJ Albanians 
in-chief intended next spring to cross the mountains and td conquered 
pursue the Pontic king beyond the Caucasus-for Mithra;: by. Pom
dates, they heard, 'Was' passing the wiuter in Dioscurias paus. 
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(Iskuria between Suchum Kale and Anaklia)on the Black 
Sea-the Albanians under their prince Oroizes first crossed 

66-65. the Kur ill the middle of the winter of 688-689 and threw 
. themselves on the army, which was divided for the sake 
of its supplies into thre~ larger corps imder Quintus 
Metellus Celer, Lucius Flaccus, and Pompeius in person. 
But Celer, on whom the chief attack fell, made a brave 
stand, and Pompeius, after having delivered himself from 
the division sent to attack him, pursued the barbarians 

Iberlans' beaten at all points as far as the Kur. -Moces the king of 
conquered. the Iberians kept quiet and promised peace and friendship; 

but Pompeius, informed that he was secretly arming so as to 
fall upon the Romans on- their march in the passes of the 

65. . Caucasus, advance6i in the spring of 689, before resuming 
the pJll'suit of Mithradates, to the two fortresses just two 
miles distant from each other, Harmozica (Horum Ziche or 
Armazi) and Seusamora (Ts~mar) which s little above the 
modern Tillis command the two valleys of the river Kur and 
its tributary the Aragua, and with these the only passes 
leading from Armenia to Iberia. Artoces surprised by 
the enemy before he'was aware of it, hastily burnt the bridge 
over the Kur and retreated negotiating into the interior. 
Pompeius occupied the fortresses and followed the Iberians 
to the other bank of the Kur ; by which he hoped to induce 
them to immediate submission. But Artoces retired further 
and ~her into the interior, and, when at length he halted 
on the river Pelorus, he did so not to surrender but to fight. 
The Iberian archers however withstood not for a moment 
the onset of the Roman legions, and, when Artoces saw the. 
Pelorus also crossed by the Romans, he submitted at length 
to the conditions which the victor proposed, and sent his 
children as hostages. 

Pompeius Pompeius now, agreeably to the plan which he had formerly 
P~ to projected, marehed through the Sarapans pass from the 
ColchlS. region of the Kur to that of the Phasis and thence down 

that river to the Black Sea, where the Heet under Servilius 
already awaited him on the Colchian coast. But it was for an 
uncertain idea-for an aim almost unsubstantial-'-that the 
army and fleet were .thus brought. to the fabled shores of 
Colchis. .The laboriOUS march Just completed through . 
unknown and mostly hostile nations was nothing when 
compared with what still awaited them; and if they shoul<l 
really succeed, in cunducting the force from the mouth of 
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the Phasis to the Crimea, through warlike anu r ~-::. 
barian tribes, on inhof.lpitable and unknown waters, tn~ 
coast where at certain placelJ the mountains sink pe 
dicularly into the sea. and it would have· been absolute 
necessary to ~mbark in the ships-if such a march should be 
successfully accomplished, which was perhaps more-difficult 
than the campaigns of Alexander and Hannibal-what was 
gain\'ld by it even at the best, corresponding at all to its toils 
and dangers? The war no doubt was not ended, so long.as the 
old king was still among the living; but who could guarantee 
that they would really succeed in catching- the royal game 
for the sake of which this unparalleled chase was to be 
instituted P Was it not better, even .at the risk of 1\1 ithra-· 
daies once more .throwing the torch of war into Asia Minor, 
to desist from a pursuit which promised so little gain and so 
much peril? Doubtless numerous voices in the army, and 
still more numerous voices in the capital, urged the general to 
continue the pursuit incessantly and at any price; but they 
were the voices partly of foolhardy Hotspurs, partly of those 
perfidious friends, who would gladly at any price have 
kept the too powerful imperator aloof from the capital and 
entangled him amidst interminable nndertakings in the East. 
Pompeius was too experienced and ~oo discreet an officer to 
hazard his fame and nis army in obstinate adherence to so 
injudicious an expedition j an insurrection of· the Albanians 
in rear of the army furnished a pretext for abandoning the 
pursuit of the king and ordering its return. The .Heet 
received instructions to cruise in the Black Sea, .to protect 
the northern coast of Asia Minor against any hostile inva:" 
sion, and strictly to blockade the Cimmerian Bosporus under' 
the threat of death to any trader who should' break the 
blockade. Pompeius conducted the land troops not with
out great hardships through the Colchian and Armenian 
territory to ·the lower. course of the Kur and onward, 
crossing the stream, into the Albanian plain. 
. For several days the Roman army had to march in the Fresh con. 
glowing heat through this almost waterless Hat conntry, flid. willi . 
without encountering the enemy; it was only on the left ~e Alba
bank of the Abas (probably the river elsewhere named mans •. 
Alazonius, now Alasan) that the force of the Albanians 
under the leadership of Coses, brother of the king Oroizes, 
was drawn up against the ·Romans; they are said to have _ 
amounted, including the contingent which had arrived from 
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the inhabitants of the Transcaucasian steppes, to 60,000 
illfimtry and 12,000 cavalry. Yet they would hardly have 
risked the battle, unless ,they had supposed that t,hey had 
merely to fight with the Roman cavalry; but the cavalry 
had only been placed in front, and on its retiring the 

·masses of Roman infantry showed them,selvea from their 
concealment behind. Mter a short conflict the army of the 
barbarians was driven into the woods, whic-h Pompeius gave 
orders to invest and. set on fire. The Albanians thereupon 
consented to make peace; and, following the example of the 
more powerful peoples, all the tribes settled between the 
Knr and the Caspian concluded 1\ treaty with the Roman 
general. . The .Albanians, Iberians, and gene.rally the peoples 
,settled to the south along, and at the foot of, the Caucasus, 
thus entered at least for the moment into a relation of 
depelldenoo on'Rome. When, on'the other hand, the 
peoples between the Phasis and the Mlilotis--Colchians, 
Soani, .iIeniochi, Jazyges, Achlilans, even the remote Bas
tarnre-wereinscribed in the long list' of the nations 
subdued by Pompeius, the notion of Rubjugationwas 
evidently employed.in a maImer very far from exact. The 
(Jaucasus once more verified its significance in the history 
pf the world ; the Roman conquest, like the Persian and 
the Hellenic, found its limit there. 

Mithl'adates .A..ccordingly king Mithradates was left to himself and to 
~s to Pan- destiny. As formerly his ancestor, the founder of th.e 
IIcnp:eum. Pontic state, had first entered his future kingdom as a 

fugitive .from the ,executioners of Antigonus and attended 
only by six horsemen, so had Mithradates no,," been 

,compelled once more to, cross the frontier of his kingdom 
, ,and to tum his back on his own aud ,his fathers' conquests. 

But to no .one had the lottery of fate turned up the highest 
gains and the greatest .losses more frequently and more. 

, capriciously than to ·the old sultan of Sinope; and the 
fortunes of men in the East change rapidly and incalculably. 
WeUmight Mithradates now in the evening of his life 
accept each new vicissitude with the thought, that it too 
was Dnly in its turn paving the way for a fresh revolution, 
and that the only thing constant was the perpetual change 
of fortune. Inasmuch as the Roman rule was at bottom 
utterly intolerable to the Orientals, and Mithradates himself 
was in good and in evil a true prince of the East, it might 
w:ellha'ppenthat amidst the laxity of the rul~,Il~erClised by the 
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Roman senate over the provinces, and amidst tbe dissensions 
of the political parties in Rome fermenting and ripening into 
civil war, Mithradates might, if he was fortunate. enough to 
bide hill time, re-establish hill dominion for the third time. 
For thid very reason~because Le hoped and planned while 
still there was life in him-he remalDed dangerous to the 
RomanI so long all he lived, all an aged refugee no less than 
when he had marched forth with his hundred thousands to 
wrest Hellas and Macedonia from the Romans. The restless 
old man made hill way in the year 689 from Dioscurias amidst 65. 
unspeakable hardships partly by land partly by Bea totha 
kingdom of Panticapmum, where by his reputation and his 
numerous retainers he drove his renegade son Machares from 
the throne and compelled him to put himself to death. From 
thill point he attempted once more to negotiate with the 
Romans; he besought that his paternal kingdom might be 
restored to him, and declared himself ready to recognise the 
supremacy of Rome and to pay tribute as a vassal. But 
Pompeius refused to grant the king a position in which he 
would have. begun the old game afresh, and insisted on his 
personal submission. Mithradates, however, had no thought. 
of giving himself into the hands of the enemy, but was pro-
jecting new and still more extravagant plans. Straining aU. His lnsi pre- . 
the resources with "Which the 'treasures that he had Baved ~tion. 
and the remnant of his states supplied him, he equipped a ~,:t 
ntlW army of 36,(100 men consisting partly of slaves which . . 
he armed and exercised after the Roman fashion, and & 

war-Heet; according to rumour he designed to march west-
ward through Thrace, Macedonia, and Pannonia, to carry 
along with him the Scythiansin the Sarmatilln steppes and 
the Celts on the Danube liS. allies, and with this avalanche 
of peoples to throw himself on Italy. This has been deemed 
a grand idea, and the plan of war of the Pontic king has 
been compared with the military march of Hannibal; but the 
same project, "Which is a stroke of genius in a man of genius, 
becomes an absurdity in one who is wrong-beaded. This in-
tended invasion of Italy by the Orientals was simply ridi-
culous, and the mere offspring of the inlpotent imagination 
of despair. Through the prudent coolness of their leader 
the Romans were pre¥euted· from quixotically pursuing 

- their quixotic antagonist and warding off in the distant. 
Crimea an attack, which, if it were not nipped of itli!elf in the. 
bud, would still be soon enough lOet at the foot of the Alps. 
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In fact, while Pompeius, witho~t troubling himself further 
as to the threats of the impotent giant, was employed in 
organizing the territory which he had gained, the destinie!! 
of the aged king drew on to their fulfilment without his aid 
in the remote north. His' extravagaut preparations had 
produced the most violent ~xcitement among the Bosporans, 
,whose houses were torn down, and whose -oxen were 
taken from the plough and put to death, in order to procure 
beams and sinews for constructing engines of war. -The 
soldiers too were disinClined to enter on the hopeless Italian 
expedition. ·JHithradates 'had constantly been, surrounded 
by suspicion aud treason; he had not the gift of calling 
forth affection and fidelity among those around' him. As 
in earlier years he ,had compelled his disting\l.ished general' 
Archelaus' to see~ protection in the Roman camp; as 
during the campaigns of Lucullus his most trusted officers· 
Diocles, Phrenix" and even the most notable of the 
Roman emigrants had passed over to the enemr; so 
now, when his star grew pale and the old, infirm"emblttered 
sultan was accessible to, no one else save his eunuchs, 
desertion, followed still more rapidly on desertion., Castor, 
the commandant of the fortress Phanagoria (on the 
Asiatic coast opposite Kertch), first raised the standard 
of revolt; he proclaimed the freedom of the town :and 
delivered the sons of Mithradates that were in toe 
fortress into the hands' of the Romans. While the 
insurrectiOli ·spread· among the Bosporan towns, and Cher· 
sonesus (not far from Sebastopol), 'Theudosia (Kaffa) and 
others joined. the Phanagorites, the king allowed his' sus
picion and his cruelty to have free course. On the informs., 
tion of despicable eunuchs his most confidential adherents 
were nailed to the cross; the king's own sons were the 
least sure of ,their lives. The son who was his father's 
favourite and was probably destined by him as his sue· 
cessor, Pharnaces, took his resolution and lJeaded the in
surgents. The servants whom Mithradates sent to arrest 
him, and the troops despatched against him, passed over to his 
side; the corps of . Italian deserters, perhaps the most effi
cient among the divisions of Mithradates' army, and for that 
'very reason the least inclined to take part in the romantic
and for the deserters peculiarly hazardous - expeditioD 
against Italy, declared itself en masse for the, prince; th( 
other divisions of the army and the fleet followed the ex 
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ample thus set. After' the country and the army had 
abandoned the king, the capital Panticapreum at length 
opened its gat~s to the i:ils!lrge!lt~ and delivered over. to 
them the old kmg enclosed ill hIS palace. From' the h1gh Death or 
wall of his castle the latter besought his son at least to grant Mithn. 
him life and not imbrue his hands in his father's blood jbut dates. 
the request came ill from the lips of a man whose own . 
hands were stained with the blood of his mother and with 
the recently shed blood of his innocent son Xiphares; and in 
heartless severity and inhumanity Pharnaces even outstripped 
his father. Seeing therefore he had now to die, the sultan 
resolved at least to die as he had lived j his wives, his con
cubines and his daughters, including the youthful brides of 
the kings of Egypt and Cyprus, had all to suffer the bitter-
ness of death and drain the poisoned cup before him; then he 
seized it, but, when the draught did not take effect'quickly 
enough, he presented his neck for the fatal stroke to a Celtic _ 

'mercenary Betuitus. So died in 691 Mithra,dates Eupator, ~3. 
in the sixty-eighth year of his life and. the fifty-seventh of his 
reign, twenty-six years after he had for the first time taken 
the field agamst the Romans. The dead body, which king 
Pharnaces sent as a voucher of his merits and of his loyalty 
to' Pompeius, was by order of the'latter laid in the royal 
sepulchre of Sinope. . ., • 

The death of Mithradates was looked on by the Homans 
as equivalent to a victory: the messengers who reported to 
the general the catastrophe appeared crowned with laurel, 
as if they bad a victory to announce, in the Roman camp 
before Jericho. In him a great enemy was borne to the 
tomb, greater than had ever yet withstood the Romans in 
the indolent East. Instinctively the multitude felt this:· as 
formerly Scipio had triumphed even more over Hannibal 
than over Carthage, so the eonquest of the numerous tribes 
of the East and of the great king himself was aImost for
gotten in the death of Mithradates; and at the solemn entry 
of Pompeius nothing attracted more the eyes of the multi· 
tude than the pictures, in which they saw king Mithra
dates as a fugitive leading his horseby the rein and there
after sinking down in death between the dead bodies of his 
daughters •• Whatever judgment may be formed as to the 
idiosyncrasy of the king, he is a figure of world-historical 
importance-in the full sense of the expression. He was 
not a personage of genius, probably,not even of rich en do",". 

VOL. IT. x: 
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ments; but he possessed the very respecta~le gift of hating, 
and o.ut of this hatred he sustained an unequal conflict against 
superior foes throughout half a century, without success 
doubtless, : but still with honour. He became still more 
significant through the position in which history had placed 
him than through his individuality: As the advanced post of 
the national reaction of the East against the Occidentals, he 
opened the new conflict of the East against the West; and 
the feeling remained with the vanquished as with the victors, 
that his death was not so much the end as the beginning. 

Pom- [65. Meanwhile Pompeius, after his warfare in 689 with the 
peins pro- peoples of the Caucasus, had returned to the kingdom of 
c~ to Pontus, and there reduced the last castles still offering 
Syna. resistance; these were razed in order to check the evils of 

brigandage, and the castle,-wells were rendered unserviceable 
by rolling blocks of rock into them. Thence he set out in 

6~. the summer of 690 for Syria, to regulate its affairs. 
State of It is difficult to p~sent a clear view of the state of dis-
Syria. organization which then prevailed in the Syrian provinces. 

It is true that in consequence of the attacks of Lucullus 
the Armenian governor Magadates had evacuated these 

"69. provinces in 685 (P. 65), and that the Ptolemies, gladly as 
they would have renewed the atteml?ts of their predecessors 
to attach the Syrian coast to their kingdom, were yet afraid 
to provoke the Roman government by the occupation of 
Syria ;" the more so, as that government had not yet regu
lated their more than doubtful legal title even in the case of 
Egypt, and had been several times solicited by the Syrian 
princes" to recognise them as the legitimate heirs of the 
extinct house of the Lagidre. But, though the greater powers 
all at the moment refrained from interference in the affairs 
of Syria, the land suffered far more than it would have 
suffered amidst a great war, through the endless and aimless 
feuds of the princes, knights, and cities. The actual masters 
in the Seleucid kingdom were at this time the Bedouins, the " 

Arabim Jews, and the Nabatreans. The inhosllitable sandy steppe 
princes. destitute of springs and trees, which, stretching from the 

Arabian peninsula up to and beyond the Euphrates, reaches 
towards the west as far as the Syrian mountain-chain 
and its narrow belt of coast, towards the east as far as the 
rich lowlands of the Tigris and lower Euphrates-this 
Asiatic Sahara-was the primitive home of the sons of 
Ishmael i from the commencement of tradition we find the 
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.. Bedouin," the "son of the desert," pitching his tents 
there and pasturing his camels, or mounting his swift 
horse in pursuit now of the foe of his tribe, now of the 
travelling merchant. Favoured. formerly by king Tigralles 
who made use of them for his plans half commercial half 
political (P. 45), and subsequently by the total absence of 
any master in the Syrian land, these children of the. desert 
spread themselves over northern Syria. Well-nigh the 
leading part in a political point of view was enact~d b,y those 
tribes, which had appropriated the first rudiments of a 
settled existence from the vicinity of the civilized Syrians. 
The most noted of these emirs were Abgarus, chief of the 
Arab tribe of the Mardani, whom Tigranes had settled 
about Edessa and Carrhm in upper Mesopotamj~ (P.45); 
then to the west of the Euphrates Sampsiceramus, emir of 
the Arabs of Hemesa (Hems) between Damascus and 
Antioch, and master of the strong fortress ArethusIL; Azizus 
the head of another horde roaming .in the same region j 
Alchaudonius, the prince of the Rhambreans, who had 
already put himself into communication with Lucullus; and 
several others. Alongside of these Bedouin princes there Robber 
had everywhere appeared bold cavaliers, who equalled or chiefs. 
excelled the children of the desert in the noble trade of way
laying. Such was Ptolemreus son of Mennreus, perhaps the 
most powerful among these Syrian robber-chiefs and one .of 
the richest men of this period, who ruled over the territory 
of the Ityrreans-the modern Druses-in the valleys of the 
Libanus as well as on the coast and over the plain of Massyas 
to the northward with the cities of Heliopolis (Baalbec) and 
Chalcis. and maintained 8000 horsemen at his own expense; 
such were Dionysius and Cinyras, the masters of the mari-
time cities Tripolis (Tarablus) and Byblus (between Tarablus 
and Beirout); tluch was the Jew Silas in' Lysias, a. fortress 
not far from Apamea ou the Orontes. 

In the south o( Syria, on the Dther hand, the race .of the Jew .. 
Jews seemed as though it would about this time consolidate 
itself into a political power. Through the devout and bold' 
defence of the primitive Jewish national worship, which· was 
imperilled by the levelling Hellenism of the Syrian kings, 
the family of the Hasmonreans or the Makkabihad not 
only attained to their hereditary principality and gradually 

. to kingly honours (iii. 61); but these princely high-priests 
had also spread their conquests to the north, south, and east. 
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79. WhenUII) brave Jannams Alexander died (675), the Jewish 
kingdom stretched towards the south over the whole 
Philistint territory as far as the Egyptian frontier, towards. 
the sout},-east as far as the Nabatlllan kirlgdomof Petra, 
from whi"h J annlllus had wrested considerable tracts on 
.the right bank of the Jordan and the Dead Sea, towards the 
north over Samaria and the Decapolis up to the lake of 
Gennesareth ; here he was already making arrangements 
to occupy Ptolemais (Acco) and victoriously to repel' 
the aggressions of the Ityrlll8ns. The coast obeyed the 
Jews from Mount Carmel as far as Rhinocorura, including 
iheimportant Gaza-Ascalon alone was still free j so t~at 

. the territory of the Jews, once almost cut oft' from the sea, 
could now be enumerated among the asylums of piracy. 
Now that the Armenian invasion, just as it approached the 
borders of Judala, was averted by the intervention ofLucullus 
(P. 64), the gifted rulers of the Hasmonlllan house would 
probably have carried· their arms still further, had not the 
development of the power of that remarkable conquering 
sacerdotal state been arrested by internal divisions. The 
'spirit of religious independence and the national patriotism
the energetic union of which had called the Maccabee state 
into life-very soon became dissociated and even antagonistic. 

Pharisees. The Jewish orthodoxy gaining fresh strength in the times of 
the Maccabees, or Pharisaism as it was called, proposed as its 
practical aim a comm unity of Jews composed of the orthodox in 
all lands essentially irrespective of the secular government
a community which foimd its visible points of union in the 

. tribute to the temple at Jerusalem obligatory on every 
conscientious Jew and in the schools of religion aud spirit
ual courts, and its ,canonical superintendence in the great 
temple consistory at Jerusalem, which was reconstituted in 
the first period of the Maccabees and may be compared as 
respects Its sphere of jurisdiction to the Roman pontifical 

SadduceEli. college. Against this ort,hodoxy •. which was becoming more 
and more ossified into theologlCal formalism ahd a painful 
ceremonial service, was arrayed the opposition of the so
called Sadducees-partIy dogmatic, in so far as these in
novators acknowledged only the sacred books· themselves 
and conceded authority merely, not canonicity, to the 
"bequests o! the scribes," that is, canonical tradition j-

• ThuR the Sadducees rejeeted the doctriue of angels and spirits and the 
, ... surreetion of the dead.· Most of the traditional points of diffe .... nce between 
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partly political, in so far as instead of a fatalistic waiting for 
the strong arm of the Lord of Zebaoth t~ey taught that the 
salvation of the nation was to be expected from the weapons 
of this world, and above all from the internal and external 
strengthening of the kingdom of David as re-established in 
the glorious times of the Maccabees. The partisans' of 
orthodoxy found their support in the priesthood and the mul
titude, and fought against the noxious heretics with aU the 
unscrupulous implacability with which the pious are often 
found to contend for the possession of earthly goods. The 
innovators on the other_ band relied for support on' intelli
gence brought into contact with the influences of Hellenism, 
on the army, in which numerous Pisidian and Cilician merce
naries served, and on the abler kings, who· here strove with 
the ecclesiastical power much as a thousand years later the 
Hohenstaufen strove with the Papacy. Jannreus had kept 
down the priesthood with a strong hand; under his two sons 
there arose (685 et .eq.) a civil and fraternal war, since the 69. 
Pharisees opposed the vigorous Aristobulus and attempted to 
obtain their objects under the nominal rule of his brother, 
the good-natured and indolent Hyrcanus._ This dissension 
not merely 1?ut a stop to the Jewish conquests, but gave also 
foreign natIOns opportunity to interfere and to obtain a 
commanding position in southern Syria. _ 

This was the case first of all with the N abatreans. This Nabatans. 
remarkable nation has often been confounded with its 
eastern -neighbours, the 'wandering Arabs, but it is more 
closely related to the Aramrean branch than to the propel' 
children of Ishmael. This Aramre.an or, according to the 
designation of the Occidentals, Syrian stock must have in very 
early times sent forth from its most ancient settlements 
about Babylon a colony, probably for the sake of trade, to 
the northern end of the Arabian gulf; these were the N aba--
treans on the Sinaitic J'eninsula, between the gulf of Suez and 
Aila,and in the regton of Petra (Wadi Mousa). In their 
ports the wares of the Mediterranean were exchanged for 
those of India; the great southern caravan-route,- which ran 

Pharisees and Sadducees relate to subordinate qu~tions of ritual, juri .. 
prudence, and the calendar. It is a characteristic fact, that the victorious 
Pharisees have introduced those clays, on which they definitively obteined the 
auperiority in particqlar controversies or ejected heretical members from the 
supreme consistory, into the list of the memodal and festival days or the 
Datiollo 
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fromGaza. to the mouth of the Euphrates and the Persian gulf, 
passed through the capital of the Nabatreans-Petra-whose 
still magnificent rock-palaces and rock-tombs furnish clearer 
evidence of the Nabatrean civilization than does an almost 
extinct tradition. The party of the Pharisees, to whom 
after the manner of priests the victory of their faction 
seemed Dot too dearly bought at the price of the indepen
dence and integrity of their country, solicited Aretas the king 
of th~ Naba,treans for aid aga.inst A.ristobulus, in return for 
which they promised to give back to him all the conquests 
wrested from him by Jannreus. Thereupon Aretas had 
advanced with, it was said, 50,000 men into J udrea and, rein
forced by the adherents of the Pharisees, he kept king 
Aristobulus besieged in his capital. -

Syrian Amidst ~he system of violence and feud which thus 
cities. prevailed from one end of Syria to another, the larger cities 

were of course the principal sufferers; such as Antioch, 
Seleucia, Damascus, whose citizens found themselves para.
lysed in their husbandry as well as in their maritime and 
caravan trade. The citizens of Byblus and Berytus (Beirout) 
were unable to protect their fields and .their ships from the 
Ityrreans, who· issuing from their mountain and maritime 
strongholds rendered land and sea equally insecure. Those 
of Damascus sought to ward off the attacks of the Ityrreans 
and Ptolemreus by handing themselves over to the more 
remote kings of the N abatreans or of the Jews. In Antioch 
Sampsiceramus and Azizus mingled in the internal feuds of 
the citizens, and the Hellenic great city had well-nigh become 
even DOW the seat of an Arab emir. The state of things 
reminds us of the kingless times of the German middle 
ages, when Nuremberg and Augsburg found their protection 
not in the sovereign jurisdiction of the king, but in their own 
walls alone; impatiently the merchant-eitizens of Syria. 
awaited the strong arm, which should restore to them peace 

The last and security of intercourse. _ There was DO want, however, 
Seleucids. of a. legitimate king in Syria; there were even two or three 

of them. A prince Antiochus from the house of the 
Seleucids had been appointed by Lucullus as ruler of the 
most northern province in Syria, Commagene (P. 65). 
Antiochus Asiaticus, whose claims on the Syrian throne had 
met with recognition both from the senate and from 
Lucullus (P. 61, 65), had been received in Antioch after the 
retreat of the Armenians and there acknowledged as king. 
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A third Seleucid ,Prince Phl1ippus had immediately confronted 
him there as a rIval; and the- great population of Antioch, 
excitable and delighting in opposition almost like that of 
Alexandria, as well as one or two of the neighbouring Arab 
emirs had intenered in the family strife, which now seemed 
inseparable from the rule of the Seleucids. Was there any 
wonder that legitimacy became ridiculous and loathsome to 
its subjects, and that the s~called rightful kings were of: 
even somewhat less importance in the land than the petty 
princes and robber-chiefs? -

To create order amidst this chaos did not require eith!:'!' Annexation 
brilliance C?f conception or a mighty display of force, but it of SYli8. 
required a clear insight into the interests of Rome and of 
her subjects, and vigour and consistency in establishing and 
maintaining the inst~tutions which were. seen to be. ne-
cessary. Tbe policy of the senate .in support of legitimacy 
had sufficiently degraded itself; the general whom the op-
position had brought into power was not to be guided 
by dynastic considerations, but had only to see that the 
Syrian kingdom should not be withdrawn from the client-
ship of Rome in future either by the quarrels of pretenders 
or by the covetousness of neighbours. Brit to secure this 
end there was emly one course; that the Roman community 
should send a satrap to grasp with a vigorous hand the 
reins of governmentj which had long since practically 
Blipped from the· hands of the kinlJll of the ruling house 
more through their own fault than through outward mis-
fortunes. This course Pompeius took. Antiochus the 
Asiatic, on requesting to be acknowledged as the hereditary 
ruler of Syria, received the answer that Pompeius would not 
give back the sovereignty to a king who knew neither how 
to maintain nor how to govern his kingdom, even at the 
request of his subjects, much less against their distinctly 
expressed. wishes. With· this letter of the Roman pro-
consul the house of SeleucUB was ejected from the throne 
which it had occupied for two hundred and fifty yea1,'s. 
Antiochus soon after lost his life through the artifice of the 
emir SampsiceramuR, as whose client he played the ruler in 
Antioch; thenceforth there is no further mention of tllese • 
mock-kings and their pretensions. . . 

But, to establish the new Roman government and intro- Military 
duce any tolerable order into the confusion of affairs, it was pacification 
further necessary to advance into Syria with a military of Syria. 
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force and to terrify or subdue all the disturbers of the peace, 
who had sprung up during the many years of anarchy, by 
means of the Romanlegions. Already during the campaigns 
in the kingdom of Pontus and on the Caucasus Pompeius 
had turned his attention to the affairs" of Syria and directed 
detached commissioners and corps to interfere, wliere there 
was need. Aulus Gabiniu~the same who as tribune of 
the people had sent Pompeius to the East-had in 689 
marched along the Tigris and then across Mesopotamia to 
Syria, to adjust the complicated affairs of J udrea. In like 

.manner the severely pressed Damascus had already been 
occupied by Lollius and Metellus. Soon afterwards another 
adjutant of Pompeius, Marcus Scaurus, arrived in Judrea, to 
allay the feuds ever breaking out afresh there. Lucius 
Manius also, wlio during the expedition of Pompeius to 
the Caucasus herd the command of the Roman troops in 
Armenia," had proceeded from" Corduene (the northern 
K~distan) to upJ?er Mesopotamia, and, after he had suc
cessfully accomphshed the perilous march through the 
desert with the sympathizing help of the Hellenes settled in 
Carrhoo, brought the Arabs in Osroene to submission. " To
wards the end of 690 Pompeius in person arrived in Syria,
and remained there till the summer of the following year, 
resolutely interfering and regulating matters for the present 
and the future. He sought to restore the kingdom to. its 
state in the better tilI\,es of the Seleucid rule; all usurped 
powers were set aside, the robber-chiefs were summoned to 
give up their castles, the Arab sheiks were again restricted to 
their desert domains, the affairs of the several communities 
were definitively regulated. The legions stood ready to pro
cure obedience to these stern orders, and their interference 

The robber- proved especially necessary "against the audacious robber
chi.~ chiefs. Silas the. ruler of Lysias, Dionysius the ruler of 
chastised. Tripolis, Cinyras the ruler of Byblus were taken prisoners 

65-60. 

64. 

64-G3. 

• Pompeius spent the winter of 689-690 still in the neighbourhood of the 
Caspian Sea CDio. xxxvii. 7). In 61'0 he first reduced the last stronghofda 
still offering resistance in the kingdom of Pontus, and then moved slowly, 
regulating matters everywhere, towards the south. That the organization 
of Syria began in 690, is confirmed by the fact that the Syrian provincial 
era begins with this year, and by Cicero's statement as to Commagene (.Ad. 
Q. fr.ii. 12, 2; compo Dio. xxxvii. 7). During the winter of 690-691 
Pompeius seems to have had his head-quarters in Damascus (Joseph. xiv., 
S, 1, 2, where, however, there is mnch confusion; Diodorus .Fr. Vat. 
p.139.) 
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In their fortresses and executed, the mountain and m.li.ritime 
strongholds of the Ityrreans were broken up, Ptolemlllus son of 
Mennlllus was forced to purchase his freedom and his lordship 
with a ransom of 1000 talents (£240,000). Elsewhere the 
commands of the new master met for the most l'art with 
ullresisting obedience. The Jews alone hesitated. The me- Negotia
diators formerly sent by' Pompei us, Gabinius and Scaurus, tions. and, 
had-both, as it was sald, bribed with considerable sums- CO~I: 
decided the dispute between the brothers Hyrcanus and i:ws. e 
Aristobulus in favour of the latter, and had also induced 
king Aretas to raise the siege of Jerusalem and to proceed 
homeward, in doing which he sustained a defeat at the hands 
of Aristobulus. But, when Pompeius arrived in'Syria, he 
cancelled the orders of his subordinates and directed the 
Jews to resume their. old constitution of high priests, as the 
senate had recognised it about 593 (iii. 61), and to renounce 161. 
along with the hereditary principality itself all the conquests 
made by the Hasmonlllan princes. It was the Pharisees, 
who had sent an embassy of two hundred of their most 
eminent men to the Roman general and procured from him 
the overthrow of the kingdom: not to the advantage of 
their own nation, but doubtless to that of the Romans, who 
from the nature of the case could not but here revert to the 
old rights of the Seleucids, and could not tolerate a conquel"" 
ing power like that of J annlllus within the limits of their 
emJ;lire. Aristobulus was uncertain whether it was, better 
patIently to acq.uiesce in his inevitable doom-or to mect his 
fate with arms m hand; at one time he seemed on the point 
of submitting to Pompeius, a~ another he seemed as though 
he would summon the national party among the Jews to 
a struggle with the Romans. When at length, with the 
legions already at the gates, he -yielded to the enemy, the 
more resolute or more fanatical portion of his army refused 
to comply with the orders ofa king who was not free. The 
capital submitted; the steep temple-rock was defended by 
that fanatical b\LIld for three months with an obstinacy 
ready to brave death, till- at last the besiegers effected an 
entrance while the besieged were resting on the sabbath, 
possessed themselves of the sanctuary, and handed over the 
authors of that desperate resistance, so far as they had not 
fallen under the sword of the Romans, to the axes of the 
lictors. Thus ended the last resistance of the territories 
newly annexed to the Roman state. . 
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The new The work begun by Lucullus had been completed by 
:a~ns of Pompeius; the hitherto formally independent states of 
in ilie o=~ Bithyypa, Pontus, and S~a were united wit.h the Roman. 

. s~ate; the exchange-whlch had been recognIsed for more 
than a hundred years as. necessary-of the feeble system of 
a protectorate for that of direct sovereignty over the more 
important dependent territories (iii. 21), had at length been 
realised, as soon as the senate had been overthrown and the 
Gracchan party had come to the helm. Rome had obtained 
in the East !lew frontiers, new neighbours, new friendly and 
hostile relations. There were now added to the indirect 
territories of Rome the kingdom of Armenia and the princi
palities of the Caucasus, and also the kingdom on the 
Cimmerian Bosporus, the small remnant of the extensive 
conquests of Mithradates Eupator, now a client:state of 
Rome under the government of his son and murderer 
Pharnaces ; the town of Phanagoria alone, whose com
mandant Castor had given the signal for the revolt, was on 
that accoilnt recognised by the Romans as free and in-

Con8icts dependent. No like successes could be boasted of against 
~jth the the Nabatreans. KingAretas had indeed, yielding to the 
Nabatmans. desire of the Romans, evacuated J udrea; _bul; Damascus was 

still in his hands, and the Nabatrean land had not yet been 
trodden by any Roman soldier. . To subdue that region or 
at least to show to their new neighbours in Arabia that the 
Roman eagles were now dominant on the Orontes and on 
the Jordan, and that the tinle had gone by when anyone 
was free to levy contributions in the Syrian provinces as a 

63. . domain without a master, Pompeius began ill 691 an ex
pedition against Petra; but detained by the revolt of the 
Jews, which broke out during this expedition, he was not 
reluctant to leave to his successor Marcus Seaurus the carry
ing out of the difficult enterprise against the N abatrean city 
situated far off amidst the desert. * In reality Scaums also 
soon found himself compelled to return without having ae-

• Orosius indeed -(vi. 6) and Dio (xxxvii. 15), both of them doubtless 
following Livy, make Pompeius get to Petra and occupy the city or even 
reach the Red Sea; but that he, on tbe contrary. soon after receiving the news 
of the death of Mithradates, which came to him on bis march towards Jerusalem, 
returned from Syria to Poutus, is stated by Plutarch (Pamp. 41, 42) and is 
confirmed by Florus (i. 89) and Josepbus (:riv. 8; 8,4). Tbe figuring of 
king Areta. in the bulletins among those conquered by Pompeius is sufficiently 
accounted for by the fact that it was Pompeius who occasioned his withdrawal 
from Jerusalem. . 
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coml'lished his object. He had to content 'himself with 
maklDg war on the N abatmans in the deserts on the left 
bank of the Jordant where he could lenn for support on the 
Jews; and he gained but very trifling successes. Ulti
mately the dexterous Jewish minister Antipater from 
Idumma persuaded Aretas to purchase a guarantee for all 
hiB possessions, Damascus incTuded, from the Roman go
vernor for a sum of money; and this is the peace celebrated 
on the coins of Scaurus, where king Aretas appears-leading 
his camel-as B suppliant offering the olive bra.nch. to the 
Romans. 

Far more important than these new relations of the 'Difficulty 
Romans to the Armenians. Iberians, Bosporans, and N aba- with ~e 
beans was the proximity into which through the occupation ParthJallB. 
of Syria they were brought with the Parthian state. Com-
plaisant as had been the demeanour of Roman diplomacy 
towards Phraates while the Pontic and Armenian states still 
subsisted, willingly as both Lucullus and Pompeius had then 
conceded to him the possession of the "Tegions beyond the 
Euphrates (P. 67, 118). the new neighbour now sternly took 
up nis position by the side of the Arsacids; and 1;'hraates, 
if the royal art of forgetting his own faults allowed him, 
might well recall now the warning words of Mithradates, 
that the Parthian by his alliance with the· Occidentals against 
the kingdoms of kindred race paved the way first for their de
struction and then for his own. Romans and Parthians in 
league had brought Armenia to ruin; when it was overthrown, 
Rome true to her old policy now reversed the parts and 
favoured the humbled foe at the expense of the powerful 
ally. The singular preference, whicl;J. the father Tigranes ex
perienced from Pompeius as contrasted with his son the alll 
and son-in-law of the Parthian king, was already part of thIS 

. policy; it was a direct offence, when soon afterwards by the 
orders of Pompeius the younger Tigranes and his family 
were arrested and were not released even on Phraates inter-' 
ceding with the friendly general for his daughter and his son
in-law. But Pompeiull pallsed not here. The province of 
Corduene, to which both' Phraates and Tigranes laid claim, 
was at the command of Pompeius occupied by Roman troops 
for. the latter, and the Parthians who were found in pos
session were driven beyond tbe frontier and pursued even as 
far as Arbela in Adial1ene, without the government of 

. Ctesiphon having even been previously heard (689). Far Gri. 
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the most BUBpi~ious circumstance however was, that the 
Romans seemed -not at all inclined to respect the boundary 
of -the Euphrates fixed by treaty. On several QCcasions 
-Roman divisions destined from Armenia for Syria marched 
across Mesopotamia; the Arab emir Abgarus of Osroene 
was -received under -singularly favoll11able conditions into 
Roman protection; nay, Oruros, situated in upper Mesopo
tamia somewhere between Nisibis and the Tigris 220 miles 
eastward from the Commagenian passage of the Euphrates, 
was designated as the eastern limit of the- Roman do
minion-apparently their indirect dominion, inaslllUch atl 
the larger and more fertile northern half of Mesopotamia 
had beetl assigned by the Romans, in like manner with 
Corduene to the Armenian empire. The' boundary between 
;Romans and Parthisns thus became the great Syro-Mesopo
tamian desert instead of the Euphrates; and this too seemed 

,only provisional. To the Parthian ,envoys, who came to 
inSIst on the maintenance of the agreements-which cer
tainly,a!! it would seem, were only concluded orally
respecting the Euphrates boundary, Pompeiu!! gave the 
ambi~uous reply that the territory of Rome extended as far as 
her nghts. The remarkable intercourse between the Roman 
commander-in-chief and the Parthian satraps of the region 
of Media and even of the distant province Elymais (between 
Susiana, Media, and Persia, in the modern Luristan) 
Beemed a commentary on this speech.· The viceroys of this 
latter mountainous, wariike, ,and remote land had always 
exerted themselves to acquire a position independent of 
the, great king j it was the more offensive and menacing 
to the Parthian government, when Pompeius accepted the 

* This viewrests on the narrative of Plutarch (Pomp. 36) which is sup
_ported by Strabo's (xvi. 744) description of the position of the satrap of 
Elymais. It is au embellishment of the- matter, when in the lists of the 
countries and kings conquered by Pompeius Media and its king Darius are 
enumerated (Diodorus Fr. Vat. p. 140; ,Appian. Mithr. 1l7); and from 
this -there haa been further concocted the war of Pompeius with the Medes 
(Vell. ii. 40; Appian. Mithr. 106,114) and then even his expedition to 
Echatsna (Oros. vi. 5). A confusion with the fabulous town-of the same name on 
Carmel has hardly-taken place here; it is simply that intolerable exaggeration
apparently oliginating in the grandiloquent and designedly ambignous bulletins 
,of Pompeius-whlch has converted bis razzia against the GretuJians (iii. 344) 
into a march to the west coast of Africa (Plut. Pomp. 38), bis abortive expedi
tion against the Nabstreans into a conquest of the cil.f of Petra, and his award 
as to the boundaries ot" Armtmia into a filing of the boundary of the ,Roman 
empire beyond Nisibis. • -
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proffered homage of this dynast. Not less significant was 
the fact that the title of " kirig of kirigs," which had been 
hitherto conceded to the Parthian king by the Romans in 
official intercourse, was now all at once exchanged by them 
for the simple title of. king. This was even more a threat 
than a violation of etiquette. Since Rome had entered on 
the heritage of the Seleucids, it seemed almost· ,as if the 
Romans had a mind to revert at a convenient moment to 
those old times when all Iran and Turan were ruled from 
Antioch, and there was as yet no Parthian empire but 
merely a Parthian satrapy. The court of Ctesiphon would 
thus have had reason enough for going to war with Rome; 
it seemed the prelude to its doing so, when in 690 it declared 64. 
war on Armenia on account of the question of the frontier. 
But Phraates had not the courage to come to' ali open. 
rupture with the Romans at a time when the dreaded 
general with his strong army was on the borders of the 
Parthian empire. When Pompeius sent commissioners to 
settle amicably the dispute between Parthia and Armenia, 
Phraates yielded to the Roman mediation forced upon him 
and acquiesced in their award, which assigned ttl the Arme-
nians Corduene Bnd northern Mesopotamia. Soon after-
wards his daughter with her son and her husband graced 
the triumph of the Roman general. Even the Parthians 
trembled before the superior power of Rome; and, if they' 
had not like the inhabitants of Pontus and Armenia suc~ 
cumbed to the Roman arms, the reason seemed only to be 
that they had not ventured to stand the conflict. 

There still devolved on the general the duty of re~ating O"ganis.'\
the internal relations of the newly-acquired provirices and ijon?f tho 
of removing as flU' as possible the traces of a thirteen years' provmces. 
desolatirig war. The work of organisation begun in Asia 
Minor by Lucullus and the commission associated with him, 
and in erete by Metellns, received its conclu~ion from -Pom-
peius. The former province of Asia, which embraced Mysia~ 
Lydia, Phrygia, Caria, and Lycia, was converted from a fron-
tier province into a central one. The newly-erected provinces 
were, that of 13ithynia and Pontus, which was formed out of 
the whole former kingdom of Nicomedes and the western 
half of the former Pontic state as far as and beyond the 
Halys; that of Cilicia, which indeed was older, but was now 
for the first time enlarged and 'organised in a manner 
befitting its name, and comprehended also Pamphylia and 
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Isaul'la; that of Syria, and that of Crete. Much was no doubt 
wanting to render th'at mass of countries capable _of being 
regarded as the territorial possession of Rome in the modern 
sense of the term. The form and order of the government 
remained substantially as they were; only the Roman com
munity came in place of the former monarchs. Those Asiatic 
provinces consisted as formerly of a motley, mixture of 
domanial possessions, civic territories de faCto or de JUTe au
tonomous, lordships pertaining to princes and priests, and 
kingdoms, all of which were as regards internal administra.
tion more or less left to themselves, and in other respects 
were dependent, sometimes in milder sometimes in stricter 
form, on the Roman goverI1¥lent and its proconsula. very 
much as formerly on the great king and his satraps. 

Feudatory _ The first place in rank at least, among the dependent dy
kings. , nasts was held by the king of Cap}?adocia. whose territory 
CappadOCl80 Lucullus had already enlarged. by mvesting him with the 

province of Melitene (about Malatia) as far as the Euphrates, -
and to _ whom Pompeius further granted on the western 
frontier some districts taken off Cilicia from Castabala as far 
as Derbe near Iconium, -and on the eastern frontier the 
province of Sophene situated on the left bank of the 
Euphrates opposite Melitene and at first destined for the 
Armenian prince Tigranes;- so that the most important 
passage of the Euphrates thus came wholly into the 

Cowmagfolle power of the Cappadocian prince. • The small province of 
Commagene between Syria and Cappadocia with its capital 
Samosata (Samsat) remained a dependent kingdom in j;he 
hands of the already named Seleucid Antiochus;* to him 
too were assigned the important fortress C!f Seleucia (near 
Biradjik) commanding the more southern passage of the 
Euphrates, and the adjoining tracts on the left bank of 
that river; and thus care was taken that the two chief 
passages of the Euphrates with a corresponding territory on 
the eastern bank were left in the hands of two dynasts 
wholly dependent on Rome. Alongside of the kings of 
Cappadocia and Commagene, and in real power far superior 
to thel,Il, the new king Deiotarus ruled in Asia Minor. One 

* The war which this Antiochus is alleged to have waged with Pompeius 
(Appian. Mithr. 106, 117) is not very consistent with the treaty which he 
concluded with Lucullus (Dio. urn. 4) and his undisturbed continuance in 1m 
movereignty ; probably it w .. concocted simply from the circumstance, that 
Antiochus of Commagene figUl-ed among the kings subdued by Pompeins. 
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of the tetrarchs of the Celtic stock of the Tolistoboii settled Galatia. 
round Pessinus, and summoned by Lucullus and Pompeius 
to rtlnder military service with the other small Roman 
clients, Deiotarus had in these campaigns so brilliantly 
proved his trustworthiness and his energy as contrasted 
with all the indolent Orientals that . the Roman generals 
conferred upon him, in addition to his Galatian heritage and 
his possessions in the rich country between Amisus and the 
mouth of the Halys, the eastern half of the former Pontic 
empire with the maritime towns of Pharnacia and Trapezus 
and the Pontic Armenia. as far as the Colcbian and Great
Armenian frontier to form the kingdom of Lesser Armenia. 
Soon afterwards he increased his already considerable terri
'tory'by the country of the Celtic Trocmi, whose tetrarch 
he dispossessed. . Thus the petty feudatory became one 
of the most powerful dynasts of Asia Minor, to whom might 
be intrusted the guardianship of an important part of the 
frontier of the empire. . ' 

Vassals of lesser importance were, the other numerous Pdnces' and 
Galatian tetrarchs, one of whom, Bogodiatarus prince of the ,chiefs. 
Trocmi was on account of ,his tried valour in the Mithra-
datic war presented by Pompeius with the formerly Pontic 
frontier-town of Mithradatium; Attalus prince of Paphla-
gonia, who traced back his lineage to the old ruling house of 
the Pylremenidlll; Aristarchus and 'other petty lords in the 
Colchian territory; Tarcondimotus who ruled in eastern 
CHicia in the mountain-valleys of the AmaI;lus; Ptolemlilus 
son of MennllluB, who continued' to rule in Chalcis on the 
Libanus; Aretas king of the Nabatreans as lore! of Da-
mascus; lastly, the Arabic emirs in the countries on either 
side of the Euphrates, Abgarus in Osroene, whqm the 
Romans endeavoured in every way to draw over to their 
interest with the view of using him as' an advanced post 
against the Parthians, Sampsiceramus in Herness, Alchau-
donius the Rhambman, and another emir in Bostra. 'To Priestly 
these fell to be added the spiritual lords, who in the East pdnoes. 
frequently ruled over land and people like secular dynasts, 
and whose authority firmly established in that native home 
of fanaticism the Romans prudently refrained from dis-
turbing, as they refrained from even robbing the temples of 
their treasures: the high priest of the Mother of the Gods 
in Pessin us ; the two high priests of the goddess Ma in the 
Cappadocian Comana (on the upper Sarus) and in the 
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Pontic city of the-llame name (Gumenek near Tocat), both 
lords who were in their countries inferior only to the king 
in power, and- each of whom even at a much later period 
possessed extensive estates with special jurisdiction and 
about six thousand slaves-Archelaus, son of the general of 
that name who passed over from Mithradates to the R0-
mans, was invested by Pompeius with the Ponti<l high 
priesthood; the high priest of the Venasian Zeus in the 
Cappadocian district of Morimene, whose revenues amounted 
annually to £3,600 (15 talents); the" arch-priest and ruler " 
of that territory in Cilicia Trachea, where Teucer the son 
of Ajax had founded a temple to Zeus, over which his 
descendants presided by virtue of hereditary right;. the 
" arch-priest and ruler of. th_e people" of the Jews, to whom 
Pompeius, after having razed the walls of the capital and 
the royal treasuries and strongholds in the land, gave back 
the presidency of the nation with a serious admonition to 
keep the peace and no longer to aim at conquests. 

Urban com- Alongslde of these secular and spiritual potentates 
munities. stood the urban co=unities. These were partly associated 

into larger unions which rejoiced in a comparative in
dependence, such as in particular the league of. the twenty
three Lycian cities, which was well organized and constantly 
kept 1I100f from participation in the disorders of piracy; 
whereas the numerous detached communities, even if-they 
had their self-government secured by charter, were in prac
tice wholly' dependent on the Roman governors. The 

Elevation of Romans fwled not to see that with the task of repre.senting 
urban life Hellenism and protecting- and extending the domain of 
in Asia. Alexander in the East there devolved on them the primary 

duty of elevating the urban system; for, while cities are 
_ everywhere the pillars of civilization, the antagonism be
tween Orientals and Occidentals was most distinctly embodied 

-in the contrast between the Oriental, military-despotic, 
feudal hierarchy and the Helleno-Italian urban commOll
wealth -prosecuting trade and commerce. Lucullus and 
Pompeius, however little they in other respects aimed at 
the reduction of things to one level in the East, and how
ever much the latter was disposed in questions of detail to 
censure and alter the arrangements of his predecessor, were 
yet completely agreed in the principle of promoting as far 
as they could an urban life in Asia Minor and Syria. 
Cyzicus, on whose vigorous resistance the first violence of 
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the last war had spent -itself, received' from Lucullus a con
siderable extension of its domain. The Pontic H;eraclea, 
energetically as it had resisted the Romans, yet recovered 
its territory and its harbours; and the _ barbarous fury of 
Cotta against the unhappy city met with the- sharpest 
censure in the senate.· Lucullus had deeply and sincerely 
regretted that fate had refuse4 him the happiness of rescuing 
Sin ope and Amisus from devastation by the Pontic soldiery 
and hijJ own; he did at least what he could to restor-e. them, 
extended considerably their territories, peopled them afresh~ 
partly with the old inhabitants, who at 4is invitation re
turned' in troops to their beloved homes, partly with new 
settlers of Hellenic descent-and provided for therejlon
struction of the buildings destroyed. Pompeius acted in 
the Bame spirit and on a greater t!cale. Even after the 
subjugation of the pirates he had, instead of following the 
example -of his predecessors and crucifying his prisoners, 
whose number exceeded 20,000, settled them partly in the 
desolated cities of the Plain Cilicia, suph as MaUus, Adana, 
Epiphaneia, and eSJlecially inSoli,- which thenceforth bore 
the name of Pomplnus' city (Pompeiupolis), partly at Dyme 
in Achaia, and even at . Tarentum. This colonising by 
pirates met with manifold censure,· as it seemed in a 
certain measure to set a premium on crime; in reality it was 
politically and morally justifiable, for, as things then stood, 
piracy was something different from robbery and the 
prisoners might. fairly be. tr~ated. according to martial 
law. But Pompelus made It hIS busmess above -all to pro
mote urban life in the new Roman provinces. We have 
already observed how poorly provided with towns the Pontic 
empir~ was (iii. 280): most districts of Cappadocia even 
a century after this had no towns, but merely- mountain 
fortresses as a refuge for the agricultural population in war j 
the whole east of .Asia Minor, apart from the sparse Greek 
colonies on the coasts, mu'!t have been at this time in II. 
similar plight; The number of towns newly established by 
Pompeiu8 in these provinces is,including the Cilician settle
ments, stated ut thirty-nine, several of which attained great 

.. To this Cicero's n'pl'OaCh probably points (De Off' •. iii. 12, 49): piratas 
immuf188 liabern"" socios uectigales; in so far, namely, as those· pirate
coloni... proJldbly had the privilege of immunity confelTtd on them by 
Pompeiul, while, as is weU known, the provincial communities dependent 
on Rome were in genel'alliable to taxation. 

VOL. IV. ' L 
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prosperity. The most notable of these t&wnships in the 
former kingdom of Pontus were, Nicopolis, the "city of 
,victory," founded on'the spot where Mithradates sustained 
the last decisive defeat(P. 120)-the fairest memorial of a 
ge,nera.l rich in similar trophies; Megalopolis, named from 
Pompeius' surname, on the 'frontier of Cappadocia and 
Lesser Armenia, the subsequent Sebasteia (now Siwas); 
Ziela, 'where the Romans fought the unfortunate battle 
(P. 71), a place which had arisen round the temple of 
Anaitis there and hitherto hAd' belonged to its high priest, 
and to which Pompeius now gave the form and privileges of 
'a city; Diospolis, formerly Cabira, afterwards NeoCa!sarea 
(Niksar), likewise one of the battle-fields of the late war; 
Magnopolis or Pompeiupolis, the restored Eupatoria at the 
confiuence of the Lycus and the -Iris, originally built by 
Mithradates, but again destroyed by him on account of its 
defection to the Romans (P. 116); Neapolis,' formerly 
Ph!'Zemon, -between Amasia and the Halys. Most of the 
towns thW\ established were formed not by bringing colo- ' 
msts from a distance, b~t by the suppression of villages and 
the collection of th~ir inhabitants within the new ring-wall; 
jn Nicopolis Pompeius settled the invalids and veterans of 
his army, who preferred to establish a home for themselves 
there at once rather than afterwards in Italy. But in other 
places also there arose at the beck of the regent new centres, 
of Hellenic civilisation. In Paphlagonia a third Pompeiu
polis marked the spot, where the army of Mithradates in 
666 achieved the great-victory over the Bithynians (iii. 293). 
In Cappadocia, which perhaps had suffered more than any 
,other province by the war, the royal residence Mazaca 
(afterwards CIBB,area, now Kaisarieh) and se\"en other town
flhips were restored by Pompeius and received urban insti
tutions. In Cilicia and Crelesyria there were enumerated 
twenty cities laid out by Pompei us. In the districts ceded 
by the J'ews Gadara in the Decapolis rose from its ruins, at 
Pompeius' command, and the city of Seleucia was founded . 

. By far the greater portion of the domain land at his disposal 
on the Asiatic continent must have -been applied by Pom
peius for his new settlements; whereas in 'Crete, about 
which Pompeius troubled himself little or not at all, the 
Roman domania.l possessions seem, to have continued 
tolerably extensive. . 

Pompeius was no less intent on regulating and elevating 
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the existing communities than on founding new 'Ones. The 
abuses and usurpations which 'prevailed were reformed as 
far as lay in his power; copious orqinances drawn up- -care
fully with reference to the different provinces regulated the 
municipal system in detail. A number of the most con",: 
siderable cities had fresh privileges conferred on them. 
Autonomy was bestowed on Antioch 011 the Orontes, th~ 
most important city of Roman Asia and but little in;, 
terior to the .Egyptian Alexandria and to the Bagdad of 
antiquity, the city of Se1eucia in the Parthian empire; as 
also on the neighbour of Antioch, the Pierian Seleucia, which 
was thus rewarded for its courageous resistance to Tigranes; 
on Gaza and generally on all the tOWDs liberated from the 
Jewish rule; on Myti1ene in the west of Asia Minor; and 
on Phanagoria on the Black Sea. 

Thus was completed the structure of the Roman state in Aggregate 
Asia, which with its feudatory kings and vassals, its sacer- results. 
dotal princcs, and its series of frf;le and half-free cities puts 
us vividly in mind of the Holy Roman Empire of the 
German Dation. It was no miraculous work, either as 
respects the difficulties overcome or as respects the.result 
obtained; nor was it rendered such by all the high· sounding 
words which the Roman world of quali~ lavished in favour 
of Lucullus and the artless multitude in praise of Pornpeiu~. 
Pompeius in particular consented to be praised, and praised 
himself, in' such a fashion that people might almost have 
reckoned him still more weak-minded than he really was. 
His triulITphal inscriptions enumerated twelve millions of 
people as subjugated and 1538 cities and strongholds as 
con9,uered-it seemed as if quantity was to make up for 
quahty~nd 'madetbe circJe pf bis victories ex~end frOID 
the Mreotic Sea to the CaspIan and from the Casplan to the 
Red Sea, when his eyes bad never seen anyone of the three; 
nay furtber, if he did Dot exactly say so, he at any rate in-
duced the public to suppose that the annexatio~ of Syria, 
which in truth ~as no heroic deed, had added the wbole East 

. as far as Bactria and India to the ROnlan empir~so dim 
was the distance amidst which according to his statements the 
boundary line of his eastern conquests was lost. The demo

'cratic servility, which has at aJI times rivaJIed that of courts, 
readily entered into these insipid extravagances. It was not 
satisfied by the pompous triumphal procession, which moved 
through the streets of Rome on the 28th and 29th Sept.693- 61. 
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the forty-sixth birthday of PompelUs the Great-adorned, 
to say nothing of jewels of all sorts, by the crown insignia
of Mithradates and by the children of the three mightiest 
kings of Asia, Mithradates, Tigranes, and Phraates; it 
rewarded its general, who had conquered twenty-two kings, 
with regal honours. and bestowed on him the golden chaplet 
and the insignia of the mag'istracy for life. The- coins 
struck in his honour exhibit the globe itself placed amidst 

. the triple laurels brought home from the three continents, 
and surmount~d by the golden chaplet conferred. by the 
burgesses on the man who had triumphed over Africa, 
Spain, and Asia. It need excite no, surprise, if in presence 
of such childish acts of homage voices were heard of an 
opposite import. Among the Roman world of quality it 
was currently affirmed, that the true merit of having subdued 
the East belonged to Lucullus,- and that Pompeius had only 
gone to the East to supplant Lucullus and to plait the 
laurels which another hand had plucked around his own brow. 
Both statements were totally erroneous; it was not Pompeius 
but Glabrio that was· sent to Asia to relieve Luculllli\, and, 
bravely as Ilucullus had fought, it was a fact that,when 
Pompeius took the supreme command, the Romans had 
forfeited -all their earlier successes and had not a foot's 
breadth of Pontic soil in· their possession. More pointed
and effective' was the ridicule of the inhabitants of the· 
capital, whd' failed not to nickname the mighty conqueror-of 
the globe after the great powers which he had conq,uered, and 
saluted him now as "conqueror of Salem," now a.s' ." emir" 
(ArabarcheB ),now as the Roman Sampsiceramus. The unpre
judiced judge will not agree either with those exaggerations 
or with these disparagements. Lucullus and Pompei us, in 
subduing and regulating Asia, showed themselves to be, not 
heroes and state-creators, but sagacious and energetic 
commanders and governors. As general Lucullus displayed 
no common talents and a self-confiden~e bordering on rash
ness, while Pompeius displayed military judgment and a rare 
self-restraint; for hardly has any general with such forces. 
and a position so wholly free ever acted so cautiously as 
Pompeil.\s in the East. The most brilliant undertakings, as 
it were, offered -themselves to him on all. sides; he was 
free to start for the Cimmerian Bosporus and for the Red 
Sea; he had opportunity of declaring war against the 
Parthians I the revolted provinces of Egypt invited him to 
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dethrone king Ptolemy who was not recognised by the 
Romans, and to carry out the testament of AlexandeI'; but 
Pompeius marched neither to Panticapreum nor to Petra, 
neither to Ctesiphon nor to Alexandria; throughout he 
plucked llnly those fruits which spontaneously came to 
his hand. In like' manner he fought all his battles by sea 
and land with a crushing superiority of force: Had this 

'moderation 'proceeded from the strict observance of the 
iustructions given to him, as Pompeius was wont to profess, 
or even from a perception that the conquests of Rome must 
somewhere find a liinit and that fresh accessions of territory 
were not advantageous to the stat9, it would deserve a 
higher praise than history confers on the most talented 
officer; but, constituted.. as Pompeius was, his self-restraint 
was beyond doubt solely the result of his peculiar want of 
decision and of initiative-defects, no doubt, which were in 
his cnse far more useful to the state than the opposite 
excellences of hislred~cessor. Certainly very grave errors 
were perpetrate both by Lucullus and by -Pompeius. 
Lucullus reaped their fruits himself, when his imprudent 
conduct wrested from him all the results of his victories; 
.l:'ompeius left it to. his successors to bear the consequences 
of his false policy towards the Parthians. He might 'eithel' 
have made war on the Parthians, if he had had the courage 
to do so, or have maintained peace with them and recognised, 
as he had promised, the Euphrates as boundary; he lras too 
timid for the former course, too vain for the latter, and 
S(l he resorted to the silly perfidy of rcndE\ring the good 
neighbourhood, which the court of Ctesipho~ desired and on 
i,ts part practised, impossible through the most unbounded 
aggressions, and yet ~Ilowing the enemy to choose of them. 
selves the time for rupture and retaliation. As adminis
trator of Asia Lucullus acquired a mQre than princely wealth I 
and Pompeius also received as reward for its organization large 
sums in .cash and still more considerable promissory notes 
from the king of Cappadociaj from the rich city of Antioch. 
and from otber lords and communities, But such exactions 
had become almost a customary tribute; and both genera,ls 
showed.thllmselves at any rate to be not altogether venallll 
questions of greater importance. but if possible got them
selves paid by the party whose interests coincided with 
those of Rome. Looking to the times, this. does not pre
vent us from characterising the administration of both .as 
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'cQmparatively commendable and conducted primarily in the 
interest of Rome, secondarily in that of the provincials. 
The conversion of the clients into subjects, the better regu
lation of the eastern frontier, the establishment of a single 
and strong government, were full of blessing for the rulers as 

. well as for· the ruled. The financial gain acquired by Rome 
was immense; . the new property tax, which with the excep-' 
tion of some specially exempted communities all those princes, 
priests, and cities had to pay to Rome, raised the Roman 
state·revenues almost by a half·abQve their former amount. 
Asia indeed Buffered severely. Pompeius brought in mone:r 
and jewels an amount of £2,000,000 (200,000,000 sesterces) 
into the state-chest and distributed £3,900,000 (16,000 
talents) among his officers and soldiers; if we add to this 
the considerable Bums brought home by Lucullus, the non
official exactions of the Roman army, ana the amount of the 
damage done by the war, the financial exhaustion of the 
land may be readily conceived.' The Roman taxatiQn of 
Asia was perhaps in itself not worse than that of its earlier 
rulei'~, but it formed 1\ heavier burden on. the land in so far 
as the taxes thenceforth went oui of the country and only 
the lesser portion of the proceeds was again expended in Asia; 
and at any rate it was; in the' old as well as the newly
acquired provinces, based on a systematic phmdering of the 
provinces for the benefit of Rome. But the responsibility 
for this l'ests.far less on the generals personally than on the 
parties at home, whom these had to consider; Lucullus had 
even exerted himself energetically to set limits to the 
usurious dealings of the Roman capitalists in Asia, and this 
essentially contributed to bring about his fall. How much 
both men earnestly sought to revive the prosperity ·of the 
reduced provinces, is sho.wn by their action in cases where 
no considerations of party policy tied their hands, and espe
cially in their care for the cities of Asia Minor. Although 
for centuries afterwards many an Asiatic village lying in ruins 
recalled the times of the-grcat war, Sinope might well begin 
a new era with the date of its restoration- by LUCllllus, and 
almost all the more considerable inland towns.of.the Pontic 
kingdom might gratefully honour Pompeius as their founder. 
The organization of Roman Asia by Lucullus and Pompeius 
may with all its undeniable defects be described as on the 
whole judicious and praiseworthy; serious as were the evils 
that might still adhere to it, it could not but be welcome to 
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the Borely tormented Asiatics for the very reason that it came 
attended by the inward and outward peace, the absence of 
which had been so long and so painfully felt. 
" Peace continued substantially in the East, till the idea-"The East 
merel,. indicated by Pompeius with his characterist,ic ~fter the 
timidlty-of joining the regions eastward of the Euphrates o?;:~'e 
to the Roman empire was taken up again-energetically but peins. 
unsuccessfully by the new triumvirate of Roman regents, and 
soon thereafter the civil war drew the eastern. provinces as. 
well as all the rest into its fatal vortex. In the interval the 
governors of Cilioia had to tight constantly with the moun
tain-tribes of the Amanus and those of Syria with the hordes ' 
of the desert, aud in the latter war against the Bedouins more 
especially many Roman troops were destroyed; 'but these 
movements had no further significance. More remarkable 
was the obstinate resistance, which the tough Jewish nation 
opposed to the conquerors. Alexander son of the deposed 
king Aristobulus, and Aristobulus himself who after It time 
succeeded in" escaping from captivity, excited during the 
governorship of Aulus Gabinius (697-700) th,ree ilifierent 57-54. 
revolts against the new rulers, to e~h of which the govern. 
roent of t~e high prie!lt HYl'canus installed by RQme im
potentlr succumbed. It was not political-conviction, but 
tbe inVIncible repugnance of t1)e Oriental towards the un-
natural yoke, which compelled them to kick against the 
pricks; "as indeed the last and most dangerous of these 
revolts, for which the withdrawal of the Syrian army of oc
cupation in consequence of the Egyptian crises furnished the 
immedillte impulse, began with the murder of the Romans 
settled in Paleetine. It was not without difficulty that t4e 
able governor succeeded in reijcuing the few Romans, wlJO 
had escaped the same fate and found a. temporary refuge 
on mount Gerizim, from the insurgents who kept them 
bloc~aded there, 'and in overpowering the revolt after" several 
severely contested battles and tedious sieges. In consequence 
of this the monarchy of the high priests was abolished and the 
Jewish land was broken up. as Macedonia had formerly been, 
into five independent districts administered by governing 
colleges with an optimate organization"; Samaria. and other 
places razed by the Jews were restored, "to form a counter- " 
poise to Jerusalem; and lastly a heavier tribute" was im-
posed on the' Jews than on the other Syriall" subjects of 
Rome. 
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It still remains that we should glance at the kingdom of 
Egypt along with the last dependency that remained to it of 
the extensive conquests of the Lagidoo, the fair island, of 
Cyprus. , Egypt was now the only state of the Hellenic 
East that was still at least nominally independent; just .as 
formerly-, when the Persians established themselves along 
the eastern halfof the Mediterranean, Egypt was their last 
cenquest, so now the mighty conquerors ,from the West long 
delayed the annexation of that opulent and peculiar country. 
The reason lay, as was already indicated, neither in any fear of 
the l'esistance of Egypt nor in the want of a fitting occasion. 

, Egypt was nearly as powerless as Syria, and had already in 
673 fallen in all due .form of law to the Roman community 
(P. 48). ,The control exercised ove~ the court of Alexandria 
by the royal guard-whicli appointed and deposed ministers 
and occasionally kings, took for itself what it pleased, and, if 
it was refused a rise of pay, besieged the king in his palace
was by no means liked in the country or rather in the 
capital (for theCOiIntry with its population of agricultur~ 
slaves was hardly t~ken into account); and at least a party 
there wished for the annexation of Egypt by Rome, and even 
took steps~to procure it.. But the less theldngs of Egypt 
could think of contending in arms against Rome, the more 
energetically Egyptian gold resisted the Roman 'plans of 
union; and in consequence of the peculiar despotico-com
munistic:cent-ralisation of the Egyptian finances the revenues 
of the' court of Alexandria were still nearly equal to the 
public income, of Rome even after its augmentation by 
Pompeius. The suspicious jealousy of the oligarchy, which 
was chary of allowing any individual either to conquer or to 
administer Egypt, operated in the same direct jon, So the 
de facto rulel'!! of Egypt and Cyprus were enabled by bribing 
the leading men in the senate not merely to respite their 
tottering crOWDS, but' even to fortify them afresh and to pur
chase from the senate the confirmation of their royal title. 
But with this they had not yet obtained their object. Formal 
state-law required a decree of the Roman burgesses; until 
. this was issued, the. Ptolemies were dependent on the caprice 
of every de¢ocratic ruler, and they had thus to commence 
the warfare of bribery also against the other Roman party, . 
which as the more powerful stipulated for far higher prices. 

cYP'11' ' 'l'he result in the two cases was difterent; The annexation 
80n01led.[58 of Cyprus was decreed in 696 by-the people, that is, by the 
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lenders of the democracy, the support given to piracy by the 
Cypriots being alleged as the official reason why that course 
should now be adopted. Marcus Cato, intrusted by his 
opponents with the execution of this measure, came to 
the island without an army; but he had no need of one. 
The king took poison; the inhabitants submitted without 
offering resistance to their inevitable fate, and were placed 
under the governor of· Cilicia~ The ample treasure of· 
nearly 7000 talents (£1,700,000), which the equally covetous 
and miserly king could not prevail on himself to apply for 
the brihes requisite to save his crown, fell along with the 
lutter to the Homans, and filled after a desirable fashion the 
empty vaults of their treasury. . 

On the other hand the brother who reigned in Egypt ,suc- Ptolemy In 

ceeded in purchasing his recognition by decree of the people Egypt. I'e- . 

from the new masters of Rome in 695; the purchase-money c~gn] ise~, 
is said to, have amounted to 6000 talents (£1,460,00Q). 5 • lied ut 
The citizens indeed, long exasperated against their good flute- ~is 
player and bad ruler, and now reduced to extremities by the subjects. 
definitive loss of Cyprus and the pressure of the taxes 
which were raised to an intolerable degree in consequence ' 
of the trausactions with the RQmans (696), chased him on 58. 
that account out of.t;hecountry. When the king thereupon 
applied, as if on account of his eviction from the estate which 
he had purchased, to those who sold it, thtlse were reasonable 
enough to see that it was their duty as honcst men of busi-
ness to get back his kingdom for Ptolemmus; only the parties 
could not agree as to the person to whom the important 
charge of occupying .Egypt by force along with the perqui .. 
sites thence to be expected should be assigned.' It was 
only when the triumvirate was confirmed anew at the con· 
ference Qf Luca, that this affair was also arranged, after Ptole-
mmus had agreed to a further payment .of 10,000 talents 
(£2,4.00,000) ; the governor of Syria Aulus Gabinius now 
obtained orders from those in power to take the necessary 
steps immediately for restoring the king. The citizens of 
Alexandria had meanwhile placed the ,crown on the head of 
Berenice the eldest daughter of the ejected king, and given 
her a husband in the person of one of the spiritual princes of 
Roman Asia, Archelaus the high priest of Comana (P. 144)1 
who possessed ambition eJlough to hazard his secure and re
spectable position in the hope of mounting the th:r;one of the 
Lagidm. His attempts to gain the Roman regents to his in-
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terests remained without success; bilt he did not recoil before 
the idea of being obliged to maintain his new kingdom 
with arms in hand e:ven against the Romans. _ Gabinius, with. 
out ostensible powers to undertake war against Egypt but 
directed to do so by the regents, made a pretext out of the 
alleged support of piracy by the Egyptians and the building 
of a :8eet by Archelaus, and started without delay for the 
Egyptian frontier «(j99). The march through the sandy de
sert between Gaza and Pelusium,.in which so many invasions 
previously dil'ectedagainst Egypt had broken down, was on 
this occasion successfUlly accomplished-a result especially 
due to the quick and skilful leader of the cavalry Marcus 
Antonius. The frontier fortress of Pelusium also was sur· 
rendered without resistance by the Jewish garrison stationed 
there. In front of this city the Romans met the Egyptians, 
defeated them--on which ocoasion Antonius again dis
tinguished himself--and arrived, as the first Roman army, 
at the Nile. Here the fleet· and army of the Egyptians 
were drawn up -for the last decisive struggle; but the 
Romans once more conquered, and Archelaus himself witb 
many of his followers perished in the comba,t. Immediately 
after this battle the capital surrendered, and therewith all 
resistance was at an end. The unhappy land wits handed 
over to its legitimate oppressor; the hanging and behead
ing, with which, but for· the intervention of the chivalrous 
Antoniufl, J:>tolemlilus would have already in Pelusium begun 
to celebrate, the restoration of the legitimate government, 
now tOQk -its course unhindered, and first of all the innocent 
daughter was sent by her father to the scaffold. The pay
ment of the reward agreed upon with-the regents broke down 
throngh the absolute impossibility 'of _ exacting from the 
exhausted land the enormous sums required, altho1}gh they 

• A Roman took from the poor people. the last penny; but c!}l'e was 
gar~n . taken that t4e country should at least be kept quiet by the
~irun~~ .garrison of Roman iIl,fantry and Celtic and German cavalry 
, exan .a. left· in the capital, which took the place of the native 

prretorians and otherwise emulated them not unsuccessfully. 
The previous hegemony of Rome over Egypt was thus con
verted into a direct military occupation,and the nominal 
continuance of the- native monarchy wal:f not so much a 
privilege granted to the land as a double burden hnposed 
on it. -
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CHAPTER V. 

THE STRUGGLE OF PARTIES DURING THE ABSENCE OF 
POMPEIUS.· ' 

WITH the passing of the Gabinian law -the parties in the The de
capital changed positions. From the time that the elected fe~ted 
general of the democracy held in his hand th~sword, his anstocloacy. 
party, or what was reckoned such, had the preponderance in 
the capital. The nobility doubtless still stood in com{>act 
array, aDd still as before there issued from the countial' 
machinery none but consuls who according to the ex-
pression of the democrats were already designated to the 
consulnte in their cradles; to command the elections and 
break down the influence of the old families over themw8s 
beyond the power even of the regents. But unfortunately 
the consulate, at the very moment when they had got the 
length of virtually excluding the" new men" from it, began 

. itself to grow pale. before the newly-risen star of the' ex
ceptional military power. The aristocracy felt this, though 
they did not-exactly confess it; they gave themselves up as_ 
lost. Except Quintus Catulus, who with honourable firm-
ness persevered at his far from pleasant post as champion of 
a vanquished party down to his death (694), no Optimate 
could be named from the highest ranks of the nobility, who 
sustained the interests ,of the aristocracy with courage and 
steadfastness. Their very men of most talent and fame, 
such as Quintus Metellus Pius and Lucius Lucullus, prac-
tically abdicated and retired, so far as they could at all do so 
with propriety, to their villas, in .order to forget as much 
as possible the Forum and the senate-house amidst their 
gardens and libraries, thei-r aviaries and fish-ponds. Still 
more; of course, was this the case with the younger genera-

60. 
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tion of the 'aristocracy, which was e~ther wholly absorbed in 
luxury and literature or turning towards the rising sun. , 

Cato. There was among the younger men a single exception; it 
95. was Mar<lUS Porcius Cato (born in 659), a man of. the best 

intentions and of rare devotedness, and yet one of the most 
Quixotic and one of the most melancholy phenomena in this 
age' so abounding in political caricatures. Honourable and 
steadfast, earnest in purpose and in action, full of attach
ment to his country and to its hereditary constitution, but 
dull in intellect ana. sensually as well as morally destitute 
of passion, he might certainly have made a tolerable master 
of finance. But unfortunately he fell early under the power 
of formalism, and swayed partly by the phrases of the Stoa, 
which in their abstract baldness and spiritless isolation 
were current among -the gente'el world of that day, partly by 
the example of his great-grandfuther whom he deemed 
it his especial task to reproduce; he began to walk about 
in the sinful capital as a model burgess and mirror of 
virtue. to tebuke the times like the old Cato, to travel
on foot instead of riding~ to take no interest,' to decline 
'badges of distinction as a soldier, and to introduce the 
restoration of the good: old days by going after the prece
dent of king Romulus without a shirt. A strange carica
ture of his ancestor-the grey-haired yeoman whom hatred 
and anger made an orator, who wielded in masterly style the 
plough as well as' the sword, who with his narrow, but 
original and sound common sense ordinarily hit the nail on 
the head-was this young and shallow pedant from whose 
lips dropped scholastic wisdom and who was _everywhere 
seen sitting book in hand, this philosopher who und.erstood 
neither the art of war nor any other art whatever, this 
cloud-walker in the realm of abstract moral philosophy. 
Yet he attained to moral and thE!reby even to political 
importance. In an utterly· wretched and cowardly age his 
courage and his- negative virtues told powerfully on the 
multitude; he even formed. a school, and there were indivi
duals-it is true they were butfew-wllo in their turn copied 
and caricatured afresh the living pattern of a philosopher. 
On the same cause depended also his political influence. 
As he was the orily conservative of note who possessed if 

. not talent and insight. at any rate integrity and courage, 
and was always ready to throw himself into the breach 
whether it was n~cessary to do so or not, he soon became 
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the recognised champion of the Optimate party, although 
neither hiB age nor hiB rank nor his intellect entitled him 
to be so. Where the perseverance of a single resolute man 
could'decide, he no doubt sometimes achieved a success, 
and in questions of detail, more particularly of a financial 
character, he often judiciously interfered, fo~' he was absent 
from no meeting of the senate; in fact his qUlllstorship 
formed an epoch, and as long as he lived he checked the de
tails of the public budget, regarding which he was of course, 
at constant warfare with the farmers of the taxes. For the 
rest, be wanted simply every ingredient of a statesman. He 
was incapable of even comprehending a political aim and of 
Burveying political relations; his whole tactics consisted in 
setting his face against everyone who deviated or seemed 
to him to deviate from the traditionary moral and political 
catechism of the aristocracy, and thus of course he worked 
as often into the hands of his opponents as into those of his 
own party. The Don Quixote of the aristocracy, he proved 
by hIS character and his actions that at this time, while 
there was certainly still an aristocracy in existence, the 
aristocratic policy was nothing more than a chimera . 
. To continue the cunfiict with this aristocracy brought Democratic 

little honour. Yet the attacks of the democracy on the van. attacks. 
qui shed foe naturally did not cease. The pack of the Popu-
lares tl1rew themselves on the broken ranks of ,the nobility 
like the sutlers on a conquered camp, and at least'the sur-
face of politics was rumed by this agitation into high waves 
of foam. The multitude entered into the matter the more 
readily, as Gaius ClIlsar kept them in good-humour by the ex-
travagant magnificence of his games (689)-in which all the 65. 
equipments, even the cages of the wild beasts, appeared of 
massive silver-and generally by a liberality which was all 
the more princely that it was based solely on the contraction 
of deht. The attacks on the nobility were of the most 
varied kind. The abuses of aristocratic rUle afforded copious 
materials; magistrates and advocates who were liberal or 
assumed a liberal hue, like, Gaius -Cornelius, Aulua' Ga-
bini us, Marcus Cicero, continued systematically to unveil 
the most offensive and scandalous aspects of the Optimate 
doings and to propose laws against the'm. '£he senate was 
directed to give access to foreign envoys on set days, with 
the view of preventing the usual postponement of audiences. 
Loans borrowed from foreign ambassadors in Rome were 
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declared non-actionable, a~ this was the, only means of 
seriously checking the corruptions which formed the order 
of the day in the Benate (687). The right of the senate to 
give dispensation in particular cases from the laws was 
restricted (687); as was ,also the abuse whereby every 
noble Roman, who had private business to attend to in the 
provinces, got' himself invested with the character of a 
Roman envoy thither (691). They heightened the penalties 

,against the purchase of votes and electioneering intrigues 
(687, 691); which latter were especially increased in a 
scandalous fashion by the attempts of the individuals ejected 
frolll the senate (P. 96) to get back to it through re-elec
tiOll. What had hitherto been understood as matter of 
course' was now expressly laid down 88 a law, tliat the 
prmtors were bound to administer justice in conformity with 
the, rules set forth by them, as was the Roman use and wont, 
at their entering on office (687). _ 

But, above all, efforts were made to complete the demo
cratic restoration and to realis~ the leading ideas of the 
Gracchan period in a form suitable to the times. The 
election of the priests by, the comitia, which Gnwus Do-, 
mitius had intr$lduced(iii. 204) and Sulla had again done 
away (iii. 362) was restored by a law of the tribune of the 
people'.Titus Labienus in 691. . The democrats were fond of 
pointing out how much was' still .wanting towards the 
restoration of the Sempronian corn-laws in their full extent, 

, and at the same time passed over in silence the fact that 
under the altered circumstances-with the straitened condi
tion of the, public finances and the great increase in the 
number of fully privileged Roman, citizens-that restora
tion was absolutely impracticable. ,In the country between 
the Po and the Alps they zealously fostered the agitation for 
political equality with the Italians. As early as 686 Gaius 
Cwsar travelled from place to place there for this purpose; 
in 689 Marcus erassus as censor made arrangements to 
enroll the inhabitants directly in the burgess-roll-which 
was only frustrated by the resistance of his colleague; in 
the following censorships this attempt seems regularly to 
have been repeated. As formerly Gracchus and Flaccus 

.had been the patrons of the Latins, so the present leaders 
of the democracy gave themselves forth as protectors of the 
Transpadanes, and Gaius Piso (consul in 687) had bitterl.v 
to regret that he had ventured to' outrage' oue of these 
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. clienb of Cmsar and Crassus_. On the other hand the same Freedmen. 
leaders appeared by no means disposed to advocate ·the 
political equalization 'of the freedmen j the tribune of the 
people Gaius Manilius, who in a. thinly attended assembly 
had procured the renewal (31 Dec. 687) of 'the Sulpician 
law as to the suffrage of freedmen (iii. 25~), was immediately 
disavowed by the leading :rpen of the democrac.y, .and with 
their consent the law was cancelled on the very day after its 
passing by the senate. In the same spirit all the strangers, 
who possessed neither Roman nor Latin burgess-rights, were 
ejected from the capital by decree of the people in 689. It 
is obvious that the intrinsic inconsistency of the Gracchan 
policy-in abetting at once the effort of the excluded to 

. obtam admission into the circle of the privileged, and the 
effort of the privileged to maintain their distinctive rights
had passed over to their successors; w.hi~e Cmsar and. his 
friends on the one hand held forth to the Transpadanes the 
prospect of the franchise, they on the other hand g~ve their 
assent to the continuance of the disabilities of the freedmen, 
and to the barbarous setting aside of the ri~alr! which the 
industry and trading skill of the Hellenes and Orientals 

67. 

65. 

maintamed with the Italians in Italy itself.' . 
The mode in which the democracy dealt with the ancient Process 

criminal jurisdiction of the comitia. was characteristic. It agai~~t 
had not been properly abolished by Sulla, but practically RablnU&. 
the jury-commissions on high treason and murder had super-
seded it (iii. 872), and no rational man 'could think of 
seriously restoring the old procedure which long before' 
Sulla had been thoroughly impracticable. But as the idea 
of the sovereignty of the people appeared to require a 
recognition at least in principle of ·the criminal jurisdiction' 
of the burgesses, the tribune of the people Titus Labienus 
in 691 brought the old man, who thirty-eight years before 
had slain or was alleged to have slain the tribune of the 
people Lucius Saturninu8 (iii. 215), before the-same high 
court of criminal jurisdiction, by virtue of which, if the 
annals reported truly, king Tullus had procured the acquittal 
of the Horatius who had killed his sister. The accused was 
one Gaius Babiriu8 who, if he had not killed Saturninus, 
had at least paraded with. his .cut-off head at the tables of 

. the nobles, and who moreover was notorious among the 
Apulian landholders for ltis kidnapping and his bloody deeds. 
The object, if not of the accuser himself, at any rate of the 
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more sagacious men who baeked him: was not at all to . 
make this pit!~ wretch d}e tbe death of the cross;. they 
were not unwIlling to acqulesce, when first the form of the 
impeachment was materially mQdified by the senate, and then 
the assembly of the people called to pronounce sentence on 
the guilty was dissolved under some pretext by the opposite 
party so tbat the whole' procedure was set asidllf At 

. all events by this process the two 'palladia of Roman free
dom, the right of the citizens to appeal and the inviolability 
of the tribunes of the people, were once more established as 
practical rights, and the legal basis on which the democracy 
rested was vindicated afresh. • _ 

The democratic reaction manifested still greater vehemence 
in: all personal questions, wherever it could and dared. 
Prudence indeed enjoined it not to urge the restoration of 
the estates confiscated by Sulla to their former owners, that it 
might not quarrel with its own allies and at the same time 
get into a conflict with material interests, to which a policy 
based on tbeory is rarely'equal; the recall of the emigrants . 
was too closely connected with this question of property not 
to appear equally ulladvisable. On the other hand great 
exertions were made to restore to the children of the pro
scribed thefolitical rights withdrawn from them (691), and 
the heads 0 the senatorial party were incessantly subjected 
to personal attacks. Thus Gaius Memmius instituted a 
party process against Marcus Lucullus in 68~. Thus they' 
allowed his more famous brother to wait for thre.e years 
before the gates of the capital for his well-deserved triumph 
(688-691). QuintJlS Rex: and. the conqueror of Crete 
Quintus Metellus were similarly insulted. It produced a 
still greater sensation, when. the young leader of the de
mocracy Gaius ClBsar in 691 not merely presumed to COID

pete with the two most dil:ltinguished meli of the nobility, 
Quintus Catulus and Publius Servilius the victor of lsaura, 
in the candidature for the supreme pontificate, but even 
carried the day among the burgesses. The heirs ofSulla, 
especially' his son Faustus, found themselves constantly 
threatened with an action for the refunding of the public 
moneys which, it was alleged, had been embezzled by the 
regent. They talked even of resuming the democratic im
peachments suspended in 664 on the basis of the Varian 
law (iii. 247). The individuals wfto had taken part in the 
Sullan executions were, as may readily be conceived, judici-
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ally prosecuted with most zeal. When the qurestor Marcus 
Cato, in his awkward integrity, himself made a beginning' 
by demanding back from them the rewards which they had 
received for murder as· .property illegally alienated from the 
state (689), it can excite no surpris~ that in the following 
year .(690). Gaius Cresar, as presiqent of the commission 
regardibg murder, summarily treated the clause in the Sullan 
ordinance, which declared that a proscribed person might be 
killed with. impunity, as null and voi,d, and caused the 
most noted of Sulla's executioners, Lucius Catilina, Luciulil 

65. 
64. 

Bellienus, Luciul!I 'Luscius to be brought before his jury- , 
men and, pn.rtially, to be condemned .. Lastly they did not Rehabilila. 
hesitate now to name once more in public the long-proscribed tion of, 
names of the heroes and martyrs of the democracy, and to Sa~U~lh~s 
celebrate their memory. We have already mention.ed how an anus 
Saturninus was rehabilitated by the process directed against 
his murderer. But a different sonnd had the name of 
Gaius Marius, at the mention of which all hearts once had 
thrilled; and it happened that the man, to whom Italy. 
owed her deliverance from the northern barbarians, was at the-

tis. 
same time the uncle of the present leader of the democracy. 
Loudly had the multitude rejoiced, when in 686 Gaius 
'Cresar.ventured in spite of the prohibitions publicly to show 
. the honoured features of the hero in the Forum at the in~ 
,terment of the widow of Marius. But when, three years 
,afterwards (689), the emolems of victory, which Marius 65. 
had caused to be erected in: the Capitol and Sulla had 
ordered to be thrown down, one morning unexpectedly 
glittered afresh in gold and marble at the old spot, the 
veterans from the African and Cimbrian wars crowded, with 
tears in their eyes, around the statue of their belo\'ed 

, general; and in presence of the rejoicing masses the senate 
did not venture to seize the trophies which the Bame bold 
hand had renewed in defiance of the Ia'wi!j' 

But all these doings and dispute~· however much noise Worthl ••• -
they made, were, politically' considered, of but very sub- ~e .. of the 
ordlDate importance. The oligarchy was vanquished; the .::~::I~ 
democracy had attained the helm. That underlings of various . 
grades should hasten to inflict an additional kick on the 
prostrate 'foe; that the democrats also should have their 
groul;ld~ork oflaw and theirw?rship of princil?l~s; that their 
doctrinaires shouJd not rest till the wholel.rmleges of 'the 
commons were in all particulars restore, and should in ' 
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that respect occaSiQnally make themselves ridiculous, as legiti
msts are wont 'to do-all this was, just as much to be 
eXl?ected !!os it was lIlatter of indifference. Taken as a whole 
the agitation was aimless; and we discern in it the- perplexity 
of its authors to find an object for their activity, for it turned 
almost wholly on things already essentially settled or on sub
ordinate matters. 'It could not be otherwise. In the struggle 
with the aristocracy the democrats had remained victors; 
but they had hot, conquered alone, and the fiery trial still 
awaited them-=-the reckoning not with their former foe, but 
with their too powerful ally, to whom in the struggle with the 
aristocracy they were substantially ind'ebted for victory, and 
to whose hands they had now intrusted an unexampled 
military ana politiCal power, becauile they dared not refuse 
it to him. The general of the East and of the seas was 
still employed in appointing and deposing kings. How long 
time he would iake for that work, or when he would declare 
the business of the war to be ended, no one could tell but him~ 
self; since like everything else the time of his return' to 

, Italy, or in other words the day of decision, was left in his own 
hands. The parties in Rome meanwhile sat and waited. 
The Optimates indeed looked forward to the arrival of the 
dreaded general with comparative calmness; by the rupture 
between, fompeius and the democracy" which they saw to ' 
be app~aching, they could n6t lose, but could only gain. 
The democrats on the contrary waited with painful anxiety, 
and "sought, during the interval siill allowed to them by 
the absence of Pompeius, to lay a count.ermine against the 

Schemes for impending explosion. In- this they again coincided with 
appoiutilllt& Crassus, to whom no course was left for encountering his 
de.f:~tlc envied and hated rival but that of allying himself afresh, and 
~~;"t~~ more closel,. than before, with the democracy. Already in 
.hip. the fil'st coalition a special approximation had taken place. 

between Cresar and (Jrassus as the two weaker parties; Ii 
COlIlmon interest and a common danger tightened yet further 
the bond which joined the richest and the most insolvent of 
Romans in closest alliance. While in public the democrats de
scribed the absent general as the head ana pride of their party 
and seemed to. direct all their arrows against the aristocracy, 
preparationa' were secretly ·made 'against Pompeius; and 
these attempts of the democracy to escape from the im
pending military dictatorship. have historically a far higher' 
eignificance tha)l the noisy agitation, for th~ most part 
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employed only as a mask, against the nobility. It ,is true 
that they were carried on amidst a darkness, upon which our 
tradition allows only some stray gleams of light to fall; for 
not the present alone, but the succeeding age also ha~ its 
reasons for throwing It veil over the matter. But in general 

. both the course and" the object of these efforts are com-
pletely clear. The' military power could 'Only be effectually 
checkmated b)t another military power. The design of the 
democrats was to possess themselves of the reins of govern .. 
ment after the example of Mal'ius and Cinna, then· to 
intrust one of their leaders either with the conquest of 
Egypt or with the governorship of Spain or some similar or~ 
dinary or extraordinary office,. and thus to !indin him 'and his 
troops a counterpoise to Pompeius and his army. For this 
they required a revolution, which was directed immediately 
against the nominal government, but in reality against 
Pompei us as the· designated monarch j- and, .to effect this 
revolution, there was from .the· passing of the Gabinio
Manilian laws down to the return 'Of Pompeiuli\ (688-692) 66-62. 
perpetual conspiracy in Rome. The capital was in anxious; 
suspense j the depressed temper of the capitalists, the SUS" 

pensions of payment, the frequent bankruptcies were heralds 
of the fermenting revolution, which seem!ld as though it 
must at the same time produce a totally new position of 
parties. The project of the democracy, which pointed be-
yond the senate at Pompeius, suggested an approximation 

"between that general and the senate. The democracy more ... 
over, in attempting to oppose to the dictatorship of Pompeiu& 
that of a man more agreeable to it, recognized, strictly speak-
ing, in its turn the military government, and in reality drove 
out Satan hy Beelzebub j the question of principles became 
in its hands a question of persons. . 

The first step therefore towards the revolution projected League of . 
by the leadera of the democracy was" to be the overthrow the d~mo-

• Anyone who 8U)'Vey~ the whole state of the polilicat'"relations of this 
period will need no special pl'oofs to help him to see that the ultimate object 
of the democratic machinations in 688 et seq. was the overthrow not of the 
lenate, but of Pompei us. Yet such proofs are Dot wanting. SaUust states that 
the Gabinio-Manilian laws inflicted a mortal blow on the democracy (Cat. 89); 
that the conspiracy of 688-689 and the Servilian rogation were specially 
directed agairu;t Pompei us, is likewise attested (Sallust, Cat. 19 ; Val. Max. 
vi. 2, 4; Cic. dB Lege Agr. ii. 17, 46). B.sides the attitude of Crassus in 
relation to the conspiracy alone shows sufficiently that it was directed against 
Pompeius. - , 
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of the existing government by means of an insurrection 
"primarily instigated in -Rome by democratic eonspirators. 
The- moral condition of the lowest as of the highest ranks 
of society in the capital presented the materials for this 
purpose in lameJ;1table abundance. We need not here re
peat what was the character of the free and the servile prole
tariate of the capital. The significant saying was already 
heard, that only the poor man was qualified to represent-the 
poor; the idea was thus suggllsted, that the mass of the 
poor might constitute itRelf an independent power as well 
as the oligarchy of the rich, and instead of allowing itself to 
be tyrannised over might in its own turn play the tyrant. _ 
But even in -the circles of the young men of rank similar 
ideas found an echo. The fashionable life _ of. t~e capital 
deranged not merely the fortunes of men, but also their 
vigour of body and -mind, - Ths,t elegant world of fragrant 

. ringlets, of fashionable mustachios and ruffies-merry as 
were its doings in the dance and with the harp and early and 
late at the wine-cup-yet concealed ~ its bosom an alarming 
abyss of moral and economic _ ruin, of well or ill concealed 
despair, and insane or knavish resolves. These circles 
sighed without disgui~efor a return of the time of Cinna 
with its proscriptions and confiscations and its annihilation. 
of creditors' claims; there were' people enough, including 
not a fe'\V of no mean descent and unusual abilities, who 
only waited the signal to fall like a gang of robbers on civil 
society- and to recruit by pillage the fortune which they had 
squandered. Where a band gathers, leaders are not wanting; 
and in this case the men were soon found who were fitted 
to be captains of banditti. The late p1'llltor Lucius Catilina, 
and the qumstor Gnmus Piso were distinguished among their 
fellows not merely by their noble birth and their superior 
rank. They had broken down the- bridge completely behind 
them. and impressed their accomplices by their dissoluteness 
quite as much as by their talents. Catilina in .particular 
was one of l!!!e most nefarious men in that nefarious age. 
His villanies belong.to the criminal records, not to history; 
but his very outward appearan,ce-the pale countenance, the 
wild glance, the gait by turns sluggish and hurried-betrayed 
his dismal past. He possessed in a high degree the quali
ties which are required in the leader of such a band-the 
faculty-or enjoying all pleasures and of bearing all privations, 

- courage, military talent, knowledge of men, the energy of a 
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felon, and that horrible mastery of vice which knows how 
to bring the weak to fall, and how to train the fallen to 
crime. ' 

To form out of such elements a consph'acy for the over
tbr9w of the existing order of things could not be' diffi"ult 
to men who possessed money and political influence. 
Catilina, Piso, and theil' fe~lows entered readily into any 
plan which gave the prospect of proscriptiQns and cancelling 
of debtll"j the former had moreover . special h'ostility to the 
aristocracy, because it had opposed the candidature of tha.t 
infamous and dangerous man for the consulship.' As he 
had formerly in the character of an executioner of SuUa 
hunted the proscribed at the head of a band of Celts and 
had killed among others his own aged father·in-Iaw with his 
own hand, he now readily consented to promise similar 
tlervices to the o{>posite pat:ty. A secret league was formed. 
The number of mdividuals received into it is said to have 
exceeded 400; it included associates in all the districts and 
urban communities of Italy j besides which, as a matter of 
course, numerous recruits would Hock unbidden from the 
ranks of the dissolute youth to an insurrection which 
inscribed on its banner the seasonable programme of the 
abolition of debts. 

In December 688-s0 we are told-the leaders of the 66., 
league thought that they had found the fitting occasi()n for Fail~ .... 
striking a blow. The two consuls chosen for 689, Publius ~5.] of the 
Cornelius Sulla and Publius Autronius Pretus had recently tift pIons 
been judicially convicted of electoral ~ribery, and therefore :pi=; 
had according to legal rule forfeited their expectancy of the . 
highest office. Both thereupon joined the league. The.con
spirators resolved to procure the consulship for them by . 
force, and so to put themselves in possession of the supreme 
power in the state. On the day when the new consuls 
should enter on their office-;-the 1st Jan. 6S9-the senate- 65: 
house was to be assailed by armed men, the new consuls and 
the victims otherwise designated were to be "Put to death, 
and Sulla and Pretu8 were to be proclaimed as consuls after 
the cancelling of the judicial sentence which excluded them. 
Crassus was then to be invested with the dictatorship and 
Calliar with the mastership of the horse, doubtless ",ith a view 
to raise an imposing military force, while PompeiuB was 
employed afar oft' at the Caucasus. Captains and common 
soldiers were hired and instructed.; Catilina waited on the 
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a.ppointed day in the neighbourhood of the senate-house for .
the concerted signal, which was to be given him byCa!sar on 
a hint from Crassus. But he waited in vain; Crassus was a~ 
sent from the decisive sitting of the senate, and for this once 
the projected insurrection failed. A similar still more com
'Prehensive plan of murder was then agreed on for the 5th 
Feb.; but this, too was-frustrated, because Catilina gave the 
signal too early, before the' bandits who were bespoken had 

'all arrived. Thereupon the secret· was divulged. ' The go
vernment did not veriture openly to proceed against the con
spiracy ,but' it assigned a gua.rd to the consuls who were 
immediately threatened, and it opposed to the band of the 
conspirators a band paid by the government. To remove 
Piso, the proposal was made' that he should· be sent as 
q1la!stor with prretorian powers to "Hither Spain; to which 
,Crassus consented, 'iii' the hope of seeuring the resources of 
that important province for the insurrection. Proposals 
,going further were prevented by the tribunes\ . 

So runs the account that has come down to us, whICh 
evidently gives the version current in the government 

'circles, and the credil:ilityof which in, detail must, in the 
absence of any means of checking it, be left an open 
question. As to the main matter-the participation of 
Cresar and Crass us-the testimony of their political oppo
nents certainly cannot be regarded as sufficient evidence of 
it. But their notorious action at this epoch corresponds 
with striking exactness to the secret action which this 
report' ascribes to them. The attempt of Crassus, who 
in this year was censor, officially, to enrol the Transpa
'danes in the burgess-list (P. 158) was itself directly a 
revolutionary enterprise~ It is still more remarkable, that 
emssua on .the same' occasion made preparations to enrol 

'Egypt and Cyprus in the list of Roman domains," and that 

• Plutarch, Ora... 13; Cicero, de Lege Agr. ii. 17, 44. To this year 
65. '(689) belongs Cicero's oration de Rege Alexandrino, which has heen inconectly 
56. assigned to the year 698.. In it Cicel'O refutes, as the fragments clearly show, 

the assel·tion of Crassus, that Egypt bad heen rendered Roman property by the 
testament of king .Alexander. This question of law might and must have 

6." 56. ' ,been' discussed in 68~ j but in tl98 it bad heeu deprived of ita significance 
59, 5&. through the Julian law of 695. In 698 moreover the discussion related not to 

the question to whom Egypt belonged, but to. the restoration of the king driven ' 
out by a revolt, and in this transaction which is well known to us Crassus 
played no part. Lastly, Cicero aller the conference of Luea was not at all in 
a pOsition seriously to oppose one of the triumvi!-s. 
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Cresar about the same time (689 or 690) got a, proposal 65,64 
submitted by some tribunes to the burgesses to send him'to 
Egypt, in order to reinstate king Ptolemams whom the 
Alexandrians had expelled. These machinations suspiciously 

, coincide with the charges made by their antagonists. Cer
tainty cannot be attained on the point; but there is a great 
probability that Crassl1s and Cmsllr had projec~ed a plan- to 
possess themselves of the military dictatorship during the 
absence of Pompeius; that Egypt was selected &8 the basis,of 
this democratic military power; and th~t, in fine, the in-
surrectionaryattempt of 689 had been' contrived to realille 65. 

, these projects, and Catilina and Piso had thus been tools in 
the hands of Cr&8SU8 and Cmsar • 

.For a moment the conspiracy came to a.. standstill. The ReRumption 
elections fol" 690 took place without Crassus and Cmsar 64.] of the 
renewing their attempt to get possession of the consulate; conspirally. 
which may have been partly owing to the fact that a relative 
of the leader of the democracy, Lucius Cmsar, a weak man 
who WIlS not unfrequentlyemployed by his kinsman as a, 
tool, was on this' occasion a candidate for, the consulship. 
But the reports from Asia urged them to make haste. The 
affairs of Asia Minor and Armenia. were already completely 
arranged. However clearly the democratic strategists 
showed that the Mithradatic war could 'ouly be regarded as 
terminated bv the capture of the king, and that it was 
therefore necessary to undertake the pursuit round the Black 
Sea, and above all things to keep aloof from Syria (P. 125}
Pompeius,' not ~oncer~g himself abou~ such talk, had set 
out 10 the liiprmg of 690 from Armema and marched to- 64. 
wards Syria. ,If Egypt was' really selected as the head
quarters of ,the democracy, ,there was nq, time to be lost; 
otherwise Pompeius might easily arrive in Egypt sooner 
than Cmsar. The conspiracy of 688; far from being broken' 66. 
up by the lax and timid measures 'of repression, was again 
active when the consular elections for 691 approached. The 63. 
persons were, it is probable, substantially the same, and 
the plan was but little altered. The l,eaders of the mov~ 
ment again kept in the' background. On this occasion 
they had Bet up as candidates _for the consulship Catilina 
himself and Gaius Antonius, the younger son of the orator 
and a brother of the general notorious for his failure at 
Crete. They were sure of 'Catilina; Antonius, originally 
a Sullan like Catilina and like the latter brpught to trial on 

• 
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that account 'Borne years before by the democratic party anet 
ejected from the senate (P. 90, 96)--otherwise an indolent, 
insignificant man, in no respect called to be.a leader, and . 
utterly bankrupt-willingly lent himself as a tool to the 
democrats for the prize of the consulship and the advantages 
attached to it. Through. these consuls the hea~s of the 
conspiracy intended to seize the government, to arrest the 
children of 'Pompe~us who ~mained in the capital as 
hostages, and to arm in Italy and the provinces against 
·Pompeius. On' the first news of the blow struck in the 
capital, the governor Gnreus Piso was to raise the banner of 
insurrection in Hither Spain. Communication could not be 
held with him by way of the sea, since.Pompeius commanded 
the seas. To procure this, they reckoned on the Transpa
danes the old clients of the democracy-among whom there' 
was great agitation .. arid who would of course have at oncere
ceived the franchise-and, further, on different Celtic tribes. * 
The threads' of this' combination reached as far as Maure
tania. One of the conspirators, the Roman speculator P\l.b
li1lll Sittius from Nuceria, compelled by financial embarrass
ments to keep aloof from Italy, had armed a troop of" 
.desperadoes there and in Spain, and with these wandered 
about as a leader of free-lances in western Africa, wh~re he 
had old business con'nections. 

Consula: 'rhe party put forth all its energies for the struggle of the 
elections election. Crassus and Cresar staked their money-whether 

their own or borrowed-and their connections to procure the 
consulship for Catilina and Antonius; the comra.des of 
Catilina; strained every nerve to bring to the helm the man 
who promised them the magistracies and priesthoods, the 
palaces and estates of their opponents, and above all de
liverance from their debts; and who, they knew, would keep 
his word. The aristocracy was in great perplexity, chiefly 
because it could not even start counter·candidate!!. That 
such a 'candidate risked his head, was obvious; and the' times 
were past when the post of danger allured the burgess
now even ambition was hushed in presence of fear. Ac
cordingly the nobility contented themselves with making a 
feeble attempt to check electioneering intrigues by issuing 11 

new law respecting bribery-which, however, was thwarttld 

• The.Ambrani (Suet. Cres. 9) are probably Dot the Ligwian Ambron ... 
(plutsl(h, Mqr; 19), but a mistake of the pen for .hwrni • 

• 
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by the veta of a tribune of the people-and with turning 
over their votes to a candidate who, although not acceptable 
to them, was at least inoffensive. This was Marcus Cicero, Cicero • 
notoriously a political trimmer, - accustomed to flirt at times elected in
with the democrats, at times with Pompeius, at times from ~~. of 
a somewhat lP'eater distance With the aristocracy, and to atllll~. 
lend his sel'Vlces as an advocate to every iniluential man 
under impeachment without distinction of person or party 
(he numbered even Catilina amcmg his clients); belonging 
properly to no party or-whieh was much the same-to the 
party of material interests, which was dominant in the courts 
and was pleased with the eloquent pleader and the polite and 
witty companion. He had connectlOnsenough in the capital 
and the country towns to have a. chance alongside of the 
candidates proposed by the democracy; and as the nobility, 
although' with reluctance, and the Pompeians voted for 
him, he was elected by a great majority. The two candi-
dates of the democracy obtained almost the same number of 
votes; but a few more fell to Antonius, whose family was of 
more consideration than that of his fellow-candidate. This 
accident frustrated the election of Catilina and saved Rome 

. from a second Cinn&. A little before this Piso had~it was 
said at. the instigation of his :p01itic~ and. pers~nal enemy 
PompelU~been put to death lD Spatn by his natIve escol't.t 
With the consul Antonius alone nothing could be done; 
Cicero broke the l{)ose bond- which -attached him to the 
conspiracy, even before they entered on their offices, inas
much as he renounced his legal privilege of having the 
consular pJ:ovinces determined by lot, and handed over to 
bis deeply-embarrassed colleague the lilcrative governorship 
of Macedonia. The essential preliminary conditions of 
this project also had therefore miscarried. 

Meanwhile the aspect of Oriental affairs grew dl!ily more New pro
perilous for the democracy; _ The settlement of Syria rapidly jects of 
advanced: already invitations had been addressed to ·Pom- th? con
peius from Egypt to march thither and occupy, the country spllators. 

• This canoot well be expressed more naively than is done by his own brother 
{De Pet. COI'I3. 1, 5 j 13, 51, sa j of 690). In proof of this unprejudiced e·~. 
persons will read not without ioterest the second 0I11tioD against Rullus, where 
the .. first democratic coosul," gulling the friendly public in a very delectable 
fa.hioo, unfolds to it the" true democracy." . 

t Hi. epitaph still extant runs: Cn. Calpumius en./. PiSOqufZstor pro 
pr. ,fI# 8. o. pNlllinciam Hispaniam citerior8ln optinuit. 
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for Bome; they could not but be afraid that they would 
next hear, of Pompeius in person haviug taken possession of 
the valley of the Nile. ,It was by this very apprehension 
probably that' Cresar's attempt to get himself Bent by the 
people to Egyp~ for the purpose of aiding the king against 
his rebellious subjects (P: 167) was called forth; it failed, 
apparently through the disinclination of great and small to 
undertake anything :whatever against ,the interest of Pom
peins. His return home, and the probable catastrophe 
which it involved, were always drawing the nearer; often as 
the string of the bow had been broken, it was necessary that 
there should be a fresh attempt to bend it. The. city was in 
sullen ferment; frequent conferences of the heads of the 
movement indicated that some step was again contemplated. 

The Ser- What they wished became manifest when the new tribunes 
vilian [64. of the people entered on their office (10 Dec. 690), and one 
agrarian of them, Publius Servilius Rullus, immediately proposed an 
law. agrarian law, which was designed to procure for the leaders 

of the democrats a position similar to that which Pompeius 
occupied in consequence of the Gabinio-Manilian proposals. 
The nominal object was the fouuding of colonies in Italy. 
The ground for these, however, was not, to be gainl!d by dis
possession; on the contrary all ,existing private rights were 
guaranteed, and even the, illegal occupations of the most 
recent times (P. 88) were converted into full property. 
The lelUled Campanian domain alone was to be parcelled 
out' and colonized; in other cases the government was to 
acquire the land destined for assignation by ordinary pur
chase. To procure the sums necessary for this purpose, the 
remainiilg Italian, and more especially aU the extra-Italian, 
domain-land was successively to, be brought to sale; which 
was understood to include the former royal hunting domains 
in Macedonia, the Thracian Chersonese, Bithynia, Pontus, 
Cyrene, and also the territories of the cities acquired in full 
property by right of war in Spain, Africa, Sicily; Hellas, and 
Cilicia. Everything was likewise to be sold which the state 
had acquired in moveable and immoveable property since the 

88. year 666, and of which it had not previously disposed; 
this was aimed chiefly at Egypt and Cyprus. For the same 
purpose all subject communities, with the exception of the 
towns with Latin rights and the other free cities, were 
burdened with very high rates of taxes and tithes. Lastly 
,there was likewise destined for those purchases the produce 
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of the new provincial revenues, to be reckoned from 692, 
and the proceeds of the whole' booty not yet legally applied; 
which regulation had reference to the new sources of taxation 
opened up by Pompeius.in the East and to the public, 
moneys that might be found,in the hands of Pompeius and. 
the heirs of Sulla. For the execution of this measure 

I decemvirs with a special jurisdiction and special imp8'l'ium 
were to be nominated, who were to . remain five years in 
office and to surround themselves with 200 subalterns' from 
the equestrian order; but in the election of the decemvirs 
only those candidates who should personally announce them.' 
"elves were to be taken into account, and, as in the electionlJ 
of priests (iii. 435), only seventeen tribes. to be fixed by lot 
out of the thirty-five were to make the election. . It needed 
no great acuteness to discern thl10t in this decemviral .college 
it was intended to create a power after the model of that of 
Pompeius, only with somewhat less of a military-and more 
of a democratic hue. The jurisdiction was especially needed 
for the sake of deciding the Egyptian question, the military 
power for the sake of arming against Pompei us;, the clause. 
which forbade the, choice of an absent person, excluded 
Pompeins; and tile diminution oUhe tribes entitled to vote 
liS well as the manipulation of the balloting were designed to 
facilitate the management of the election in -accordance with-
the views of the democracy. -

But this attempt totally missed its aim. The multitude, 
finding it more agreeable to have their corn measured out to 
them under the shade of Roman porticoes from the public 
magazines than to cul,tivate it for themselves in the sweat of 
their brow, received even the proposal in itself with com
plete indifference. They soon came also to feel, that Porn ... 
IJeiu9 would never acquiesce in such a resolution offensive to 
him in every respect, and that matters could not stand well 
with a party which in its painful alarm condescended to 
offers so extravagant., Under such circumstances it was 
not difficult for the government to frustrate, the proposal; 
the new consul Cicero seized t~e opportunity of exhibiting 
in this case his talent for giving a finishing stroke to the 
beaten party; even before the tribunes 'who stood ready 

. exercised their veto, the author himself withdrew his pro ... 
posal (1 Jan. 691). The democracy had gaineq nothing. 
but· the unpleasant lesson, that the great multitude out of 
love or fear still continued to adhere to Pomp"ius, and that 

62. 

-63. 
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every proposal was certain to fail which the public' per
ceived to be directed against him. 

I'I'epara- Wearied by all this vain agitation and scheming without 
tion~,f the result, Catilina determined to push the matter to a decision 
~:~tl':s~a and make an end of it once for all. He took his measures . 

111. in the course of the summer to open the civil war.' Fresulre 
(Fiesole), a very strong town situated in Etruria---which 
swarmed with the impoverished and conspirators-and fifteen 
years before the centre of the rising of Lepidus, was again se
lected as the head-quarters of the insurrection. Thither were 
despatched the consignments of money, for which the ladies 
of qualityin the capital implicated in the conspiracy furnished 
.the means; there arms and soldiers were -collected; and 
there an old ·Sullan captain, Gaius Manlius, as brave an.d as 
free from scruples of. conscience as was ever any soldier of 
fortune, took temporarily the chief command. Similar 
though less extensive warlike preparations were made at 
other points-of Italy. The Transpadanes were so excited 
that they seemed only,waiting for the signal to strike. In 
the Bruttian country, on the east coast of Italy', in Capua~ 
wherever great bodies of slaves were accumulated-a second 
slave insurrection like that" of Spartacus seemed on the eve of 
arising. Even in the capital there was something brewing; 
those who saw the haughty bearing with which the sum
moned debtors appeared before the urban prretor, could not 
but remllmber the scenes which had preceded the murder of 
Asellio (iii. 258). The capitalists were in' unutterable 
anxiety; it seemed needful to enforce the prohibition of the 
export ;of gold and' silver, and to place the prinoipal ports 

62. 

Election 
of Cntilin& 
as consul 
again frus
trated. 

under surveillance., The plan of the conspirators was-on 
occasion of the consular election for 692, for ·which Catilina 
had again announced himself-summar~ly to put to death the 
consul conducting the election as well af! the inconvenient 
rival candidates, and to carry the election of Catilina at any 
price; in case of necessity,. even to bring armed bands from 
Fresulm and the other rallying points against the capital, and 
with their help to crush resistance. 

Cicero, who was constantly and completely informed by 
his agents male and female of the transactions of thE' con
spirators, on the day fixed for the election (20 Oot.) de
nounced .the conspiracy in the. full senate and in presence of 
its principal leaders. Catilina. did not condescend deny 
it; he answered haughtily that, if the election for oonsul 
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should fall on him, the great headless party would certainly no 
longer want a leader aga~tthe small party led by wretched 
heads. Bu.t as palpable evidences ot' the plot were not 
before them, nothing further was to be got from .the timid 
senate, except that it gave its previous sanction in the 
usual way to the exceptional measures which the magistrates 
might deem suitable (21 Oct.). Thus the !)lec·tion battle 
approached-on this occasipn more a battle than an election; 
for Cicero too had formed for himself an armed body-guard 
out of the younger men, more especially of the mercantile 
order j and it was his armed force that covered and com
manded the Campus Martius on the 28th October, the day to 
which the election had been p'ostponed by the sen!lte. The 
conspirators we~e not successful either in killing the consul 
conducting the election, 9r in deciding the elections accord· 
ing to their mind. . . . 

But meanwhile the civil war had begun. On the 27th Oct. Outbreak 
Gaius Manlius had' planted at Fresulre the eagle .round ?f the . 
which· the army of the insurrection was to Hock-it Was one ~~~rec~lOn 
of the Marian eagles from the Vim brian war-and he had m rUl,a. 
summoned the rob hers from the mountains as well as the 
country people< to join him. His· proclamations, following 
the old traditions of the popular party, demande!lliberation 
from the oppressive load of debt and a modification of the 
procedure in insolvency, which,if the amount of the debt 
actually exceeded the .clear estate, certainly still involved .in 
law the forfeiture of the debtor's freedom. It seemed as 
though the rabble ofthe capital, in coming forward as if it 
WE're the legitimate successor of the old plebeian farmers 
and fighting its battles under the glorious eagles of the 
Cimbriau war, .wished to cast a stain not only on the 
present but on the past of Rome. This rising, however, 
remained isolated; at the other places of rendezvous the 
conspiracy did not go beyond the collection of arms and the 
institution of secret conferences, as resolute lea<lers were 
everywhere wanting. It was fortunate for the government; Repressive 
for, although the impending civil war had been for a con- measures 
siderable time openly announced, its own irresolution and of the 
the clumsiness of' the 'rusty machinery of administration had ~~e:"-
'not allowed it .to make any military preparations whatever: . 
It was only now that the general levy was called out, and 

. superior officers were ordered to the several regions of Italy 
that each .might suppress the insurrection in his own dis. 
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trict; while at the same time the gladiatorial slaves were 
ejected from the capital, and patrols were oJ,"dered on account 
of the apprehension of incendiarism. 

The con- Catilina 'was in ~ painful position. According to his 
spirators in, design there sh01;lld have been a simultaneous rising in the 
Rome. capit~ and in Etruria on oCC8.!lion of the consular elections; 

the failure of the former and the outbreak of the latter 
movement endangered his person as well as the whole 
fluccess of his undertaking. Now that his partisans at 
Fresulal had once risen in arms against the government, he 
could no longer remain in the, capital; and yet not' only did 
everything depend on his inducing the conspirators of the 
capital now at least to strike quickly, but this had-to be done 
.even before he left Rome-for he knew his helpmates too well 

71. 
to relyoD th~m for ,that matter. The more cOIlsiderable- of 
the, conspirators-:-Publius Lentulus Sura consul in 683, 
afterwards expelled from the senate and now, in order to 
get" back into the senate, prretor for the second time, and 
the two former prmtors Publius Autronius and Lucius Cas.,. 
sius-were incapahle men; Lentulus an ordinary aristocrat 
of big words and greatlretensions, but slow in conception' 
and irresolutein action;· utronius distinguished for nothing 
but his powerful screaming voice; while as to Lucius Cassius 
no one comprehended how a man so corpulent and so simple 
had fallen among the conspirators. ' But Qatilina could not 
venture to 'place' his abler partisans, such as the young' 
senator Gaius Cethegus and the equites Lucius Statiliu8 
and Publius Gabinius Capito, at the head of the movement; 
for even among the conspirators the traditional hierarchy of 
rank held its ground, and the "Nery anarchists thought that 
they should be unable to carry the day unless a consular or 
at least a prmtorian were at their head. Therefore, how-

, ever urgently the army of the insurrection might long for 
itS general, and however- perilous it was for the latter to 
remain longer at the seat of government after the outbreak 
of the revolt, Catilina nevertheless resolved still to remain. 
for a time in Rome. Accustomed to impose on his cowardly 
opponents by his audacious insolence, he showed himself 
publicly in the Forum and in the senate-house and replied' 
to the threats which were there addressed to him, that they 
should beware of pushing him. to ex.tremities; that, if they 
should' set his house on fire, he would be compelled to 
extinguish the confiagrati.on in ruins.. In l'eality neither 
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privata persons nor officials ventured to lar bands on the 
dangerous man; it was almost a matter of indl1ference,·that a 
young nobleman brought him to trial on account of violence, 
for long before the process could come to an end, the ques
tion could not but be decided elsewhere. But the projects 
of Catilina failed; 'chiefly because the agents of the, go
vernment had made their way into the circle of the con
spirators and kept it accurately informed of every detail of 
the plot. When, for instance, the conspirators appeared 
before the important fortress of Prlllneste (1 Nov.), which 
they had hoped to surprise by a coup de ,main, they found 
the garrison warned_ and strengthened; and in a similar 
way everything miscarried. Catilina with all his tePlerity, 
now found_ it advisable to fix his departure for one of the 
ensuing dayB j but previously on his urgent exhortation, at 
a last conference oftJie conspirators in the night from the 
6th to the 7th Nov. it was resolved to assassinate the 
consul Cicero, who was the principal director of the counter
mine, before the departure of their leader, and, in order to 
obviate any treachery, ~o carry the resolve at once into 
execution. Early on the morning of the 7th Nov., accord
ingly,'the selected murderers knocked at the house of the 
consul; but they found the guard reinforced and themselves 
repulsed-on this occasion too the spies of the govern
ment had outdone the conspirators. On the following day 
(8 Nov.) Cicero convoked the senate. Even now Catilina 
ventured to appear and to attempt a defence against the 
iudignant attacks of the consul, who unveiled before his face 
the events of the last few days; , but' men no longer listened 
to him, and in the neighbourhood of the place where he sat 
the benches became empty. He left the sitting, and pro- Catilina 

, ceeded, as he would doubtless have done even apart from pro~. to 
this incident, in-accordance with the' agreement, to Etruria. Et.'urla. 
Here he proclaimed himself consul, and assumed a PQsition 
of readiness to put his troops in motion against the' capital 
at the first announcement of the outbreak of the insurrec-
tion. The government declared the two leaders Oatilina 
and Maulius, as well 811 those of their comrades who should . 
not have laid down their arms by a certain day, to be out-' 
laws, 'and called ollt new levies; but at the h~ad of the army 
destined against Catilina was placed the consul Gaius An- -
tonius, who was notoriously implicated in the conspiracy, 
and wi~h whose character it was wholly a matter of occident 
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. whether he would lead his troops again!!t Catilina or over to 
his side. 'fhey seemed to have directly aimed at converting 
this Antonius into a second Lepidus. .As little were steps 
taken against the leaders of the conspiracy who had re
mained behind in the capital, although everyone pointed 
the finger at them and the insurrection in the capital was 
far from being abandoned by the conspirators-on the con
trary the plan of it had been settled by Catilina himself 
before his departure from Rome. A tribune was to give 
the signal by calling an asilembly of the people; in the 
following night Cethegus was to despatch the consul Cicero; 

. Gabinius and Statilius were to set the city simultaneously 
on . fire at twelve places;. and' a communication was to be 
established as speedily as possible with the army of Catilina, 
which should have meanwhile advanced. Had ~the urgf)nt 
representationslJf Cethegus borne fruit and had Lentulus, 
who after Catilina's departure was placed at the head of the 
conspirators, resolved on rapidly striking a blow, the con
spiracy might still have been successful. But the conc 
spirators were just as incapable and. as cowardly as their 
opponents; weeki! elapsed and the matter came to no 
decisive issue. 

Conviction At length the countermine brought about a decision. 
nnd arrest LentulQ.s in his tedious fashion, ~hich sought to cover 
.of.th~ co~. negligence as to what was immediate and necessary by the 
~~raca;;Wn proje«tion of large an!!. distant plans, had entered into rela-

. tions, with the deputies of ~ Celtic canton, the Allobroges, 
now present in Rome ; had attempted to implicate these
the representatives of a thoroughly disorganized common
wealth and themselves deeply involved in debt-in the con
spiracy; and had given them on their departure messages 

. and letters to his confidants. The AUobl'Oges lwt Rome, 
but were arrested in the night between the 2nd imd Brd 
Dec. close to the gates bv the Roman authorities, and their 
papers were taken froni them. It was obvious that the 
Allobrogian deputies had lent themselves as spies to the 
Roman government, and had carried on the negotiations 
only with a view to convey into the hands of the latter the 
desired evidences against the ringleaders of the conspiracy. 
Oli the following morning orders were issued with the 
utmost secrecy by Cicero for the arrest of the most dan
gerous leaders of the plot, and executed in the case ot 
Lentulus, Cethegus, Gabinius, and Statilius, while some 
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others escaped from seizure by flight. The guilt of those· 
arrested as well lUI of the fugitives was completely evident. 
Immediately i1fter the arrest the . letters seized, the seals 
and handwriting of which the prisoners could not avoid 

. acknowledging, were laid before the senate, and the captives 
and witnesses were heard; further confirmatory prpofs, de
posits of arms in the houses of the conspirators, tlireatening 
expressions which they had employed, were presently forth
coming; the facts of the conspiracy were fully and validly 
established, and the most important documents were im .. 
mediately at Cicero's suggestion published as news-sheets. 

The indignation against the anarchist" conspiracy was 
general. Gladly would the oligarchic party have made i,lse 
Qf the revelations to settle accounts with the democracy 
generally and Cre!lar in particular, but it was far too 

. thoroughly broken to be able to accomplish this, and to 
prepare for him the fate which it had formerly prepared for 
the two Gracchi and Saturninus; in this respect thc matter 
went· no further th/U'l. good will. The mUltitude of the 
capit.al was especially shocked by the incendiary schemes of 

o the cODspirators. The merchants and the whole party of ma
terial interests naturally perceived in this war of the debtors 
against the creditors a struggle for their 'very existence; 
in tumultuous excitement their youth crowded, with swords 
in their hands, round the senate-house, aud brandished them 
against the open and secret partisans of Catilina. In fact, 
the conspiracy was for t}le moment paralysed; though its 
ultimate authors perhaps were still at liberty, the whole 
staff entrusted with its execution were either captured or 
had fled; the band assembled at Fresulre could not possilily 
ncc?mf.lish much, unless supported by an insurrection in the 
capIta. 

In a 'tolerably well-ordered I:ommonwealth the matter Discussion. 
would now have been politically at an end, and the military in the 
and the tribunals would have undertaken the rest; But in setlDate as to 

"Ro 'hd "h' 11. ,leexecu-me matters a come to suc a pltC I, tuat the govern- tion of th_ 
ment was not even in a position to l{eep a couple ot' noble:. arrested. 
men of note in safe custody. The slavcs and freedmetl of 
Lentulus and of the others arrested were stirring; plans, it 
was alleged, were contrived to liberate" them by force from 
the private houses in which they were detained; there was 
DO lack_thanks to the anarchi~t doings of recent years-of 
ringleaders in Rome who contracted at a certain rate for 

'fOL. IV. II 
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riots and.deeds of'violence; Catilina, in fine, was informed 
of what hild occurred, and was near enough to attempt a CO'Up 

. de main with his bands. How much of these rumours was 
true, we cannot tell; llut there was ground for apprehension, 
because, agreeably to the constitution, neither troops nor 
even a respectable police force were at the .command of the' 
government in the capital, and it was in reality left at the 
mercy; of every gang of banditti. The idea was suggested ' 
of precluding all possilrle attempts at liberation by the 
immediate execution of the prisoners. Constitutionally, this 
was' not possible. According to the ancient and sacred 
right of app,eal, a sentence or-death could only be pronounced 
against -the Roman burgess by the whole body of bur
gesses, and not by any other authority; and, as the courts 
tormed by the body of burgesses had themselves become 
IUltiquated, a capital sentence was no longer pronounced at 
.all. Cicero would gladly have rejected the hazardous sugges
tion; indifferent as in itself the legal question might be to 
th~ advocate, :qe knew well how. very useful it is to an 
advocate· to be called liberal, and he showed little desire to 
separate himself for ever from the democratic party by 
shedding this blood. But those around him, and par
ticularly, his aristocratic wife, urged him to crown his ser
vices to his country by this' bold step; the' consul like 
all cowards anxiously endeavouring to avoid the appearance 
of cowardice, and yet trembling before the 'formidable re
sponsibility, convoked. in his distress the senate; and left it. 
to that body to decide as to the life or death of the four 
prisoners. This indeed had no meaning; for, as the 
senate was constitutionally even less entitled to act than the 
consul,an the responsibility still devolved rightfully on 
the latter: but when was cowardice ever consistent? 
Cresar made every exertion to save ~he . prisoners, and his 

, speech, full of covert threats as to the future inevi
table vengeance of the democracy, made the deepest im
pression. Although all the consulars ,and the great 
majority of the senate had already declared for the execu
tion, most of them; with Cicero at their head, seemed now 
once .more inclined to keep within the limits of the law. But 
when Cato in' pettifogging fashion brought the champions 
of the inilder view into suspicion of being accomplices of 
the plot, and pointed to the preparations for liberating the 
prisoners by II. street-riot, he succeeded in throwing the 
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waverers into a fresh alarm, and in securing a majority for the 
immediate execution of the transgressors. 

The execution of the decree naturally devolved on the Execut.inn 
consul, who had called it forth. Lute on the evening of the o,f th," Cnti-
5th of December the prisoners were brought from their pre- Imal'laus. 
vious quarters, and conducted across the market-place still 
densely crowded by men to the prison in which criminals 
condemned to death were wont to be kept. It was a sub-

o terranean vault, twelve feet deep, at the foot of the Capitol, 
which formerly had served as a well-house. The consul 
himsclf conducted Lentulus, and prretors the others, all 
att~nded by strong guard~; but the attempt at rescue, 
whlch 'had been expected, dId not take place. No one knew 
whether the prisoners were being conveyed to a secure place 
.of custody or to the scene of' execution. At the door of the 
prison they were handed over to the triumvirs who con
ducted the executions, and were strangled in the subter
ranean vault by torchlight. The consul had waited before 
the door till the executions were accomplished, and then 
with his loud well-known voice proclaimed over the Forum to 
the multitude waiting in silence, "They are dead." Till far 
on in the night the crowds moved through the streets, and 
exultingly saluted the consul, to whom they believed that they 
owed the security of their houses and their property. The 
senate ordered public festivals of gratitude,and the first 
men of the nobility, Marcus Cato and Quintus Catulus; 
saluted the author of the sentence of death with the name-
now heard for the first time-of a "father of his father
land." 

But it was a dreadful deed, and all the more dreadful that it 
appeared to a whole people great and commendable. Never 
perhaps has a commonwealth more lamentably declared itself 
bankrupt than did Rome through this resolution-adopted: 
in cold blood by the majority of the government and ap
proved by public opinion-to put to death in all haste a few 
political prisoners, who were no doubt culpable-according to, 
the laws, but had not, forfeited life; because, forsooth, the 
security of the prisons was Dot to be trusted, and there was 
DO sufficient police. It was the humorous trait seldom 
wanting to a historical tr!lgedy, that this act of the most 
brutal tyranny had to be carried out by the most unstable 
and timid of all Roman statesmen, and that the .. first 
democratic consul" was selected to destroy the palladium of 

11 2 
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the ancient freedom' of the Roman commonwealth, the 
right of prooocatio. 

Suppression After the conspiracy had been thus stifled in the capital t/he 
. eveil before it came to au outbreak, there remained the task 

6U;;u..:"'::u:n• of putting an end to the insurrection in Etruria. The 
, . army amounting to about 2000 men, which Catilina found 

on his arrival, had increased"nearlyfivefold by the numerous 
recruits who flocked in, and already formed two tolerably 
full legions, in which however only about a fourth part of 
the men were sufficieutly armed. Catilina had thrown 
himself with his force into the mountains and avoided a 

, battle with the troops of Antonius, with the view of com
pleting the organization of his bands and awaiting the out
break of the insurrection in Rome. But the news of its 
failure broke up the army of the insurgents;' the mass of 
the less compromised thereupon returned home. Thl! rem-' 
nant of resolute, or rather desperate, men that were left 
made an attempt to cut their way through the Apennine 
passes into Gaul;, but when the little band arrived at the 
foot of the mOU1ltains near Pistoria (Pistoja), it found itself 
caughb between two armies. In front of it was the corps of 
Quintus Metellus, which had COll;le up from Ravenria and 
Ariminum to occupy the northern slope -of the Apennines; 
behind it was the army ot' Antonius, who had at length 
yielded to the urgency of his officers and agreed to a winter 
campaign. Catilina was wedged in on both sides, and his 
supplies came to an end i nothing was left but to throw 
himf!elf on the nearest foe, which was Antonius. In a 
narrow valley enclosed by rocky m6untains the conflict took 
place between the insurgents and the' troops of Antonius, 
which-in order that he might not be obliged at lellSt person
ally to perform execution on his former allies-he had under 
a pretext entrusted for' this day to a brave officer who had' 
grown grey under arms, Marcus Petreius. The superior 

, strength of the government army was of little account, 
owing to th~ nature of the field of battle. Both Catilina ' 

'and Petreius placed'their most trusty men in the foremost 
ranks; quarter was neither given nor received. The con
flict lasted long, and many brave men fell on both sides; 
Catilina, who before the beQinning of the battle had sen~ 

'back his horse and those of ali his officers, showed on this 
day that nature had destined him for no ordinary things,and 
that he knew at once ,how to command as a general and how 
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to fight as a soldier. At length Petreius with his guard 
broke the centre of the enemy, and, after having overthrown 
this, attacked the two wings from within. This decided 
the victory. The corpses of the Catilinarians-there were 
counted 3000 of them-eovered, as it were in rank and file, 
the ground where they had fought; the officers and the 
general himself had, when all was lost, thrown themselves 
headlong on the enemy and thus sought and found death 
(beginning of 692). Antonius. was on account of this 62. 
victory branded by the senate with the title of Imperator, 
and new thanksgiving-festivals showed that the government 
and the governed were beginning to become accustomed to 
civil war. . . 

The anarchist plot had thus been suppressed in the Attitude of 
capital and in Italy with bloody violence; people were re_Crassus and 
minded of it merely by the. criminal processes which in the~":! th 
Etruscan country towns and in the capital thinned the aDal'chi~ts. • 
ranks of those affiliated to the. beaten party, and by the 
large accessions to the robber-bands' of Italy-one of which, 
for instance, formed out of the remains of the armies of 
Spartacus and Catilina, was destroyed by a military force in 
694 in the territory of Thurii. But it is impQrtant to keep 60. 
in view, that the blow fell by no means merely on the anar-
chists proper, who had conspired to set the capital on fire 
and had fought at Pistona, bnt on the whole democratic 
party. That this party, and in particular Crassus and 
Clllsar, had a hand m the game on the present occasion as 
wellas in the plot of 688, may be regarded-not in a juristic, 66. 
but in a historical, point of view-as an ascertained fact. The 
circumstance, indeed, that Catillus and the other heads of 

. the senatorial party accused the leader of the democrats of 
complicity in the anarchist plot, and that the latter as senator 
spoke and Toted against the brutaL judicial murder con
templated by the.oligarchy, could only be urged by partisan 
sophistry as any valid proof of his participation in the plans 
of Catihna.· But a series of other facts is of more weight. 
According to express and irrefragable testimonies it was 
especially Crassus and Clllsar that supported the candidaturo 
_ of Catilina for the consulship. When Clllsar in 690 brought 64. 
the executioners of Bulla before the commission for murder 
(P. 161) he allowed the rest to be condemned, but. the most 
guilty and infamous of all, Catiliua, to be acquitted. In the 
reyelationl of the 3rd of December, it it! true, Cicero did. not 
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include among the names of the conspirators of whom he 
had informatioll'those of the two influential men; but it is 
notorious; that the informers denounced not merely those 
against whom subsequently investigation was directed, but 
"many innocent" persons besides, whom the consul 
Cicero thought proper to erase from the list; and in later 
yearSj when he had no reason to disguise' the truth, he 

· expressly named ·CalSar among the accomplices. An in
·direct but very intelligible inculpation is implied alsi> in 

. -the circumstance, .that of the four persons arrested on the 
Hrd of December the two least dangeroUB,Statilius and 

· Gabinius, were handed over to be guarded by the senators 
Cresar and Crass us; it was manifestly intended that these 
'should either, if they allowed them to escape, be com
promised in the view of public opinion as accessories, or, if 
they really detained them, be compromised in the view of 
their fellow-conspirators as renegades. The following scene 
which occurred in the senate shows sign~ficantly how matters 
stood. Immediately after .the arrest· of Lentulus and his 

· comrades, a messenger despatched by the conspirators in 
,. the capital to' Catilina was seized by the agents of the go-
vernment, and, after having been assured of impunity, was 
induced to make a comprehensive confession in a full meet
ing of the senate. But when he came to the critical portions. 
of bis confession and in particular named Crass us as having, 
commissioned him, he was interrupted by the senators, and 
on the suggestion of Cicero it was resolved to canceL the 
.whole statement without further inquiry, ana to imprison. its 
author notwithstanding the amnesty assured to bim, until 
such time as he should have not merely retracted the state
ment, but have also confessed who had instigated him to 

'such false testimony. Here it is abundantly clear, not 
merely that that man had a very accurate knowledge of the 
state of matters who, when summoned to make an attack 
upon Crassus, replied that he had no desire to provoke the 
bull of the herd, but also that the majority of the senate 
with Cicero at their head were.agreed in not permitting the 
revelations togo beyon,d Ii certain limit. The public was 
not so nice; the young men, who had taken up arms to 
ward off :the incendiaries, were exasperated against no' one 
so much as against Cresar,; on the 5th of December, when he 
left the senate, they pointed their swords at his breast, and 
he narrowly escaped with his life' even now on the same 
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spot where the fatal blow fell on him seventeen years after
wards; he did not again for a considerable time enter the 
senate-house. Any ODe who impartially considers the course 
of the conspiracy will not be able to resist. the suspicion, 
that during all this time Catilina was backed by more 
powerful men, who-relying on the want of a l~gally com
pletechain of evidence, IPld on the lukewarmness and 
cowardice of the inajority of the, senate, which was but 
half-initiated and greedily caught at any pretext for in~ 
action-knew how to hinder any serious interference with 
the conspiracy on the part of the authorities, to procure free 
departure for the chief of the insurgents, and even so to 
manage the declaration of war and the sending' of troops 
against the insurrection, that it was almost,equivalent to the 
sending of an auxiliary army. While the course of the evente 
themselves thus testifies that the threads of the Catilinarian 
plot reached far higher than Lentulus and Catilina, it de
serves also to be noticed, that at a much later period. when 
Cresar had got to the head of the state, he was in the closest 
alliance with the only Catilinarian' still surviving, Publius 
Sittius the leader of the Mauretanian free bands, and that 
he modified the law of debt quite in the sense that the pro
clamations of Manlius demanrled. 

All these pieces of evidence speak clearly enough; but, 
even were it not so, the desperate position of the democracy 

. in presence of the military power-which since the Gabinio-, 
Manilian laws assumed alongside of it an attitude more 
threatening than ever-renders it almost a certainty that, as 
.usually happens in Iluch cases, it Bought a last resource' in 
Ilecret plots and in alliance with lUJarchy. The circum
stances were verJ' similar to those of the Cinoan times, 
While in the East. Pompeius occupied a position nearly 
such as Sulla then did, Crassus and Cresar sought to raise a 
counter-power in Italy like that which Marius and Cinna 
had possessed, "ith the view of employing it if possible 
better than they had. done. The wa1 to this result lay once 
more through terrorism and anarch),. lind to pave that way 
Catilina was certainly the fitting ·maD. Naturally the more 

. -reputable leaders of the democrac)' kept themselves as far 
8S possible in the background, and left to' their unclean 
.associates the execution of the W1clean work, the political 
results of which they hoped afterwards to appropriate. Still 
more naturally, when the enterprise had failed, the partners 
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of higher position applied every effort to conceal their par
ticipation in it. A.nd at a later period, when the former con
!lpirator had himself become the. target of political plots, the 
veil was for that very reason drawn only the more closely 
over those darker years in the life· of the great man, and 
even special apologtes for him were written with that very 
object. * -.' . 

rotal For five years Pompeiui! was in the East at the head of 
defeat of his armies aud fleets; for five years the democracy at home 
the ~em .. - conspired to' overthrow him. The result was discouraging. 
ll'Bticparty. With unspeakable exertions they had not merely attained 

nothing, but had suffered morally as well as materially_ 
71. enormous loss. Even the- coalition of 683 was probably 

regarded by democrats of pure water as a scandal, although 
the democracy at that time only -coalesced with two dis
tiriguished men of the opposite party and bound these to 
its programme. But now the democratic party had made 
comnion cause with a band of murderers and bankrupts, 
who' were almost ali likewi,se deserters from the camp of the 

_. aristocracy; and had at least for the time being accepted 
,their programme, that is to say, the terrorism of Cinna. 
The party of material interests, one of the chief elements of 

71. the coalition of 683, was thereby alienated from the de
mocracy, and driven into the arms of the Optimates in the 
first instance, or of any power at all which would and 
conld give protection against anarchy. Even the mnltitude 
of the capital, who, although- having no objection . to a 
street-riot, found it inconvenient to have their houses seton 
fire over their heads, were in some meas~ alarmed. It is 

63. remarkable that in this very year (691) the full restora
tion of the Sempronian corn-largesses took place, and was 

• Such an apology is the CatiliM of' Sallust, which was published by the 
46. author, B notorious CreSBlian, after the year 708, either onder the monarchy of 

ClllSBr or more probably under the triumviratll of his heirs; evidently as B 
treatise with a political drift, which endeavours to bring into credit the 
democratic party--on whirl> in fact the Roman monarchy was based-and to 
clear CIllSBf'S lI\emo~y from the blackest stain that rested on it; and with 
the oollateral object of whitew:¥hlng as f .... as possible the uncle of the trium
vir Marcos Antonius (comp. e. g. Co 59 with Dio. "xxvii. 39). The Jugurlha 
·of'the same author is io an .,.actly similar way designed partly to expose tho 
pitifulness of tho oligarchic government, pal·tly to glorify the Coryphmus of 
the democracy, Gains Marius. The circumstance that the adroit aothor keepa 
the apologetic and inculpatory character of these writings of his in the bad<
ground, proves, not that they are not partisan treatises, but that they are good 
Qnes. 
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effected by the senate on the proposal orCato. The league 
of the democratic leaders with anarchy had obviously created 
, breach between the former and the burgesses of the city; 
and the oligarchy sought, not without at least momentary 
success, to enlarge the chasm and to draw over the masses 
to their side. Lastly, Gnmus Pompeius had 'been partly 
warned, partly exasperated, by all these. cabals; after all 
that had occurred, and after the democracy had itself virtually 
torn asunder the ties which connected it with Pompeills~ it 
could no longer. with propriety make the request-which in 
684 had had a certain amount of reason on its side-that he 70. 
should not himself destroy with the sword the democratic 
power which he had raised, and which had raised him. 
Thus the democracy was disgraced and weakened; but 
above all it had become ridiculous through the merciless 

· exposure of its perplexity and weakness. Where the 
humiliation of the overthrown government and similar 
matters of little moment were concerned, it was great and 
potent; but every one of its attempts' to attain a real 
political success had proved a downright failure. Its rela· 
tion to Pompeius was as false' as pitiful. While it was 
loading him with panegyrics and demonstrations of homage, 

· it was concocting against him one intrigue after another; 
and one after another, like soap-bubbles, they burl:lt of them
selves. .. .The general of the East and of the seas, far from 
standing on his defence against them, appeared not even to 
observe all the busy agitation, and to obtain his victories 
over the democracy as Rerakles gained his over the Pygmies,' 
without being himself aware of it.. The attempt to kindle 
civil war had miserably failed; if the anarchist section had 
at least displayed some energy, the pure democracy, while 
knowing doubtless how to hire conspirators, had not known 
how to lead them or to save them or to die with them. 
Even the old. languid oligarchy, strengthened by the masses 
passing over to it from the ranks of the democracy and 
above all by the-in this affair nnmistakable-identity of 
its interests and those of Pompeius, had been enabled to 

· suppress this attempt -at revolution and thereby to achieve 
yet a last victory over the democracy. Meanwhile king 
Mithradates had died, Asia Minor and Syria were regulated, 
and the return of Pompeius to Italy might be evety moment 
expected. The decision was not 'far distant; but was there 
in fact ltill room to speak of a decision between the general 
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. who returned more famous and mightier than ever, and the 

. democracy humbled beyond p~rallel .and utte~ly powerless? 
Crassus prepared to embark hIli famtly and hIS gold and to 
seek an asylum somewhere in the East; and even so elastic 
and so energetic a nature as that of Cresar seemed on the' 

63. point of giving up the game as lost. In this year (691) 
occurred his candidature fOl: the place of pmtifea: m=imll8 
(P. 161); when he left his house on the morning of the 
election, he declared that, if. he should fail in this a1!0, he 
would never again cross its threshold. 
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CHAPTER VI. . . 

RETIREMENT OF POMPEIUS AND COALITION OF THE 
PRETENDERS. 

WnEN Pompeius, after having transacted the affairs com- Pompeius 
mitted to his charge, again turned his eyes towards home, he in the East. 
found for the second time the diadem at his feet. For long 
the development of the Roman Slommonwealth had been 
tending towards such a cataetrophe;, it was evident to every 

'unbiassed observer, and had been remarked a thousand time!!, 
that, if the rule of the aristocracy should be brought to all 
end, monarchy was inevitable. . The senate had now been 
overthrown at once by the civil democratic . opposition and 
by the military power; the only question remaining was to 
settle the persons, names, and forms for the new order of 
things; and these were already clearly enough indicated in 
the partly democratic'lartly military elements of the revo
lution. The events 0 tbe last five years had set, as it 
were; the final seal on this impending transformation of the 
commonwealth. In the newly-erected Asiatic provinces, 
which gave regal honours to their organizer as the successor 
of Alexander the Great, and received even his favourite 
freedmen like princes, Pompeius had laid the foundations of 
his dominion, and found at once the treasures, the arDlY, 
and the halo of glory which the future prince of the Roman 
state required. 1.'he anarchist conspiracy, moreover, in the ' 
capital, and the civil war connected. with it, had made it 
palpably clear to everyone who studied political or even 
merely material interests, that a government withQut au
thority and without mllitary power, like that of the senate, 
exposed the s~~te to the equally ludicrous and formid~ble 
tyranny of political sharpe~s. and that a ehange of constitu-
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tion, which ·should connect the military power more closely 
1rith the government, was an indispensable necessity if 
social order was to be maintained. So the ruler had arisen 
in the East, the throne had been erected in Italy; to all 

62. appear~ce the ,year 692 was the last of the republic, the 
first of monarchy. -

The oppo- This goal, it is true, was not to be reached without a 
nents of the struggle. The constitution, which had endured for five fut::oo hundred years, and under which the insignificant town on 
mo • the Tiber had risen to unprecedented greatness and glory, 

had sunk its roots into the soil to a depth beyond human 
ken, and no one could -at all calcuJate to what extent the 
attempt to overthrow it would penetrate and convulse 
civil society. Several rivals had been outrun by Pompeius 
in the race towards the great goal, but had not been wholly 
set aside.· It was not altogether impossible that all these 
elements might combine to overthrow the new holder of 
power, and that Pompeius might find Quintus Catulus 
and Marcus Cato 1!Dited in opposition to him with Marcus 
Crassus, Gaius Cmsar, and Titus Labienus. But the in
evitable and undoubtedly serious struggle. could not well be 
undertaken under circumstances more favourable. It was 
in a high degree probable that, under the fresh impression of 
the Catilinarian revolt, a rule which. promised order and 
security, although at the price of freedom, would receive the 
submission of the whole middle party-embracing especially 
the merchants wha concerned themselves only about .their 
material interests, but including also a great part of the 
aristocracy, which, disorganized in itself and politically hope
less, had to rest conten~ with secuPng for itself riches, 
rank, and influence by a timely compromise with the 

. prince ; perhaps even a portion of the democracy, so sorely 
smitten by the recent blow!!, might submit to. hope for the 
realisation of a portion of its demands from a military chief 
raised to power by itself. But, whatever might be the 
feeling of parties, of what importance, in the first instance 
at least, were the parties. in Italy at all in presence of 
Pompeius and his victorious army? . Twenty years pre-

. vipusly Sulla, after ~avin~ conclude~ a temporary peace with 
Mithradates, had Wlth hiS five legIOns been able to carry a 
restoration running counter to the natural development of 
things in the face of the whole liberal party which had been 
arming en maB88 for years, from. the moderate aristocrats and 
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the liberal mercantile class down to the aD.archists. The task 
of Pompeius was far less difficult. He returned, after having 
fully and conscientiously performed his different functions by 
sea and land. He might expect to encounter no other serious 
opposition save that of the various extreme parties, each 
of which by itself could do nothing,. and which .even when 
leagued together were still nothing more than a coalition of 
factions that remained vehemently hostile to each other and 
were inwardly at thorough variance. Completely unarmed, 
they were without a military force and without a head, with*
out organization in Italy, without support in- the provinces, 
above all, without a general; there was in their ranks 
hardly a soldier--to say nothing of an officer--of note, who 
-could have ventured to call forth the burgesses to a conflict , 
with Pompeius. The circumstance might further be taken 
into account, that the volcano of revolution, which had been 
now incessantly blazing for seventy years and feeding on its 
own flame, was visibly burning out and verging of itself to 
extinction. It was very doubtful whether the attempt. to 
arm the Italians for party interests would now succeed as it 
had succeeded with Cinna and Carbo. If Pompeius exerted 
himself, how could he fail to effect a revolution of the state, 
which was chalked out by a certain necessity of 'nature in· 
the organic development of the Roman commonwealth? _ 

Pompeius had seized the right moment when ):Ie under- Mission 1'1 
took h18 mission to the East; he seemed desirous to go Nepos fi. 
forward. In the autumn of 691, Quintus Metellus'Nepos Rome. l6S. 
arrived from the camp of Pompeius in the capital, and came 
forward as a candidate for the tribuneship, with the express 
design of employing that· position to procure for Pompeius 
the consulship for the year 693 and more immediately, 
by special decree of the' people, the conduct of the war 
against CntHina. The excitement in Rome was great. _ It. 
was not to be doubted that Nepo~ was acting under the 
direct. or indirect orders of Pompeius; the desire of Pom-
peius to appear in Italy as general at the head of his Asiatic 
legions, and to administer simultaneously the supreme mili-
taryand t4e supreme civil power there, was conceived to 
be a further step on the way to the throne, and the mission 

61. 

of Nepos a semi-official proClamation _of the monarchy. 
Everything turned on the attitude which the two great Pompt'iusiu 

political parties should assume towards' these overtllres; relation .to 
their future position and the future of the nation 4epended the partIes. 
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on this. But the reception which Nepos -met ,nth was! 
itself in its turn determined by the then ~xisting relation of 
the parties to Pompeius, which was of a very peculiar kind. 
Pompei\ls had gone to the East as gener¥ of the democracy. 
He had reason enough to be discontented. with Cresar' and 
his adherents, but no open rupture had taken place. It is. 
probable that Pompeius, ·who was at a great distance and 
occupied with other things, and who besides was wholly 
destitute of the gift of political divination, by no means saw 
through, at least at that time, the extent and mutual con
nection of the democratic ·intrigues contrived against him; 
perhaps even in his haughty and ~hortsighted manner he 
had a: certain pride in ignoring these underground pro
ceedings. Then there came the fact, which with a character 

. of Pompeius' sort had much weight, that the democracy 
never lost sight of outward respect for the great man, and 

ea. even now (691) spontaneously (as was his wish) it had granted 
to him by a special decree of the people unprecedented ho
nours and decorations (P.14S). But, even if all this lIadnot 
been the case, it lay in Pompeius' own well-understood in
terest to continue his adherence, at least outwardly, to the 
popular party; democracy and monarchy stand so closely re
lated that PompeiuB., in aspiring to the crown, could scarcely 
do otherwise than call himself, as hitherto, the champion of. 
~opular rights. While personal and political reasons, there
fore, co-operated to keep Pompeius and the leaders of the 
democracy, despite of all that had taken place, in thei!; pre
vious connection, nothing was done on the opposite side to 
fill up the chasm which separated him since his desertion to 
the camp of the democracy from his 'Sullan partisans. His 
personal quarrel with Metellus and Lucullus transferred 
itself to their extensive and influential coteries. A paltry. 
opposition of the senate-but, to a character of so paltry a 
mould" all the more eXllsperating by reason of its very paltri
ness- had attended him through his whble ca:reer as a 
general. - He felt it keenly, that the senltte had not taken 
the smallest step to honour the. extraordinary man .according 
to his desert, that is, by extraordinary means. .Lastly, it is 
not to be forgotten, that the aristocracy was just then in
toxicated by its recent victory and the demqcracy deeply 

. humbled, and that the aristocracy was led by the pedantically 
stiff and half· witless Oato, and the democracy by the most 
supple master of intrigue, Olesar. 
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Such was the state of parties amidst which the emissary Ruptur. 

\!ent forth by Pompeiu8 appeared. .The aristocracy not only between 
regarded the proposals which he announced in favour of Pomp.ius 
PompeiuB as a declaration of war against the existing con- an~::e 
Btitution, but treated them openly as such, and took not the ans cracy . 

. slightest pains to conceal their alarm and their indjgna~ion. 
With the express design of combating these proposals, Mar-
cus Cato had himself elected as tribune of the people along 
with Nepos, and abruptly repelled the repeated attempts of 
PompeiuB to approach him personally. Nepos naturally 
after this found himself under no·inducement to spare the 
aristocracy. but attached himself the more readily to the 
democrats, when these, pliant as ever, submitted to what. 
was inevitable and chose freely to concede the office of 
general in Itnly as well aB the consulate rather than let the 
concession be wrung from them by force of arms. ·The 
cordial understanding soon showed Itself. . Nepos publicly 
accepted (Dec. 691) the democratic view of the executions 5S. 
recently decreed by the majority of the senate, as un
constitutional judicial murders; and that his lord and 
maRter looked on them in no other light, was-shown by his 
significant silence respecting the. voluminous vindication of 
them which Cicero had sent to him. On the other hand, 
the first act with which Cwsar began his prwtorship was to 
call Quintus Catulus to account .tal' the moneys alleged to 
have· been embezzled by him in the rebuilding of the 
Capitoline temple, and to· transfer the completion of the 
temple to Pompeius. This was a masterstroke~ Catulua 
had already been building at the temple for fifteen years, 
and seemed very much dispoSlld to. die as he had lived 
superintendent of the Capitoline buildings; an attack on 
thIS abuse of a public commission-an abuse covered only by 
the reputation of the noble commissionel'-was in reality 
entirely justified and in a high degree popular. But when 
the prospect was simultaneously opened up to Pompeiu8 of 
being allowed to delete the name of Catulus and engrave his 
·own on this proudest spot of the proudest city of the globe, 
there waa offered to him the very thing which most or all 
delighted him and did no harm to the democracy-abundant 
bu~ empty honour; while at the same time the aristocracy, 

. which could not possibly allow its best· man to fall, was 
brought into the most annoying collision with Pompeius. 

Meanwhile Nepos had brought his proposals concerning 
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Pompeius before the burgesses. On the day of voting Cato • 
and his friend and colleague, Quintus Minucius, interposed 
their veto. When Nepos' did not regard this and con
tinued the reading out, a formal confiict took place; Cato and 
Minuclus threw themselves on their . colleague and forced 
him to stop; an armed band liberated him, and drove the 
aristocratic section from ·the Forum; but Cato and Minu
cius returned, now supported likewise by armed· bands, and 
ultimately maintained the field of battle for the goyern
ment. Encouraged by this victory of their bands over those 
of their antagonist, the senate suspended the tribune Nepos 
as well as the prretor Cresar, who had vigorously supported 
him in the bringing in of the law, ~om their offices; their 
deposition, which, was proposed in the senate, was prevented 
by Cato, more, doubtless, because it was unconstitutional 
than because it was injudicious. . Cresar did not regard the 
decree, and continued·. his official fimctions till the senate 
used violence against ,him. As soon as this was known, the 
multitude appeared before his house and placed itself at his 
disposal; it depended solely on him whether the struggle in 
the streets should he begun, or whether at least the proposals 
made by Metellus should I!0W be resumed and the military 
command in Italy desired hy PQmpeius should be procured for 

. rum; but this was not ,in Cresar's interest, and so he induced 
the crowds to disperse, whereupo~'the senate recalled the 
penalty decreed against him. Nepos himself had, imme
diately after' his suspension, left the city and embarked for 
Asia, in order to report to P-ompeius the result of his mistjion. 

PO,mpeius had every reason to be content with the turn 
which things had taken. The way to the throne now lay 
necessarily through civil war; and he owed it to qato's 
incorrigible perversity that he could begin this war with 
good reason. After the illegal condemnation of the ad
herents of Catilina, after the unparalleled acts of violenc~ 
against the tribune of the people MeteUus; Pompeius might 
wage war at once as defender of' the two palladia of Roman 
publio freedom-the right of appeal and the inviolability 01 
the trib4.nate of' the people-against the aristocracy, and as 
champion of the party of order against, the Catilinarian 
band. It seemed almost impossible that Pompeius should 
neglect this opportunity and with his eyes open put himself 
a second time into the painful position, in which the dis
missal of his army in 684 had placed him, and from which 
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only the Gabinianlaw had released him. But near as seemed 
the opportunity of placing the white chaplet around his 
brow, and much as his own soul longed after it, when the 
question of action presented .its~lf, his heart and his hand 
once more failed, him. This man, .Iiltogether ordinary in 
every respect excepting only hiB pretensions, would doubtless 
gladly have placed himself' above the law, if only, he could 
have done. 80 without forsaking legal ground. His very 
lingering in Asia betrayed a misgiving of tbis sort. He 
might; had he wished, have very wp,ll arrived in January 692 62. 
with his fleet and army at ,the port of Brundisium, and have 
received Nepos there. IIis tarrying the whole winter of 
091-092 in Asia had proximately the inJurrous consequence, 63-62. 
that the aristocracy, which ot' course accelerated the cam~ 
paign against Catilina as it best could, bad meanwhile got 
l'id of his bands, and had thus set aside the most feasible 
pretext for keeping together tbe Asiatic .legions in Italy. 
}'or a man of Pompeius' character, wbo for want of faith 
in himself and in his star timidly clung in puhlic life to 
formal right, and with wbom the pretext. was nearly of as 
much importance as tbe motive, tbis circumstance was of 
serious weight. He probably said to himself, moreover, 
that, even if' he dismissed bis army, he did not1et it wholfy 
out of his hand, but could ill case of need raise a force ready 
for battle sooner at nny rate than any other party-chief; 
that the democracy was waiting in submissive attitude for his 
Bi~al. and that he could deal with the refractory senate even 
Without soldiers; and other similar considerations that sug-
gested themselves, in which there was exactly enough of 
truth to make them appear plausible to oue who wished to 
deceive himself. The very peculillr temperament of Pom-
peius naturally turned once more the scale. He was one 
of those men who are cllpable it may be of a crimll, but not 
of insubordination; in a good as in, a bad selltle he was 
thoroughly a soldier. Men or mark respect the law as a: 
moral necessity. ordinary men as a traditional every-day 
rule; for this very reason military discipline, in which more 
than anywhere else law takes the form of habit, binds every 
man not entirely self-reliant as witb a magic spell. It has 
often been observed that the soldier, even where he has 
determined to refuse obedience to his commander, involun-
tarily when that obedience is demanded resumes his place 
in'the ranks. It was thi~ feeling tbat made Lafayette and 
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Dumouriez hesitate at the last moment before the breach of 
faith and fail in their design; and to this too Pompeius suc
cumbed. 
. In the autumn of .692 Pompeius embarked for Italy. 
While in the capital all was preparation for receiving the 
new monarch, news came that POnipeius, when barely landed 
at ·Brundisium, had broken up his legions and with a small 
escort had entered on his journey to the capital. If it is a 
piece of. good fortune to gain Il crown without trouble, 
fortune never did more for mortal than it did for Pompeius ; 
but on those who lack courage the gods ~vish every favour 
.and every gift in vain. 

The parties breathed freely; Pompeius had abdicated a 
second time; !)is already vanquished com petitors mig)Jt once 
more begin the race--in which doubtless the strangest thing 
was, that Pompeius was again a rival runner. In January 
693 he came.to Rome. His position was an awkward one 
and vacillated with so much uncertainty between the parties, 
that people gave .him the nickname of Gnreus Cicero. 
He had in fact lost favour with all. The anarchists saw 
in him an adversary, the democrats an inconvenient 
friend, Marcus Crassus a rival, the wealthy class an un
trustworthy protector, the aristocracy a declared foe.- He 
was still indeed the most powerful man in the state; his 
military adherents scattered throughout Italy, his influence 
in the provinces, particularly those of the Ea.'1t, his military 
fame, his enormous riches gave him a weight which no other 
possessed j but instead of the enthusiastic reception on which 
he had counted, the reception which he met with was more 
than cool, and still cOQler was the treatment given to the 
demands which he presented. He requested for himself, as he 
had . already caused to be announced by Nepos, a second 

. consulship; demilllding also, of course, a confirmation of 
the arrangements made by him in the East and' a fulfil
ment of the promise which he had given to his soldiers to 
furnish them with lands. Against these demands a syste
matic opposition arose in the senate, the chief elements of 
wlrich were furnished by the personal exasperation of Lu-

• The impression of the first address, which Pompeius mad. f,o the bn .... 
gesses aner his return, Is thus described by Cicero (ad. Att. i, 14); primtJ 
com", PfJmpe; "'"' jtlCtlnda miseris (the rabble), inanis improbis (the demo
crats). beatis (the wealthy) noll grata, banis (the aristocrats) "'"' grmn.; 
itaqve frigebal.. . . . 
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cullu8 and lfetellus Creticus, the old resentment 'of Crassus, 
and the conscientious folly of Cato. The desired second 
conswship was at once and bluntly refused. The very first 
request which the returning general addressed to the senate; 
that the election of, the consuls for 693 might be put off till 
after his entry into the capital, had been rejected; much less 
was there any'likelihood of obtaining from the senate the ne
cessary dispensation from the law of Sulla as to re-election 
(iii. 363); As to the arrangements which'he had made in the 
Eastern provinces. Pompeius naturally asked their confirma
tion as & whole; Lucullus ca~ied a proposal that every 
ordinance should be separately discussed and voted upon, 

, which opened th~ door ~or endless an~oyances and a multi
tude of defeats lD detail. The promlse of a grant of land' 
to the soldiers of the Asiatic army was ratified indeed in 
generall>y the senate, but was at the same time extended to 
the Cretan legions of Metellus; and-what was worsa-it 
was not executed, because the public chest was empty and 
the senate was not disposed to meddle with the domains 
for this purpose. Pompei us, in despair of mastering the 
persistent and spiteful opposition of the 'Benate, turned to 
the burgesses. But he understood still less how to conduct 
his movements on ,this field. The democratic leaders, al
though ther did not openly oppose him, had no cause at all 
to make hli~ interests their own, and so kept aloof. Pom-

. peius' own instruments-such as the consuls elected by his 
Influence and partly by, his money, Marcus Pupius Piso for 
093 and Lucius Aframus for 694-ahowed themselvesun-, 
skilful and useless. When at length the assignation of laqd 
for the veterans of -Pompeius was submitted to the bur
gesses by the tribune of the people Lucius Flavius in the 
form of a general agrarian law, the proposal, not supported 
by the democrats,' openly combated by the aristocrats, 
was left in a minority (beg. of 694). Th~ exalted general 
now sued almost humbly for the favour of the masses, 
for it was on his instigation that the Italian, tolls were 
abolished br a law introduced 'by the prllltor Metellus 
Nepos (694). But he }?layed the demagogue without skill 
and wit bout success; hls reputation suffered from it" and 
he did not obtain what he desired. He 'had completely 
run himself into a noose. One of his opponents summed 
up his political position at that time by saying that he 
had endeavoured" to conserve by silence his embroidered 
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triumphal mantle." In fact nothing remained for him 
but to fret. 
, Then a new combination offered itself. The leader of the 
democratic party had' actively employed in his awn interest 
the political calm which had immediately followed on the 
'retirement of the previous holder of power. 'When Pom
peius returned from Asia, Cresar had been little more thau 
what Catilina was-the chief ofa political party which had 
dwindled aliJ;lpst into a club of conspirators, and a bankrupt, 
But since that event he had, after administering the prretor
ship (692), been invested with the governorship of ]'urther 
Spain, and thereby had found means partly to rid himself of 
4is debts~ partly to lay the foundation for a military position 
and amilitary renown. His old friend and ally Crassus had 
been indnced by the hope of finding the support against 
Pompeius, which he had lost in Piso (P. 168), once more in 
Cresar, to relieve him· even before his departure to the pro
vince from the nnist oppressive portion of his load of debt. 
He himself had energetically employed his brief sojourn 
there. Returning from Spain in the year 694 with filled 
chests and, as Imperator with well-founded claims to a 
triumph, he came forward for the following year as, a 
candidate for the consulship j' for the sake of which, as the 
senate refused him permission to announce himself as a 
candidate for the cQnsular ele.ction in absence, he without, 
hesitation abandoned the honour of the triumph. ,For 
years- the democracy had striven to raise one of its partisans 
to the }?ossession of the supreme magistracy, that by this 
means It might attain a military power, of its own. It 
llad long .been clear to discerning men of all ahades that 
the strife of parties could not be settled by civil conflict, 
but only by military power; buUhe course of the coalition 
between the democracy and the powerful military chiefs, 
through which the rule of the senate had been terminated, 
showed with inexorable clearness, that every such alliance 
ultimately issued in a subordination of the civil under the 
military elements, and that the popular party, ifit would really 
rule, must not ally itself with generals properly foreign and 
even hostile to it, but must make generals of its own leaders 
themselves. The attempts made with this view to carry the, 

. election of Catilina as consul, and to gain.a mil,itary support' 
in Spain or Egypt, had failed; ;now a possibility presented, 
itself of procuring for their most important man the consul. I 
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ship and the consular province in the usual constitutional 
way, and of rendering themselves independent 'of their 
dubious and dangerous ally Pompei us by the establishment, 
if we may so speak, of a home power in their own democratic 
household. . ! 

But the more the democracy could not but desire to open Second con
up for itself this path, which offered not so much the most lition ~f 
favourable as the only prospect -of real successes, the more ~~mpelu., 
certainly it might reckon on the resolute res~tance of its a~~"~~~. 
political opponents. Everything depended on whom it •. 
found opposed to it in this matter. l'he aristocracy isolated 
was not formidable; but it had just been rendered evident 
in the Catilimii'ian affair that it could certainly still exert 
some influence, where it was more or less openly lIupported by 
the men of material interests and by the adherents of P-om-
peius. It had several times frustrated Catilina's candidature 
for the consulship, and that it would attempt the like against 
Cresar was sufficiently certain. But, even though Cresar 
should perhaps be chosen in spite of it, his election alone did, 
not suffice. . IIe needed at least some years of undisturbed 
working out of Italy, in order to gain a firm military posi-
tiou; and the nobility assuredly would leave no means un-
tried to thwart his plans during this time of preparation. The 
idea naturally occurred, whether the aristocracy might not 
be again successfully isolated as in 683-6H4, and an alliance 71-70. 
firmly based on mutual advantage might not be established 
between the democrats with their allv Crassus on the one side 
and Pompeius and the great cllpitaiists on the other. For 
Pompeius such a coalition was certainly a political suicide. 
IIis weight hitherto in the state reeted on the fact, that he 
WaS the only party-leader who at the same time disposed 
of legions-which, though now dissolved, might still iu a 
certain sense be said to be at his disposal. l'he plan of the 
democracy was directed to the very object of depriving him 
of this preponderance, and Of placing by his sidE! in their own 
chief'a military rival. Never could qe con~ent to this, and 
least of all personally help to a post of supreme command a 
man like Cresar, who already as a mere political agitator had 
given him trouble enough and had just (urnished the most 
brilliant proofs also of military,capacity in Spain •. But on the 
other hand, in consequence of the cavilling oPllosition of the 
senate and the indifference of the multitude to Pompeius and 
Pompeius' wishes, his position, particularly with reference to 
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his old soldiers, had become so painful and so humiliating, that 
people might. well expect from his character to gain him for 
such,a coalition at the price of releasing him from that dis
agreeable situation. And as to "the so-called equestrian 
party, it was to be found on whatever' side the power lay j 
and as a matter of course it would not let itself be long 
waited for, if it saw Pompeius and the (lElmocracy combining 
anew in earnest. It happened moreover, that on account 
of Cato's se.verity-otherwise very laudable-towards the 
lessees of the taxes the great capitalists were just at thia time 
once more at vehement variance with the senate. . 

Ch.nge~in So the second Coalition was concluded in the summer of 
the" [6(0. 694. Cresar was assured of the consulship for the following 
pOSItIOn o. d h' , d - t P , 
(;res;u' year an. a governors Ip In. ue course; 0 ompeJUs was 

. promised the ratification of. his· arrangements made in the 
East, aud an assignation of lands for the soldiers of the A.siatic 
army; to the equites Cresar likewise promised. to procure 
for them by means of. the burgesses whl;lt the senate had re
fused; Crassus in·fine-the inevitable-was i1110wed at least 
to join the league, although without obtaining the promise 
of a definite equivalent for an accession which he could bot 
refuse. It was exactly the same elements, and indeed the 
Ilame persons, who concluded the league with one another 

71,60. in the 'autumn of 683 and in the summer of 694; but'how 
entirely different was the position of the pa;1ies then and 
now! Then the democracy was .nothing but a political 
party, while its allies were victorious generals at the head of 
their armies; now tlle leader of the democracy was himself 
lin imperator crowned with victory and full of magnificent 
military schemes, while his allies were retired generals without 
any army. Then the democracy conquered in questions of 
principle, and in return for that victory conceded the highest 
offices of state to its two confederates; now it had become 
more practical 'and grasped the supreme civil and. military 
power for itself, while conce!\8ions weremadoto its alliea 
only in subordinate points and, significantly. enough, not 
even the old demand of Pompeius for a second consulship 
was attended to. Then the democracy sacrificed itself to 
its allies; now these had to intrust themselves to it. A.ll 
the circumstances were completely changed, most of all, 
however, the .character of the democracy itself. No doubt 
it had, ever since it existed at all, contained at its core a 
monarchic element j but the ideal of a constitution, which 
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floated in more or less clear outline before its best intellects; 
was always that of a civil' commonwealth, a Periclean organi
zation of the state, ill which the power of the prince rested 
on the fact that he represented the ,burgesses in the noblest 
and most accomplished manner, and the most accomplished 
and noblest part of the burgesses recognized him as the man 
in whom they thoroughly confided. Cresar too set out with 
such views; but they were simply ideals, which might have 
Borne influence on realities, but could not lie directly re
alised. Neither the simple civil power, as Gaius Gracchus 
possessed it, nor the arming of the democratic party, -such as 
Cinna though in a very inadequate fashion -had attempted, 
was able to maintain a permanent superiority in the Roman 
commonwealth; the military machine fighting not for a party 
but for a general, the rude force of the condottiel'i-which had, 
first appeared on the stage'in the service ol'the restoration
soon showed itself absolutely superior to all political parties. 
Cresar could not but acquire a conviction of this amidst the 
practical workings of party, and accordingly he matured the 
momentous resolution of making th.is military machine itself 
aerviceable to his ideals, and of erecting such a commonwealth 
as he had in his mind by the power of condottieri. With 
this design he concluded in 683 the league with the generals 71. 
of the opposite party, which, notwithstanding that they had 
accepted the democratic programme, yet brought the de, 
mocracy and Cresar himself to the brink of destruction. 
'With the same design he himself came forward eleven yearl!! 
afterwards as a condottiere.It was done in both cases with 
B certain naivete-with good faith in the possibility of his 
beiog able to found a free commonwealth if not by the 
swords of others, at any rate by his own. We perceive 
without difficulty thnt this faith was fallacious, and that nQ 
one takes all evil spirit into his service without becominO' 
himself enslaved ,to it; but the greatest men are not thos~ 
who err the least. If we still after 110 many centuries bow 
in reverence before what Cresar willed and did, it is not 
because he desired and gained a crown (to do which is; ab
stractly, as little of a great thing as the crown itself) but 
because his mighty ideal-of a free commonwealth under one 
ruler - never forsook him, and preserved him even when 
monarch from sinking into vulgar royalty. 

The election of Cresar as cousul for 695 was carried with- Cresar [59 •. 
. out difficulty by the united parties. The- aristocracy had to oonsul. 
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rest content with giving'to him-by means of a bribery, for 
which the whole order of lords contributed the funds, and 
which excited surprise eyen in that period of dcepest cor
ruption-a colleague in the person of Marcus Bibulus, 
whose narrow-minded obstinacy was regarded in their circles 
as conservlltive energy, and 'whose, good intentions at least 

,were not at fault if the noble lords did not get a fit return 
for their patriotic expenditure. ' 

Caisar'.s As consul Cresar first submitted to discussion the requests 
agl'arlan of his confederates, among, which the assignation-of land to 
.aw. , ~ . the veterans of the Asiatic army was by far the most im-

portant, The agrarian law, projected for this purpose by 
Cresar adhered in general to the' principles 'set forth in the 
project of law, which was introduced in the previous year at 
the suggestion of Pompeius but not carried (P. 195). There 
was destined fOl"distribution ouly the 1 talian domain land, that 
is to say, substantially, the' territory of Capua, and, 'if this 
should not suffice, other Italian estates were to be purchased 
ciut of the revenue ,of the new eastern provinces at the 
taxable value' recorded in the censorial l'olIs; all existing 
rights of property and heritable possession thus- remained 
unaffected. The individual allotments were small. The 
receivers of land were to be poor bnrgesses, fnthers of at 
least three children ; the dangerous principle, that the 
rendering of ,military service, gave a claim to landed estate, 
'was :p.ot laid down, but, as was reasonable and had been done 
at all time~, the old soldiers as well as the temporary lessees 
to be ejected were simply recommended,to the special con
sideration of the land-distributors. The execution of the 
measure was intrusted to a commission of twenty, into which 
Cresar distinctly declared that he did not wish to, be himself 
elected. -

Opposition The opposition-had a d}fficult task in. I"esisting this pro-
of,the posal. It could not ratIOnally be dellIed, that the state 
8I'lst?CI'RCY. finances ought after the erection of the provinces of Pontus 

and Syria to bl{ in a position to dispense with the moneys from 
the Campanian, leases; that it was unwarrantable to with. 
hold one of the finest districts of Italy, and one peculiarly 
fitted for small holdings, from private enterpl'lse; and, 
lastly, that it was as unjust as it was ridiculous, after the 
extension of the franchi1!e to all Italy, still to withhold 
municipal rights from the township of Capua... The whole 
proposal bore the stamp of moderation, honesty, and solidity. 
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with which a democratic party-character was very dexterously 
combined j for in substance it amounted to the re-establish
ment'of the Capuan colony founded in the time of Marius 
and again done away by Sulla. (iii. 325, 356). In form too 
CresIlI' observed all possible respect; He' laid the project 
of the agrarian law, as well as the proposal to ratify Qol
lectively the ordiillmees issued by Pompeius in the East, 
and the petition of the farmers of the taxes for remission 
of a third of the sums payable by them, in the first instance 
before the senate for approval, and declared himself ready to 
receive and discuss propoliall! 'for alterations, The corpora
tion had now opportunity of convinci'ng itself how foolishly 
it had acted in driving Pompeius and the equites into the 
arms of the adversary by refusing these requests. Perllaps 
it was the secret sense of this, that drove, the high-born. 
lords to the most vehement opposition, which contrasted ill 
with the calm demeanour of Cresar. The agrarian law was 
fPjected by them nakedlr and even .without discussion. 
The' decree as to PompeJUs' arrangements in Asia found. 
quite as little favour iu their eyes. 'Cato attempted, in 
accordance with the disreputable custom of Roman parlia~ 
mentary debate, to kill the proposal regarding the farmers 
of the taxes by speaking, that itl, to prolong his sp~ech up to 
the legal hour for closing the sitting j- when{lresar threatened 
to have 'the stubborn man arrested, this proposal too was at 
length rejected. , . 

Of course all the proposals were now brought before the 
burgesses. Without deviating far from the ·truth, Cresar 
could tell the multitude that the senate had scornfully 
rejected most rational aud most necessary J?roposals. sub
mItted to it in the most respectful form, SImply because 
they came -from, the democratic consul. When he added 
that the aristocrats had contrived a plot to procure the 
rejection of the proposals, and summoned the burgesses, and 
more especially Pompeius himself and his old soldiers, to 
stand by him against fraud and force, this too was by no 
means' a mere invention. The aristocracy, with the obstinate 
weak creature Bibulus and the unbending dogmatical fool Cato 
at their head, in reality intended to push the matter to open 
violence. Pompei us, instigated by Cresat' to proclaim his 
position with reference to the pending question, deolared 
bluntly.as was not his wont on other occasions" that if 
anyone should venture to draw the sword, he too would 
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gi'a.~p his, and in that case would not leave the shield at 
hom~; Crassus e~pressed hi~selt· to the. same effect. The 
old soldjers of Pompeius were directed to appear on the day 
of the vote--:--which in fact primarily concerned them-in 
great numbers; and with arms under their dress, at the place 
of voting. 

:rhe nobility hQwever left no means untried to frustrate 
the proposals of Cresar. 'On each day, when Cresar appeared 
before the people, his colleagae Bibulus instituted the well
known political observations of the weather which ·in~ 
terrupted all public business (iii. 435); Cresar did not 
trouble himself about the skies, but continued to prosecute 
his terrestrial occupation. The tribunician veto was inter
posed; Cresar contented himself with disregarding it. Bibulus 
and Cnto -sprang to the rostra, harangued the multitude, and 
instigated the usual. riot; Cresar ordered that they should 
be led away by lictors from the :Forum, and took care that 
otherwise no harm should befall them-it was for his interest 
that the political. comedy should remain such as it was. 
Notwithstanding all the chicanery and all the blustering 
of the nobility, the B"ararian law,_the coqfirmation 'of the 
Asiatic arrangements, and the reniission to the lessees of 
taxes were adopted by the burgesses; and the commission 
of twent.v was elected with Pompeius and Crassus at its 
head, and installeci in office. With all their exertions the 
aristocracy had gained nothing, save that their blind and 
spiteful antagonism had drawn the bonds of the . coalition 
still tighter, and their energy, which they were soon to need 
for matters more important, had exhausted itself on'affairs 
that were at bottom indifferent. They congrstulated each 
other on the heroic courage which they had displayed; the 
declaration of Bibulus that he would rather die than yield, 
the peroration which Cato still continued to deliver when in 
the hands of the Hctors, were great patriotic feats; other-

Passive wise they resigned them~elves to their fate. The consul Bibu
resistance Ius shut himself up for the remainder of the year in his house, 
of.the while he at the same time intimated by public placard that 
anstocracy. he had the pious intention of watching the signs of the sky 

on all the days appropriate for public assemblies' during thaf; 
year. His colleagues 'once more admired the great man 
who, as Ennius had said of the old Fabius, "saved the state 
by wise delay," and they followed his example; most of them, 
. Cato included, .no longer appeared in the senat-e, bqf; withir,l 
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their four walls helped their consul to fret over'the fact, that 
the history of the world went on in spite of !'olitical I1S

tronomy. To the public this passive attitude of the consul .8 well as of the anstocracy in general appeared, as it fairly 
might, a folitical abdication: j and the coalition were naturally 
very" weI content ~hat they were left- to. take their further _ 
steps almost undisturbed. ~'he' most Important of these CRlSIIr , 
was the regulating of the future position of Clilsar. Con~ governor of 
stitutionally it devolved on the senate to fix the functions the ~o 
of the second c~nsular year of office before the election of Gau . 

the consuls took plnee; accordingly it had, in prospect of 
,the election of Clilsar, selected with that view for 696 two 58. 
provinces in which the governor should find no other 
employment than the construction of roads and other such 
works of utility. Of course the matter could not so remain; 
it was determined among the confederates, that Clilsar should 
obtain by decree of the people an extraordinary command 
formed on the model of the Gabinio-Manilian laws. ClIls8r 
however had publicly declared that he would introduce no 
proposal in his own favour j tbe tribune of the people 
Publius Vatinius therefore undertook to submit the proposal 
to the burgesses, who naturally ga\'e their unconditional 
assent. By this means Clilsar obtained the governorship of 
Cisalpine Gaul and tbe supreme command of the three leglOns 
which were stationed there arid were already experienced. in 
border warfare under Ludus Afranius, along with the same 
rank of proprietor for his adjutants which those of Pompeius 
had cmjoyed; this office was secured to him for five years-a 
longer period than had ever before been assigned to any 
general whose appointment was limited to a definite time at 
all. The Transpadanes, who for years had in hope, of the fran-
chise been the clients of the democratic party in Rome and 
of CJesar in particular (P. 158), formed the main portion of 
his province. His jurisdiction extended south as far as the 
Arnus and the Rubico, and included Luca and Ravenna. 
Subsequently there was added to ClIlsar's official district the 
province of Narbo with the one legion stationed there-a 
resolution adopted by the senate on the proposal of Pom-
peius, that it might at least' not see this command also pass 
to Clilsar by extraordinary,decree of the burgesses. What 
was wished was thus attained. As no troop'a could con
stitutionally be stationed in Italy proper (iii. 868), the 
commander of the legions of northern Italy and Gaul domi.-
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nated at the same time Italy and Rome for the next fh'e 
years; and he who was master for five years was master for 
life. 1;'he consul8hip of Cresar had attained its object. As 
a matter of course, the new holders of power did not neglect 
withal to keep the multitude in good humour by games and 

- amusements of aU sorts, and they embraced every opportunity 
of filling their excheq_uer; in the case of the king of Egypt, 
for instance, the decree of the people, whic~ recoguized him 
as legitimate ruler (P. 153), was sold to him by the coalition 
at a high price, and in like manner other dynasts and 
communities- acquired charters and privileges on this oc
casion. 

Th'e permanence of the arrangements made seemed also 
su:fficiently secured. The consulship. was, at least for the 
next year, intrusted to safe hands. The public believed at 
first, that it was destined for Pompeius and Crassus them
selves: the regents however preferred to procure the election 
of two silbordinatebut trustworthy men of their party
Aulus Gabinius, the be8t among Pompeius' adjutants, and 
Lucius Piso, who was less important but was Cresar's father
in-law-as conSJIis for 696. Pompeius personally undertook. 
to watch over Italy, where at the head of the commission of 
twenty he prosecuted the execution of the agrarian law and 
furnished nearly 20,000 burgesses; in great part old soldiers 
from his army, with land in tlie territory ot" Capun. Cresar's 
north-Italian legions served to back him against the opposi
tion in the capital. '1'here existed lio prospect, immediately 
at least, of a rupture among the regents themselves. The laws 
issued by Cresar as consul, in the maintenance of which Pom
peius was as much interested as Cresar, formed a guarantee 
for the continuance of the breach between Pompeius and the 

_aristocracy-whose heads, and Cato in particular,. continued 
to treat these laws as null-and thereby a guarantee for the 
subsistence of the coalition. Moreover, the personal bond!! 
of connection between its chiefs were drawn closer. Cresar 
bd honestly and faithfully kept his word to. his confederatcil 
without curtailing. 01' cheating them of what he had pro
mised, and in particular had fought to secure the agrariall 
law proposed in tlie interest of Pompeius just as if the case 
had been his own with dexterity' and energy; Pom peius wall 
not insensiblt> 'to upright dealing and good faith, and was 
ki~dly disposed towards the man who had .helped ~im to get. 
qwt at a blow' of the sorry part of a suppliant whIch he had 
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been playing for three years. Frequent aud familiar inter
course with a man of the irresistible amiablenel!s of Cresar did 
what was further requisite to ~onvert the ~lliance of interests 
into an alliance of friendship. The result and the pledge of 
thia friendship-at the same time, doubtless, a public an
nouncement which could hardly be misunderstood of the 
newly established conjoint rule-was the marriage of Pom
peius with Cresar's oilly daughtcr, three-and-twenty years 
of age. Julia, who had inherited the charm of her father,. 
lived in the happiest domestic relations with her husband, 
who was nearly twice as old ; and the burgesses, longing for 
rest and order after so many troubles 'and crises, Il.aW in 
this nuptial alliance the guarantee of a peaceful and 
prosperous future. . 

The more firmly and closely the alliance was thus ce~ented Situation 
between Pompeius and Cresar, the more .hopeless grew the of.the 
cause of the aristocracy. Tbey felt the sword suspended anstocracy 
over their head and knew Cresar sufficicntly to have no 
doubt that he would, if necessary, usa it without hesi-
tation. .. On all sides," wrote one of them, "we are check. 
mated; we have already through fear of death or of banish. , 
ment dellp,aired of' freedo,m ;' every one sighs, no one ventures 
to speak.' More the confederates could not desire. But 
though the majority of the aristocracy was in this desirable 
frame of mind, there was, of course, no lack of Hotspurs 
among the partyr ·Hardly had Cresar laid down the consul-
ship, when Bome of the most violent aristocrats,. Lucius 
Domitiu~ and Gaius Memmius, proposed in a .full senate 
the annulling of the Julian laws. This indeed was simply 
a piece of folly, which redounded only to the benefit of the 
coalition; for, when Cresar DOW himself insisted .that the 
senate should investigate the validity of the laws assailed, 
the latter could not but formally recognize their legality. 
But, as may readily be conceived, the regents found in this 
a new call to make an example of Bome of the most Dotable 
and noisiest of their opponents, and thereby to assure 
themselves that the remainder would adhere to that fitting 
policy of sighing and silence. At first there had been a 
hope that the clause of the agrarian law, which as usual 
re<J.uired all the senators to take an 'oath to the new, law on 
pam of forfeiting their political rights,. would induce its 
most vehement opponents to banish themselves, after the 
example of Metellufl Numidicus (iii. 211), by refusing the 
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oath. :But these did not show themselves 80 complaisant j 
even the rigid Cato submitted to the oath, and -his Sanchos 
followed him. A second, far from honourable, attempt to 
threaten the heads of the aristocracy with criminal impeach
ments on account of an alleged plot for the murder of 
Pompei us, and so to drive them into exile, was frustrated by 
the incapacity of the instruments; the informer, one Vettius, 
exaggerated and contradicted himself so grossly, and the 
tribune Vatinius, wholjirected the foul scheme, showed 
his complicity ·with that Vettius so Clearly, that it was 
found advisable to strangle the latter in prison. and to let 
the whole matter drop. - On this occasion however they 
had obtained sufficient evidence of the total disorganization 
of the aristocracy and the boundless alarm of the grandees j 
even a man like Lucius Lucullus had thrown himself in 
person at Cresar's'feet and publicly declared that he found 
himself compelled by reason of his great age to withdraw 
from public life. . 

mtimately therefore they were content with a few isolated 
victims. It was of primary importance to remove Cato. who 
made no secret of his conviction as to the nullity of all the 
Julian laws, and who was a man to act as he thought. . Such 
it man Marcus Cicero was certainly not, and they did not give 
themselves the trouble to fear him. :But the democratic party, 
which played the leading part in the coalition, could not 
possibly. after its ~ctory leave unpunished the judicial 
murder of the 5th December, 691, which it had so loudly and 
so justly censured. Had they wished to bring to account 
the real authors of the fatal decree, they ought to have seized 
not ou the pusillanimous consul, but on the section of the 
strict aristocracy which had urged the timorous man to that 
execution. :But in formal law it was certainly not the 
advisers of the consul, but the consul himself, that wall 
responsible' for it, and it was above all the gentler course 
to call the consul· alone to account and to leave the sena
torial college wholly out of the case; for which reason in. tho 
grounds of the proposal directed against Cicero the decree 
of the senate, in virtue of which he ordered the execution, 
was directly described as supposititious. Even against 
Cicero the regents would gladly have avoided steps that 
attracted attention; but he could· not prevail on himself 
either to give to the regents the guarantees which they 
required, or to banish himself from Rome under one of the 
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feasible pretexts on several occasions offered to him, or even 
to keep silence. With the utmost desire, to avoid any 
offence and the most sincere alarm he yet had not selt:. 
control enough to be prudent; the word had to come out, 
when a' petulant witticism stung him, or when his self
conceit almost rendered crazy by 'th~ praise o.f so many 
noble lords gave vent to the well, cadenced penods of the 
plebeian advocate. The execution of the measures resolved, 
on against Cato and Cicero was committed to the loose and 
dissolute, but clever and pre-eminp.ntly audacious Publius 
Clodius, who had lived for years in the bitterest enmity with 
Cicero, and, with the view of satisfying that enmity and 
playing a part as demagogue, had got himself converted 
under the consulship of CIHBl" by a hasty adoption from a 
patrician into a plebeian, and then chosen as tribune of the 
people for the year 696. . To support Clodius, the proconsul 58. 
Cresilr remained in the immediate vicinity of the capital till 
the blow was struck agaiQst the two victims., Agreeably to 
the instructions which he had received Clodius proposed to 
the burgesses to intrust Cato with the regulation of the 
complicated municipal affairs of the Byzantines and with 
the annexation of the kingdom of Cyprus, which as well as . 
Egypt had fallen to the Romans by the testament of Alex-
ander II., but had not like ~'1'pt bought 'off the Roman 
annexation, and the king of whIch, moreover, had fonnerly 
given personal offence to Clodius. As to Cicero Clodius 
brought in a project of law, which characterised the execution 
of a burgess without trial and sentence as a crime to 'be 
punished with banishment. Cato was thus removed by all 
honourable mission, while Cicero was visited with at least 
the gentlest possible punishment-and besides was not 
designated by name in the proposal . But they did not 
refuse themselves the pleasure, on the one hand, of punishing 
a man notoriously timid and .belonging to the class of 
political weathercocks for the' conservative energy which 
he displayed, and, on the other hand, of investing the bitter 
opponent of all interferences of the burgesses in adminis
tration and of aU extraordinary commands with such a com-
mand confe~d by decree of the burgesses themselves; and 
in a similar Bpirit the proposal respecting Cato was based on 
the ground of the abnormal virtue of the man, which made 
him a'ppeBr pre-eminently qualified to' execute so delicate a 
commlllBion, as was the confiscation of the considerable crown-
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treasure of Cyprus, without embezzlement. Both proposals . 
bear generally the' same character of respectful deference 
and cool irony, which marks throughout Cresar's bearing ill 
reference to the ·senat-e. They met with no resistan!!e. It 
was naturally of no avail, that the majority of. the senate, 
with the view of protesting in'some way against the mockery 
and censure of their decree in the matter of Catilina, 
publicly put on mourning, and that' Cicero himself, now 
when it was too late, fell on his knees and besought mercy 
from PompeiuB; he had to banish himself even before the 
passing of the law which deliarred him from his nati,e land 

58. (April, 696). Cato likewise did not venture to provoke. 
sharper measures by declining th~ commission which he had 
received, but accepted it and embarked far the East (P. 153). 
What was most immediately necessary was done; Cresar too 
might leave Italy to devote himself to more serious tasks. 
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CIiAPTER VII. 

THE SUtU/GATION OF THE WEST. 

'V HEB tho course of history turns from the miserable The 
monotony of the political selfishness, 'which fought its ~omaDis
battles in the senate-house and in the streets of the capital, ~l ~f the 
to matters of greater importance than the question whether os • 

the first monarch of Rome should be called Gnreus, Gaius 
or Marcus,'we may well be allowed--on the threshold of an 
event. the effects of which still at the present uay influence 
the destinies of the world-to look round us for a moment, 
and to indicate the point of view under which the conquest 
of what is now France by the Romans,. and their first 
contact with the inhabitants of Germany and of Great 
Britain, are to be regarded in connexion with the general 
history of the world. . 

By virtue of the law, that a people which has grown 
into a state absorbs its neighbours who are in political nonage, 
and a civilized people absorbs its neighbours who are in 
intellectual nonage-by virtue of .this law, which is as 
universally valid and as much a law of nature 'as the law 
of gravity-the Italian nation . (the only one in antiquity 
which was able to combine a superior political development 
and a superior civilization, though it presented the latter only 
in an imperfect and external manner) was entitled to reduce 
to subjection the Greek states of the East which were ripe for 
destruction, and to dispossess the peoples of lower grades of 
culture in the West-Libyans, Iberians, Celts, Germans
by me'ans of its settlers; just as England "with equal right 
has in Asia reduCt'd to subjection a civilization of rival 
standing but politically impotent, aod in America. and 

VOL .. IV. l' ' 
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Australia has marked and ennobled, arld still continues to 
mark and ennoble, extensive barbarian countries with the 
impress of its nationality. The Roman aristocracy had 
accomplished· the preliminary condition required for this 
task-the union of Italy; the task itself it never solved, but 
always regarded .the extra-Italian conquests either as simply 
a necessary evil, or all a fiscal possession virtually beyond the 
pale of the state. It is the imperishable glory of the Roman 
democracy or monarchy-for the two coincide-to have 
correctly apprehended and vigorously realized this its highest 
destination. What the irresistible force of circumstances 
had paved the way for, throngh· the· senate establishing 
against its will the foundations of the future Roman 
dominion in the West as in the East; what thereafter the 
Roman emigration to the provinces-which came as a public 
calamity, no doubt, but also in tpe western regions at any rate 
as a pioneer of a ·higher culture-instinctively apprehended; 
the creator of the Roman democracy Gaius Gracchus 
recognjsed and began to carry out with statesman-like clear
ness and decision. The two fundamental ideas of the new 
policy-to reunite the territories under the power of Rome, 
so far as they were Hellenic, and to colonize them, so far as 
they were not Helleni~had already in the Gracchan age 
been practically recognised by the annexation of the kingdom 
of AttaIus and by the Transalpine conquests of Flaccus: but· 
the reaction which carried the day threw them again into the 
shade. The Roman state. remained a chaotic mass of 
countries without thorough occupation and without proper 
limits. Spain and the Grreco-Asiatic possessions were-· 
separated from the mother country by wide territories, of 
which barely the borders along the coast were subject to 
the Romans; on-the north coast of Africa the domains of 
Carthage and ~rene alone were occupied like oases; large 
tracts even of the subject territory, especially in Spain, 
were but· nomina:lly subject to the Romans. Absolutely 
nothing was done on the part of. the government towards 
concentrating and rounding off their dominion, and the 
decay of the fleet seemed at length to dissolve the last bond of 
connection between the distant possessions. The democracy 
no doubt attempted, so soon as it again raised its head, to 
shllpe its external policy in the spirit of· Gracchus-l\Iarius 
-in particular chel'lshed such ideas-but as· it did not for 
any length ·of time. attain the helm, its projects were left 
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unfulfillea. It was not till the democracy practically took 
in hand the government on th~ overthrow of the Sullan con-
stitution in 684, that a revolution in this respect occurred. 70. 
First of all their sovereignty on the Mediterranean was 
restored-the most vital question for a state like that of 
Rome. Towards the east, moreover, the boundary of the 
Euphrates was secured by the annexation of·, the provinces 
of Pontus and Syria. But there still remained beyond the Historical 
Alp.'the task of at once rounding off the Roman territory significance 
towards the north and west, and of gaining ~ fresh virgin of th~ ~n
soil there for Hellenic civilization and for the yet unbroken (;~":.r. 0 

vigour of the Italic race. This task Gaius Cresar under-
took. It is more than an error, it is an outrage upon the 
sacred spirit dominant in history, to regard Gaulsolelyas 
the parade-ground on which Cresar exercised himself and his 
legions fortha impending civil war. Though. the subjuga-
tion of .the West was for C&l.Sar so' far a means to an. end 
that he laid the foundations of his later height of power in ~he 

. Transalpine wars, it is the special privilege of a statesman of 
• genius that his means themselves are ends in their ·turn. 

Cresar needed no doubt for his party aims a military power. 
but he did not conquer Gaul as a partisan. ,There was·a, 
direct political ne<:essity for Rom~ to meet the perpetually 
threatened invasion'of the Germans thus early beyond the 
Alps, and to construct a rampart there which should secure 
the peace of the Roman world. But even this important ob
ject was not the highest and ultimate reason for which Gaul 
WIU! conquered by Cresar. When: their old home had become 
loo narrow for the Roman burgesses and they were in danger 
of decay, the senate's policy of Italian conquest saved them 
from ruin. Now the'Italian home had become in its turn, 
too narrow; once more the state languished under the same 
social evils repeating themselves in similar fashion, only on 
a greater scale. It was a brilliant idea, a grand hope, which 
led CresRr over the Alps~t.he idea and the confident ex
pectation that he should gain there for his fellow burgesses 
a new boundless home, and regenerate the state a second 
time ~y placing it on a broader basis. 

The campaign, which Cresar undertook in 693 in Further 61.] C8!Saf 
Spain, may be in Bome sense included -among the enterprises in Spaill. 
which aimed at the subjugation of the West. Long as Spain 

, had obeyed t1le Romans, its western shore had remained 
substantially independent of them even after the expedition 
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of DecimusBrutus agaiust the Gallreci (iii. I8}, and they 
had not even set foot on the northern coast; wl)ile,the pre
datory raids to which the subject provinces found themselves 
continually exppsed from those quarters did no small iujury 
to the civilization and Romanising of Spain. Agaiust these 
the expedition of Cresar along the west coast was directed. 
He crossed the chain of the Herminian mountaius (Sierra 
de Estrellarbounding the Tagus on thenorth; after having 
defeated their iuhabitants and transplanted them iu part to 
the plain, he reduced the country on both sides of the Douro 
and arrived at the north-west, poiut of the peninsula, where 
with the aid of a flotilla brought up from Gades he occupied' 
Brigantium (Corunna)., By this means the peoples adjoiu
iug the Atlantic ocean" Lusitanians and Gallrecians, were 
forced to acknowledge the Roman supremacy, while the 
conqueror was at the same time careful to render the 
position of the subjects generally more tolerable, by reducing 
the tribute to be paid to Rame and regulating the financial 

,affairs of the communities. 
But, although in this military and administrative debut of 

the great general and statesman the same .talents and the 
same leading ideas are discernible which he afterwards 
evinced on a greater stage, his agency iu the Iberian pen-, 
iusula was much too transient to have aily deep effect; the 
more especially as, owing to its. physical and national 
peculiarities, nothing, but action steadily continued for a 
considerable'time could exert any durable iuflueilce there. 

Amore important part iu the Romanic development of 
'the West was reserved by destiny for the country which 
stretches between the Pyrenees and the' Rhine, the Medi
terranean and the Atlantic Ocean, and which siuce the 
Augustan age has been especially designated by the name 
of the land ot' the Celts-Gallia-although, strictly speakiug, 
the land ot'the Celts was partly narrower, partly much more 
extensive, and tbe country so called never formed a national 
unity and did not form a political unity before Augustus. 
For this very reason it is not easy to present a clear picture 
of the very heterogeneous state of things, which Cresar 

5R. encountered on his arrival there in 696. 
The Roman In the region on the Mediterranean, which, enibraciug ap-
province. proximately Languedoc on the west of the Rhone, on the east 

Dauphine and Provence, had been for sixty years a Roman 
province, the Roman 'arms had seldom been at rest since 
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the Cimbrian invasion which had swept over it. In 664 90.] Wm" 
Gaius Cmliua had fought with the Sal yes about Aqum :;:d'''''olts 
Sextim, and in 614. Gai~ Fl~us (iii, 344), on his m~ch •• eSc). 
to Spain, with other CeltIC nations. When In the Sertonan 
war the go~eruor Lucius lIanlius, compelled to hasten to 
the aid of his e~lleagues beyond the' Pyrenees, returned 
defeated from Derda (Lerida) and on his way home was 
vanquished a second time by the western neighbours of 
the Roman province, the Aquitani (about 676; P. 19), this 76. 
Beems to· have provoked a general rising of the provincials 
between the Pyrenees and the Rhone, perhaps even of those 
between the Rhone and Alps. Pompeius had to make his 
vmy with the aword through· the insurgent Gaul to Spain 
(P.27) and by way of penalty for their rebellion gave the 
territories of the Volcre-Arecomici lind the Helvii (dep. 
Gard and Ardeche) over to the Massiliots; the governor 
Marcius Fqnteius (678-680) carried out these arrange- 7C-"H. 
ments and restored tranquillity in the province by sub-
duing the V ocontii ( dep. Drome), protecting Massilia 
from the insurgents, and liberating the Roman capital Narbo 
which they invested. Despair, however, and the financial 
embarrassment which the participation in the sufferings of 
the Spanish war (P.32) and generally the official and non-
official exactions of the Romans brought upon the Gallic 
provinces, did not allow thllm to be tranquil; and in particular 
the canton of the Allobroges, the most remote from N arbo, 
was in a perpetual fennent, which was attested by the" pacifi-
(,-Btion" that Gaius Piso undertook there in 688 as well as 66. 
by the conduct of the Allobrogian embassy in Rome on . 
occasion of the anarchist plot in 691 (P. 176), and which 6a. 
Boon afterwards (693) broke into open revolt. Catugnatus 6\. 
the leader of the Allebroges in this war of despair, who had 
at ~rst fought not unsuccessfully, was conquered at 
S<lloni~m after a glorious resistance by the governor Gaius . 
Pomptmus. , 

Notwithstanding all these conflicts the bounds of the Bounds. 
Roman territory were not inaterially advanced; Luau
dunum Convenarum,where Pompeius had settled the remn~llt 
of the Sertorian army (P. 36), ToloM, Vienna and Genava 
were still the most remote Roman townships towards the 
west and north. But at the B8me time the importance of Relations 
these Gallic possessions for the mother country was con- to Rome. 
tinuaUy on the increase. The glorious climate, akin to that 
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of Italy, the favourabie.nature of. the ground, the large and 
rich region.. b'llhiQd so advantageous for commerce with 
its mercantile routes reaching as far as Britain, the easy 
intercourse by land .and sea with the mother country, rapidly 
gave to southern Gaul ali economic importarice for Italy, 
which much older possessions, such as.those in Spain, had 
Dot acquired in the course of centuries; and' aathe Romaus 
who had suffered political shipwreck at this period sought 
an asylum especially in Massilia, and there found onCe more. 
Italian culture and Italian luxury, voluntary emigrants from 
Italy also were attracted more and more to the Rhone and 
'the Garonne. "The province of Gaul," it was said in a 
sketch drawn ten years before Cmsar's arrival, "is full of 
merchants; it swarms with Roman burgesses. No native of 
Gaul transacts a piece of business without the iutervention 
of a Roman; ~very penny that passes from one hand to another 
in Gaul, goes through the account books of the Roman bur-. 
gesses." From the same description it appears that in addi
tion to the colonists of N arbo there were Roman farmers and 
graziers resident in great numbers in Gaul; as to which, 
however, it must not be overlooked that most of the provin
cialland.possessed by Romans, just like the greater part of 
the English possessions in the earli,est times in . America. 
was in the hands of the high nobility living in Italy, and 
those farmers and graziers consisted for the most part of 
their stewards-slaves or freedmen. 

Incipient 'It is easy to understand how under llIuch circumstances 
RODllII1ising. civilization and l;tomanising rapidly spread among the natives. 

The Celts we~enot fond, of agriculture; but their new 
masters compelled them to exchange the sword for the 
plough, and it is very credible th,at the bitler resistance of 
the Allobroges was provoked iii part by some such 
ordinances'. In earlier times Hellenism had also to a certain 
degree influenced those regions; the elements of a higher 
culture, the stimulus to the cultivation of the vine and the 
olive (iit 167), to the use of writing- and to the coining of 
money, came to them from, Massilia. The Hellenic culture 
was in this case far from being set aside by ~he Romans j 

• There WIIS' found. for instance, at Vaison in the Vocontian canton an in- . 
scription in the Celtic language with the ordinary Greek alphabet. It runs 
thus: fTE..,OP.a.pos OV&A.AOJlEOJ 'TOOV.,.lOVS' ""jJ.Qutr"".,o flOJPOV/J7IA7ItTGJl.UrOE6J' 

,PEP.7jTO.,. The la.t' word means" holy.n 
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Massilia gained through them ~ore influence th~~ it lost ; 
and even in the Roman period Greek phYSICians and 
rhetoricians were publicly employed in the Gallic cantons. 
But, l1S may readily be conceived, Hellenism in southern 
Gaul acquired through the agency of the Romans the Ilame 
character as in Italy; the distinctively Hellenic civilization 
gave place to the Latino-Greek mixed culture, which soon 
made proselytes here in great numbers.' The" Gauls ,in 
the breeches;' as the inhabitants of southern Gaul were 
called by way ot' contrast to the" Gauls in the toga" 'of 
northern Italy, were not indeed like the latter already 
comr.letely Romanised, but' they were "even now very per
ceptibly distinguished from the" longhaired GauI8"~ of the 
northern regions still unsubdued. The semi-culture becoming 
naturalised among them furnished, doubtless, materials 
enough for ridicule of their barbarous Latin, and people did 
not faiIto suggest to anyone suspected of Celtic descent 
bis .. relationship with the breeches jn but this bad Latin was 
yet sufficient to enable even the remote Allobroges to 
transact business with the Roman authorities, and even 
to give testimony in the Roman courts without an inter.:. 
preter. , 

While tlle Celtic and Ligurian population of these lo&o 
gions was thus in the course of losing its nationality, and was 
languishing and pining withal under- a political and 
economic oppression~ the intolerable nature of which is 
sufficiently attested by their hopeless insurrections, the 
decline of the native population there went hand in 
hand with the naturalising of the" Bame higher culture which 
we find at this period in Italy. - AqulB SextilB and Narbo 
especially were considerable places, :which migM probably 
be named by the side of Ben even tum and Capua; and Massilia, 
the best organised, most free. most capable 'of self-defence, 
and most powerful of all the Greek cities dependent on 
Rome, under its rigidly aristocratic, government to which 
the Roman consenatives probably pointed as tlie model of 
a good urban constitution, in possession of, an important 
territory which had been considerably enlarged by the 
Romans and of an extensive trade, stood by the side of 
those Latin tOWDS a8 Rhegium and Neapolis stood in Italy 
by the side of Beneventum and Capua. 

Matters wore a different aspect, when one crossed the Free Gaul. 
Roman frontier. The great Celtic nation, which in the 
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southern districts- already began to be crushed by the 
. R{)man immigration, still moved to the north of the 
Cevennes in its ancient freedom. It is not the firSt time 
that we meet it: the Italians had already fought with the 
offsets and advanced posts of this vast stock on the Tiber 
and on the Po, in the mountains of. Castile and Carinthia, 
,ana even in the heart of Asia Minor; but it was here that 
the main stock was first assailed at its very core by their 
attacks. _ The Celtic race had on its settlement in cential 
Europe diffused itself chiefly over the rich river-valleys' and 
the pleasant hill-country of the present France including 
the western di'Stricts of Germany and Switzerland, and from 
thence had occupied the southern part of England, perhaps 
even at this time all Great Britain and Ireland;* it f9rmed 
here more than anywhere else a broad, geographically com
pact, mass of peoples. In spite of the differences in 
language and manners which naturally were to be found 
within this wide territory, a lively mutual intercourse, an 
innate sense of fellowship, seems to have knit together the 
tribes from the Rhone and Garonne to the Rhine and the 
Thames; whereas, although these' doubtless were in a 
certain measure locally connected with the Celts in Spain and 
in the modern Austria, the' mighty mountain walls of the 
Pyrenees and the Alps on the one hand, and' the encroach
ments of the Romans and the Germans which also operated 
here on the other, interrupted the intercourse and the 
intrinsic connection of the cognate peoples far otherwise 
than the narrow arm of the sea interrupted the relations 
of the continental and the British. Celts. Unhappily we, 
are not permitted to. trace stage by stage the history ot 
the internal develop1llent of the remarkable people in these 
its chief seats; we must be content with presenting at 
least some outline of its historical culture and political con
dition, as it here meets' us in the time of Cresar. 

Population. Gaul was, according to the reports of the ancients, com-
paratively well peopilld. Certain statements lead us to 

• An immigration of Belgic C.lts to Britain, continuing for a considerable 
time seems. indicated by the ,names of English tribes on both banks of the 
Thames borrowed from Belgic cantons j such·as the Atrebates. the Belgm, 
.md even the Britanni themselves, which word appears to have been transferred 
from the Brittones settled on the Somme below' Amieos first to an English 
canton and then to the whole island. The Engli;h gold coinage was also 
derived from the Belgic and originally identical with it. 
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infer that in the Belgic districts there were some 200 
persona to the square mile-a proportion such as nearly 
holds at present for Wales and for Livonia-in the Helvetic 
canton about 245;* it III probable that in the districts which 
were more cultivated than the Belgic and less mountainous 
than the Helvetian,as among th!l 'Bituriges, Arverni, 
Hredui, the number rose still higher. Agriculture was no Agriculture 
doubt practised in Gaul, for even the contemporaries of and .the 
Cresar were surprised in the region of the Rhine by the re~~:ng of 
custom of manuring with marl,t and the primi~ive Celtic ca e. 
custom of preparing beer (cerVe8ia) from barley is likewise 
an evidence of the early and widc diffusipn oHhe culture of 
grain; but it was not held in estimation. Even in the 
more civilised south it was reckoned not becoining for the 
free Celts to handle the plough. In far higher estimation 
among the Celts stood' pastoral husbandry, for which the 
Roman land-holders of this epoch very gladly availed them-
selves both of the Celtic breed of cattle, an~ of the brave 
Celtic slaves skilled in riding and fallliliar with the rearing 
of animals.~ Particularly in the northern Celtic districts 

• The first levy of the Belgic cantons exclasivt of the Remi, that is, of the ' 
country between the Seine and the ScheIdt and eastward as far as the vicinity 
of Rh.ims and Andemacb, from 9,000 to 10,000 square miles, is reckoned at 
abo'Jt 300,000 men; in accordance with wbich, if we regard tbe pl'Oportion of 
the 6"st levy to the whole men capable of bearing arms specified fOl' the Bellovaci 
as holding good generally, the number of the Belgre capable of bearing arms 
would amount to 500,000 and the wbole population 'accordingly to at least two 
million.~ The Helvetii with the adjoining peoples numbered before tbeir 
migration 336,000; if we assume tbat they we"e at that time alI"eady dislodged 
frOID the "ight bank of tbe Rhine, their territory may be estimated at nearly 
1;-150 square miles. Whether the serm are included ,in tbis, we can the less 
determine, a8 we do not know the fOI'lll which slavery assumed amongst the 
Cells; what CreSlll" relates (i. 4) as -to the slaves, clients, and debtors of 
Orgetoris t"Us ''Bther in favour of, than against, their being included. 

That, moreover, every such attempt to supply the statistical basis in which 
ancient history is especially deficient by means of calculation must be reoeived 
witb due caution, will be at once apprebended by the intelligent reader, 
while he .. ill not absolutely reject it on that account. 

t .. In the interior of Transalpine Gaul on the Rhine," says Scrofa in ValTo, 
De R. R. I. 7. 8 ... wben I commanded tbere, I traversed some districts, where 
neithertbe vine nor tbe olive nor the fruit-tree appears, wbere they manure the 
fields with wbite pit.-chalk, where they have neither rock nor sea salt, but 
make nse of the saline ashes of certain burnt wood instead of salt." This 
description ref ere probably to tbe p"riod before 'Cresar and to the eastern 
districts,of the old province, sucb as the country of the Allobroges; sub
oequently Pliny (D. N. xvii, 6, 42 seq.) describes at length the Gallo-Britannic 
malluring with marl. 

1 ., The Gallic olen especially al'O of. good ''''pute ill Italy; for field labour 
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pastoral husbandry. was thoroughly predominant. Brittany 
was in Cresar's time a country poor in corn. In the north
east dense forests, attaching themselves to the heart of .the 
Ardennes, stretched almost Without interruption from the 
German Ocean to the Rhine; and on theplains~of Flanders 
and Lorraine, now 80 fertile, the Meuapian and Treverian 
shepherd then fed his half wild IIwine in the impenetrable 
oak-forest. Just as in the valley of the Po the Romans 
made the production of wool and the culture of corn 
supersede the Celtic feeding of pigs {In 3corns, so the rearing 
of sheep and the agriculture in the plains of the ScheIdt and 
the Mass are traceable to their influence. In'Britain even 
the threshing of corn was not yet usual; and in its more 
northern districts agriculture, was not practised, and the 
rearing of cattle was the only known mode of turning the soil 
to account. The culture of the olive and vine, which yielded 
rich produce to the Massiliots, was not yet prosecuted be-
yond the Cevennesin the time of Cresar. ~ 

Urban life. The Gauls were from the first disposed to settle in 
groups; there were open' villages everywhere" and the 

58. HelTetic canton alone numbered in 696 four hundred of 
these, besides a multitude of single homesteads. But there 
were not wanting also walled towns, whose walls of alternate 
layers surprised the Romans both by their suitableness and 
by the elegant combination of timber and stones; while, it is 
true, even in the towns of the Allobroges the buildings were 
erected solely of wood. Of~such towns the Helvetii had 

~ twelve and the Suessiones an equal number; whereas in the 
more northern districts, such as among the Nervii, while there 
were doubtless also.towns, the population during war sought 
protection in the morasses and forests rnther than behind 
their walls, and beyond the Thames the primitive defence of 
the. wooden abatis altogether took the' place of towns and 
was in war the only pl!,ce of refuge for men and herds. 

Intercourse. In close association with the comparatively considerable 
development of urban life stands the, activity of ,intercourse 

forsooth j whereas the Ligurian are good for nothing·' (Van", D6 R. R. ii. 5, 9). 
He"" no doubt, Cisalpine Gaul is referred to, but the pastoral husbandry 
there doubtless goes back to the Celtic epoch. Plaut us all'eady mentions the 
.. Gallic ponies" (Gallici canterii, A!d. iii. 5, 21). " I t is not .v.ry race that 

, is suited for the business of herdsmen; n.ither the Bastulians nor the Tur
duJians" (both in Andalusia)-" are fit for it j the Celts are the best, especially 
as respects beasts for riding and h.urden (jumenta)" (V"rro, De R.R. ii.l0,4). 
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by land and by water. Everywhere there were roads and 
bridges. The river-~avigation,. which streams li~e. the 
Rhone, 'Garonne, .LOIre, and Seme, of themselves IDVlted, 
was considerable and lucrative. But far more remarkable 
was the maritime navigation of the Celts. Not only were 
the Celts, to.all appearance, the nation that first regularly 
navigated the Atlantic ocean, but we find that the art of 
building and of managing vessels had attained among them 
~ remarkable progress. The navigation of the peoples of 
,the Mediterrnneanhad, as may readily be concejved from 
,the nature of the waters traversed by them, for a compara
tively long period aahered to the oar; the war-vessels of the 
PhalDicians, Hellenes, and Romans were'8.t all times oared 
galleys,in which the sail was applied only as an occasional 
aid to the oar; the trading vessels alone were in the epoch 
of developed ancient civilization" sailers" properly so called. * 
But, while the Gaula employed in the Ch)tnriel in Cresar's 
time, Ill! for long afterwards, a' species of 'portable leathern 
skiffs, which seem to have been in the main common oared 
boats, on the west coast of Gaul the Santones, the Pictones, 
and above all the Veneti sailed in large though clumsily 
built ships, which were not impelled' by' oars but, were 
provided with leathern sails and iron anchor-chains ; and 
they employed these not only for their traffic with' Britain, -
but also in naval combat. Here therefore we not only meet 
for the first time with navigation in the open ocean, but we 
find that here the sailing vessel first fully took the place of 
the oared boat-an improvement, it is true, which the 
declining activity of the old world did not know how to 
turn to account, and the immeasurable results of which ' 
our ?wn epoch of renewed culture, is employed iii. gradually 
reapmg.' . 

'Vith this regular maritime intercourse between' the Commerce. 
British and Gall,ic coasts, the very close political connection 
between the inhabitants on both sides of the Channel is as 
easily explained as the flourishing of transmarine commerce 

• We are led to this concluSIon by the designaLlon of the trading or .f round," 
as contra.<ted witJ! the "long" or war vessel, and the similal: contrast of the 
"08red .. hips" (1 ... 11< ..... 0. JlijES) and the "merchantmen" (6.\/C"~ES, Diony .. 
iii. 44); and moreover by the small ness of t.he crew ~n the trading vessels, 
whirb in tbe very large.t amounted to not more than 200 men ([{bein. Mus. 

,N •• '. xi.'625), wbile in the ordinary galley of three decks ·thel'. were employed 
J 70 I'OW~l'II (ii. 39). Compo Movers, Phcen. ii. 3, 167 seq. 
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and' of fisheries. It was the Celts of Brittany in particular, 
that brought the tin 'of the mines of Cornwall from England 
and carried it by the river and land routes of Gaul to Narbo 
and Massilia..' The statement, that in Cresar's time certain 
tribes at the mouth of the Rhine subsisted on fish and 
birds' eggs, may probably refer to the circumstance that 
marine fishing and the collection of the eggs of sea birds 
were prosecuted there on an extensive scale. 'Vhen we put 
together and endeavour to fill up the isolated and scanty 
statements which have reached us regarding the Celtic 
com1Derce and intercourse, we come to see why the tolls of 
the river and maritime ports play a great part in the 
budgets of certain cantons, slIch as those of the Hmdui and 
the ,Veneti, and 'why the chief god of the nati,on was 
regarded by them as. the protector of the roads and of 
commerce, and at the same time as the inventor of manu-

Manufac- factures. Accordingly the Celtic industry cannot have 
tun,s. been wholly undeveloped; indeed the singular dexterity of 

the Celts, and their peculiar skill in imitating any model 
and executing an.y instructions, are noticed by Cmsar. In 
most branchea, however, their handicraft does not appear to 
have risen- above the ordinary level; the manufacture of 
linen and woollen stuffs, that subsequently flourished in 
central and northern Gaul, was demonstrably called into 
existence only by the Romans. ' The elaboration of metals 
forms an exception, and so far as we know the only -one. 
The copper implements, not unfrequently of excellent 
workmanship and even now malleable, which are brought to 
light in the tombs of Gaul, and the carefully adjusted, 
Arvernian gold coins are still at the present day striking 
w~tnesses of the skill of the Celtic workers in copper 
and gold; and with this the reports of the ancients 
well accord, that the Romans learned the art of tinning 
from the Bituriges and that of silvering from the Alesini
inventions the first of which was naturally suggested by the 
traffic in tin, and both of which were probably made in the 
period of Cdtic freedom. 

Mining. Hand in hand with dexterity in the elaboration of the 
metals went the art ~f procuring tbem, which had attained, 
more especially in the iron mines on the Loire, such a degree 
of professional skill that the miners played an important part 
in the sieges. The opinionprevalent among the ,Romans of 
this period, that Gaul was one of the richest gold countries in 
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the world, is no doubt refut~d by the well-known nature of thc 
Boil and by the character of the articles discovered in the 
Celtic tombs, in which gold appears but sparingly and with 
far less frequency than in the similar repositories of the 
true native regions of gold; the idea no doubt had its 
origin merely from the descriptions which Greek travellers 
and Roman soldiers, doubtless not without strong exaggera
tion, gave to their countrymen of the magnificence of the 
Arvernian kings (iii, 168), and of the treasures of the Tolosan 
temples (iii, 183). But their stories were not pure fictions. ' 
It may well be believed that in and ,near the rivers which flow 
from the Alps and the Pyrenees gold-washing and searches 
for gold, which are unprofitable at the present value of labour, 
were worked with profit and on a considerable scale in 
ruder times and with a system of slavery j besides, the 
commerciul relations of Gaul may, as is not unfrequently 
the case with' half-civilized peoples, have favoured the accu
mulation of a dead stock of the precious metals. 

The low state of the arts of design is remarkable, and is Art and 
the'more striking by the side of this mechanical skill in hand-_ scienc.e. 
ling the metals. The fondness for parti-coloured and 
brilliant ornaments shows' the want of a proper taste, 
which is sadly confirmed by the Gallic coins with their 
representations sometimes exceedingly simple, sometimes 
odd, but always childish, in design, and almost without 
exception r1:!de beyond parallel in their execution. It is 
perhaps unexampled that a coinage practised for centuries 
with a certain technical skill should have essentially limited 
itself to always imitating two or three Greek dies, and always 
with increasing deformity. Ou the other hand the art of 
poetry was highly valued by the Celts, and intimately 
blended with the religious and even with the political insti
tlltions of the nation; we find religious,poetry, liS well as that 
of the court and of the mendicant, flourishing (iii. 168). 
Natural science and philosophy also found, although subject 
to the forms and fetters of the theology of the country, a 
certain amount of attention among the Celts; and Hellenic' 
humanism met with a ready reception wherever, and in 
whatever shape it approached them. The knowledge of 
writing wB.!'general I!,t least among the priests. For the 
most part ill free Gaul the Greek writing was made use of 
in Cl.esar's time, as was done among others by the Helvetii; 
but in its mast southern districts even then, in consequence 
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of intercourse with the Romanised Celts, the Latin attained 
predominance-we meet with it, for instance, on the 
.Arvernian coins-of this period. . 

Political The political development of tlie Celtic . .nation also pre
organiza- 'sents very remarkable phenomena. The constitution of 
tion. the state was based in this case, as everywhere, on. the 

clan-canton, with its prince, its council of the elders, and its 
community of, freemen capable of bearing arms; but the 
peculiarity in this case was that it never got beyond this 

Cantonal _ cantonal constitution. Among the Greeks and Romans the 
constitution. canton was very early superseded by the ringwall as the 

basis of political unity; where two cantons met within the 
same walls, they amalgamated into .one commonwealth; 
where a body of burgesses assigned to a portion of their 
fellow burgesses a new ringwall, there regularly arose in this 
way a new state connected with the mother communitv only 
by the ties of piety or at most of clientship. Amoi'tg the 
Celts on the other hand the" burgess-body" continued at all 
times to be the clan; prince and council presided over the 
canton and not 'over any town, and the general diet of the 
canton formed the authority of last resort in the state.· The 
town had, as in the East, merely mercantile and strategic, not 
political importance; for which reason the Gallic townships, 
even when walled and very considerable such as Vienna and 
Gennva, were in the view of the Greeks -and Romans 
merely villages. In the time of Cresar the original clan
constitution still subsisted substantially unaltered among 
the insular Celts and in the northern cantons of the main
land; the general assembly held the supreme authority; 
the prince was in essential questions bound by its decrees; 
the common council was numerous-it numbered in certain 
clans six hundred members-but does not appear to have 
had more importance than the senate under the Roman 
kings. In the more stirring southern portion of the land, 
again, one or two generations before Cresal'-the children of 

I the lalft; kings were still living in his time-there had 
occurred, at least among the larger clans, the Arverni, 
Haldui, S!!quani, Helvetii, a rovolution which set aside. 
the royal dominion and gave the power into the hands of the 

Develop- nobili1;y. It is simply the reverse side of the total want of 
ment of urban commonwealths among the Celts just noticed, that the 
kmghQlood. opposite pole of political development, . knighthood, so 

thoroughlypreponqerates in the Celtic clan-constitution. The 
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Celtic aristocracy was to all appearance a high nobility, for 
the'most p'art perhaps the members of the royal or formerly 
royal famIlies; as indeed it is remarkable that the heads· of 
the opposite parties in the same clan· ve~y. frequen~ly b~~ 
lon~ to the same house. These great famIhes combmed ill 
theIr hands financial, warlike, and political ascendancy. 
They monopolized the leases of the profitable rights of the 
state. They compelled· the common freemen, who were 
oppressed by the load of <l.ebt, tc? borrow from them, and 
to surrender their freedom first de facto as debtors, ,then 
de jure as· bondmen, They developed the system of re
tainers, that is, the privi1eg~ of the nobility to surround 
themselves witIi a number of hired mounted servants
the amhacti as they were called ill-and thereby to -form a 
state within the state r and, resting on the support of these· 
troops of their own, they defied the legal authorities and the 
common levy and practically broke up the commonwealth. If 

• This remal'kable word must have been in use as early as the sixth ceutury 
of Rome among the Celts in the valley of the Po; for Ennius is already ac
quainted with it, and it can onlt have reached the Italians at so early a peliod 
from that quarter. It is not merely Celtic, however, but also German. the 
root of our" Amt." as indeed the retaioer-system itself is common to thl! Celts 
and the Germans. It would be of great histol'ical importance to ascertain. 
whether the word-and therefore the thing-came to the Celts from th.-Germans 
or to the Germans· from the Celts. If •. as is usually supposed. the word is 
OIiginally German nnd primarily signified the servant standing in battle 
.. against the back" (afld=against. bak= back) of hi"mo.,ter. this is not wholly 
irreconcileable with th. singularly early or.cun'ence of this word among the. 
Celts. According to all analogy the right to keep amhacti, that is. 30VAO. 
,. ... 8 ..... 0£. cannot have belonged to the Celtic nobility D'om the outset, but must 
Dnly have developed itself gradually in antagonism to the older monarchy and 
to the equality of the free commons. If thus the syste~ of amhacti "mong the 
Celt. was not an ancient and national. but a compal'8tively recent institution. 
it is-Iooking to the relntion which had.subsi.ted for centuries between the Celts 
and Germans. and. which is to be explained further on-not merely poSsible but 
even probable that the Celts. in Italy as in Ga"l. employed Germans chiefly as 
those hired servants-at-arms. ·The" Swiss guard" would there{lI'e in "that case be 
lOme thousands of years older than people suppose. Shonld ~ ,e term by which 
the Romans. perhaps after the .example of the Celts, designate the Germans as 

'a nation-the name Germani-be really of Celtic origin (ii. 78). this oil
viouslyaccords very well with thnt hypothesis. No doubt these assumptions musi 
neces.<arily give way. should the word ambactus be explained ill a satisf.'U!tory 
way from a Celtic root; as in fact Zeus. (Gramm. p. 761). though dbubt
fully. trace. it to ambi=around and a;g=aget'e. viz. persons moving ,'ound or 
moved round, and so attendants. servant.. The circumstance tha~ the word 
occurs also 08 a Celtic proper name (Zeu ... p. 89), and is perhaps preserved in 
the Cambrian amaeth=peasant.labourer (Zeuss. p. 179). cannot decide tbs 
point either way. . 
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Breaking in a clan, which numbered about 80,000 men capable of 
up of the arms, a single noble could appear at the diet with 10,000 
old c7t~.nal retainers, not reckoning the bondmen and the debtors, it 
constl U Ion. is clear that such an one was an independent dynast rather 

than.a burgess of his clan. Moreover, the leading familieil 
of the different clans were closely connected and through 
intermarriages and spec4J.I treaties formed virtually a com
pact league, in presence of which the single clan was 
powerless. Therefore the communities were no longer able 
to maintain the publip peace, and sword-law reigned through
out. N one but the man who was a dependent still found 
protection' from his master, whom duty and interest com
pelled to redress the injury inflicted on his client; the state 
had no longer the power to protect those who were free, 

Abolition 
of the 
",~narcby, 

Efforts 
towards 
national 
unity. 

and therefore these gave themselves over in numbers to some 
powerful man as clients. The common assembly lost its 
political importance; and even the power of the prince, 
which. should have checked the encroachments of the 
nobility, succumbed to it among the Celts as well as in 
Latium .. In place of tlie king came the "judgment-dealer" 
or Vergobretus,* who was like the Roman consul nominated 
only for a year. So far as the canton still held together at 
all, it was' led by the common council, in which naturally 
the heads of the aristocracy usurped the g8vernment. Of 
course under such circumstances there was agitation in the 
several clans much in the same way as there had been 
agitation in Latium for centuries after· the expulsion of the 
kings: while the nobility of -the different communities com
bined to form a separate alliance hostile to the power of the 
community, the multitude ceased not to desire the restoration 

. of the monarchy; and not unfrequently an eminent nobleman 
attempted, as Spurius Cassius had done in Rome, with the 
support of the mass of those belonging to the canton to break 
down the power of his peers, and to reinstate the crown in 
its rights for his own special benefit. 

While the illdividual cantons were thus irremediably 
declining, the sense' of unity was at the same time power
fully stirring in the nation and seeking in various ways to 
take shape and hold. That combination of the whole Cl\ltic 
nobility in contra-distinction to' the individual canton
unions, while disturbing the existing order of things, 

• From the Celtio W01-dS gtl6t'g=worker and breth=judgment. 
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Ilwakened and fostered the idea of the c~llective unity of 
the nation. The attacks directed' against the nation from 
without, and the cont.inued diminution of its territory in 
'War with its heighbours, operated in the same' direction. 
Like the Hellenes in their wars with the Persians; and the 
Italians in their wars with the Celts,the Transalpine Gauls 
seem to have become conscious of the existence and the power 
of their national unity in tht' wars against Rome.. Amidst the 
dissensio~s of rival clans and all their feudal quarrelling 
there might still be heard the voices of those who were 
ready to purchase the independence of the nation at the 
(lost pf the independence of the several cantons, and even 
at that of the independence of the nobility. The thorough 
popularity of the opposition to a foreign yoke was shown by 
the wars of Cmsar, with reference to whom the Celtic 
patriot party occupied a position entirely similar to that of 
the German patrIots towards 'Napoleon; its extent and 
organization are attested, among other things, by the tele
graphic rapidity with which news were communicated from 
one point to another. 

The universality and the strength of. the Celtic national Religious 
feeling would be inexplicable but tor the circumstance that, union of 
amidst the greatest political division, the Celtic nation had the nation. 
for long be~n centralised in respect of religion and even 
of theology. The Celtic prie!lthood or, to' use ~henative Druids. 
name, the corporation of the Druids, certainly embraced the 
British islands and all Gaul, and perhaps also other Celtic 
countries, in a common religious-national bond. It possessed 
a special head elected by the priests themselves; special 
schools, in which its very ~omprehensive tradition was 
transmitted; special privileges, particularly exemption from 
taxation and military service, which -every clan respected; 
annual· councils, which were held near. Chartres at the 
.. centre of the Celtic earth;" and above all, a believing 
people, who in painful devotion and blind obedience tq their 
priests seem to have been nowise inferior to the Irish of 
modern times, It may readily be conceived that such a 
priesthood attempted to usurp, as it partially did usurp, the 

.secular government; where the annual monarchy subsisted, 
it conducted the elections in the event of an interregnum; 
it successfully laid. claim to the right of excluding indivi'; 
duals and whole communities from religious, and conse
quentlyalso from civil, society; it was careful to draw to 
~~~ Q 
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itself the most important civil causes, especially processes as 
to boundaries and inheritance; on the ground, apparently, 
of its· right to exclude from the community and perhaps 
also of the national 'custom that criminals Ifhould be pre
ferentially taken for the usual human sacrifices, it deve
loped an extensive priestly criminal jurisdiction,which was 
co-ordinate with that of the kings and vergobrets; it even 
claimed the right Clf deciding on war and peace. The Gauls 
were not much removed from an ecclesiastical state with its 
pope and councils, its immunities, interdicts, and spiritual
courts; only this ecclesiastical state did not like that of 
recent times stand aloof from the nations, but wait on the 
contf!l.ry pre-eminently national. 

But while the sense of mutual relationship was thus 
.'vividly awakened among the Celtic tribes, the nation was 
still precluded from attaining a basis of political centraliza
tion, Buch as Ital1 found in the Roman burgesses, and the 
Hellenes and Germans in the Macedonian and Frank kings. 
The Celtic priesthood and likewise the nobility-although 
both in a certain sense represented and combined the 
nation-were yet, on the one hand, incapable of uniting it ' 
in consequence of their peculiar class-interests, and, on, 
the other hand, powerful enough to allow no king and no 
canton to accomplish the work of union. Attempts at this' 

The canton- work were not wanting j they followed, as ihe cantonal 
leagues. constitution suggested, the system of hegemony. A power

ful canton induced a weaker to become subordinate on sllch 
a footing that the leading canton acted for the other ,as well as 
for itself in its external relations and stipulated for it in state 
treaties, while the dependent canton bound itself to render 
military service and sometimes also to pay a tribute. In 
this war a series of separate leagues arose; but there was 
no leadmg canton for' all Gaul-no tie, however loose, com
bining the nation as a whole. It has been already meIl
tioned (iii. ]68) that the Romans at the commencement of 
their Transalpine conquests found in file north a Britanno
Belgic league under the leadership of the Suessiones, and 
in central and southern Gaul the confederation of the 

The Belgic ·Arverni, with which l~tter the Hredui, although having a 
league. weaker body of clients, carried on a rivalry. In Cresar's 

time we find the Belgre in north-eastern Gaul be~ween 
the Seine and -the Rhine still forming such an association, 
which, hOwever, apparently no longer extends to Britain, 
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by their aide there appears, in the modem Normandy and The 
Brittany, the league of. the Aremorican or the maritime maritime 
cantons: in central or proper Gaul two parties as formerll Qllltons. 

contended for the hegemony, the one headed by tbe RlIldulo 
the other by the Sequani after the Arvernians weakened by The leagueli 
the wars with Rome had retired. These different confede- of central 
racies subsisted independently side by side; the leading Gaul. 
states of central Gaul appear never to bave extended tbeir 
clientship to the north-eatlt nor, seriously, even to the north-
west of Gaul. The impulse of the nation towarda unity Ch,.".cter 
found doubtless a certain gratification in these cantonal of theoe 
onions; but they were in every respect unsatisfactory. The leagues. 
union .'88 of the loosest kind, constantly 1luctuating between 
alliance and hegemony; the representation of the whole 
body in peace by the federal diets, in war by the general, - . 
wall in the highest degree feeble. The Belgian confederacy 
alone seema to have been bound together somewhat more 
firmly; the national enthusiasm, from which the successful 
repulse of the Cimbri proceeded (iii. 189), may have proved 
beneficial to it. The contests for the hegemony made a 
breach in every league, which time did not close but 
widened, because. the victory of anyone competitor litilllefl; 
its opponents in possession of political existence, and it al-
ways remained open to them, -even though they had sub-
mitted to clientsbip, sublWfluently to renew the struggle. 
The rivalry among t.he more powerful cantons not only set 
theie at variance, but spread into every dependent clan, into 
every village, often indeed into every house, for each in-

. dividual eh9fIC his side according to his personal relations. 
As Hellas exhausted its strength not so much in the 
struggle of Athens against Sparta as in the internal strife 
of the Athenian and Lacedremonian factions in #wery de
pendent community, and even in Athens itself, so the 
rivalry of the Arverui and Hmdui with its repetitions on 11 
smaller and smaller scale destroyed the Celtic people. 

The defensive capacity of the nation felt tbe reflex in- The CelIiA: 
1luence of these political and social relations. The cavalry military 
W88 throughout the predominant arm; alongside of which system. 
among the Belgm, and still more in the British islands, the Canby. 

• The positioD whicb ncb a federal general ocropie<l with reference to his 
troops, is shoWD by the accuatiOD of higb treason raised agaillBt Vercingetoriz 
lc-r, B.G .. TiL. 20)' 
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old national war-chariots appear in remarkable efficiency. 
'l'hese equally numerous and efficient bands of combatants 
on horseback and in chariots were formed from the nobilipy 
and its vassals; for the nobles had a geuuine knigh,tly 
delight in dogs and horses, and were at much expense to 
procure noble horses of foreign breed. It is characteristic of 
the spirit· and the mode of fighting of these nobles that, 
when the levy was called out, whoever could keep his seat 
on horseback, even the grey-haired old man, took the field, 
and that, when on the point of beginning a combat with an 
enemy of whom they made little account, they swore man 
by man that they would keep aloof from house and hom~ 
stead, if their'band should not charge at least twice through 
the enemy's line. Among the hired warriors the free-
lance spirit prevailed' with all its demoralised and stolid 
indifference towards their own life and that of others. This 
is apparent from the stories-however anecdotic tlJ.eir colour
ing-of the Celtic custom of tilting by way of sport and 
now and then fighting for life or death at a banquet, and of 
the usage (which prevailed among the Celts, and outdid, even 
-the Roman gladiatorial games) of selling themselves to be 
killed for ,a set sum of money or a number of casks of wine. 
and voluntarily accepting t~e fatal blow str~tched on their 
'Shield before the eyes of the whole multitude. 

:By the side.of these mount!Jd warriors the infantry fell 
into the background. In the main it essentially resembled 
the bands of Celts, with whom the Romans had fought in 
Italy and Spain. The large, shield was, as then, the prin
cipal weapon ,of defence; among the offensive arms, on the 
other hand, the long thrusting lance now played the chief part 
in room of the sword. Where several cantons waged war 
in league, they naturally encamped and fought clan against 
clan; there is no trace of their giving to the levy of each 
canton military organization and forming smaller and more 
regular tactical subdivisions. A l~ng train of waggons still 
dragged the baggage of the Celtic army; instead of an 
entrenched camp, such as the Romans pitched every night; 
the poor substitute of a barricade of waggons still sufficed. 
In the case of certain canton's, such as the Nervii, the' 
efficiency of their infantry is noticed, as exceptional; it is 
remarkable that these 'had no cavalry, and perhaps were 
not even a Celtic but an immigrant German tribe. But in 
ge~eral ~h\l Celtic, infantry ot' this period appears as an 
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unwarlike and unwieldy leVy e8 _; most of all in the 
more southern provinces, where along with barbarism valour 
had also disappeared. The Celt, says Cresar, ventures not to 
face the German in battle. The Roman general passed a 
censure still more severe than this judgment on the Celtic 
infantry, seeing that, after having become acquainted with 
them in his first campaign, he never again employed them in 
connection with Roman infantry. ' 

If we survey the whole condition of the Celts as Creear Stage of 
found it in the Transalpine regions, there is an unmis- de\'elop
takeable advance in civilization, as compared with the stage ~~~t o~ ~he 
of culture at which, the Celts came before us a century and li:"ti~:IVI-
a half previously in the valley of the Po. Then the militia; . 
excellent of ita kind, thoroughly preponderated in their 
armies (i. 335h now the cavalry occupies the first place. 
Then the Celts dwelt in open villages; now well-constructed 
walla 8~rrounded their towns.' The objects too found in 
the tombs of Lombardy are, especially as respects ,articles 
of copper and glass, far inferior to those of northern Gaul 
Perhaps the most trustworthy measure of the increase of 
culture is the sense of a common relationship in the nation; 

, 10 little of it comes to light in the Celtic battles fought 
on the Boil of what is now Lombardy, while it strikingly 
appears in the struggles against Cresar. To all appearance 
the Celtic nation, when Cresar encountered it, had already 
reached the maximum of the culture allotted to it, and was 
even now on the decline. The civilization of the Trans
alpine Celts'in Cresar'I time presents, even for us who are 
but very imperfectly informed regarding it, several aspects 
that are estimable, and yet more that are interesting; in some 
respects it is more akin to the modern than to the Hellenic
Roman ,culture, with its sailing vessels, its knighthood, its 
ecclesiastic constitution, above all with its attem pte, however 
imperfect, to build the state not on the city, but on the tribe, 
and in a higher degree on the nation. But just because we 
'here meet the Celtic nation at the culminatIDg point of its 

, development, its lesser degree of moral endowment or, which 
is the Same thing, its lesser capacity of ~ulture comes more 
distinctly into view. It was unable to produce from its own 
resources either a national art or a national state, and attained 
at the most to a national theology and a peculiar order of 
nobility. The original simple valour was no more; the 
military courage based 011 higher mo~lity and Judicious 
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organization, which comes in the train of increased civiliza
tion, had, only made' its appearance in a very stunted form 
among the knights. Barbarism in the strict sense was doubt
less outlived; the times had gone by, when in Gaul the fat 
haunch was assigned to the bravest of the guests but each 
of his fellow-guests who thought himself offended thereby 
was at liberty to challenge the receiver on that score to 
combat, and when the most faithful retainers of a deceased 
chief were burnt along with him. But human sacrifices still 
continued, and the maxim of law, that torture was in
admissible in the case of the free man but allowable in that 
of the free woman as well" as, of slaves, throws a far from 
agreeable light on the position which the female sex held 
among the Celts even in their period of culture. The Celts 
had lost the advantages which specially belong to the pri
mitive epoch of nations; but had not acquired those which 
civilization brings with it when it intimately and thoroughly 
pervades a people. , 

External Such was the internal condition of the Celtic nation. It 
"elations. remains that we set forth their external relations with their 

neighbours; and describe the part which they sustained at 
this moment in the mighty rivalry and competitive struggle 
of nations, in which it is everywhere still more .difficult to 

Celts and maintain than to acquire. Along the Pyrenees the rt'lations 
Iberians. of the 'peoples had for long been peaceably settled, and the 

times had long ,gone by when the Celts there pressed hard 
on,'and to some extent supplanted, the Iberian, that is, the 
Basque, original population; - The valleys of the Pyrenees 
as well as the mountains of Bearn and Gascony, and also 
the coast-steppes to the south of the Garonne, were at the 
time of Cresar in the undisputed possession of the Aquitani, 
a great number of small tribes of Iberian descent, coming 
little into contact with each other and still less with the 
outer world; in, this quarter only the mouth of the Garonne 
with the important port of Burdigala (Bordeaux) was in the 
hands of a CeHic tribe, the Bituriges-Vivisci. 

Celts and Of far grenter importance was the contact of the Celtic 
Ruman.. nation with the Roman people, and with the Germans. We 

need not here repeat-what has been related already-how 
the Romans in their slow advance had gradually pressed 
back the Ceits, had at last occupied the seaboard between 
the Alps and the Pyrenees, and had thereby totally cut 
them off from Italy, Spain and the Mediterranean Sea-a 
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catastrophe for which the way had alre!ldy been prepared 
centuries before by the construction ot' the Hellenic strong-
hold at the mouth of the Rhone. But we must here ·recall the Advanoo o{ 
fact that it was not merely the superiority of the' Roman Roman 
arms which pressed hard on the Celts, but quite as much that trade and 

of Roman culture, which ultimately reaped the benefit of the :::~~~ 
respectable nucleus of Hellenic civilization in Gaul. Here Gaul. 
too, as 80 often happens, trade and commerce paved the way 
for conquest. The Oelt after northern fashion was fond of 
fiery drinks; the fact that like the Scythian he drank the 
generous wine unmingled an<l to intoxication, excited the sur-
prise and the disgust of the tem,Perate southern; but the 
trader has no objection to deal With such customers. Soon 
the wine trade to Gaul became a mine of gold for the Italian 
merchant i it was nothing unusual there for a jar of wine to 
be exchanged for a slave. Other articles of luxury, such as 
Italian horses, found advantageous sale in Gaul. There 
were instances even ~ady of Roman burgesses acquiring 
landed property beyond the Roman frontier, and turning it 
to profit after the Italian fashion; there is mention, for 
example, of Roman estates in the canton of the Segusiavi 
(near Lyons) as early as about 673. Beyond doubt it was 81. 
a consequence of this that, as already mentioned (P; 221), 
in 'free Gaul itself, e. g. among the Arverni,. the Roman, 
language was not unknown even before the conquest; 
although this Imowledge was probably still restricted to 
few, and even the leading men of th~ allied canton of the 
Hlildui had to be conversed with through interpreters. 
Just as the traffickers in fire-water and the squatters led 
the way in the occupation of North America, so these 
Roman wine-traders and landlords paved the way for, and 
beckoned onward, the future conqueror of Gaul. How 
vividly this W88 felt e\'en on the opposite side, is shown by 
the prohibition which one of the most energetic tribes of 
Gaul, the canton of the N ervii, like some German peoples, 
issued against trafficking with the Romans. 

Still more violent c\'en than the pressure of the Romaus Colts Bud 

from the Mediterranean was that of the Germans downward Ge!'III8U!I. 

fl'om the Bultic and the North Sea-a fresh stock from the 
~at cradle of peoples in the East, which made room for 
Itself by the side of'its elder brethren with youthful vigour, 
although also with youthful rudeness. Though the tribes of 
thi8 stock dwelling nearest to the Rhine--the U sipetes, Teno-
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teri, Sugambri, Ubii.,...... had begun t9 be in some -degree 
civilized, and had at least ceased voluntarily to change their 
abodes, all accounts yet agree that further inland agri
culture was of little importance, and the several tribes had 

.hardly yet attained fixed abodes. It is significant in this 
respect, that their western neighbours at this time hardly 
Jrnew:-how to name anyone of the peoples of the interior of 
Germany by its cantonal name; but these were only known 
to them under the ~eneral appellations of the Suebi, that is 
the wandering people or nomads, and the Marcomanni. 

-that is, the border-warriors· - names which were hardly 
cantonal names in Cresar's time, although they appeared as 
!luch to the Romans and subsequently became in various 

The right cases names of cantons. The most violent pressure of this 
bank of the great nation feU upon the Celts. The struggles, in which 
Rhi~ lost the Germans probably engaged with the Celts for the 
~l~- possession of the regions _ to the east of the Rhine, are 

. wholly withdrawn from our view. We are only able to 
perceive, that-about the end of the seventh centUry of Rome 
all the land -as far as the Rhine was already lost to the 
Ce!ts; that the Boii,- who -were probably once settled ~ 
Bavaria and Bohemia (iii. 174), were homeless wanderers; 
and that even the Black Forest formerly possessed by the 
Helvetii (iii. 174), if not taken possession of by the German 
tribes dwelling in tlie vicinity, was at least waste debateable 
border-land, and was in all likelihood even then, what it was 
afterwards called, the Helvetian desert. The barbarous 
strategy of the Germans-which secured them from- hos.
tile attacks by laying waste the neighbourhood for miles
seems to have been applied here on the greatest seale. 

German But the Germans had' not remained stationary at the 
tribes on _ Rhine. The march of the Cimbrian and Teutonic host com
the lell; posed,' as-respects its flower, of German tribes, which had 
bank ofthe ' _ 
Rhine. 

• Cmsar's Suebi were- probably the Chatti; but that designation certainly 
belonged in Cmsar's time, and evl'll much later, to every other German stock 
which could be described as a regnlarly wandering one. Accordingly if, as is not 
to be doubted, the" king of the Suebi" in Mela (iii. 1) and Pliny (9. N. ii. 
67, 170) was Ariovistus, it by no means therefore follows that Ariovi.tus wa. 

_ a Chattsn. The Maroomanni <:snnot be demonstrsted as a distinct people 
before Marhod; it is vel'Y possible that the word up to that point indicates 
nothing but what' it etymologically signifies-the land, or f!'lmti •• , guard. 
When C ...... (i. 51) mentions Mal'comanni among the peoples fighting in the 
ormy of Ariovistus, he may in this instsnce have misunderstood a merely 
appellative designation, just as he has decidedl)' done in the case of the Suebi. 
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swept with such force fifty years before ove an~~ 
GaUl, Italy, and Spain, seemed to have been not g ~ It 
grand rwmnau.,Q7IC8. Already different German t ~s Vl0 
formed permanent settlements to the west of the . nei 
especially of its lower course; having intruded as 
querorB, these settlers continued to demand hostages and to 
leV! annual tribute from the Gallic inhabitants in their 
neIghbourhood, as if from subjects. Among these German 
tribes were the Aduatuci, who from a fragment of the 
Cimbrian horde (iii. 190) had grown into a considerable 
canton, and a number of other tribes afterwards com. 
prehended under the name of the Tungri on the 1tlaas in the 
region of Liege; even the Treveri (about Treves) and the 
Nervii (in Rainault), two of the largest and most powerful 
peoples of this region, are directly designated by respectable 
authorities as Germans. The complete credibility of these 
accounts mllst certainly remain doubtful, since. as Tacitus 
remarks in reference to the two peoples last mentioned, it was 
subsequently at least in these regions reckoned an houour 
to be descended of German blood and not to belong to the 
Jittle-esteemed Celtic nation; yet the population in the 
region of the ScheIdt, Maas, and Moselle seems certainly to 
have become, in one way or another, largely mingled· with 
German elements, or at any rate to have come under Ger. 
man influences. The German settlements themselves were 
pf'.rhaps small;· they were not unimportant, for amidst the 
chaotic obscurity, through which we see ~he stream Of peoples 
on the right bank of the Rhine ebbing and flowing about 
this period, we ('.an well perceive that larger German hordes 
were preparing to cross the Rhine in the track of these 
advanced posts, Threatened on two sides by foreign domi. 
nation and torn by internal dissension, it was scarcely to be 

- expected that the unhappy Celtic nation would now rally 
and save itself by its owu vigour. Dismemberment, and 
decay in virtue of dismemberment, had hitherto been its 
history; how should a nation, which could name no day like 
those of Marathon and Salamis, of Aricia and the Raudine 
field-a nation which, even in its time of vigour, had made 
no attempt to destroy Massilia by an united effort-now, 
when evening had come, defend itself against so formidable 
toesP 

The less the Celts, left; to themselves, were a match for The Roma" 
the Germans. the more reason had the .Romans carefully to policy witb 
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reference to watch over the complications in which the two nations 
~e German. might be involved •. Although the movements thence arising 
lDV","On. had not up to the present time directly affected them, they 

and their most important interests were yet concerned in the 
issue of those movements. As may readily be conceived, the 
internal condition of the Celtic nation had become speedily 
and permanently mixed up with its outward relations. As 
in Greece the Lacedremonian party combined with PerSia 
against the Athenians, so the Romans from their first 
appearance beyand the Alps had found a support against 
the Arverni, who were then the ruling power among the 
southern. Celts, in their rivals for the hegemony, the Hredui ; 
and with the aid of these new "brothers of the Roman 
nation" they had not merely reduced to subjection the 
Allobroges and a· great portion of the indirect territory of 
the Arverni, but had also, in the Gaul that remained free, 
occasioned by'their influence the. transference of the hege
mony from the Arverni to these Hredui. But while the, 
Greeks were threatened with danger to their nationality 

. only from one side, the Celts foUnd themselves hard pressed 
simultaneously by two national foes; and it was natural 
that they should seek from the one protection against the 
. other, and that, if the one Celtic party attached itself to 
the Romans, their opponents should on the contrary form 
alliance with the Germans. This course was most natural 
for the Belgre, who were brought by neighbourhood and 
manifold intermixture into closer relation to the Germans 
who had crossed the Rhine, and moreover, with their less
developed culture, probably felt themselves at least as much 
akin to the Suehian of alien race as to their cultivated 
Allobrogian or Helvetic countryman. But the southern 
Celts also, among whom now, as already mentioned, the 
considerable canton of the Sequani (about Besan~n) stood 
at the head of the party hostile to the Romans, had every 
reason at this very time to call in the Germans against the 
Romans who immediately threatened them; the remiss 
government of the senate and the signs of. the revolution 
preparing in Rome, which had not remained unknown to 
the Celts, made this very moment seem suitable for ridding 
themselves of the Roman influence and primarily' for 
humbling the Roman clients, the Hredui. A rupture had 
taken place. bE'tween the two cantons respecting the tolls 
on the Saone, which separatcd the territory of the Hredui 
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from tliat of the Sequani, and about the year 683 the' 71. 
German prince Ariovistus with some 15,000 armed men 
. had croBsed the Rhine as condottiere of the Sequani. The Ariovistw. 
war was prolonged for some years with varying success; on on the 
the whore the results were unfavourable to the H81dui. ~~dle 
Their leader Eporedorix at length called out their whole me. 
clientS', and marched forth with an enormous superiority of 
force against the Germans; but these obstinately refused 
battle, and kept themselves' under cover of morasses and 
forests. It was not till the clans, weary of waiting, began 
to break up and disperse, that the Germans appeared iii. 
the open field, and then AriOvistuB 'compelled a battIe at 
Adma~etobriga, in which the 1l0wer of the, cavalry of the 
H81dul were left. on the field.. The H81dui, forced by this 
defeat to conclude peace on the terms which ·the victor, 
proposed, were obliged to renounce the hegemony, and to 
consent with their whole adherents to become clients of the 
Sequsni; they had to bind themselves to pay tribute to the 
Sequani or rather to Ariovisttis, and to furnish the children 
of their principal nobles as hostages; and lastly they had to', 
swear tbat the1 would never demand back these hostages 
nor invoke the llltervention of the Romans. This peace was 
concluded apparently about 693.* Honour and advantage 61. 
enjoined the Romans to come forward in opposition to it; Inaction 
the noble lI81duan Divitiacus, the head of the Roman party of tbe 
in his clan, and for that reason now banished by his country. Romans. 
men,' went in person to Rome to solicit .their intervention. 
A still more serions warning was the insurrection of the 
Allobroges in 693 (P. 213)-the neighbours of the Sequa,ni- 610 

, which was beyond doubt connected with these events. In 
reality orders were issued to the Gallic governors to assist 
the H81dui; they talked of sending consuls and consular 
armies over the Alps; but the s(;nate, to whose. decision 
these affairs primarily fell, at length helealso crowned great 
words with little deeds. The insurrection of the Allobtoges 
was suppressed by arms, but nothing was done for the 
H81dui; on the contrary, Ariovistus was even enrolled in 
695 in the list of kings friendly with the Romans.t The 59. 

• The arrival of Ariovistlls in Gaul has been placed, according to Cresar 
i. 30, ill 683, and tbe battle or Admagetobriga (for slIcb WlIB the name of the . 71. 
pLwe now us .. ally, in accordance with a fube inscription, called Magetobriga) 
aocording to Cresar i. 35 and Cicel'o ..lid. Atf. i. 19 in 693. • 61. 

t That we maT not deemtbiB COUl'se of tilinG' incredible', or even impute 
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Foundation G~rman warlike prince naturally took this as a renunciation 
of a ~ ... man by the Romans of the Celtic land which they had not occupied; 
~mp; .. e III he accordingly took up his abolle there, and began to es-

au • tablish a Gern;J.an principality on Gallic soil. It was his 
intention that the numerous bands which he had brought 
with him, and the still more numerous bands that afterwards 
followed at his call from home-it was reckoned that up to 

58. 696 some 120,000 Germans had crossed the Rhine-this 
whole mighty immigration of the German nation, which 
poured through the once opened sluices like a stream over the 
beautiful West, should become settled there and form a basis 
on which he might build his dominio!l over Gaul. The 
extent of the German settlements which he called into 
existence on the . left bank of the' Rhine cannot· be de
termined; beyond doubt it was great, and his projects were 
far greater still. The Celts were treated by him as a 
wholly subjugated nation, . and no distinction was made. 
between the several cantons. Even the .Sequani, as, whose 
hired commander-in-chief he had crossed the Rhine, were 
Qbliged, as if they were vanquished enemies, to cede to him 
for his people a third of their territory-probably upper 
Alsace afterwards inhabited by the Triboci-w here Ariovistus 
permanently settled with his followers j nay, as if this were 
not enough, a second third was afterwards demanded of 
them for the Harudes who arrived subsequently. Ariovis
tuB seemed as if he wished to take up in Gaul the part of 
·Philip of Macedon, and to play the master over the Celts who 
were friendly to the Germans no less than over those who 
adhered to the Romans, . 

The The appearance of the energetic German prince in so 
Germaus on dangerous proximity, which could not but in itself excite 
~. Lower "the most serious apprehension in the Romans, appeared still 

IDe. more threatening, inasmuch as it stood by no means alone. 
The Usipetes and Tencteri settled on the right bani of the 
Rhine, weary of the incessant devastation of their territory 
by the overbe"ring Suebian tribes, had, the year before 

.59. ClBsar arrived in Gaul (695), set out from their previous 
abodes to seek others at the mouth of the Rhine. They 
had already taken away from the Menapii there the portion 

to it deeper mot·ives than political ignorance and laziness, we shall do w.,)\ to 
realise the frh'olous tone in which a distinguished senator like CiL ... 'O expresses 
himself in his correspondence respecting these important Transalpine affairs, 
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'of theiderritory situated on the right bank, and it might be 
foreseen that they would make the attempt to establish 
themselves also on the left. Suebian bands, moreover, 
aBsembled between Cologne imd Maytlnce, and threatened to 
appear as uninvited guests in the opposite Celtic canton of 
the Treveri. Lastly, the territory of the most easterly clan 
of the Celt~, the warlike and numerous Helvetii, was visited The 
with gPOwing frequency by the Germans, so that the Hel~ Germans 
vetii, who perhaps even apart from this were suffering from un the 
over-population through the reflux of their settlers from the R~r::. 
territory which they had lost to the north of the' Rhine, and 
besides were liable to be completely isolated from their kins~ 
men by the settlement of Ariovistus in the territory of the 
Sequani, conceived the desperate resolution of voluntarily 
e-vacuating the territory hitherto in their possession to the 
Germans, and acquiring larger and more fertile abodes to ~l"epara
the west of the Jura, along with, if possible, the hegemony tihon~f~r 
in the interior of Gaul-a plan which some of their districts :ia~ in~::on 
had already formed Rnd attempted to execute during the Cim- 'ofthe 
brian invasion (iii. 182). The Rauraci whose territory (Basle inte.dor of 
and southern Alsace) was similarly threatened, the, remains Gaul. 
of the Boii who had already at an,earlier period been com .. 
pelled by the Germans to forsake their homes and were now 
unsettled wanderers, and other smaller tribes, made common 
cause with the Helvetii. As early as 693 their flying 61. 
parties came over the Jura and even as far as the Reman 
province; their departure itself could not be much longer 
delayed; inevitably German settlers would then advance 
into the important region between the lakes of Constance 
and Geneva forsaken by its defenders. From the sources of 
the Rhine to the Atlantio Ocean the German tribes were in 
motion; the whole line of the Rhine was threatened by 
them; it was a moment like that when the Alamanni and 
the Franks threw themselves on the falling empire of the 
Cresars; and even now there seemed on the eve of being 
carried into effect agaiust the Celts that very movement 
which was successful five hundred years afterwards against 
the Romans. . • 

Under these circumstances the new governor Gaius Cresar Clesar pro
arrived in the spring of 696 in Narbonese Gaul, which had ceeds [58. 
been added by decree of the senate to his original province to Gaul • 

. embracing Cisalpine Gaul along with Istria and Dalmatia. 
His office, which w~ committed to him first for five years . 

. (to the end of 700). then in 699 for five. more (to the end of 54. 55. 
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705), gave him the right to nominate ten lieutenants of 
proprretorian rank, and (at lenst according to his own in
terpretation) to fill up his legions, or even to form new ones 
at his discretion out of the burges8-population-who were 
especially numerous in Cisalpine Gaul-of the territory 
under his sway. The army, which he received in the two 
provinces, consisted, as regards infantry of the line, of fonr 
legions trained and inured to war, the seventh, eighth, 
ninth, and tenth, or at the utmost 24,000 men, to which 
fell to be added, as usual, the contingents of the subjects. 
Thc cavalry and light-armed troops, moreover, were repre
sented by horsemen from Spain, and by Numidian, Cretan, 
and Balearic archers and slingera. The stnff of Cresar
the elite of the democracy of the capital-contained, along 
with not a few useless young men of rnnk, Borne ahle 
officers, such as Publius Crassus the younger son of the old 
political ally of Cresar, and Titus Labienus, who followed 
the chief of the democracy as a faithful adjutant from the 
Forum to the battle-field. Cresar had not received definite 
instructions; to one who was discerning and courageous 
these were implied in the circumstances with which he had 
to deal. The negligence of the senate had to be reh-ieved, 
and first of.all the stream of German invasion hnd to be 
checked. Just at this time the Helvetic invasion, w hieh was 
closely interwoven with the German and had been in pre
paration for years, began. That they .might not mnke ft 

grant of their abandoned huts to the Germans and might 
render their own return impossihle, the Helvetii had burnt 
their towns and villages; and their long trains of waggon!!, 
laden with women, children, and the best part of their 
moveables, arrived from all sides at the Leman lnke near 
Genava (Geneva), where they and their comrades had fixed 
their rendezvous for the 28th of March- of this year.Ac
cording to their own reckoning the .whole body consisted nf 
368,000 persons, of whom about a fourth part were able to 
hear arms. As the mountain chain of the Jura stretch
ing from the Rhine to the Rhone almost completely closed 
in the Helvetic country ori the west, and its narrow defiles 
were as ill adapted for the passage of such a caravan as 
they were well adapted for defence, the leaders had re
solved to go round in a southerly direction, and to open up 

• According to the unoor ... cted calendar. Aciording to the cllrrent 1"eCtifi
cation. which however here by no means rests on lufficiently trustworthy data, 
thi. day corr .. ponda to the 16th of A pril of the Julian ealelldar. 
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for themselves the ... , to the west at the point where the 
Rbooe baa broken through the moun~ bet...een the 
eout;b..we*m and hi.,<>best part of the 1 Qr& and the Savoy 
mountains. _ tbe modem Fori de rEcluse. Bu1; on the 
ri"obt bank here the rocks IUid precipices eome 80 close to 
the rireJ'. that there remaiDe;l only a DalTO .. path which 
eould euily be blocked up. and the &quam, to whom this 
bank ~-t, eould with ease intercept the route of the 
BelYNii. They pref'e!ft'd tbereIore to pua O'rel'. above the 
point; where the .RhoDe breaks through. to the left AUo
brogiaa bank. with the new of regaining the right; bank 
fun.ber d01nl the stream where the Rhone enten the plain,. 
and thea. marehing OB towvda the le1'el. 1I'eSt of Gaul.. 
where the fertile cantoD. 01 the Santone. (Saintonge. the 
~ of the Charente) on the Atlantic Ocean 1rU aeled.ed 
by the .-anderent for their n- abode. This uwcll Jed, 
where ii touched the left bank of the Rhone. through 
Boman territory; and C-. othenrise not disposed to 
aequieece in the establi.>hment; 61 the Hebetii in 1I'eSteJu 
Gaul. 1rU firmly redved not to permit; their passa.,oe. But; 
of hie four legions three were stationed far off at Aquileia; 
altbou.,<>h he Called out; in baste the militia of the Tran&
alpiDe prorinre. it; aeemed scaftJely possible with 80 small a 
force to hinder the innumerable Celtic host from eroesi.ng 
the Rhooe., ~ its eDt from the Leman lake at Geneva 
and the point 01 ita breaking through the 1DOW1tains. OYft' 
a distanee of more thall fonrteeD miles. Czsar, ho1l't!'reI'. 
by Dt'gOtiatioos with the Belretii, who would gladly have 
effected by peaceable meaDS the crossing of the rire!' and 
the IIIAl'Ch through the Allobrogian tenitory. gained a 
respite of fifteen days, which .... employed in breaking 
d01I"Il the brid"oe OTer the :Rhone at Gena", and barring the· 
IIOIltbem bank of the Rhooe a,.......m,,--f; the enemy by an en
&renehmen& nearly nineteen miles long: it; .... the first; 
applicstioa of the ~arda carried out; on 80 
immense a ar.ale by the BoID8D9-()( guarding the frontier of 
the empire in a military point· of Tiew by a ehain of fotts 
eonneeted with -=h other by ramparts and ditches. The 
attempta of the Helfttii to gain the other bank at; different; 
places in boats or by means of fords were successfully 
frustnt.ed b the Bomans in these lines, and the Relvetii 
1I't're CIOIDpt'hed to desist; from the ~oe of the Rhont". 
On the other hand, the party in Gaul hostile to the Bomans" The Bel
..-hida hoped to obtain. a po1l't!rful reinf'on:ement in the nsii -
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towards iIelvetii, more especially the Hreduan Dumnorix brother of 
Gaul. Divitiacus, and at the heaQ of the national' party in his 

canton as the latter was at the head of the Romans, pro
cured for them a passage through the passes of the Jura 
and the territory of the Sequani. The Romans had no 
legal· title to forbid this; but other and. higher inte
rests were at, stake for them in the Helvetic. expedition , 
than the quest.ion of the formal integrity of the Roman
territory-interests which could only be defended, if Cresar, 
instead' of confining himself, as all the governors of the 
senate and even Marius (iii. 189) had done, to the modest 
task of watching the frontier, should cross what had hitherto 
been the frontier at the head of a considerable army. Cresar. 
was general not of the. senate, but of the state; he showed 
no hesitation. He had immediately proceeded from Genava 
in person to Italy, and with characteristic speed brought; up 

'the three legions ,cantoned there as well as two newly
The Hel- formed legions of. recruits. These troops he united with 
vetian war. the corps stationed at Genava, and crossed the Rhone with 

his whole force. His nnexpected appearance in the terri
tory of the Hredui. naturally at once restored the Roman 
partythel'e to power, which was not unimportant as re
garded supplies. He found the Helvetii employed in cross
ing the Saone, and moving from the territory of the Sequani 
into that of the Hredui; those of them that were still on 
the left bank.of the Soone, especially the corps of the Tigo~ 
rini, were caught and destroyed by the Romans rapidly 
advancing. The bulk of the expedition, however, had already 
,passed to the right b,ank of the riTer j Cresar followed them 
and effected the passage, which the unwieldy host of the 
Helvetii had not been able to accomplish in twenty days, in 
twenty-four hours. The Helvetii, prevented by this passage 
of the river on'the part of the Roman army from continuing 
their march westward, turned in a northerly direction, 
doubtless under the supposition that Cresar would not 
\'enture to follow them far into tlie interior of Gaul, and 
with the intention, if he should desist from following them, 
of turning again toward their' proper destination. For 
fifteen days the Roman army marched behiud that of the 
enemy at a distance of about four miles, clinging. to its rear, 
and hoping for an advantageous opportunity of assailing the 
Helvetian host under .conditions favourable to victory, 
and'destroying it. B\!.t this moment came not: unwieldy 
a8 was the march of the Helvetic caravan, the leaders knew 
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how to guard against a surprise, and app~ared to be CO" 
piously provided with supplies as well as most accurately 
Informed through their spies of every event in the Romllll 
camp. On the other hand the Romans began to suffer 
from want of necessaries, especially when the Helvt;ltii 
removed from the Saone and the means of river-transport_ 
ceased. The non-arrival 0& the Bupplies promised by the 
Hmdui, from which this embarrassment primarily arose. 
excited the more suspicion, as both armies were still moving 
about in their territory. Moreover the considerable Roman 
cavalry, numbering almost 4000 horse, proved utterly un
trustworthy-which doubtless admitted of explanation, for 
they consisted almost wholly of Celtic horsemen, especially of 
the mounted retaiuers of tile Hmdui, under the command ot' 
Dumnol'ix the well-known enemy ofthe Romans, and Cmsat: 
himself had taken them still more as hostages than a8 
80ldiers. There was good reason to believe that a defeat 
which they suffered at the hands of the far weaker Hel
vetian cavalrJ was occasioned by themselves. and that the 
enemy was informed by them of all occurrences in the 
Roman camp. The position of Cmsar grew critical; it was 
becoming disagre~bry evident, how much the Celtic patriot 
party could effect even with the Hmdui in spite of their official 
alliance with Rome, and of the distinctive interests of this 
canton inclining it towards the Romans; what was to be the 
issue, if they. ventured deeper and deeper into a country full 
of excitement and removed daily further from their means 
of communication P The armies. were just marching past 
Bibracte (Autun), the capital of the lImdui, at a, moderate 
distance; Cmsar resolved to seize this important place 
by force before he coutinued bis march into the interior; and 
it is very possible, that he intended to desist altogether from 
further pursuit and to establish himself in Bibracte. But 
when he ceased from the pursuit and turned against Bibracte, 
the' Helvetii thought that the Romans were making prepa-
rations for flight, and now attacked in their turn. Cmsar Rnttle nt 
desired nothing better. The two arinies posted themselves Bibl'bcte, 
on two parallel chains of hills; the Celts began the engage
ment;-broke tlie. Roman cavalry which advanced into the 
plain, and ran onward against the Roman legions posted on 
the Blope of the bill, but were there obliged to give way 
before Cresar's veterans. When the Romans thereupon, 

TOL.rv. K 
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'foHowing Up thei.r advantage, descended in their turn to the 
plain, the Celts again advanced against them, and a reserved 
Celtic corps took them at the same time in flank. The 
reserve;of the Roman attacking column was pushed forward 
against the latter; it forced it away from the main body 
upon the baggage and the barricade of waggons, where it 
was destroyed •. The bulk o£the Helvetic host was at 
Jength brought to give way, and compelled to beat a retreat 
in .an easterly direction-the opposite of that towards which 
their expedition led them. This day had frustrated the 
scheme of the Helvetii to establish for themselves new 
settlements on the Atlantic Ocean, and handed them over to 
the pleasure of the victor; but it had been a hot day also 
for the conquerors. Cresar, who had reason for not 
altogether trusting his staff of officers, had at the very outset . 
sent away all the officers' horses, so as to make the necessity 
of holding their ground thoroughly clear to his troops; in 
fact the battle; had the Romans lost it, would have probably 
occasioned the annihilation of the Roman army. 'fhe Ro
man troops were too much exhausted to pursue the con
quered with vigour; but in consequence of the proclamation 
of Calsar that he would treat all who should support the 
Helvetii as like the Helvetii themselves enemies of the 
Romans, all support was refused to the beaten army whither
soever it went-in the first instance, in the canton of the 
Lingones (about Langres)--'-and, deprived of allsilpplies and 
of their baggage and burdened by the mass of camp
followers incapable ·of fighting, they were under the ne-

The Hel- cassity of submitting to the Roman general. The lot of 
vetii sent the vanquished was a comparatively mild one. The Hredui 
ba~~totheir were directed to concede settlements in their territory to 
0;:,,81 the homeless Boii; and this settlement of the conquered foe 
a es, in the midst of the most powerful Celtic cantons rendered 

almost the, services of a Roman colony; 'The survivors of 
the Helvetii and Rauraci, something more than a third of 
the men that had marched forth, were naturally sent back to 
their former territory,' to defend, under Roman supremacy, 
·the frontier along the npper Rhine against the Germans. 
Only the Bouth-western point of the Helvetic canton -was 
taken possession of by the Romans, and there subsequently, 
on the charming shores of the Leman lake, the old 
Celtic town Noviodunum (now Nyon) was converted 
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. intI) a Roman' frontier-fortress, the j. J uli(ln equestrian 
colony."· -

Thus the threatening invasion of the Germans on the Cmsal' and 
upper Rhine was obviated" and, 'at the same time, the party Ario\'isLus, 
hostile to the Romans among the Celts was humbled. On . 
the middle Rhine also, where the 'Germans had already 
crossed years ago, and where the power of Ariovistus which 
vied with that of Rome in Gaul was daily spreading. there 
was need of similar action, and the occasion for a rupture 
was easily found. In comparison with the yoke threatened Negoti .... 
or already imposed on them by Ariovistus, the Roman tions. 
supremacy probably now appeared to the greater part of 
the Celts in this quarter the lesser evil; the minority; 
who retained their hatred of the Romans, had at least to 
keep' silence. A di~t. of the Celtic tribes of central Gaul, 
held under Roman mfluence, requested the Roman general . 
in name of the Celtic nation for aid against the Germans. 
Clllsar consented. At his . suggestion the Hredui. stopped 
the payment of the tribute stipulated to be paid to Ario
vistus, and demanded back the hostages furnished; and when 
Ariovistus on account of this breach of treaty attacked the 
clients of Rome, Cresar took occasion thereby to enter into 
direct negotiation with him and specially to demand, in 
. addition to the return of the hostages and a' promise to 
keep peace with the Hllldui, that . Ariovistus shoutd bind 
himself to allure no more Germans 'over the Rhine. The 
German general replied to the Roman in the:full conscious-
ness of equal ·power and equal right, that northern Gaul 
had become subject to him by right of war as fairly as 
southern Gaul to the Romans j and that j as he did not 
hinder the Romans from taking tribute from the Allobroges, 
so they should not prevent .him from taxing his subjects. In 
later secret overtur~s it appeared that· the princ~ was well 
aware of the circumstances of the Romans; he m~ntioned 
the invitations which had been addressed to him from Rome 
to put Cresar ol,1t of the ,way, and offered, if Cresar would 
leave to him northern Gaul, to assist him in turn to pbtain 
the sovereignty of Italy. As the quarrels of the Celtic 
nation had opened up an entrance for him into Gaul, he 

• Ju/iiJ. EquestrilJ, where the lost BUl'llRme is to be taken as in other colonies 
of Clrsar the 8urnames of aeztamirum, decimanoMQfTI, &c. It was' Celtic or 

. G~rman hon;emoll of Cesar. who, of COUl'Se with the bt!..towal of the Romaa 
01', at any rate, Latin franchise, I'eoeived land allotments there. 

B2 
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seemed to expect the eonsolidation of his rule there from 
the quarrels of the Italian nati9n. For centilries no such 
language of power completely on a footing of equali~y and 
bluntly.and carelessly expressing its independence had been 
held in presence of the Romans, as was how heard -from the 
king _ of the German host; he summarily refused to come, 
when the Roman general suggested- that he should appeal' 
personally_ before him according to the usual practice with 
client-princes. 

Ariovistus It was the more necessary not to delay;ClIlsnr im
attncked, mediately set out aga.inst Ariovistus. A panic seized his 

troops, especially his. officers, when they were to measure 
their strength with the flower of the German troops that 
for fourteen years had ndt come under shelter of a roof: it 
seemed as if the deep decay of Roman moral and military 
discipline would showjtself and provoke desertion and mutiny 
even in ClIlsar's camp. But the general, while declaring 
that in case of need he would march with the tenth legion 
alone against the enemy, knew not merely how to influence 
these by such an appeal to honour, but also how·to bind the 
other regiments to their eagles by warlike emulation, and to 
inspire the troops with something of his· ·own energy. 
Without leaving -them time for reflection, he led them 
onward in rapid marches, and fortunately anticipated 
AriovistuB in the occupation of Vesontio (BeSaD.9on), the 
capital of the Sequani. A personal conference between 
the two generals; which took place .at the request of Aria-
vistus, seemed as if solely ineant to cover an attempt against 
the person of Cresai' j arms alone could decide between the 
two oppressors of Gaul. The war came temporarily to a 
stand. . In lower -A\sace somewhere in the region ·of 
Miihlhausen, five miles from the-Rhine,· the two armies lay 

• Giller (OlBsars Gall. Krieg, p. 45 &c.) thiuks that he has foondthe 
field of battle at Cemay not far from Milhlhausen, which, on the whole, agrl!es 
with Napoleon's (Precis, p. 35) placing of the ·hattle-field in the distlict of 
Belfort. This hypothesis, although not certain, suits the circumstances of the 
case; for the fact that- Cresar required seven days' march for the short space 
from Besan90n to that point, is explained by his own remark (i. 41) that he 
had taken a circuit of fifty mil .. to avoid the mOlJIllain paths; and the whole 
desr.ription of the pursuit continued as far as· the Rhine. and evidently not 
last,iog for several dayslJut ~ding on the very day of the battle, decides-the 
authority ot' tradition being equally balanced-in favour of the view that the 
battlo was fought five, not-fifty, mil .. from the Rhine. The proposal of Rilstow 
(Einleitung zu CtBBarB ('amm. p. 117) to tronsfer the field of l1attJe to tile 
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at a little distance from each other, till Arfovistus with his 
very superior force succeeded in marching past the Roman 
camp, placing himself in its rear, and cutting off the Ro
mans from their base and their supplies. Cresar attempted 
to free himself from hjs painful situation by a battle; but 
Arionstus did not accept it. Nothing remained for the 
Roman general but, in spite of his inferior strength, to 
imitate the movement of the Germans, and to recover his 
communications by' making two legions march past the 
enemy and take up a position beyond the camp ot: the 
Germans, while four legions remained in the former camp. 
Ariovistus, when he saw the Romans divided, attempted aTl 
assault on their lesser camp; but the Romans repulsed it. 
Under the impression made by this success, the wliole and beittm. 
Roman army was led on to the attack; and the Germans 
also placed themselves in battle array, in a long line, each 
tribe for itself, the cars olthe army with the baggage and 
women being placed behind them to render flight more 
difficult. The right wing of the Romans, led by Cresar 
himself, threw itself rapidly on the enemy, and drove them 
before it; the right wing of the Germans was in like 
manner successful. The balance still stood equal; but the 
tactics of the reserve, which had decided so many other 
conf:licts with barbarians, decided the conflict with the 
Germans also in favour of the Romans; their third line, 
which Publius Crassus seasonably. sent to render help, 
restored tho battle on the leffT wing and thereby decided the 

'victory. The pursUit was continued to the Rhine; only a 
few, including the king, succeeded in escaping to the other 
bank (606). . 58 

Thus brilliantly the Roman.,rule announced its advent to Ge\'m.~ 
the mighty stream, which the Italian soldiers here saw for settlements 
the first time; by a single fortunate battle the line of the on the le~ 

hank of the 

upper Saar rests on a misundersta\lding. The 001'0 expected from the 
Sequani,. Leuci, Lingones was not to come to the Roman army in the ooUl'se 
of their mar.h against Ariovistus, but to be delivel'ed at Besanc;on before their 
departure Bnd taken by the troops along with them; as is clearly apparent 
from the fact that Creonr, while pointi!lg his troope to those $upplies, comforts 
them At the same- time with the hope of COl'O to be brought io on the roote. 
}'I'Om B .... uc;on Ca.sar oommnnded the Tt'gioo of Langl'es and Epioal, and, as 
IIIOY he well oonoei .. ed, preferred to levy his reqoisitions there rathel' thnn in 
tho txhnusted distritla from which he C8D1e. , 

Rhine. 
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Rhine was won. The" fate of the Germa!l settlements on 
the left bank of the Rhine lay in the hands of Cresar; the 
victor could destroy them, but he did not do so. The 
neighbouring Celtic cantons-the Sequani, Leuci, Medioma
,trici~wer~ neither capable of self-defence nor trustwol'thy; 
the transplanted .Germans promised to lJecome not merely 

, bi-aver guardians of the frontier but also better ,subjects of 
Rome, for their nationality severed them from the Celts, and 
their own interest in the preservation of their newly-woll 

, settlements severed theI\l from their countrymen across the 
Rhine, so that ill their isolated position they could not avoid 
adliering to the central power. ,Cresar here, as everywhere, 
preferred conquered foes to doubtful friends; he left the 
Germans settled by Ariovistus along the left bank of the 
Rhine-the Triboci about Strassburg," the Nemetes about 
Spires, the Vangiones about Worms-in possession of their 
llew.abodes, and intrusted them with the guarding of the 
Rhine-frdntier'against their countrymen.-

The ~uebi, who threatened the territory of the, Treveri 
on the middle Rhine, on receiving news of the defeat of 
AHovistus, again retreated into the interior of Germany; on 
which occasion they sustained considerable loss by the way 
at the hands of the adjoining trihes. 

The consequences of this oue campaign were immense; 
they were felt for many centuries after. The Rhine had be
come the boundary of the Roman empire against the Ger
mans. In Gaul, which was no longer able to govern itself, the 

" Romans had hitherto ruled on the south coast, while lately 
the Germans had attempted to establish themselves further 
up. The recent events had decided that Gaul was to 
r.uccumb not merely in part but wholly to the Roman 
supremacy, and that the natural boundary presented by the 
mighty river. was altlo to becom"e the political boundary; 
The senate in its better times had, not rested, till the 

• This seems the simplest hypothesis ]'.garding the origin of these Germanic, 
lettlements. Th.t Ariovistus settJed those peoples on the middle Rhine is 
probable, bel'lluse they 6ght in his army (Cres. i. 51) and do I\ot appear earIi.]·! 
that emsar left them in possession of their settlements is pt"obable, bemuse be 
in presence of Ariovistus declared bimsalf ready to tolerate the Germans IIh'.ady 
settled in Gaul (Cres. i. 35, 43), and because we find them afterwards in th .... 
abodes. Cresar does not mention the directions given after the battle concerning 
Ihese Get'manic settlements, because he keeps silence on principle regarding all 
the organi~ arrangements made by him ill Gaul." , 
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dominion of Rome had reached the natural bOunds of Italy.....,
the Alps and the Mediterranean-and its adjacent islands. 
The enlarged empire also needed a similar military rounding 
off; but the present government left the matter to accident, 
and the object of its highest care was, not that the frontiers 
might be defended, but that they should not need to be 
defended quite immediately by itself. People felt that. 
now another spirit and another arm had begun to 'guide the' 
destinies of Rome. 

The foundations of the future edifice were laid;_ but iii Subjugntion 
prder to finish the building and completely to secure the of Gaul. 
reCJognition of the Romall rule by the Gauls, and that of the 
Rhine-frontier by the Germans, very much still remained to 
be done. All central Gaul indeed from: the Roman frontier 
8S far up as Chartres and Treves submitted without objec-
tion to the new regent; aud on the upper and middle Rhine 
also no attack was for the present to be apprehended from. 
the GermaIis. But the -northern proVillCeS-RS well the 
.Aremorican cantons in Brittany and Normandy as the more 
powerful eonfederation of the Belg~were not affected by the 
blows directed against central Gaul, and found no- occasion to 
submit to the conqueror of Ariovistus. Moreover, as was 
. already remarked, very close relations subsisted between the 
llelgm and the Germans over the Rhine, and at the mouth of 
the Rhine also Germanic tribes were making ready to cross 
the stream. In consequence of this Cresar set out with his Belgic 
army, now increased to eight legions, in the spring of 697 5::] .xpe
against the Belgic cantons. Mindfui of the brave and d,l,on. 
successful resistance which fifty years before they had 
conjointly llresented to the Ci~bri ou the borders of their 
countrj (iit. 189), and stimulated by the patriots who had 
fled to them in numbers from central Gaul. the cOrifederal!y 
of the Belgm sent their whole first levy-aOO,OOO armed men 
under the leadership of Galba the king of the Suessiones-to 
their southern frontier to receive Cresar there. A single 
canton alone, that of the powerful Remi (about Rheims) 
discerned in this invasion of the foreigners an opportunity to 
shake off the rule which their lleighbours the Suessione!l~ 
exercised over them, and prepared to take up in the north 
the part which the Hmdui had played in ce~tral Gaul. The 
Roman and the Belgic armies arrived in their territory /IImos~ 
at the same time. Cresar did not venture to give battle to Conflicts on 
the brsve enemy six times as strong; .to the north cif the the Aisne. 
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Aisne, not far from the moden:t Pontavert between Rheim$ 
and Loon"he pitchedbis camp'on a plateau rendered alm.ost 
'wlassailable on all sides partly by the river and by mo
rasses, partly by fosses and redoubts, and contented himself 
with thwarting by defensive measures tbe attempts of' tbe 
Bel~ to cross tbe Aisne and thereby to cut him off from 
his communications. When he Counted on the likelihood that 
the coalition would speedily collapse under its own weight, 
he had reckoned rightly. ,King Galba was an honest man, 
held in uniyersal respect; but he was not ,equal to tbe 
management of an army of 300,000 men on hostile soil. 
No progress was made, and provisions began to fail; dis
content and dissension ,began to insinuate themselves into 
the camp of the confederates. The :Bellovaci in particular, 
equal to the Suessiones in power, and already dissatisfied 
that the supreme' command of the confederate army had 
not fallen to them, could no longer be detained after news 
had arrived that the Hredni as allies of the, Romans were 
making preparations to enter the Bellovacic territory. They 
determined to ,break up and go borne; though for honour's 
sake all the cantons at the same time bound themselves to 
hasten with their united strengtb to the help of the one 
first attacked; tbe miserable dispersion of the confederacy 
was ~ut miserably palliated by such impracticable stipula
tions., It was a catastrophe vividly reminding us of that which 
occurred almost on the same spot in 1792; and,just as with 
the campaign in Champ-ague, tbe defeat was all the more 
severe that it took place without a battle. The bad leade~ , 
ship of the retreating army allowed the Roman general to 
pursue it as if it were beaten,and to destroy a portion 01 
the contingents that had remained to the last. But the 

Submission consequences of the victory were not confined to this. As 
oftb. Oresar advanced into the western cantolls' of tbe Belgre, one 
:.~:~~~. after another gave themselves up as lost almost without 

r~sistance; the powerful Suessiones (about Soissons), as well 
as their, rivals, the Bellovaci (about Beauvais) and the 
Ambiani (about Amiens). The towns opened their gates 
~hen they saw the strangehesieging machines, the towers 
rolling up to their walls j those whQ would not submit to 
the foreign masters' sought a refuge beyond the sea. in 
Britain. " 

The conflict But in the eastern cantons the national feelinO' was' more 
';~~~'i;~e energetically roused. The Viromandui. (about °Arrasj, thlt 
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Atrebates (about St. Quentin), the German Aduatuci 
(about Namur), but above all the Nervii (in Hainault) with 
their considerable body of clients, little i'nferior in number to 
the Suessiones and Bellovaci, far superior to them in valour 
and vigorous patriotic spirit, concluded a second and closer 
league, and assembled their forces on the upper Sambre. 
Celtic spies informed them most accurately of the move
ments of the Roman army; their ow;n local knowledge, and 
the high hedges which were formed everywhere in these 
districts to obstruct the bands of mounted depredators who 
often visited them, allowed the allies to conceal their own 
operations for the most part from the view of the Romans. 
When these arrived on tlie Sambre not far from Bavay, and 
the. legions were occupied in pitching their camp on tho 
Crest of the left bank, while the cavalry and light infantry 
were exploring the opposite heights, the latter were all at 
·once assailed by the whole mass of the enemy's forces and 
driven down the· hill into the river. In 8 moment the 
·enemy had crossed this also, and stormed the heights of tho 
left bank with a determination that braved death. -Scarcely 
-was there time left for the entrenching legionaries to 
-exchange the mattock for the sword; the soldiers, many 
without helmets, had to fight just as they IItood, without 
line of battle,without plan;.without proper command; for, \ 
owing to the suddenness of the attack-and the intersection 
of the ground by tall hedges, the several divisions had wholly 
lost their communications. Instead of a battle thel'e aroso 
8 number of unconnected conflicts. Labienus with the left 
wing overthrew the Atrebates and pursued them even across 
the river. The Roman central division forced the Viro
mandui down tho declivity. But the right wing, where the 
general himself was present, was outflanked by the far more 
numerous Nervii the more easily. as the central division 
carried away by its own success had evacuated the ground 
alongsid~ of it, and even the half-ready camp was occupied by 
the Nervii; the two legions, each separately rolled together 
into a dense mass and assailed in front and on both flunks, 
deprived of most of their officers and their best soldiers. 
appeared on the point of being broken and cut to pieces. 
The Roman camp· followers and the allied troops were 
already'fleeing in all directions; of the Celtic cavalry whole 
divisions, like the contingent of the Treveri, galloped off at 
full speed, that from the battle-field itself they might an-
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nounee at home the welcome' news of the defeat which bad 
been sustairled. Everything was at' stake. The general 
himself seized his sllield and fought among the foremost; 
his example, his call even now inspiring enthusiasm, induced 
the waver:ing ranks to rally. They had already in some 
measure extricated themselves and had at least restored the 
'connection between the two legions of'this wing, when help 
arrived-partly down from the crest of the bank, where in 
the interval the Roman rearguard with the baggage had 
appeared, partly from the other bank of the river, where 
Labienus had meanwhile penetrated to the enemy's camp 
.and taken possession of it, and now, perceiVing at length 
the danger that' menaced the right wing, despatc4ed the 
victorious tenth 'legion, to the aid of ,his general. The 
N ervii, separated from their confederates and simultaneously 
assailed on all sides, now showed, when fortune turned, the 
same heroic, courage as when they believed themselves 
victors; still over the pile of corpses of. their fallen 
comrades they fought to the last man. According to their 
own statement, of their six hundred senators only three' 
survived this day. After this annihilating defeat the N ervii, 
Atrebates, and Viromandui were obliged doubtless to recog
nise the Romausupremacy. The Aduatuci, who arrived too 
late to take :(>art in the fight on the Sambre, attempted still 
to hold their ground in the strongest of their towns (on the 
mount Falhize near the ~faas not far from Huy). but they 
too BOOIl' submitted. A nocturnal attack on the Roman 
camp in front of the town, which they ventured after the 
!lurrend~r, miscarried; and the perfidy was avenged by the 
,Romans with fearful severity. The clients of the, Adua~ 
tuci, consisting of the Eburones between the _ Maas and 
Rhine and other small adjoining tribes, were declared in
dependent by the Romans, while the Aduatuci taken 

,pnsoners were' sold. under the hammer en masse for the 
benefit of the Rom.an treasury. It seemed as if the fate 
which had befallen the Cimbri ,still pursued even this last 
Cimbrian fragment. Cresar contented himself with im
posing on the other subject tribes a general disarmament 
and, furnishing of hostages. The Remi became naturally 
the leading canton in Belgic, like the Hredui in central 
Gaul; even in the latter several clans at enmity with the 
Hredui preferred to rank among the clients of the Remi. 
Only the remote maritime cantoll.S of the Morin.i (,Axtois) and 
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the Menapii (Flanders and Brabant), and the country ·be· 
tween the ScheIdt and the Rhine inhabited itJ, great part by 
Germans remained still for the present exempt from Roman 
invasion and in poss8JlIsion of their hereditary freedom. 

The turn of the Aremorican cantons came. In the autumn Expedi. 
of 697 Publius CrasBus was sent. thither with a Roman, 57.] lions 
corps; he induced the Veneti-who .as masters of the ports agai?~1 the 

of the model'J!. Morbihan and of a respectable fleet occupied =~~~e 
the first place among aU the Celtic cantons in navigation . 
and com~erce-and generally the coast·districts between the 
Loire and Seine, to submit to the Romans and give tliem 
hostages. But they soon repented. When in the following 
winter (697-8) Raman officers came to these regions to levy 57-56. 

-requisitIOns of grain there, they were detained by- the 
Veneti as counter-hostages. The example thus set was 
quickly followed not only by the Are)llorican cantons, bilt 
also by the maritime cantons of the Belglll that still re-
mained free; where, as in Bome cantons of Normandy, the 
common council refused to join the insur.rection, the mUlti. 
tude put them to death and attached itself with redoubled . 
zeal-to the natior,al cause. '1'he whole coast from. the Vfnetinn 
)llouth of the Loire 'to that of the Rhine rose against Rome; war. ' 
the most resolute patriots from all the Celtic cantons 
hastened thither to co·operate in the great work ,of liberlV 
tion; they already ,calculated on the rising of the whole 
Belgic confederacy, on aid from Britain, on the arrival of 
Germans from b~yond the Rhine. . '. 

Clilsar sent Labienus with all the cavalry to the Rhine; 
with a view to hold in check the agitation in the Belgic 
province, and in case of need to prevent the Germans from 
crossing the river; another of his lieutenants, Quintus 
Tituriu8 &binus, went with three legions to Normandy, 
where the main body of the insurgents assembled. But the 
powerful and intelligent Yeneti were the true 'centre of the 

. wsurrection; the chief attack by-land and sea was directed 
against them. ClIlsal"s lieutenant, Decimus Brutus, brought 
up the lieet formed partly of. the ships of the subject Celtic 
cantons, partly of a number of Roman galleys hastily built 
on the Loire and manned with rowers from the Narbonese 
province; Cmsar himself advanced with the flower of his 
infantry into the territory of the Veneti. But these were 
prepared beforehand, and had with equal skill and resolution 
availed themselves of th.e favourable circumstances .which 
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the nature of the ground iri Brittany and the possession of 
a considerable naval pQwer presented. The country was 
much intersected and poorly furnished with grain, the towns 
were situated for the most part on cliffs and tongues of land, 
and were accessible from the mainland only by shoals which 
i.t was difficult to cross; the provision of supplies and the 
conducting of sieges were equally difficult for the army 
attacking by larid, while the Celts by means of their vessels 
could furnish the towns easily with everything needful, and in. 
the event of the worst could accomplish their evacuation. The 
legions expended their time and strength in the sieges' of 
the Venetian townsr ouly to see the substantial fruits of 
victory ultimately carried off in the vessels of the enemy. 
Accordingly when the Roman fleet, long detained by storms 
at .the mouth of the Loire, arrived at length on the coast of 

Naval Brittany, it was left to decide the struggle by a naval battle. 
battIe The Celts, conscious of their superiority on this element, 
~tw&n brought forth their fleet against that of the Romans com-
an: the

man
• manded by Brutus. Not onI y did it number 220 sail, far more 

Veneti; • than the· Romans had been ahle to bring up, but their high-
built strong sailing-ves.sels with flat bottoms were also far . 
better 'adapted for the high-running waves of the Atlantic 

. Ocean than the low, lightly-built oared galleys of the Romans 
with their sharp keels. Neither the missiles nor the boarding
bridges of the Romans could rE)ach the high deck of the 
enemy's'vessels, and the iron beaks recoiled powerless from 
the strQng oaken planks. But the Roman marinerij cut the 
ropes, by which the yards were fastened to the masts, by 
means of sickles fastened to long poles; the yards and sails 
fell down, and, as they did not know how to repair the 
damage speedily, the ship was thus rendered a w.reck just 

• p,s it is at the present day. by the falling of the masts, and the 
Roman boats easily succeeded by a joint attack in mastering 
the maimed vessel of the enemy. 'When the Gauls per
ceived this manreuvre, they attempted to move from the 
coast on which they had taken up the combat with the 
RomanJ;l, and to gain the hig,h seas, whither the Roman 

. galleys could' not follow them; but unhappily for . them 
there' suddenly Bet in a dead calm, and the immense fleet, 
towards the equipment of which the maritime cantons had ap
plied all their energies, was almost wholly destroyed by the 
Romans. Thus was this naval battle-so far as historical 
knowledge reaches, the earliest fought on the Atlantic 
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Ocean-just like the engagement at MyllB two hundred 
years before (ii. 40), notwithstanding the most unfavourable. 
-circumstances, decided in favour. of the Romans by a lucky 
invention suggested by necessity. The consequence of the SubmisolOD 
victory achieved by Brutus was the surrender of the Veneti of~e .. 
and of all Brittany. More with a. view to impress the m.~lhme 
Celtic nation.· after so manifold evidences of clemency to- ean on •• 
wards the vanquished, by an example of fearfill severity now 
against those whose resistance had been obstinate, than with 
the view of punishing the breach of treaty and the arrest of 
the Roman officers, Cresar caused the whole common council 
to be executed and the people of the Venetian canton to 
the last man to be sold into slavery. By ~his dreadful fate. as 
well as by their intelligence and their .patriotism, the Veneti 
have more than any other Celtic clan acquired a title to the 
Bympathy of posterity. . 

Sabinus meanwhile opposed to the levy of the coast
states assembled on the Channel the same tacti~s by which 
Cresar had in the previous year-conquered the Belgic general 
levy on the Aisne; he stood on the defensive till iIDpatience·' 
and want invaded the ranks of the enemy, and then managed 
by deceiving them as to the temper and streJ;lgth of his 
troops, and above all by means of their own impatience, to
allure them to an imprudent assault upon the.Roman camp. 
in which they were defeated; whereupon the militia dis .. 
persed and the country as far as the Seine submitted. _ 

The Morini and Menapii alone persevered in withholding Ex~iti"lls 
their recognition of the Roman supremacy. To compel ~ral':"~ th~ 
them to this, Cresar appeared on their borders; but, rendered M=~tD 
wiser by the experiences of their countrymen,:they avoided . 
accepting battIe on the borders of their land, and retired into 
the forests which then stretched almost without interrup~ 
tion from the Ardennes towards the German Ocean. The 
Romans !l.ttempted to make a road through the forest with 
the axe, ranging the felled trees on each side as a barricade 

, against the enemy's attacks; but even Cresar, daring as he. 
was, found it advisable after some days of most laborious 
marching, especially as it was verging towards winter, to. 
order a retreat, although but a small portion of the Morini 
had submitted and the more powerful Menapii had not been. 
reached at all. In the following year (699), while Cresar. 55. 
himself was employed in Britain, the greater. part of tho 
Ilrmy was sent afresh against these tribes; but thill expeili-
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lion also remained in the main unsuccessful. Nevertheless 
the result of the last campaigns was the almost complete 
reduction of Gaul under the 'dominion of. the Romans. 
'Vhile central Gaul had suhmitted to it Without resistance, 

57. during the campaign of 697 the Belgic, and during that of 
the following year the maritllDe cantons had been com
pelled by force of arms to acknowledge the Roman rule. 
~'he lofty hopes, with which the Celtic patriots had begun 
the last· ,campaign, had nowhere been fulfilled. Neither 
Germans nor Britons had come to their aid; and in Belgia· 
the presence, of Labienus had sufficed to prevent the renewal 
of the conHicts of the previous year. 

Establish- While Cresar \vas thus forming the Roman domain in 
lJIent of the West by force of arms into a compact whole, he did not 
co~mnni~ neglect to open up for the newly-conquered country-which 
~;~o~ Wl~h w~s destined in Jact to fill up the wide gap in that domain 
":I!is y e between Italy and Spain-'-communications both with the 

, Italian home and with the Spanish provinces. The com
munication between ,Gaul and Italy had certainly been 
materially facilitated by the military road laid out by.Pom-

77. peius in 677 over bIont, Genevre (P. 27); but since the 
whole of Gaul had been subdued by the Romans, there was 
need of a route crossing the ridge of the Alps from the 
valley of the Po not in a westerly' but in a northerly direc- . 
tion, and furnish"ing a shorter communication between Italy 
and central Gaul. The way which leads over the great St. 
Bernard into the Yalais and along the lake of Geneva had 
long served the merchant for this purpose; to get this road 

57. into his power, Cresar as early as the autumn of 697 caused 
Octodurum (Martigny) to be occupied by Servius Galba, and 
the inhabitants of the Valais to be reduced to subjection~a 
result which was, of ~urse, merely postponed, not prevented, 
by -the brave resistance of these mountain-peoples. 

and with To gain communication with Spain, moreover, Publius 
Spain. [56.- Crass~ was sent in the following year (698) to Aquitania 

with instructions to compel the Iberian tribes dwelling there 
to acknowledge the Roman rule. The task was not without 
difficulty; the Iberians were united more compactly than 

. the Celts and knew better than these how to learn from
their enemies. The tribes beyond the Pyrenees, especially 
the valiant Cantabri, Bent a contingent to their threatened 
countrymen; with this there came experienced omcera 
trained under the leadership of Sertorius in the Roman 
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fn8hion, who inlroduced as far as possible the principles of the 
Roman art of war, and especially of encampment, among the 
Aquitanian levy already res-pectable from its numbers and 
its valour. But the excellent officer who led the- Romans 
knew how to surmount all difficulties, and after some hardly
contested but successful battles he induced the peoples from 
the Garonne to the vicinity of the Pyrenees to submit to the 
new mallter. 

One of the objects which Coosar had :proposed to him- Fresh 
self-the subjugation of Gaul-had been III substance, with violatioos 
exceptions sc~rcely worth mentioning, attained so far as it ~[h~~:" 
could be attained at all by the sword. But the other half boundary 
of the work undertaken by Coosar was still Jar from being by th~ 
satisfactorily accomplished, and the Germans had -by no Gel'mans. 
means as yet been everywhere compelled to recognisll the 
-Rhine as th~ir limit. Even now in the winter of 698-699 5jl-55. 
a fresh crossing of the boundary had ·taken place on the 
lower course of the river, whither the Romans had not yet 
penetrated. The German triues of the - Usipetes and The 
Tencteri, whose attempts to cross the Rhine in the territoryU.i, .. tes 
of the Menapii were already mentioned (P.236), had at ~ntl t . 
length, eluding the vigilance of their opponents by u feigned elle en. 
retreat. crossed in the vessels belonging to the Menapii-an 
enormous host, which is said, including women and children, 
to have amounted to 430,000 persons. _ They still lay, app~ 
rently, in the region of- Nimeguen aud Cle\'es; but it WIlS 

said that, following the invitations of the Celtic patriot party. 
they intended to advance into the interior- of Gaul; and the 
rumour was confirmed by the fact that bands of their horse-
men already roamed as far as the borders of the Treveri. 
But when Coo~ar witli his legions arrived opposite to them, 
~he sorely hnrassed emigrants seeDled not desirous of fresh 
conflicts, but very ready to' accept land from the Romans 
and to till it under their supremacy in peace. While 
negotiations as to this were going on, a suspicion arose in 
the mind of the Roman general that the Germans only 
sought to gain time till the bands of horsemen Sellt out bi 
them had returned. Whether this suspicion was well' 
founded or not, we cannot tell; but confirmed in it by an 
attack, which in spite of the de fado snspension of arms a 
troop of the enemy made on his vanguard, and ~xasperated 
br the severe loss thereby Bustained, Coosar believed 
himself entitled to disregard every. consideration of inter-
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nationalla.\v.· When on the second morning the princes and 
elders of the Germans appeared in the Roman camp to 
apologise for the attack made without their Jrnowledge, they 
were arrested, and the multitude anticipating no assault and 
deprived of their leaders were suddenly fallen upon by the 
Roman arngr. It was rather a man-hunt than a battle; those 
that . did not fall- under the sword of the Romans were 
drowned in the Rhine; almost none but the divisions de
tached at the time of the attack escaped the massaCre' and 
succeeded in recrossing the Rhine, where the Sugambri 
gave them an. asylum in their territory, apparently on the 
Lippe; The behaviour of Cresar towards these German 
immigrants met with severe and merited censure in the. 
senate; but, however little it can be excused, the German 
encroachments were emphatically checked by the terror. 
which it occasioned. Cresar however found it advisable to 
take yet a further step and to lead the legions over the, 

Coesar on Rhine.. He was not without cOl}Jlections beyond the river.· 
the right The Germans at the stae:e of culture which they had then 
bank of ~ 
the Rhine. reached, had as yet no national union; in political dis·' 

. organization 'they-though from other causes -fell nothing. 
short of the Celts. The Ubii (on the Sieg and Lahn), the 
most civilized among the German tribes, had recently been 

57. 
made subject and tributary by 'a powerful Suebiau canton of 
the interior, and had 1!8 early as 697 through their envoys en
treated Cresar to free them like the Gauls from the Suebiru\ 
rule.' .It was not Cresar's design seriousljto respond to this 
suggestion, which would have involred him in endless 
enterprises; but it seemed advisable, with the view of pre
venting the appearance of the Germanic arms on the south 
of the Rhine, at least to show the Roman arms beyond it. 
The protection which the fugitive Usipetes and Tencteri 
had found among the Sugambri afforded a snitable occasion. 
In the region, apparently between Coblentz and Andernach, 
Cresar erected a' bridge of piles. over the Rhine and led his 
legions across from the Treverian to the Ubian territory. 
Some smaller' cantons gave in their submission; but the 
Sugambri, against whom the expedition was primarily 
directed, withdrew, on the approach of the Roman armywitb 
those under their protection. into the interior. In like 
manner the powerful Suebian canton which oppressed .the 
Ubii-probably the sanie which subsequently appears under 
the name of. the Chatti-caus~d thl;}' Ilistri«ts immediately 
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adjoining the Ubian territory to be evac;u'ated and the non
combatant portion of' the people to be placed in safety, while 
.11 the men capable of arms were directed to assemble 
.. t the centre of the canton. The Roman general had neith~ 
occasion nor desire to accept this challenge; his object
p.artly to reconnoitre, partly to produce an impressive eff~t . 
if possible upon the Germans, or at least' on the Celts and 
his countrymen at home, by an expedition over the Rhine-
was substantially attained; after remaining eigbtt!en days on 
the right bank of the Rhine he again arrived in Gaul and 
broke down. the Rhine bridge behind him (699).55. 

There remained the insular Celts. From the close Espedi
connection between them and the Celts of the continent, tions to 
especially the maritime cantons, it may readily be conceived Britain. 
that they had at least sympathised with the national 
resistance j and if they did not grant armed assistance to the 
patriots, thcy gave at any rate an honourable asylum in 
their Bea-protected isle to everyone who was nQ longer safe 
in his native land. 'This certainly involved a danger, if not 
for the present, at any rate for the future j it Beemed 
Judicious-if not to undertake, the conquest of the ;island 
Itself-at any rate to cond~ct there alSo defensive operations 
by offensive means,.and to show the islanders. by a landing 
on the coast that the arm of the Romans reached even across 
the Channel. ,The first Roman officer who entered Brittany, 
Publius Crassus, had already (697) crossed from thence to 51. 
the" tin-islands" at the south-west point of England (Scilly 
islands); in the summer of 699 Cmsar.himself with only two 55. 
legious crossed the Channel at its narrowest part.. He 
found the coast. covered with masses of the enemy's 

• The nature of the case as well as CEsar's express statement proves that the 
passages of CEsar to Britain were made from ports of the 0088t between Calais. 
and Boulogne to the oosst of Kent. A more exact determination of the localities 
has often been attempted, but without suCcess. . All that is recorded is, that on 
the fir8t voyage the infantry embarked at ODe port, the cavalry at anothet 
di.tant from the former eight miles in an easterly direction (iv. 22, 23, 28), 
end that the seoond voyage was made from that one of those two ports which 
Ca!ear had found mOlt oonvenient, the (otherwise not further mentioned) 
Portus Itina, distant from the British ooast SO (80 according to the MSS. of. 
e-.. y. 2) or '0 miles ( = S20 stadia, according to Strabo iv. 5, 2, who 
doubtl .. 4rew hi. account from C_r). . From ClI!S8J"s words (iv. 21) that 
he had chosen .. the shortest crossing," we may doubtless reasonably infer that_ 
he croued not the Channel hut the Straits of Calais, but by no meens that he 
m'OI8ed the latter bj the mathematically shortest line. It requires the im. 
!Ilicit faith of local topographers to proceed to the determination of the localit1 

:YOL. tV. B 
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, troops and sailed onward with his vessels; but the British 
war-chariots moved on quite as fast- by land as the Roman 
galleys. by sea, and it 'was only with the utmost difficulty 
that ,the Roman soldiers succeeded in gaining the shore in 
the face of tlw enemy. partly, by wading, partly in boats, 
'ander the protection, of the ships of war, which swept the 
beach with missiles thrown' from machines and by the hand. 
In the, first alarm the nearest villages submitted; but the 
islanders soon perceived how weak the ene~y was, and how 
he did not venture to move far :trom the shore. The natives 
disappeared into the interior and returned only to threaten 
the camp; and the Heet, which' had been left in the open 
roads, suffered very considerable, damage from the first 
tempest that burst upon it. The Romans had to reckon them
selves fortunate'in repelling the attacks: of the I?arbarians 
till they h_ad bestowed the necessitry repairS' oI,ltheships, 
and in regaining with these the (lallic coast before the bad 
season of the year came on. 

Cresar himself was so dissatisfied with the results of this 
expedition undertaken inconsiderately and with inadequate 

55-54-. means, that he 'immediately (in the winter of 699-700) 
ordered a transport fleet of 800 ,sail to be fitted out" and in 

54. the spring of 700 sailed II second time for the Kentish coast, 
on this occasion with five legions and 2000 cavalry.· The 
forces of the Britons, assembled this time also on the shore, 
retired before the mighty armada without risking a battle; 
Cresar immediately set out on his march into' the interior, 
and after some successful, conflicts crossed the river Stour ; 
but he was obliged to halt very much against his will, because 
the fleet in the ppen roads had been again half destroyed by 
the storms' of the Channel. Before they got the ships drawn 
up upon the, beach and the extensive arrangements made 
for their repair, .precious .time was lost, which the Celts 
wisely turned to account. The brave and cautious prince 

with such data in hand-data of which the best in itself bec'Omes almost useleSlf 
Ii'om the variation of the authorities as to the Dumber; but among the many 
possibilities most may pel'haps be said in favour of the view that the Itian 

,port (which Stmbo I. c. is pl'obably right in identifying with that from which 
.he infantry crossed in the fil'st voyage) is to be sought near Ambleteuse to 
the west of Cape Gris Noz, and the cavalry-harbour near Ecale (Wissant) tn the 
east of the same prOmOll tory, aod that the landing took place to the e..t of 
Dovel' near Walme. C ... t1e. -, 
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Cassh'ellnunus, who ruled in what is now Middlesex-and th~ Caesivel. 
surrounding district-formerly the terror of the Celts to the lauDus. 
Bouth of the Thames, but now the protector and champion 
of the whole nation-had headed the defence of the land. 
He Boon saw that nothing at all could be done with the Celtic 
infantry against the Roman, and that the mass of the general 
levy-which it was difficult to feed and difficult to control---" . 
was only a hindrance to the defence; he therefore dismissed 
it and retained only the war-chariots, of which he collected 
4000, and in 1!'hich the warriors, accustomed ;to leap down 
from their chariots and fight on foot, could. be employed in 
a two-fold maDner like the burgess-cavalry of the earliest 
Rome. When Cresar was once more able to ~ontinue his 
match, he met with no interruption to it; but the British 
war-chariots moved always in front and alongside of the 
Roman army, induced the evacuation of the country (which 
irom the absence of towns proved no great difficulty), pre
vented the sending out of detachments, and threatened the 
communications. The Thames was crossed - apparently 
between Kingston and Brentford above London-by the 
lwmans; they moved forward, but made no real progress; the 
general achieved no victory, the soldiers made no booty, and 
the only actual result, the submission of the Trinobantes in' 
the modern Essex, was less the effect of a dread of the Romans 
than of the deep hostility between this canton and Cassivel~ 
lallnus. The danger increased with every onward step, and 
the attack, which the princes of Kent by Cassivellaunus' orders 
made on the Roman naval camp, although it was repulsed, was' 
an urgent warning to turn back.- The taking by stor!ll of a 
great British abatis, in which a multitude of cattle fell into 
the hands of the Romans, furnished a passable conclusion to 
the aimless advance and a tolerable .pretext· for returning. 
Cassivellaunus was sagacious enough not to drive--· the 
dangerous enemy to extremities, and promised, as Cresar 
desired him, not tQ·disturb the Trinobantes, to pay tribute, and 
to furnish hostages; nothing was said of delivering up arms 
or leaving behind a :!;toman garrison, and even those promises 
were, it may be presumed, 80 far as thet c"ncerned the 
future, neither given nor received in earnest. After receiv-
ing the hostages Cresar returned to the naval camp and 
thence to G1lul. If he, as. it would certainly seem, had 
hoped on this occaSion to conquer Britaiu, the scheme was 
totally thwarted partly by the wise defensive system of 
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Cassivellaunus, partly and chiefly by the unserviceableness 
of the Italian oared fleet in the waters of tJIe North Sea; 
for it is certain that the stipulated tribute was never paid. 
But the immediate object--or rousing t!le islanders out of 
their haughty security -and inducing them in th~ir own 
interest no longer to allow their island to be a rendezvous for 
continental emigrants-'-seems certainly to have been attained; 
at least no complaints are afterwards heard as to the 
bestowal of such protection. 
~e work of repelling the Germanic invasion and of 

subduing the· continental Celts was completed. But it is 
often easier to subdue a free nation than to keep a subdued 
one in subjection. The rivalry for the hegemony, by which 
more even than by the attacks .of Rome the Celtic nation 
had been ruined, was in some measure set aside by the 
conquest, inasmuch as the conqueror. took the hegemony to 
himself. . Separate interests were silent; under the common 
oppression at any rate they felt themselves again as one 
people; and the infinite value of that which they had with 
indifference gambled away when they possessed it-freedom 
and nationality-wllS now, when it was too late, fully appre
ciated by their infinite longing. But was it indeed too late? 
With indignant shame they confessed to themselves that a 
nation,.which numbered at least a million of men capable of 
arms, a nation of ancient and well-founded warlike renown, 
had allowed the yoke to be imposed on it by at the most' 
50,OGO Romans. The submission ot' the confederacy of central 
Gaul without having struck even a blow; the submission of the 
Belgic confederacy without having done more than merely 
shpwn a wish to strike; the heroic fall on the other hand of 
the N ervii and the Veneti, the sagacious and successful resist
ance of the Morini, and of the Britons under.Cassivellaunus
all that in each case had been done or neglected, had failed 
or had succeeded~purred the minds of the patriots to new 
attempts, if possible, more united and more successful. 
Especially among the Celtic nobility there prevailed an 
excitement, which seemed every moment as if it must break 
out into a general insurrection. Even before the second 
expedition to Britain in the spring of 700 Cresar had .found 

.'it neceasary to go in person to the Treveri, who, since they 
had compromised themselves in the NerviaIi. conflict in 697, 
had no longer appeal'ed at the general diets and had formed 
more than suspicious connections with the Germans beYQnd 
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the Rhine. At that time Cmsar had contented himself with 
carrying the roen of most note among the patriot party, 
particularly Indutiomal'us, along with him to Britain in the 
ranks of the Treverian cavalry-eontingent; he did his 
utmost to .overlook the conspiracy, that he might not by 
strict m~asu1'6S ripen it ·into insurrection. 'But when the 
Hmduan Dumnorix, who likewise was p1'6sent in the army 
destined fol' Britain, nomi~ally as a cavalry officer, but really 
as a hostage, peremptorily refused to embark and rode 
home instead, Cmsar could not do otherwise than have him 
pursued as a deserter; he was accordingly overtaken by the 
division sent after him and, when he stood on his defepce, 
was cut down (700). That the most illustrious knight of 54. 
the most powerful and the least dependent of the Celtic 
cantons should have been put to death by the Romans, 
was a thunder-clap for the whole Celtic nobility; everyone 
who wall conscious of similar sentiments-and they formed 
the gl'68t m8jority~aw in that catastrophe the picture of 
what was in store for himself. 

Ifpatriotism and despair had induced the heads of the Celtic Insun..,., 
nobility to ('.onspi1'6, fear and self-defence now drove the con- tion. 
spirators to strike. In the winter of 700-701, with the excep- 54-53. 
tion of a legion stationed in Brittany and a second in the very 
unsettled canton of the Carnutes (near Chart1'6s), the whole 
Roman army numbering six legions .was encamped in the 
Belgic territory. The scantiness of the supplies ot' grain had 
induced CleSar to station his troops further apaTt than he 
was otherwise wont to do - in six: different camps con
structed in the cantons of the'Bellovaci, Ambiani, Morini, 
Nervii, Re'mi, and Eburones. The fixed camp placed 
furthest towards the east in the territOl'j of the Eburones, 
probably not far from the later Aduatuca (the modern 
Tongern), the strongest of all, consisting of a legion under 
one of the most distinguished of CleSar's leaders of division, 
Quintus Titurius Sabinu!!, besides different detachments led by 
the brav.:: Luciull Aurunculeius Cotta * and amounting tn. 

. • That' Cotta, although not lientenant-general of Snbinus, bnt like him 
.egate, was yet the younger and less noted general and was probably directed in 
the event of. difference to yield, may be' inferred both ti'om the earlier services 
of :>Sbinu. and from the fact th .. t, where the two are mentioned together 
(iv. 22, 88 j v. 24, 26, 52 j vi. 32 j otherwiee in vi. 37) Sabinus regularly 
takeoi precedonce, aa also from the narrative of the catastrophe itself. Besidea 
we ... nnot poasibly suppose that C ....... should have placed over a camp ~wo 
ofllce ... with equal anthority, and bave made no arrangement at all for the eaae of 
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gether to the strength of half a legion, found ,itself all of a 
sudden surrounded by the general levy of the Eburones under 
the kings Ambiorix and Catuvolcus. The attack came ·so 
unexpectedly, that the very men absent from the camp 
could not be recalled and were cut off by the enemy; other
wise the immediate danger was not great, as there was no 
lack of provisions, and the assault, which tbe Eburones 
attempted, recoiled powerless from the Roman intrench
ments. But king Ambiorix informed the Roman com
mander that all the Roman camps in Gaul were similarly 
assailed on the same day, and. that the Romans would
undoubtedly be lost if the several corps did not quickly set 
.out and effect a junction; that Sabinushad the more reason 
to make haste, as the Germans too from beyond the Rhine 
were already advancing against him; that he himself out of 
friendship for the Romans would p~omise them a free retreat 
as far as -the .neares~ Roman Cl\!IlP only two days' march 
distant. Some things in these statements seemed no fiction; 
that the little canton of the Eburones specially favoured· by 
the Romans (P. 250) should have undertaken the attack of its
own accord, "fas in reality incredible, and owing_ to the 
difficulty of effecting a communication ·with the other far
distant camps, the danger of being atta.cked -by the whole 
mass of the insurgents and destroyed in detail was by no 
means to be esteemed slight; nevertheless it could. not 
admit of the smallest doubt, that both honour and prudence 
l'equired them to reject the capitulation offered by the 
enemy and to maintain the post intrusted· to them. . Yet, 
although in the - council of war numerous voices and 
especially the weighty voice of Lucius Aurunculeius Cotta 

- supported this view, the commandant determined to accept 
the proposal of Ambiorix. The Roman troops accordingly 
marched off next morning; but .when . they had arrived at a 
narrow valley about .two miles from the camp they found 
themselves surrounded;by the Eburones and every outlet, 
closed. Therattemfited to open. a way for themselves by 
force of' arms; but the Eburcmes would not enteI: into any 

8 difference of opil'ion. . The five cohort .. are Mt COUll ted 8S part of. a legion 
(comp. vi. 32,33) any more than the twelve cohorts at the Rhine bridge (vi. 29, 
compo 32, 33), and appear to have consisted of detachments of other portions 
of the army, whic,h· had been Il$igned to reinforce this camp situated n8llrcst 
to the Germans. 
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close combat, and' contented themselves with discharging 
theil"missiles from their unassailable positions into th~ dense 
mass of the Romans. ,Bewildered, as if seeking deliverance 
from treachery at ~he hands of the tlaitor, Babinus requested 
a conference with Ambiorix; it was granted, and he and the 
officers accompanying him were first, disarmed and then slain. 
After the fall of the commander the Eburones "threw them
selves from all sides at once on the exhausted and despairing 
Roma.ns, and broke their ranks; most of them, including 
Cotta who had already been wounded, me,t, their death in 
this attack; a small portion, who had succeeded in regaining 
the abandoned camp, fiung themselves Oll' their own 
swords during the following night. The whole corps was 
annihilated. " , 

This success, such as ,the insurgents themselves had Cicero 
hardly ventured to expect, increased the excitement among 8t~cked. 
the Celtic patriots so greatly that the Romans were no 
longer sure of a single district· with, the; exception of the 
HlI'ldui and Remi, and the insurrection broke out at the 
most diverse points. First of all the Eburones followed up 
their victory. Reinforced by the levy of the Aduatuci; who 
gladly embraced the opportunity of requiting the injury 
done to them b, ClI'lsar, and of' the powerfUl a.nd still un
subdued Menapii, they,appeared in the territory of the 
Nervii, who immediately joined them, and the ",hole host 
thus swelled to 60,000' came before the Roman camp 
formed in the Nervian canton. Quintus Cicero, who com
manded there, had with his weak corps a difficult position, 
especially as the besiegers, learning from their foes, con
structed ramparts and trenches, te8tudines and moveable 

" towers after the Roman fashion, and showered fire-balls and 
burning spears over the straw-covered huts of the camp. 
'rhe only hope of the besieged rested on Cmsar, who lay not 
so very far off with three legions in his winter-encampment 
in the region of Amiens; but-a sigI!ificant proof of the 
feeling that prevailed in ,Gaul"",""for a considerable time not 
the slightest indication reached the general either of the 
disaster, of Babinus or of the perilous situation of Cicero. 
At length a Celtic horseman from Cicero's camp succeeded 
in stealing through the enemy to ClI'lslij'. On receiving the C",""r pro
startling news ClI'lsar immediately set out, although only ceo:<!s to h,. 
with two weak legions, together numbering about 7000, and rehef. 
400 horsemen; nevertheless .the announcement that ClI'lsnr 
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was advancing sufficed to induce the insurgents to raise the 
siege~.It was time; not one tenth of the men in Cicero's 
camp remained unwounded. Cresar, against whom the 
insurgent army had turned, deceived the enemy, in the 
way which he had already on several. occasions successfully. 
applied, as to his strength; under the most unfavourable 
circumstances they ventured an ·assault upon the Roman 
camp and suffered a defeat. It is singular, but characteristic 
of the Celtic nation, that in· consequence of' . this one lost 
battle, or perhaps rather in consequence of Cresar's appear
ance in person on the scene of con1l.ict, the. insurrection, 
which had commenced so victoriously and extended so 
widely, suddenly and pitiably broke off the war. The 
Nervii, 'Menapii, Aduatuci, Eburones, returned to their 
homes. The forces o~ the maritime cantons, who had made 
preparations for assailing the legion in Brittany, did the 
same. The Treveri. through whose leader Indutiomnrus 
the Eburones, the clients of the powerful neighbouring 
. canton, had been chiefly induced .to that so successful 
attack, had taken arms on the 'news of the disaster of 
'Aduatuca and advanced into the territory of the Rami with 
the view of attacking the legion cantoned there under the 
command of Labienus; they too desisted for· the present 
from continuing the struggle. Cresar not unwillingly post
poned further measures against the revolted districts till the· 
spring, i,n order not to expose his troops which hQd suffered 
much to the whole severity of tlie .. Gallic winter, and with 
the view of only reappearing in the field when the fifteen 
cohorts destroyed should have been replaced in an imposing 
manner by the levy of thirty new ~ohorts which he had 
ordered. The .insurrection meanwhile pursued its course, 
although there was for the moment a suspension of arms. 
Its chief seats in central Gaul were, partly the districts of 
the Camutes and the neighbouring Benones (about Sens); 
the latter of whom drove the king appointed by Cresar out 
of their. country; partly the region of the Treveri, who 
invited the whole Celtic emigrants and the Germans beyond 
the Rhine to take part in the impending national war, and 
called out their whole furce, with a view to advance in the 
spring a second tilI\l! into the territory of the Remi, to 
capture the corps of Labienus, and to seek a communication 
with the insurgents on the Seine alld Loire. The deputies ot 
these three cantons remained absent from the diet convoked 
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by Cm8llf in central Gaul, and th~reby declared' war jUt'lt as 
openly as a part of the Belgic cantons had done 'by the 
attacks on the ~mps of Sabinus and Cicero. ' The' winter 
was drawing to a close when Cmsar set out with his army, 
which meanwhile had been considerably reinforced. against 
the insurgents. The attempts of the Treveri to concentrate and ~np. 
the revolt had not succeeded; the agitated districts were pressed. 
kept in check. by the marching in of Roman troops, and 
those in open rebellion were attacked in detail., First the 
Nervii were routed by Cmsar in person. The Senones and 
Carnutes met the same fate. The Menapii, the only canton 
which had never submitted to the Romans" were compelled 
by a grand attack simultaneously directed' against them 
from three sides to renounce their long-preserved 'freedom. 
Labienus meanwhile was preparing the same fate for the 
Treveri. Their first attack had been paralysed partly by the 
refusal of the adjoining German tribes to furnish them with 
mercenaries, partly by the fact that Indutiomarus, the 
soul of the whole movement, had fallen in a skirmish with 
the cavalry of Labienus. Bu~ they did not on this account 
abandon their projects. With their whole force th.ey appeared 
in front of Labienus and waited for the German bands that 
were to follow, for their recruiting agents found a. better 
receptio}l than they had met with from the dwellers on 
the Rhine, among the warlike tribes of the interior of 
Germany, especially, as it would appear, among the Chatti. 
But, when Labienus seemed as if he wished to avoid these 
and to march off in all haste, the Treveri attacked the 
Romans even before the Germans arrived and in a most un
favourable spot, and 'were completely defeated. Not4ing 
remained for the Germans who came up too late but to 
return, nothing for the Treverian canton but to submit; 
its gOl"ernment reverted to the head, of 'the Roman party, 

, CingetQrix the son-in-law of Indutiomarus. After these ex
peditions of Cmsar against the Menapii and ofLabienus against 
the Treveri the whole Roman army was again united in the 
territory of the latter. With the view of rendering the 
Germans disinclined to come back, Cmsar once more crossed 
the Rhine, in order if possible to strike & vigorous blow 
against the troublesome neighbours; . but, 8S the Chatti, 
faithful to their tried tactics, ussembled not on their western 
boundarY. but far in the interior., apparently at the Harz 
mountains, for the defence of the land, he immediatel 
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turned back, and contented 'himself with leaving behind a 
garrison at the' passage of the Rhine. . 

Retaliatory Accounts had thus been settled with all the tribes that 
ex~ition took part in the rismg; the Eburones alone were passed 
~flDst the over, but not f6rgotten. Since Cresar had met with the 

urones. disaster of Aduatuca, he had worn mourning and had sworn 
that lie would only lay it aside when he should have avenged 
his soldiers, who had not fallen in honourable war, but had 
been treacheroUl!ly murdered. Helpless and passive the 
Eburones sat in their huts and looked ojl, as the neighbour
ing cantons one after another submitted to the Romans, till 
the Roman cavalry from the Treverian territory advanced 
through the Ardennes into their land. . So little were they 
prel'ared for the attack, that the cavalry had almost seized 
the king Ambiorix in his house; with great difficulty, 'while 
his attendants sacrificed themselves on his behalf, he escaped 

. into the neighbouring thicket. Ten Roman legions soon. 
followed the cavalry. At the same time an invitation was 
issued to the surrounding tribes to hunt the outlawed 
Eburones and pillage their land in concert with the Roman. 
soldiers; not a few complied with the call, including even an 
·audacious band of Sugambrian ,horse~en from the other 
side of the Rhine, who for that matter trealed the Romans 
no better than the Eburones, and had alIilost by a daring -
coup de f!Ulin surprised the Roman camp at Aduatuca. The 
fate of the Eburones was dreadful. However they might hide 
themselves in forests and morasses, there were more hunters 
than gmne. Many put themselves to death like the grey
haired,prince Catuvolcus; only a few saved life and liberty, but 
among these few was the man whom the Romans sought above 
all to seize, the prince Ambiorix; with but four horsemen he 
~scaped over the Rhine. This execution against the canton 
which had transgressed above all the rest was followed in 
the other districts by processes of high treason against in
dividuals. The season for clemency was past. At the bid
ding of the Roman proconsul the eminent Carniltic knight 

53., Acco was beheaded by Roman lictors (701) and the rule of 
the faBC6B was' thus formally inaugurated. Opposition 'was 
siJent; tranquillity everywhere prevailed. Cresar went as 

53. he was wont towards the end of the year 701 over the Alps, 
that through the winter he might observe more closely the 
daily-increasing complications in the capit81. 

Second in- . '1'he sagacious calculator had on this occasion miscalcu-' 
surrection. 
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latcd. The fire was smothered, but' not extinguished. The 
stroke, under which the head of Acco fell, was felt by the 
whole Celtic nobility. .At this very moment the position of 
affairs presented better prospects than ever. The insurrec-
tion of the last winter had evidently failed only through 
Cresor himself appearing on' the scene of action; now he 
was at a distance, detained on the Po by the imminence of 
civil war, and the Gallic army, which was collected on ,the 
upper Seine, was far separated from its dreaded leader. If 
a general insurrection now broke out in' central Gaul, the 
Roman army might be surrounded, and the almost unde-
fended old Roman province be overrun, before Cresar re
appeared beyond the Alps, even if the Italian complications-
did not altogether prevent him from further concerning 
himself about Gaul. Conspirators from all the cantons of 
central Gaul assembled; the Carnutes, as mosJ; directly The en,," 
affected by the execution of Acco, offered to take the lead. nutes. 
On a set day in the winter of 701-702 the Carnutian:>3.52. 
knights Gutruatus and Conconnetodumnlls gave at Cenabum 
(Orleans) the signal for the rising, and put to death aU the 
Romans who happened to. be there. The most vehement 
agitation seized the length and breadth of Gaul; the patriots 
everywhere bestirred themselves. But nothing' stirred the 
nation so deeply as the insurrection of the Arverni. The The Ar
government of this community, which had formerly under vel'ni. 
its kings been the first in. southern Gaul and had still after 
the fall of its princedom occasioned by the unfortunate wars 
against Rome (iii. 110) continued to be one of the wealthiest, 
most civilised, and most powerful in all (laul, had hitherto 
inviolably adhered to Rome. Even now the patriot party 
in t~e governing common council was in the minority;· an 
attempt to induce it to join the insurrection, was in vain. 
The attacks of the patriots were therefore directed against 
the common council and the existing constitution itself; and 
the more so, that the, change of constitution which among 
the Arvernians hl\d substituted. the common council for the 
'prince (P. 222) had iaken place after the victories of the ' 
Romans and probably under their, influence. ' The .leader of Vercinge
the Arvernian. patriots .,y ercingetorix, 'o.ne of .those nobles torb,. 
such as we meet with" among. the Celts, of almost !egal 
authority, in and beyond his canton, and a stately, brave, 
sagacious' man to boot,left the capital and summoned the 
country people; who were as hostile to the ruling oligarchy 
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as to the Romans, at once to re-establish the Arvernian 
monarchy and to go to war with Rome. The multitude 
quickly joined him; the restoration of the throne of Luerius 
and Betuitus was at the same time the declaration of a' 
national war' against Rome. The centre of unity, from the 
want of which' all previous attempts of the nation tc;> shake 
off the foreign yoke had failed, was now found in the new 
self-nominated king of the Arvernians. ,v ercingetorix be
came for the Celts of the continent what Cassivellaunus was 
for the ;.nsular Ce~ts; ~he feeling strongly pervaded the 
masses that he, if anyone, was the man to save the nation. 

The west from the mouth of the Garonne to that of the 
Seine was rapidly infected by the insurrection, and V crcinge
torix was recognised by all the cantons there as commander-. 
in-chief; where the common council made any difficulty, the 
multitude. compelled ,it to join the movement; only a few 
cantons, such as that of the Bituriges, required compulsion 
to join it, and these perhaps only for appearance' sake. The 
insurrection found a less favourable soil in the regions to 
the east of the upper Loire. Everything here depended on 
the Hmdui; and these wavered. The patriotic party was 
very strong in this canton; but the old antagonism to 
the hegemony of th~ Arvernians counterbalanced their in
fluence-to the most serious detriment of the insurrection, 
as the accession of the eastern,cantons, particularly of the 
Sequani and Helvetii, was conditional on the accession of 
the Hmdui, and generally in this part of Gll,ul the decision 
rested with them. While the insurgents were thus labouring 
partly to induce the ~antons that still hesitated,.especially the 
HlMui, to join them, partly to get possession of Narbo-'-one 
of their leaders, the daring Lucterius, had alreaqy appeared 
'on the Tarn. within the limits of the' old province-the 
Roman commander-in-chief suddenly appeared in the depth 
of winter, unexpected alike by friend and foe, on this side of 
the Alps. He quickly made the necessary preparations to 
cover the old province, and not only so, but sent also a 
corps over the .snow-covered Cevennes into the Arverniall 
territory; but he could riot remain here, where the accession 
of the Hmdui to t]Je Gallic alliance might any moment cut 
him off from his army encamped about Sens and Langres. 

, With all secreey he. went to Vienna, and thence, attended 
by only a few horsemen, through the territory of the Hmdui 
to his troops. Thehopes,\vhich had induced the conspirators 
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to declare themselves, vanished; pe;ce co~tinued in Italy, 
and ClB8ar was once more at the head of his army. 

But what were they to do P It was folly under such The Gallic 
circumstances to let the matter come to the decision of plan of 
arms; for these had already decided irrevocably. They war. 
might as well attempt to shake the Alps by throwing stones 
at them as to shake the legions by means of the Celtic 
bands, whether these might be congregated in huge masses' 
or sacrificed in detail canton after canton. Vercingetorix 
despaired of defeating the Romans. He adopted a system 
of warfare similar to that by which Cassivellaunus had saved 
the insular Celts. The Roman infantry was not to be van
quished; but ClIlsar's cavalry consisted almost.exclusively of 

. the contingent of the Celtic nobility, and was practically 
dissolved by the general revolt. It was possible for the 
insurrection, which was in fact essentially composed of the 
Celtic nobility, to develop such a superiority in this arm, 
that it could fay waste the land far and wide, burn down 
towns and villages, destror the magazines, and endanger the 
Bupplies and the communIcations of the enemy, without his 
being able seriously to hinder it. Vercingetorix accordingly 
directed, all his efforts to the increase of his cavalry, and of 
the infantry-archers who were according to the mode of 
fighting of that time regularly associated with it. The 
immense and self·obstructing masses 'Of the militia of the 
line he did not indeed send home, but he did not allow them 
to face the enemy, and attempted to iJnpart to them gradually 
Bome capacity of intrenching, marching, and manoouvring, 
and some perception that the Boldier is not destined merely 
for Bingle combat. Learning from the enemy he adopted in 
particular the Roman system of encampment, on which de
pended the whole secret of the tactical superiority of the 
Romans; for in consequence of it every Roman corps com
bined all the advantages of the garrison of a fortress with all 
the advastages of an offensive army.· It is true that a system . 
completely adapted to Britain which had few towns and to 
its rude, resolute, and on the whole united inhabitants was 

• This, it is true, was only possible, so long as offensive weapons chiefly 
aimed at cntting and stabbing. In the modem mode of warfare, as Napoleon 
has excellently explained. this system bas become inapplicable, because with 
our offensive weapons operating from a distan~ the deployed position is more 
tuiftlltagooua than the concentrated. In C ..... r'. time the revene was the 
-. 
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not absolutely transfer~ble to the rich regions on the Loire 
and .their indolent. inhabitants on the eve of utter political 
dissolution. Vercingetorix at least accomplished this mlich, 
that they did not attempt as hitherto to hold every town 
with the result of 'bolding none; they agreed to destroy 
the places not capable of defence before attack reached 
them, but to defend with all their might the strong for
tresses.At the same time the Arvernian king did what he 
could to bind to the cause of their country the cowardly and 
backward by stern severity, the hesitating by entreaties and 
representations, the covetous by gold, the dec'i<j.ed opponents 
by force, and to compel or allure the rabble high or low to 
some manifestatioll of patriotism. 

Even before the winter was at an end, he threw himself 
on the BoH settled by Cresar in the territory of the Hredui, 
with the view of annihilating these, almost the sole trust
worthy allies of Rome, before Cresar came up. The news of 
this attack "induced Cresar, leaving behind the baggage and 
two legions in the winter quarters of Agedincum (,sens), to 
march immediately and _ earlier than he would doubtless 
otherwise have done, against the insurgents._ .He remedied 
the sorely-felt want of ,cavalry and light infantry in some 
measure by grad,uallf bringing up German mercenaries, 
who instead of using their own small and weak ponies were 
furnished with Italian and Spanish horses partly bought, 
partly procured by requisition from the officers. Cresar, after 
having caused CenabulD, the capital of the Carnutes, which 
had given the signal for the revolt, to be "pillaged and laid in 
ashes, moved over the Loire into the country of the Bituriges. 
He thereby induced Vercingetorix to abandon the siege 
of the town of the Boii, and to resort likewise to the 
Bituriges. -Here the new mode of warfare was first to be 
tried. By order of Vercingetorix more than twenty town
ships of--the Bituriges perished in the flames on one day; 
the' general decreed a similar self-devastation as to the 
neighbouring cantons, so far as they' could be reached by' 
the Romim foraging parties.- -According to -his intention, 
Avaricum (Bourges), the rich and strong capital of the 
Bituriges, was -to. meet- the same fate; but -the majority of 
the war-council yielded to the suppliant entreaties of the 
Biturigian authorities, and resolved rather to defend that. 
city with all. their energy. Thus the war was concentrated 
in the first instance around Avaricum. Vercingetorix"plnced 
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his infantry amidst the morasses adjoiniIi.g the town in a' 
position so unapproachable, that even without being covered 
by the cavalry they needed not to fear the attack of the legions. 
T~e Celtic cavalry covered all the roads and obstructed the 
'communication. The town was strongly garrisoned, and 
the connection between it and the army before the walls 
was kept open. Cresar's position was very awkward. The 
attempt to induce the Celtic infantry to fight was unsuccess
ful; it stirred not from- its unassailable. lines. Bravely as 
his soldiers in, front of the town trenched and fought, the 
besieged vied with them in ingenuity and courage, and they 
bad almost succeeded in setting fire to the siege apparatus 
of their opponents. The task withal of supplying an army 
of nearly 60,000 men with provisions in'a country devastated 
far and wide and scoured by far superior bodies {)f cavalry 
became daily more difficult. The slender stores of the Boii 
were soon used up ; the supply 'promIsed by the Hredui' 
failed to appear; the corn was already consumed, .and the 
soldier was placed exclusively on :flesh-rations. ·But the 
moment was approaching when, the town; with whatever 
contempt of death the garrison fought, could be held no 
longer. Still it wa.'! not impossible to withdraw-the troops 
secretly by night and to destroy the town, before the enemy 
occupied it, Vercingetorix made arrangements for this 
purpose, but the cry of distress raised at the moment of 
evacuation by the women and children left behind at
tracted the attention of the Romans; the departure mis-
carried. On the following gloomy and rainy day the Romans Av¢cum 
scaled the walltl, and, exasperated by the obstinate defence, conquered., 
spared neither age nor sex in the conquered town. The 
ample stores, which the Celts hadaccuillulated in it, were 
welcome to the starved soldiers of Cresar.-With the capture 
of Avaricum (spring of 702) a first success had been achieved sz. 
over the insurrection, and according 'to former experience 
Cl.esar might well expect that it would now dissolve, and that it 
would only be requisite to deal with the cantons individually. 
After he had therefore shown himself with bis wbole army 
in the ,canton of the Hredui and had by tbis imposing 
de~onstration compelled the patriot-party agitating there to 
keep themselves quiet at least for the moment, he divided Cresar 
his army and sent Labienus back to Agedincum, that in divides his 
combination ~th the troops left there he might at the army. 
hend of iour le~io;ns suppress the movement in the terri-
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. tory of the Carnutes and Senones, who on this occasion once 
more took the lead; while he himself with the six remaining 
legions turned to the south and -prepared to carry the war 
into the Arvernian mountains, the proper territory-of Ver-
-cingetorix. , 

, Labienus moved from Agedincum up the left bank of the 
Seine with a view to possess himself ofLutetia (Paris), the 
town of the Parisii situated on an island in the Seine, and 
from this well secured position in the henrt of the insurgent 
country to reduce it again to subjection. But behind 
Melodunum (Melun) he found his route barred by the whole 
army of the insurgents; which had here taken up a position
between unassailable morasses under the leadership of the 
aged Camulogcnus. Labienus retreated a certain distance, 
crossed the Seine at Melodunum, and moved up its right bank 
unhindered towards Lutetia ~ Camulogenus caused this town 
to be burnt and the bridges leading to the left bank to be 
broken down, and took up a position over against Labienus, 
:iD. which the latter could neither bring him to battle nor 
effect a passage under the eyes of the hostile army. 

Toe Roman main army in its turn advanced along the 
Allier down' into the canton of the Arve~ni. Vercingetorix 
attempted to prevent it from crossing to the left bank of the 
Allier, but Cresar overreached him and after some days 
stood before the Arvernian, capital Gergovia.* Vercinge
torix however, doubtless even while he was confronting 
Cresar on the Allier, had caused sufficient stores to be col
lected in Gergovia and a :fixed camp provided with strong 
stone ramparts to be constructed for his troops in front oCthe 
walls of the town, which was situated on the summit of a 
pretty steep hill; and, as he had a sufficient start, he arrived 
beCore Cresar at Gergovia and awaited the attack in the Corti
fied caml? under the wall of the fortress.Cresar with his 
comparatively weak army could neither regularly besiege the 

* This place hIlS heen sought on a rising ground which is still named 
Gergoie, a league to the south of the Arvernian capital Nemetum, the modern 
Clermont; and both the remains of ,'ude fortress-walls brought to light in 
excavations there, and tbe tradition of the name which is traced in docnments 
up to the tenth century, leave no room for doubt as to the c;orrectness ofthis 
determination of the locality. Moreover it aocords. as with the other state
ments of C ..... r. so especially with the fact tbat be pretty clearly indicates 
Gergovia as the, cbief place of the Arvern, (vii. 4). We shall pave aocord
ingly to assume, tbat the Arvernians after their defeat were oompelled to transfer 
their settlement from Gergovia to the, neighbouring less. strong N emetum. 
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place nor even sufficiently blockade it; he pitched his camp 
below the rising ground occupied by Vercingetorix, and was 
compelled to preserve an attitude as inactive as his opJ1onent. 
It was "lmost a victory for the iusurgents, that eresar's 
career of advance from triumph to triumph had been sud
deuly checked on the, Seine and on the Allier. In fact the 
consequences of this check for Cresar were almost equiva.-
lent' to. those of a defeat. The Hredui, who had hitherto The Hadui 
continued vacillating, now made preparations in earnest to waver. 
join the patriotic party; the body of men, whom Cresar had 
ordered to Gergovia, had on the march been induced by its 
officers to declare for the insurgents; 'at the same time they 
had begun in the canton itself to plunder and kill 'the 
Romans settled there. Cll'sar, who had gone with twcr 
thirds. of the blockading army to meet that corps of the 
Hredui which was being brought up- to Gergovia, had by his 
sudden appearance recalled it to nominal obedience ; but it· 
was more than ever a hollow and fl'1igile relation, the con
tinuance of which had been almost too dearly purchased by the 
great peril of the two legions left behind iIi front of Gergovia. 
For VercingE!torix, rapidly and resolutely availing himself of 
Cmsar's departure, had during his absence made an attack 
on them, which had well nigh ended in their being over-
powered and the Roman. camp being taken by storm. 
Cresar's unrivalled celerity alone averted' a second catas-
trophe like that of Aduatuca. Though the Hredui made once 
more fair promises, it might be foreseen that, if the blockade 
should still be prolonged without resuI.t, they would openly 
range themselves on the side of the insurgents and would 
thereby compel Cmsar to raise,it; 'for their accession would 
interrupt the communication between him and Labienus, 
and expose the latter especially, in his isolation to the 
greatest peril. Cmsar was resolved not to let matters come to . 
this pass, but, however painful and even dangerous it was to' 
retire from Gergovia without having accomplished his object, 
nevertheless, if it must be done, rather to set out immediately 
and by marching into the canton of the Hredui to prevent 
at any cost their formal desertion. Before entering how- Cresar . 
'eyer on this retreat, which was far from agreeable to defeated 
his quick and sanguine temperament, he made. yet a last tefore ; 
attempt to free himself from his painful perplexity by a ergov.a. 
brilliant success. While the bulk of the garrison of Ger- . 
govia was occupied in intrenching the side o~ which the 
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assault was expected, the Roman genei-al watched his op
portunity to surprise another access less conveniently 
situated but at the moment left bare. In reality the Roman 
storming columns scaled the camp-wall, and occupied the 
nea,rest quarters of the camp; but the whole garri~on was 
already alarmed, and owing to the small distances Cresar 
found it not advisable to risk the second assault on the 
city-will. He gave'the signal for retreat; but the foremost 
legions, carried away by the impetuosity of victory, heard 
not or did not wish to hear, and pushed forward without 
halting up to the city-wall, Borne even into the city. But 
masses more and more dense threw themselves in front of 
the intruders; the foremost f~ll, the columns stopped; in 
vain centurions and legion61"ies fought with the most devoted 
and heroic courage; the assailants were chased with very 
con~iderable loss out of the town and down the hill, where 
the troops stationed by Cresar in the 'plain received them 

. and prevented greater mischief. The expected capture of 
Gergovia had been converted into a defeat, and the consider
'able loss in killed and wounded-there were eounted 700 
soldiers that had fallen, inCluding 46 centurions-was the 
least part of the misfortune. . Cresar's imposing position ill 
Gaul depended 6ssentially on the halo of victory that sur
rounded him;, and this began to grow pale. The conHicts 
around. Avaricum, .Cresar's vain attempts to compel the 
enemy to fight, the resolute defimce of the city and its 
almost, accidental capture by storm, bore a stam p different· 
from that of the earlier Celtic wars, and had strengthened 
,rather than impaired the confidence of the Celts in them
selves arid their leader. Moreover the new system of war
fare-the making. head against the enemy in entrenched 
camps under the protection of fortresses-had completely' 
ap'proved itself at Lutetia as well as at Gergovia. Lastly 
thIS defeat, the first which Cresar in person had suffered 
from the CeHs, crowned their success~ and it accordingly 
gave as it were the signal for a second outbreak of the 
insurrection. The Hredui now broke formally with Cresar 
and entered into union with Vercingetorix. Their con
tingent, which was still with Cresar's army, not only de
serted from it, but also took occasion to carry off the depots 
of the army of Cresar at N oviodunum on the Loire, whereby 
the chests and magazines, a number of fresh horses, and all 
the ho~tages furnished to Cresar, MI iiltothe hands of ~he 
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insurgents. It \fas,of at least equal importance, that on this Rising of 
news the Belg15, who had hitherto kept aloof from the whole the Belp. 
movement, began to bestir themselves. The powerful can-

. ton of the Bellovaci rose with the view of attacking,in the 
rear the corps of Labienus, while it confronted at Lutetia 
the levy of the surrounding cantons of central Gaul. Every
where else too men were taking to. arms; the strength of 
patriotic enthusiasm carried along with it. even the most 
decided and most fa.voured partisans .of Rome, such. as 
Commins king of the Atrebates, who on account of 'his 
faithful services had received u'om the Romans important 
privileges. for his 'community and the hegemony over the' 
Morini. The threads of the insurrection rammed even into 
the old Roman province; they cherished the hope, perhaps 
not without ground, of inducing the Allobroges themselves 
to take arms against the Romans. With the single excep
tion of the Remi and of the districts-dependent immediately 
on the Remi-of the Suessiones, Leuci, and Lingones, whose 
peculiar isolation was not affected even amidst this general 
enthusiasm, the whole Celtic nation from the Pyrenees to 
the RlJine was now in reality, for the first and for the 
last time, in arms for its freedom and nationality; whereas, 
singularly enough, the whole German cOIQmunities, who in 
the former struggles had held the foremost rank, kept aloof. 
In fllut the Tl'everi, and as it would Beem the Menapii also,. 
were prevented by their feuds with the Germana from taking 
an active part in the national war. . 

It was a grave and momentous crisis, when after the ClI!SILr'. 
retreat from Gergovia and the loss ot' N oviodunum a council plan of war 
of war was held in C15sar's head-quarters regarding the 
measures now to be adopted. Various voices expressed 
themselves in favour of a retreat over the Cevennes into the 
old Roman province, which now lay open 9n all sides to the 
insurrection and certainly was in urgent need of the legionB 

. that had been Bent from Rome primarily for its protection. 
But C15sar rejected this timid strategy suggested not by the 
position of atfairll, but by government instructions and fear. 
of responsibility. He contented himself with calling the 
gener8llevy of the Romans settled in the province to arms, 
and having the frontiers guarded by t\,1at levy to the best of 
its ability. On the other hand he himself set out in t.he CEsar 
opposite direction and advanced by forced marches to Agedin- unites with 
cum, to which he ordered Labienus to'retreat in all baste. LabieilUf. 
, T 2 
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The Celts naturally endeavoured to prevent the junction of 
the two Roman armies. Labienus might by crossing the Marne 
and marchi.pg down the right bank of the Seine have reached 
:Agedincum, where he had left his reserve and his baggage; 
but he preferred not to allow the Celts again to witness the 
retreat of Roman troops. He therefore instead of crossing 
the Marne crossed the Seine under the eyes of the deluded 
enemy, and on its left bank fought a battle with the hostile 
forces, in which he conquered, and among many others the 
Celtic general himself, the old Camulogenus, was left on the 
field. Nor were the insurgents more successful in detaining 
Cresar on the Loire ; Cl.Ilsar gave them no time to assemble 
larger "masses there, and without difficulty dispersed the 
militia of the Hl.Ildui, which alone he found at that point. 

Thus the junction of the two divisions of the army was 
happily accomplished. The insurgents meanwhile had con
sulted as to the further conduct of the war at Bibracte 
(Autun) the !)apital of the Hredui; the soul of these con
sultations was again Vercingetorix, to whom the nation was 
enthusiastically attached after the victory of Gergovia. 
Particular interests, were not, it is true, even now silent; 
the Hredui still in this death-struggle of the nation asserted 
their claims to" the llegemony, and made a proposal in the 
national" assembly to substitute a leader of their own for 
Vercingetorix. But the national. representatives "had not 
merely declined this" and confirmed Vercingetorix in the 
supreme command, but had also adopted his plan of war 
without alteration. II W/lS substantially the same as that 
ou"which he had_operated at Avaricum and at Gergovia. 
As the base of the new position there was selected the strong 
city of the Mandubii, Alesia (Alise Sainte Reine nearSemur 
in the department C6te' d'Or). and another intrenched camp 
was constructed under its walls. Immense stores were here 
accumulated, and the army was ordered thither from Ger
govia, having its cavalry raised by resolution of the national. 
assembly to 15,000 horse. Cresar with the whole strength 
of his army after it was reunited at Agedincum took the 
direction of Besan~on, with the view of now approaching 
the alarmed province and protecting it from an invasion, for 
in fact bands of iIisurgents had already shown themselves in 

• The q~lestion, so much discussed of late, whether Alesia is not ratber to be 
identified with Alaise (25 kilometres to the south of B.,..n<;on, Dep. Doubs), 
has been rightly answe1'ed in the negative by all judiciol]. inquirers. 
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the territory of the Helvii on the south slope of the Ce
venDes. Alesia lay almost on his way; the cavalry of the. 
Celts, the only arm with which Vercingetorix chose to 
operate, attacked him on the route, but to _the surprise of 
all was worsted by the new German Iilquadrons of Cmsar and 
the Roman infantry drawn up in support of them" Vercinge- eresal' in 
torix hastened the more to shut himself up in Alesia; and froD~ of 
if Cmsnr was not disposed altogether to renounce the offen- Ales.8. 
live, no course was left to him but for the third time in this 
campaign to proceed by way of attack with a far weaker 
force against an army encamped under a well-garrisoned and 
well-provisioned fortress and supplied with immense masses 
of cavalry. But, while the Celts had hitherto been opposed Siege of 
by only a part of the Roman legions, the whole forces 'of Alesia. 
Cmsar were united. in the lincs round Alesia, and Vercinge-
torix did not succeed, as he had succeeded at Avaricum and 
Gergovia, in placing his infantry under the pr<:>tectiol;l. of the 
walls of the fortress and keeping his external communica.-
tions open for his own benefit by his cavalry, while he 
interrupted those of the en.emy. The Celtic cavalry, already 
discouraged by that defeat inflicted on them by their despised 
opponents, was beaten by CmsBr's German horse in every 
encounter. The line of circumvallation' of the besiegers 
extending about ten miles invested the whole town, in
cluding the camp attached to it. Vercingetorix had been 
prepared for a struggle under the wails, but not for being 
beSIeged in Alesia; in that point of view the accumulated 
stores, considerable as they were, were yet far from sufficient 
for his army-which was said to amount to 80,000 infantry 
and 15,000 cavalry-and for the numerous inhabitants of the 
town. Vercingetorix could not but perceive that his plan of 
warfare had on this occasion turned to his own-destruction, 
and that he was lost unless the whole nation hastened up to 
the rescue of its blockaded general. The ell,isting provisions 
were still, when the Roman circumvallation was closed, 
sufficient for a month and perhaps something more; at the 
last moment, when there was still free passage at least for 
horsemen, Vercingetorix dismissed his whole cavalry, and 
sent at the same time to the heads of the nation instruc-
tions to call forth all their forces and lead them to the relief 
of Alesla. He himself, resolved to bear in person the re
sponsibility-for the plan of war which he llad projected and 
which had miscarried. remained in the fortress. to share in 
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good or evil the fate of his followers. But Cresar made up his 
mind at once to besiege and to be besieged. He prepared 
his line of circumvallation for defence also on its outer side, 
and furnished" himself with provisions for a longer period. 
The days passed; they had no longer a boll of grain in the 
fortress, and they were obliged to drive out the unhappy 
inhabitants of the town to perish miserably between the 
intrenchments of the Celts and of. the Romans, pitilessly 
rejected by both. At the last hour there" appeared, behind 
Cresar's lines the interminable array of the Celto-Belgic 
relieving army, said to amount to 250,000 infantry and 8000" 

-, Attempt at cavalry. From the Channel to the Cavennes the insurgent 
, relief. cantons had strained every nerve to rescue the flower of 

Conflicts 
before 
Alesia. 

their patriots and the general of their choice-the Bellovaci 
alone had answered that they were disposed to fight against 
the Romans, but not beyond their own bounds. The first 
assault, which the' besieged of Alesia and the relieving 
troops without made 011 the Roman double line, was ~ 
pulsed; bnt, when after a day's rest it was repeated, the 
Celts succeeded~at a spot where the line of circumvallation 
ran over the slope of a hill and could be assailed from the 
height above-in filling up the trenches and hurling the 
defenders down from the rampart. Then Labienns, sent 

"thither by Cresar, collected the nearest cohorts and threw 
.himself with four legions on the foe. Under the eyes of the 
general, who himself appeared at the most dangerous moment, 
the assailants were driven back in a desperate harid-to-hand 
conflict, and tlie squadrons of cavalry that came with Cresar 
taking the fugitives in rear completed the defeat. 

Ale>ia It was more than a great victory; the fate of Alesia, and 
eapitulat ... indeed of the Celtic nation, was thereby irrevocably decided. 

The Celtic army, utterly disheartened, 'dis,Persed at ,once 
from the battle-field and went home. Yercmgetorix might 
perhaps have even now taken to flight, 'or at least have saved 
himself by the last means open to a free man; he did not do 
so, but declared in a council of war that, since he had not 
succeeded in breaking off the alien yoke, he was ready to 
give himself up as a victim and to avert as far as possible 
destruction from the nation, by bringing it on his own head. 
This was done. The Celtic officers delivered their general
the solemn choice of the whole nation~to the enemy of their 
'country for such punishment as he might think fit. Mounted 
Oll his steed and in full armour the king of the Arvernians . . 
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appeared before the Roman proconsul and rode round ·bis 
tribunal; then· he surrendered his horse and arms, and sat 
down in silence on the steps at Calsar's feet (702). Five 52. 
years afterwards he was led in triumph through the streets Vercinge
of the Italian capital, and, while his conqueror was offering torix exe
solemn thanks to the gods on the summit of the Cap'itol,Guted. 
Vercingetorix was beheaded at its foot as guilty of high 
treason against the Roman nation. . As after a day of gloom 
the sun breaks through the clouds at its setting, so des-
tiny bestows on nations that are going down a last great 
man. Thus Hannibal stands at the close of the Phreni· 
cian history, and Vercingetorix at the close of the Celtic. 
They were not able to save the nations to which they be-
longed from a foreign yoke, but they spared them the last 
rell1aining disgrace-an inglorious fall. Vercingetorix, just 
like the Carthaginian, was obliged to contend not merely 
against the public foe, but also and above all against that 
antinational opposition of wounded egotists and startled 
cowards, which regularly accompanies a degenerate civiliza-
tion; for him too a place in history is secured, not by his 
battles and sieges, but by the fact that he was able to furnish 
in his own person a centre and rallying-point to a nation 
·distracted and ruined by the rivalry of individual interests. 
And yet there can hardly be a more marked contrast than 
between the sober townsman of the Phrenician mercantile 
city, whose plans were directed towards one great ·object 
with unchanging energy throughout fifty years, and the bold 
prince of the Celtic land, whose mighty deeds and high~ 
minded self-sacrifice fall within the compass of one. brief 
summer. The _whole ancient world presents -no more 
genuine knight, whether as regards his essential character or 
his outward appearance. But man ought not to be a mere 
knight, and least of all the statesman. It was the knight, not 
the hero, who disdained to escape :trom Alesia, when he 
alon" was of more consequence to the nation than a hundred. 
thousand ordinary brave men.. It was the knight, not the 
hero, who gave himself up as a sacrifice, when the only thing 
gained by that sacrifice ·was that the nation publicly 
dishonoured itself and with equal cowardice .and absurdity 
employed its last breath in proclaiming that its great 

_ historical death-struggle was a crime ·against its oppressor. 
How very different was the conduct of HanBibal in similar 
positions! It is impossible to part from the noble king of the 
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Arverni without a feeling of historical and human sympathy; 
but it is characteristic of the Celtic nation, that its greatest 
man was after all merely a knight. 

The fall of Alesla and the capitulation of the army en
closed in it were fearful blows for the Celtic insurrection; 
but blows quite as beavy had befallen the nation and yet 
the conflict had been renewed. The loss of Yercingetorix, 
however, was irreparable. \Vith him unity had come to the· 
nation; with him it seemed also to have departed. We do 
not find that the insurgents made any attempt to continu~· 
their joint defence and to appoint another generalissimo; the 
league of patriots fell to pieces of itself, and every clan was 
left to fight or come to terms with tIle Romans as it plelllled: 
Naturally the desire after rest everywhere prevailed. CreBal', 
too had an interest in bringing the war quickly to an end. 
Of the ten years of his governorship seven had elapsed, and 
the last was called in question by his political opponents in 
the capital; he could only reckon with some degree of. cer
tainty on two more summers, and, while his interest as well 
as his hononr requi.red that he should hand over the newly
acquired regions to his successor in a condition of tolerable 
pea<;e and tranquillity, there was in truth but scanty. time . 
to bring about such a state of things. To exercise mercy 
was in this case still more a necessity for the victor than fQr 
the vanquished; and he might thank his stars that the in
ternal dissensions and the easy temperament of the Celts met 
him in this respect half way. Where-as in the two most ' 
eminent cantons of central Gaul, those of the Hredui and 
Arverni -there existed a strong party well dispoBed to Rome, 
the cantons obtained immediately after the fall of Alesla a 
complete restoration of their former relations with Rome, and . 
even their captives, 20,000 in number, were released without 
ransom, while those of the other clans passed into the hard 
bondage of the victorious legionaries. The greater portion 
of the Gallic distrjcts submitted like the Hredui and Arvemi
to their fate, and allowed their inevitable punishment to be. 
inflicted without further resistance. But not a few clung 
in foolish frivolity or sullen despair to the lost cause, tlll th« -, 
Roman troops of execution appeared within their bord.· 
Such expeditions were in the winter of 702-703 unde~" 
against the Bituriges and the Carnutes. More serious resisfi:, 
snce was offered by the Bellovaci, who in the previous yet!t. 
had kept aloof from the relief of Alesia ; they seem to ha~. 
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wished to show that their absence on that decisive day at 
least did not proceed from want of courage or of love for 
freedom. _The Atrebat.es, Ambiani, Caletes, and other 
Belgic cantons took part in this struggle; the brave king of 
the Atrebates Commius, whose accession to the insurrection 
the Romans had least of all forgiven, and against whom 
recently Labienus had even directed a repulsive attempt at 
assassination, brought to the Bellovaci 500 German horse, 
whose value the campaign of the previous year had shown. 
The resolute and talented Bellovacian Correus, to whom the 
chief conduct of the war had fallen, waged warfare as Ver
cingetorix had waged it, and with no small success. Although 
Cresar had gradually brought up the greater part of his 
army, he could neither bring the infantry of the Bellovaci to 
a battle, nor even prevent it from taking up other positions 
which afforded better protection against his augmented 
forces; while the Roman horse, especially the Celtic con
tingents, suffered most severe losses in various combats at 
the hands of the enemy's cavalry, especially of the German 
cavalry of Commius. But after Correus had met his death 
in a skirmish with the Roman foragers, the resistance here 
too was broken; the victor proposed tolerable conditions, 
to which the Bellovaci along with their confederates sub
mitted. The Treveri were reduced to obedience by La
bienus, and incidentally the territory of the outlawed Ebu
rones was once more trave'rsed and laid waste. Thus the 
last resistance of' the Belgic confederacy was broken. The 
maritime cantons still made an attempt to defend themselves 
against the Roman do~ination in concert with their neigh
bours on the Loire. In~urgent bands from the Andian, on the 
Carnutic, and other surrounding cantons assembled on the Loire, 
lower Loire and besieged in Leinonum (Poitiers) the prince 
of the Pictones who was friendly to the Romans. But here 
too a considerable Roman force soon appeared against them; 
the insurgents abandoned the siege, and retreated with the 
view of placing the Loire between themselves and the 
enemy, but were overtaken on the march and defeated; 
whereupon the Carnutes and the other revolted cantons, 
including"even the maritime ones, sent in their submission. 
The resistance was at an end; save that an isolated leader and in Uxe1. 
of free bands still here and there upheld the nationallodunum. 
ba.nner. The bold Drappes and the brave comrade in arms 
of' Vercingetorix Lucterius, after the breaking up of the 
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army united on the Loire, gathered together the most reso
lute men, and with these threw themselves. into the strong 
mountain~town of Uxellodunum on the Lot,· which amidst 
severe and fatal conHicts they succeeded in sufficiently' 
provisioning. In spite of the loss of their leaders, of whom 
Drappes had .been taken prisoner, and Lucterius had been cut 
off from the town, the garrison resisted. to the uttermost; it 
was not till Calsar appeared in person, and under his ordE!rs 
the spring from which the besieged derived their water was 
diverted by means of subterranean drains, that the fortress, 
the last stronghold of the' Celtic nation, fell. To distinguish 
the last champions of the. cause ·of freedom, Cresar ordered 
that the whole garrison should have their hands cut off and 
should then be dismissed, each one to his home. Cresar, 
who felt it all~important to put an end at least to open 
resistance throughout Gliul, allowed king Commius, who 
still held Qut in the region of Arras and maintained desultory 
warfare with the Roman troops there down to the winter of 
703-704, to make his peace, and even acquiesced. when the 
irritated and justly distrustful man haughtily refused to 
appear.in person in the Roman camp. It is very probable 
that Calsar in a similar way allowed himself to be satisfied 
with. a merely nominal submission, perhaps even with a de, 
facto armistice, in the less accessible districts of the north
west and north-east of Gaul.t . 

'Thus was Gaul-or, in other words, the land west of the 
Rhine and north of the Pyrenees-rE!ndered subject .after 
only eight years .of conflict (696-703) ~o the Romans. 
Hardly a year after the full pacification of the land, at the 
beginning of 705, the Roman troops. had to be withdrawn 
over the Alps in consequence of the civil Will' which at 
length broke out in Italy, and there remained .nothing but 
at the most Bome weak divisions of recruits in Gaul •. Nevel'
theless the'Celts did not again rise against the foreign yoke; 
and, while in all the old provinces of the empire there was 
fighting against Cresar, the newly-acquired country alone 

..:remained continuously obedient to. its conqueror. Even, the 

.. This is usually 80ugilt at Capdenac not far from Figeac; Goler has recently 
declared himself in favour of Luzech to the west of Cabors, a Bite which had 
been previonsly suggested. . • 

t This indeed, as may readily be conceived, is not recorded byeresar himself; 
but all intelligible hint of it is given by Sallust (Hist. i. 9 Kritz), although 
be wrote a. a partisan of Cmsar. Further proofs ru:e furnished b;r the coins. 
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Germans did, not during those decisive years repeat their 
. attempts to conquer new settlements on the left bank of the 
Rhine. As little did there occur in Gaul any national 
insurrection or German invasion during the subsequent 
crises, although these offered most favourable opportuni
ties. If disturbanoes broke out anywhere, such as the 
rising of the Bellovaci against the Romans in 708, the 46. 
movements were so jsolated and so unconnected with the 
complications in Italy, that they were suppressed without 
material difficulty by the Roman governors. Certainly this, 
state of peace was most probably, just as was the peace of 
Spain for centuries, purchased by provisionally allowing the 
regions that were most remote- and most strongly pervaded 
by national feeling-Brittany, the districts on the ScheIdt, 
the region of the Pyrenees-to withdraw themselves de facto 
iu a more or less definite manner from the Roman allegiance. 
Nevertheless the building of Cresar-however scanty the j;ime 
which he found for it amidst other and!' t the moment still 
more urgent labours, however unfinishe and but provision-
ally rounded off he may have left it-in substance stood the 
test of this fiery trial. as respected both the repelling of the 
Germans and the subjugation of the Celts. 

As to superintendence, the territories newly acquired by Orgattiza
the, governor of Narbonese Gaul remained for the time tion. 
\Jeing united witlt the province of Narbo; it was not till 
Cresar gave up this office (710) that two new governor- 44. 
ships-Gaul proper and Belgia-were formed out, ~f the 
territory which he conquered. That the individual cantons 
lost their political independence; was implied.in the very 
nature of conquest. They became . throughout tributary Roman 
to the Roman community. Their system of tribute however taxation. 
was, of course, not that by means of which the nobles and 
financial aristocracy turned Asia to profitable account: but, 
as was the case in Spain, a trib.ute fixed once for all was 
imposed on ell:ch individual ,:ommunitr, and t~~ levying of it 
was left to Itself. In thIS way forty milhon: sesterces 
(£400,000) flowed annually from Gaul into the chests of 
the Roman government; which. no doubt, undertook in 
return the cost of defending the frontier of the Rhine. 
Moreover, the masses of gold accumulated in the temples of 
the gods and the treasuries of the grandees found their way, 
as a matter of course, to Rome; when Cresar offered his 
Gallic gold throughout the Roman empire and brought such 
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masses of it at once into thc money market that gold as 
compared with silver felrabout 25 per cent., we may guess 
what sums Gaul lost through the war. . 

Indulgence The· former cantonal constitutions with their hereditary 
~o~ards ex- ]rings, or their ruling feudal-oligarchies, continued in the main 
lstlDg ar-ts to subsist a.fter the coIIquest, and even the systell) of client.. 
I'angemen • ship, which made certain ~tons dependent on others 

more powerful, was not abolished, althoug~ no doubt with 
the loss of political indep6ndence its cdge· was takfln off. 
The sole object of Cresar was, while making use of the exist
ing dynastic, feudalist, and hegemonic divisions, to arrange 
matters in the interest of Rome, and to bring everywhere 
inte? power the men favourably disposed to the foreign rule. 
Cresar sp8l'ed no pains to form a Roman party in Gaul; 
extensive. rewards in mOiley and specially in confiscated 
estates were bestowed on his adherents, and places.;in the 
common council and the first offices of state in their cantons 
were procured for thp.m by Cresar's influence. Those can
tOBS in which a sutliciently strong and trustworthy Roman 
party existed,such as the Remi, the Lingones, the Hredui, 
were favoured by the bestowal of a freer communal consti
tution-the right of alliance, as it was called-and by pre
ferences in the regulation or the matter of hegemony. The 
national worship and its priests seem to have. been sJ?ared by 
Cresar from the outset as far as possible j .no trace IS found. 
in his case of measures such as were adopted in later times 
by the Roman regents against the Druidical system, and 
with this is probably connected the fact that his Gallic 
wars, so far as we see, do not- at all bear the character of 
religious warfare after the fashion which formed so prominent 
a feature of the Britannic wars subsequently. 

Introduc- While Creaar thus showed to the conquered nation every 
tion of.~e allowable consideration and spared their national, political, 
:;;:smsmg and religious institutions as far as was. at all compatible with 
trY. e COWl- their subjection to Rome, he did so, not as renouncing the 

. fundamental idea of his conquest, ~he Romanisation of Gaul, 
btit with a view to realise it in the most indulgent way. He· 
did not content himself with leaving the same circum
stances, which had already in great part Romanised the 
south province, to produce their effect likewise in the north; 
but, like a genuine statesman, he stimulated the natural 
course of development and sought to shorten as far as· 
possible the always. painful period of transition. To Bay no-
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thing of the admission, of a number of Celts of rank into Roman 
citizenship and even of several perhaps into the Roman 
senate, it was probably Cl5sar who introduc~d, although with 
certain restrictions, the Latin inli!tead of the native tongue as 
the official language within the several cantons in Gaul, and 
who introduced the Roman instead of the national monetary 
system on the footing of reserving the coinage of gold and 
of denarii to, the Roman authorities, while the smaller money 
was to be coined by the several cantons but only for circu
lation within the cantonal bounds, and this toq in accordance 
with the Roman standard. We may' smile at the Latin 
jargon, which the dwellers by the Loire and the Seine hence-' 
fo1');h employed in accordance with orders;* but these bm:
barisms were pregnant with a greater future than the correct 
Latin of the capital. Perhaps too,if the cantonalc!Jnstitu
tion in Gaul afterwards appears more closely to approach the' 
Italian urban constitution, and the chief places of the canton 
as well as the common councils attain a more marked pro
minence in it than was probably the case in the original 
Celtic organiza.tion, the change may be referred to Cresar. 
No one probably felt more than the political heir of Gaius 
Gracchus and of Marius, how desirable in a military as ",ell' 
as in a political point of view it would have been to es
tablish a series of Transalpine colonies as bases of support 
for the new rule and centres ot' the new civilization. If 
nevertheless he confined himself to the settlement of his 
Celtic or German horsemen in Noviodunum (P~ 242) and to 
that of the Boii in the canton of the Hl5dui (P. 242)-which 
latter settlement already rendered quite the services of a 
Roman colony in the ",ar with V ercingetorix-the reason 
was merely that his fUrther plans did not permit him to 
put the plough instead of the sword into the hands of his 
legions. What he did in later years for the old Roman 
province in this respect, will be eXJllained in its own place; 
It is probable that the ,!'ant of time alone prevented him 
from extending the same system to the regions which he had 
recently subdued. , 

All ",as over with the Celtic nation. Its political annihi-

• Thus we read on a Bemis, which a Vergobretus of the Le.rovii (Lisieux; 
dep. Calvsdos) caused to be struck, the following ins<;ription: CisiamlxJ& 
Cattos fJe7'(IObreto. simisso& (sic) publicOB LizOfJio. The often scarcel)' legible 
writing and the inCl-edibly wretched stamping of these coins are in excellent 
hal-moo), with their stammering Latin. _ _ 
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lation had been completed by Cres~r; its national annihilation 
was begun and in regular progress. This was no accidental 
destruction; such as destiny sometimes prepares even fol," 
peoples capable of development, but a self-incurred and in 
some measure historically necessary catastrophe. The very 
course of the last war proves this, whether we view it as a 
whole or in detail. -Whell the establishment of the foreign rule 
was in cOllt~mplation, only single districts-mostly more
over, Ge~man {)f' half-German-<>ffered energetic resistance. 
When the foreign rule wa,s actually established, the attempts 
to shake it . off were' either undertaken altogether without 
judgment, or they were to an undue extent the work of certain 
prominent nobles, imd were therefore immediately and en
tirely brought to an end with the death .or capture of an 
Indutiomarus, Camulogenus>, Vercingetorix, or Correus. 
The sieges and guerrilla warfare, in which elsewhere the 
whole moral depth of national struggles displays itself, were 
and remained in this Celtic struggle of a peculiarly pitiable 
character. Every page of Celtic history confirms the severe 
saying of one of the few Romans who had the judgment not 
to despise the so-called .barbarians-that the Celts boldly 
challenge danger while future, but lose their courage befol'e its. 
presence. In the mighty vortex of the world's history, which 
inexorably crushes all peoples that are not as hard and as flex
ible as steel, 'such a natiou could not permanently maintain 
itself; with reason the Celts of the continent suffered the 
'same fate at the hands of the Romans, as their kinsmen in 
Ireland. suffer down to our own day at the hands of the 
Saxons-the fate of becoming merged as a leaven of future 
development in a politically superior nationality. Ou the 
eve of parting ii'om this remarkable nation we may be 
allowed to call attention to the fact, that in the accounts of 
the ancients as to the Celts on the Loire and Seine we :find 
almost everyone of the characteristic traits which we are 
accustomed to recognize as marking the Irish. Every feature 
reappears: the laziness in the culture of the fields; the 
delight in tippling and brawling; the ostentation-we may 
recall that sword of' Cresar hlwg up in. the sacred grove of 
the Arvernians' after the victory of Gergovia, which its 
alleged former owner viewed with a smile at the consecrated , 
spot and ordered the sacred property to be carefully spared; 
the language full of comparisons and hyperboles, of allusions 
aud quaint turns; the droll humour-an excellent example 
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of which was the l'Jlle, that if anyone interrupted a person 
speaking in public, a substantial and very visible hole sliould 
be cut, as a measure of police, in the coat of the disturber of 
the peace; the bearty delight in singing and reciting the 
deeds of past ages, and the most decided talent for rhetoric 
and poetry; the curiosity-"-no trader was allowed to pass, 
before he had told in the open street what he knew, or did not 
know, in the shape of news-and the extravagant credulity 
which acted on such accounts, .for which reason in the better 
regulated cantons travellers were prohibited on pain of severe 
punishment from communicating unauthenticated reports to 
others than the public magistrates; the childlike piety, 
which Bees in the priest a fatberand asks him for his advice 
in all things; the unsurpassed fervour of national feeling, and 
the closeness with which those who are felJow·countrymen 
cling together almost like one family in opposition to the' 
.tranger; the inclination to rise in revolt under the first ehance 
leader that presents himself and to form bands, but at the 
Bame time the utter incapacity to preserve a self-reliant courage 
equally remote from presumption and from pusill~imity, to 
perceive the right time for waiting and for striking, to attain 
or even barely to tolerate any organization, any sort of fixed 
military or political discipline., It is, and remains, at all 
times and places the saDIe indolent and' poetical, irresolute 
and fervid, inquisitive, credulous, amiable, clever, but--in a 
political point of view-thoroughly useless nation; and there
t.ore .its fate has been always and everywhere the same. -

But the fact that this great people was ruined by the The ~in
Transalpine wars of Cresar, was not the most important re- nings o~ 
sult of that grand enterprise; far more momentous than the Ro]mamc ~c-

,.negative was the positive result. It hardly admits of a doubt ve opmen • 
that, if the rule of the senllte had prolonged its semblance of 
life for some generations longer, the migration of peoples, 
as it is 'called, would have occurred four hundred years 
sooner than it did, and would have occurred at a time when 
t.he Italian civilization had not become naturalized either in 
Gaul, or on the Danube, or in Africa and Spain. Inasmuch 
as the great general and statesman of Rome' with sure 
glance perceived in the, German tribes the rival antagonists 
of the Romano-Greek world; inasmuch as with firm hand he 
established the new system of aggressive defence dowll. even 
to its details, and taught men to protect the frontiers of the 
eml?ire by rivers or artificial ramparts, to colonise the nearest 
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barbarian tribes along the frontier with the vIew of ~arding 
off the more remote, and to recruit the Roman army by en
listment from the enemy's country; he gained for the Hellenie
Italian culture the interval necessary to civilize the West just 
as it had already civilized the East. Ordinary men. see the 
fruits of their action; the seed sown by men of genius 
germinates slowly. Centuries elapsed before men 'under
stood that Alexander had not merely erected an ephemeral 
kingdom in the East, but had carried Hellenism to Asia; 
centuries again elapsed before men understood that Cresar 
had- not merely conquered a new province for the Romans, 
but had laid the foundation for the Romanising of the regiolls 
of the West. It was only a late posterity that perceived the 
meaning of those expeditions to England and Germany, 'so 
inconsiderate in a military point of view, and so barren of 
immediate result. An immense circle of peoples, whose 
existence and condition hitherto were bown barely through 
,the reports-mingling some truth with much nction-of the 
mariner and the trader, was disclosed by this means to the 
Greek and Roman world. "Daily," it. is said in a Roman 
writing 'of May 698, ., the letters and messages from Gaul are 
announcing names of peoples, cantons, and regions hitherto 
unknown to us." This enlargement of the historical horizon 
by the expeditions of Cresar beyond the Alps was as much 
an event in ·the world's history as the exploring of -America 
by European bands. To the narrow circl~ of the Mediter
ranean states were added the peoples of .central and northern 
Europe, the dVfellerson. the Baltic and North seas; to the 
old world was added a new one, which thenceforth was influ
enced by the old and influenced it iD. turn. What the 
Gothic Theodoric afterwards succ~eded in, came very near to 
being 1Ilready carried out by Ariovistus. Had it so happiDed,· . 
our civilization would have hardly stood in any more 
i:iltimate relation to the Romano-Greek than to the Indian 
and Assyrian culture. That there is a bridge connecting 
the past glory of Henas and Rome with the prouder fabric 
'of modern history; that Western Europe is Romanic and 
Germanic Europe classic; that the names of Themistocles 
and Scipio have to us a very different Bound from those 
of 'Asoka and- Salmanassar; that Homer and SOJ?hocles are 
not merely like the Vedas and Kalidas8 attractive to the 
literary botanist, but bloom for us in our own garden-all 
this is the work of Creaar; and, while the creation of his great 
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predecessor in the :East has been almost wholly reduced to 
ruin by the tempests of the middle ages, the structure of 
ClIlIlar has olltlasted those thousands of years which have 
changed religion and polity for the human race and even 
shifted the centre of civilization itself, and it stands erect for 
what we may term perpetuity. 

To complete the sketch of the relations of Rome to the The cooo
peoples of the North at this period, it remains that we cast tl'ies on the 
a glance at the countries which stretch to the north of the Danobe. 

Italian and Greek peninsulas, from the sources of the Rhine 
to the 'Black Sea. It is true that the torch of history 
does not illumine the mighty stir and turmoil of peoples 
which probably prevailed at that time there; and the solitary 
gleam. of light that. fall 'on this region are, . like a faint 
glimmer amidst deep darkness, more fitted to bewilder than 
to enlighten. But it is the duty of the historian to indicate 
also the gaps in the record of the ·history of nations; he may 
not deem it beneath him to mention, by the side of Cresar's 
ml\~ificent system of defence, the paltry arrangements by 
whICh the generals of the senate professed to protect on this 
lide the frontier of the empire. . 

North-eastern Italy was still as before (iii. 174) left ex- Alpioe pto
posed to the attacks of the AIl?ine tribes. The strong pies. 
Roman army encamped at AquileIa in 696,.and the triumph 59. 
of the governor of Cisalpine Gaul, Lucius AfraniuB, lead us 
to infer, that about this time an expedition to the Alps took 
place; and it may have beeu in COD sequence of this that we 
find the Romans soon afterwards in closer connection With 
a king of the Noricans. But that even subsequently Italy 
was not at all secure on this side, is shown by the sudden 
assault of the Alpine barbarians on the flourishing town of 
Tergeste in 702, when the Trausalpine insurrection had com. . 52. 
pelled Cresar to divest upper Italy wholly of troops. . . 

The turbulent peoples also, -who had possession of the Illyri .. 
. district along the Illyrian coast, gave their Roman masters 
constant employment. The Dalmatians, even at an earlier 
period the most considerable people of this region, enlarged 
their power so much by admitting their neighbours into their 
union, that the number of their townships rose from twenty 
to ei<>hty. With respect to the town of Promona (not 
far fr~m the river Kerka), which they had wre.sted from the 
Liburnians and refused to surrender. they fell mto a quarrel 
with the Romans, and defeated the general levy which 
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Cresar called forth against them; a. defeat which the out... 
break of the civil war prevented him from avenging. Partly 
on this account Dalmatia beeamein that war a rendezvous 
of the party hostile to CreSin', and the inhabitants in concert 
with the Pompeians and with the pirates offered an ener
getic resistance to the generals of Cresar both by land and 
by water.. , 

Macedonia.' Lastly Macedonia along with Epirus and Hellas lay in 
greater desolation and decay than almost any other part of 
the Roman empire . .Dyrrhachium, Thessalonica, and Byzan
tium had still some trade and commerce; Athens attracted 
travellers and students ,by its, name and its philosophical 
school; but on the whole there layover the formerly popu
lous little towns of Hellas, and her sea-ports once swarming 
with men, the calm of the grave. But. if the Greeks stirred' 
not, the inhabitants of the hardly accessible Macedonian 
mountains on the other hand continued after the. old fashion 

57-56. their predatory raids and feuds; for instance about 697-698 
Agrreans and Dolopians overran the lEtolian towns, and in 

54-. 700 the Pirustre p.welling in the valleys of the Drin overran 
southern Illyria. The neighbouring peoples did likewise. 
The Dardani on the northern, frontier as well as the 
Thracians in the east had no doubt been humbled by the 

78-71. Romans in the eight years' conflicts from 676 to 683 ;' the 
most powerful of the Thracian princes, Cotys, the ruler of 
the old. Odrysian kingdom, was thenceforth numbered 
among the client kings of Rpme. Nevertheless the pacified 
land had still as before to suffer invasions from the north 

'and east. The governor Gaius Antonius, was severely 
handled both by-the Dardani and by the tribes settled in 
the modern Dobrudscha, who, with the help of the dreaded 
Bastarnre brought, up from the left bank of the Danube, 

62-61. inflicted on him an important defeat (692-693) at lstropolis 
(lstere not far from Kustendji). Gaius Octavius fought 

,60. with better fortune against the Bessi and Thracians (694); 
57-56. Marcus Piso again (697-698) as general in chief wretchedly 

mismanaged matters; which was no wonder, ,seeing that he 
gave friends and foes whatever they wished for money. The 
Thracian Dentheletre (on the Strymon) under his gover
norship plundered Macedonia far and wide, and eveil 
stationed their posts on the great Roman military road lead
ing from Dyrrhachium to Thessalonica; the people in Thes
salonics ~ made up' their minds to stand a siege from them, 
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for the strong Roman army in the province seemed to be 
present. only as an on;looker...while the inha?itanta of. the 
mountams and the neighbolll'lllg peoples levied contnbu..: 
tions from the peaceful subjects of Rome. 

SUQh attacks could not indeed endanger the power of The new 
Rome, and a fresh disgrace had long ago ceased to occasion l:'cinn . 
concern. But just about this period.a people began to mgdom. 
acquire political consolidatioll beyond the Danube in the 
wide Dacian steppes-a people which seemed destined to play 
a different part in history from that of the Bessi and the . 
Dentheletm. Among the Getm or Dacians in primeval times 
there had been associated with the king of the people a holy 
man called Zamolxis, who, after having explored the ways 
and wonders of the gods in dist4nt travel in foreign lands, 
and having thoroughly studied in particular the wisdom ot' 
the Egyptian I?riests and of the Greek Pytliagoreans, had 
returned to hiS native country to end his life asa piqus 
hermit in a. cavern of the" holy monntain." He :remained 
accessible only to the king and his servants, ana gave forth 
to the king and through him to the people his oracles with
reference to every important undertaking. He was regarded 
by his countrymen at first as priest of the supreme god and 
ultimately as himself a god, just as it is said of Moses and 
Aaron that the Lord had made Aaron the prophet and 
Moses -the god of the prophet. This had become a per-
manent institution; there was regularly ~ssociated with the 
king of the Getm such a god, from whose mouth everything 
which the king ordered proceeded, or appeared to proceed. 
This peculiar constitution, in which the theocratic idea had 
become subservient to the apparently absolute power of the 
kin~, probably gave to the kings of the Getm some such 
pOSition with respect to their subjects as the caliphs 
bad with respect to the Arabs; and, one result of it was 
the marvellous religiouB-political reform of the n~tion, which 
was carried out about this time by the king of the Getm, 
Boerebistas, and the god Dekreneos. The people, which 
had morally and politically fallen into utter decay through 
unexampled drunkenness, was as it were metamorphosed by 
the new gospel of temperance and valour; with his bands 
under the influence, so to speak, of puritanic discipline and 
enthusiasm king Boerebistas founded wibhin· a few years a 
mighty kingdom, .which extended along both banks of the 
Danube and reached Bou.thw~rd far into Thrace, Illyria, and 
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Noricum. Yo direct' contact wi,tb the Romans pad yet taken 
place, and no one could tell what might. come out of this 
singular state, which remin'ds us of the early times of Islam j 

but this much it needed no prophetic. gift to- foretell, that 
proconsuls like Antonius arid Piso were nowise _ fitted to 
contend with gods. ' 
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